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At the time this publication went to
print, Congress was considering
legislation, H. R. 6 (Energy Policy

CAUTION
!

Act of 2003), that could affect farm-
www.irs.gov/efile ers. See Publication 553, Highlights of 2003 Tax

Changes, for information on whether the legisla-
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tion was enacted and, if so, the specific items of • Send an email to ombudsman@sba.gov, tion 946, How To Depreciate Property, for the
interest to farmers. Publication 553 will be avail- or definition of qualified nonpersonal use vehicles.
able on the IRS website at www.irs.gov. • Download the appraisal form at Depreciation limits for business cars. TheYou are in the business of farming if you

www.sba.gov/ombudsman. total section 179 deduction and depreciation (in-cultivate, operate, or manage a farm for profit,
cluding the special depreciation allowance) youeither as owner or tenant. A farm includes stock,

Treasury Inspector General for Tax Adminis- can take for a passenger automobile you use indairy, poultry, fish, fruit, and truck farms. It also
tration. If you want to report, confidentially,includes plantations, ranches, ranges, and your business and first place in service in 2003
misconduct, waste, fraud, or abuse by an IRSorchards. is generally $10,710, for a car placed in service
employee, you can call 1–800–366–4484This publication explains how the federal tax after May 5, 2003, and $7,660 for a car placed in
(1–800–877–8339 for TTY/TDD users). Youlaws apply to farming. Use this publication as a service before May 6, 2003. Special rules apply
can remain anonymous.guide to figure your taxes and complete your to electric vehicles and certain trucks and vans.

farm tax return. If you need more information on See chapter 8.
a subject, get the specific IRS tax publication Farm tax classes. Many state Cooperative
covering that subject. We refer to many of these Depreciation limits for trucks and vans.Extension Services conduct farm tax workshops
free publications throughout this publication. Maximum depreciation deductions have beenin conjunction with the IRS. Please contact your
See chapter 21 for information on ordering these county extension office for more information. established for passenger automobiles (such as
publications. minivans and sport utility vehicles) that are built

The explanations and examples in this publi- on a truck chassis and are placed in service in
cation reflect the Internal Revenue Service’s in- 2003. These limits are generally higher than
terpretation of tax laws enacted by Congress, those for other automobiles. See chapter 8.Important Changes
Treasury regulations, and court decisions. How-
ever, the information given does not cover every Earned income credit. The maximumfor 2003
situation and is not intended to replace the law amount of income you can earn and still get the
or change its meaning. This publication covers earned income credit has increased. To claimThe following items highlight a number of admin-
subjects on which a court may have made a the credit, you must have earned income (in-istrative and tax law changes for 2003. They are
decision more favorable to taxpayers than the cluding net earnings from self-employment) anddiscussed in more detail throughout the publica-
interpretation of the Service. Until these differing adjusted gross income of less than $33,692tion. More information on these and other
interpretations are resolved by higher court deci- ($34,692 for married filing jointly) and meet cer-changes can be found in Publication 553, High-
sions, or in some other way, this publication will lights of 2003 Tax Changes. tain other requirements. For more information,
continue to present the interpretation of the including what counts as earned income, see
Service. Increased section 179 deduction dollar limit. Publication 596, Earned Income Credit (EIC).

The maximum section 179 expense you canThe IRS Mission. Provide America’s taxpay-
elect to deduct for property you placed in service Child tax credit. You may be able to claim aers top quality service by helping them under-
during 2003 has increased from $24,000 to tax credit for each of your qualifying childrenstand and meet their tax responsibilities and by
$100,000. See  chapter 8. under age 17 at the end of the year. The creditapplying the tax law with integrity and fairness to

can be as much as $1,000 (up from $600) forall. Increased threshold for figuring any reduc- each qualifying child.
tion in the dollar limit. The $200,000 thresh-Comments and suggestions. We welcome
old amount used to figure any reduction in theyour comments about this publication and your Self-employed health insurance deduction.
maximum section 179 deduction has increasedsuggestions for future editions. You can deduct 100% (up from 70%) of your
to $400,000 for property placed in service inYou can email us at *taxforms@irs.gov. self-employed health insurance premiums as an
2003. See chapter 8.Please put “Publications Comment” on the sub- adjustment to income. See chapter 5.

ject line.
Revocability of section 179 deduction. You Standard mileage rate. The standard mile-You can write to us at the following address:
can revoke an election (or any specification age rate for the cost of operating your car, van,
made in the election) to take a section 179 pickup, or panel truck is 36 cents a mile for allInternal Revenue Service
deduction for any property without IRS approval.Business Forms and Publications Branch business miles driven. See chapter 5.
The revocation can be made on an amendedSE:W:CAR:MP:T:B
return and applies to elections and specifica- Tax rates and maximum net earnings for1111 Constitution Ave. NW
tions made on your 2003 tax return. self-employment tax. The maximum netWashington, DC 20224

self-employment earnings subject to the social
Addition of 50% special depreciation allow- security part (12.4%) of the self-employment taxWe respond to many letters by telephone. ance. For qualified property you place in serv-

increased to $87,000. There is no maximumTherefore, it would be helpful if you would in- ice after May 5, 2003, you can take a special
limit on earnings subject to the Medicare partclude your daytime phone number, including the depreciation allowance that is equal to 50% of
(2.9%). For information on the self-employmentarea code, in your correspondence. the property’s depreciable basis. However, you
tax, see chapter 15.can elect to claim the 30% special allowance forComments on IRS enforcement actions.

property that qualifies for the 50% allowance, orThe Small Business and Agricultural Regulatory Backup withholding. For amounts paid in
elect to claim no special allowance. See chapterEnforcement Ombudsman and 10 Regional 2003, the backup withholding rate is 28%. See
8.Fairness Boards were established to receive chapter 2.

comments from small business about federal
Eligibility of carried-over basis for specialagency enforcement actions. The Ombudsman Additions to small watershed programs.
depreciation allowance. If you acquire quali-will annually evaluate the enforcement activities The following programs have been added to the
fied property in a like-kind exchange or involun-of each agency and rate its responsiveness to list of small watershed programs from which
tary conversion, the carried-over basis of thesmall business. If you wish to comment on the cost share payments you receive may be ex-
acquired property is eligible for a special depre-enforcement actions of the IRS, you can: cludable.ciation allowance. See chapter 8.

• Call 1–888–734–3247, • The Soil and Water Conservation Assis-
Exclusion of qualified nonpersonal use

tance Program.• Fax your comments to 202–481–5719, trucks and vans from definition of passenger
• The Agricultural Management Assistanceautomobile. A truck or van that is a qualified• Write to

nonpersonal use vehicle placed in service afterOffice of the National Ombudsman Program.
July 6, 2003, is not considered to be a passen-U.S. Small Business Administration • The Conservation Reserve Program.ger automobile (and is therefore not subject to409 3rd Street, S.W.
the passenger automobile limits). See Publica-Washington, DC 20416 See chapter 4.
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Reduced capital gains tax rates. The maxi- Wage limits for social security and Medicare come amount for a base year when figuring your
taxes. The maximum wages subject to the so- tax on Schedule J (Form 1040). See chapter 4.mum tax rate on net capital gains has been
cial security tax for 2004 will be published inreduced for individual taxpayers for sales, ex-

Peanut quota buyout program payments. IfPublication 51, Circular A, Agriculturalchanges, or conversions of assets after May 5,
you are an eligible peanut quota holder, you areEmployer’s Tax Guide. There is no limit on2003. The lower rates (from 20% to 15% and
entitled to receive peanut quota buyout programwages subject to the Medicare tax.from 10% to 5%) apply to assets held for more
payments. For information about the tax treat-than one year. See chapter 10.
ment of these payments, see chapter 4.

Elimination of qualified 5-year gain. The 8%
Voluntary withholding. You can request in-maximum tax rate for qualified 5-year gain has Important Reminders come tax withholding from the following pay-been eliminated for sales and other dispositions
ments on Form W–4V, Voluntary Withholdingafter May 5, 2003. See chapter 10. The following reminders and other items may Request.

help you file your tax return.
Increased limits on elective deferrals and • Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC)
catch-up contributions. The limit on elective Principal agricultural activity codes. You loans.
deferrals increases to $12,000 for 2003. This must enter on line B of Schedule F (Form 1040)

• Certain crop disaster payments receivednew limit will apply for participants in SARSEPs, a code that identifies your principal agricultural
under the Agricultural Act of 1949 or title IIactivity. It is important to use the correct code401(k) plans (excluding SIMPLE plans), and de-
of the Disaster Assistance Act of 1988.because this information will identify marketferred compensation plans of state or local gov-

segments of the public for IRS Taxpayer Educa-ernments and tax-exempt organizations. A plan • Social security benefits.
tion programs. The U.S. Census Bureau alsocan permit participants who are age 50 or older

• Unemployment compensation.uses this information for its economic census.at the end of the calendar year to also make
See the list of Principal Agricultural Activitycatch-up contributions. The catch-up contribu- • Certain other government payments.
Codes on page 2 of Schedule F.tion limit for 2003 increases to $2,000. See

chapter 17. See chapter 4 for information on CCC loansPostponed tax deadlines in disaster areas.
and crop disaster payments.The IRS may postpone for up to 1 year certainIncreased limits on SIMPLE plan salary re-

tax deadlines of taxpayers who are affected by a Direct deposit of refund. If you are due aduction and catch-up contributions. The
Presidentially declared disaster. See chapter refund on your tax return, you can have it depos-limit on salary reduction contributions to a
13. ited directly into your account at a bank or otherSIMPLE plan increases to $8,000 in 2003. A

financial institution. See your income tax pack-SIMPLE plan can also permit participants who Marginal production of oil and gas. The
age for details.are age 50 or older at the end of the calendar suspension of the taxable income limit on per-

year to make catch-up contributions. The centage depletion from the marginal production Change of address. If you change your homecatch-up contribution limit for 2003 increases to of oil and natural gas that was scheduled to or business address, you should use Form
$1,000. See chapter 17. expire for tax years beginning after 2001 has 8822, Change of Address, to notify the IRS. Be

been extended to tax years beginning before sure to include your suite, room, or other unitSocial security and Medicare wage threshold
2004. For more information on marginal produc- number.for household employees. The social secur- tion, see section 613A(c)(6) of the Internal Rev-

ity and Medicare wage threshold increased to enue Code. Third party designee. You can check the Yes
$1,400 for 2003. This means that if you paid a box in the Third Party Designee area of your
household employee cash wages of less than Business use of your home. You may be return to authorize the IRS to discuss your return
$1,400 in 2003, you did not have to report and able to deduct expenses for your home office with a friend, family member, or any other per-
pay social security and Medicare taxes on that even if it is not where you perform your most son you choose. This allows the IRS to call the
employee’s 2003 wages. Note: The threshold important business activities or spend most of person you identified as your designee to an-

your business time. See chapter 5.remains at $1,400 for 2004. For more informa- swer any questions that may arise during the
tion, see Publication 926, Household processing of your return. It also allows yourReportable transactions. You must file FormEmployer’s Tax Guide. designee to perform certain actions. See your8886, Reportable Transaction Disclosure State-

income tax package for details.ment, to report certain transactions. Reportable
transactions include (1) transactions the same Electronic deposits of taxes. You must use
as or substantially similar to tax avoidance the Electronic Federal Tax Payment SystemImportant Changes transactions identified by the IRS, (2) transac- (EFTPS) to make electronic deposits of all de-
tions offered to you under conditions of confi- pository tax liabilities you incur in 2004 andfor 2004 dentiality, (3) transactions for which you have or thereafter if you deposited more than $200,000
a related party has contractual protection in federal depository taxes in 2002 or you had toThe following items highlight a number of admin- against disallowance of the tax benefits, (4) use EFTPS in 2003. See chapter 16.istrative and tax law changes for 2004. More transactions that result in losses of at least $2

information on these and other changes can be million in any single year or $4 million in any Overdue tax bill. If you receive a bill for over-
found in Publication 553, Highlights of 2003 Tax combination of years, (5) transactions resulting due taxes, do not ignore it. If you owe the tax
Changes. in book-tax differences of more than $10 million, shown on the bill, you should make arrange-

and (6) transactions with asset holding periods ments to pay it. If you believe it is incorrect,Section 179 deduction. The $100,000 dollar
of 45 days in one year or less and that result in a contact the IRS immediately to suspend actionlimit on the section 179 deduction and the
tax credit of more than $250,000. For more infor- until the mistake is corrected. See Publication$400,000 threshold amount used to figure any
mation, see the Instructions for Form 8886. 594, The IRS Collection Process, for more infor-

reduction in the dollar limit will be subject to
mation.

adjustments for inflation. For information on the Estimated tax. When you figure your esti-
section 179 deduction, see chapter 8. mated tax, you must include any alternative min- Publication on employer identification num-

imum tax you expect to owe. See chapter 14 and bers (EIN). Publication 1635, Understanding
Maximum net earnings for self-employment Publication 505. Your EIN, provides general information on em-
tax. The maximum net self-employment earn- ployer identification numbers. Topics include
ings subject to the social security part of the Averaging of farm income. You, as an indi- how to apply for an EIN and how to complete
self-employment tax for 2004 will be published vidual farmer, can choose to average all or part Form SS–4.
in Publications 533 and 553. There is no maxi- of your taxable farm income when you figure
mum limit on earnings subject to the Medicare your income tax. If you average your income, Form W–4 for 2004. You should make new
part. you may be able to use a negative taxable in- Forms W–4 available to your employees and

Page 3
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encourage them to check their income tax with- Due dates for deposits of withheld income time, you have until February 10 to file the
taxes, social security taxes, and Medicare taxesholding for 2004. Those employees who owed a return. For more information on FUTA tax, see
are not listed here. For these dates, see Publica-large amount of tax or received a large refund for chapter 16.
tion 509, Tax Calendars for 2004.2003 may need to file a new Form W–4. See

Publication 919, How Do I Adjust My Tax With- February 10Fiscal year taxpayers. Generally, the dueholding.
dates listed apply whether you use a calendar or

Social security, Medicare, and withheld in-a fiscal year. However, if you have a fiscal year,Earned income credit. You, as an employer, come tax. File Form 943 to report socialrefer to Publication 509 for certain exceptionsmust notify employees who worked for you and security, Medicare, and withheld income taxthat may apply to you.from whom you did not withhold income tax for 2003. This due date applies only if you
about the earned income credit. See chapter 16. As this publication was being pre- deposited the tax for the year in full and on

pared for print, the Treasury Depart- time.Electronic Form 1099. Form 1099 can be is-
ment proposed new rules that wouldsued electronically if the recipient consents to CAUTION

!
Federal unemployment (FUTA) tax. Fileprovide an additional exception toreceive it that way. Form 940 (or 940–EZ) for 2003. This duethe FUTA deposit requirements for employers.

date applies only if you deposited the tax forFor more information about this and other impor-Form 1099–MISC. File Form 1099–MISC if
the year in full and on time.tant tax changes, see Publication 553, High-you pay at least $600 in rents, services, and

lights of 2003 Tax Changes.other miscellaneous payments in your farming
business to an individual (for example, an ac- March 1
countant, an attorney, or a veterinarian) who is

All farm businesses. File information re-not your employee and is not incorporated. See
turns (Form 1099) for certain payments youchapter 2. 2004 Calendar Year
made during 2003. There are different forms

Children employed by parents. Wages you for different types of payments. Use a sepa-
pay to your children age 18 and older for serv- rate Form 1096 to summarize and transmitDuring January
ices in your trade or business are subject to the forms for different types of payments.

Farm employers. Give your employeessocial security and Medicare taxes. See chapter If you file Forms 1099 electronically (not by
their copies of Form W–2 for 2003 by Febru-16. magnetic media), your due date for filing them
ary 2, 2004. with the IRS is extended to March 31. The dueFarmers and crew leaders must withhold in-

date for giving the recipient these forms re-come tax. Farmers and crew leaders must
mains February 2.January 15withhold federal income tax from farm workers

who are subject to social security and Medicare Farm employers. File Form W–3, Trans-Farmers. Pay your estimated tax for 2003
taxes. See chapter 16. using Form 1040–ES. You have until April 15 mittal of Wage and Tax Statements, along

to file your 2003 income tax return (Form with Copy A of all the Forms W–2 you issuedSocial security tests for seasonal farm work-
1040). If you do not pay your estimated tax by for 2003.ers. If you pay seasonal farm workers less
January 15, you must file your 2003 return If you file Forms W–2 electronically (not bythan $150 in annual cash wages, the wages are
and pay any tax due by March 1, 2004, to magnetic media), your due date for filing themnot subject to social security and Medicare
avoid an estimated tax penalty. with the Social Security Administration (SSA)taxes, even if you pay $2,500 or more to all your

is extended to March 31. The due date forfarm workers. The seasonal farm worker must
giving the recipient these forms remains Feb-meet certain tests. See chapter 16. February 2
ruary 2.

Medical savings accounts (MSAs). The pilot Farm employers. Give your employees For more information, see Form W–2
program for MSAs is scheduled to end Decem- their copies of Form W–2 for 2003. If an under Information Returns in chapter 2.
ber 31, 2003. If it does, you can participate in an employee agreed to receive Form W–2 elec-
Archer MSA after 2003 only if you were an active Farmers. File your 2003 income tax returntronically, have it posted on a website and
MSA participant before January 1, 2004, or you notify the employee of the posting. (Form 1040) and pay any tax due. However,
become an active MSA participant after 2003 you have until April 15 to file if you paid your

Social security, Medicare, and withheld in-because you are covered by a high deductible 2003 estimated tax by January 15, 2004.
come tax. File Form 943 to report socialplan of an MSA participating employer. See
security and Medicare taxes and withheld in-Publication 969, Medical Savings Accounts March 15come tax for 2003. Deposit any undeposited(MSAs).
tax. (If your tax liability is less than $2,500, you

Corporations. File a 2003 calendar year in-can pay it in full with a timely filed return.) IfPhotographs of missing children. The Inter-
come tax return (Form 1120 or 1120–A) andyou deposited the tax for the year in full andnal Revenue Service is a proud partner with the
pay any tax due. For more information, seeon time, you have until February 10 to file theNational Center for Missing and Exploited Chil-
Paying and Filing Income Taxes in Publicationreturn. (Do not report wages for nonagricul-dren. Photographs of missing children selected
542, Corporations.tural services on Form 943.) For more infor-by the Center may appear in this publication on

mation, see  chapter 16.pages that would otherwise be blank. You can
help bring these children home by looking at the March 31

All farm businesses. Give annual informa-photographs and calling 1–800–THE–LOST
tion statements to recipients of certain pay- Electronic filing of Forms 1099 and W–2.(1–800–843– 5678) if you recognize a child.
ments you made during 2003. You can use File Forms 1099 with the IRS and Forms W–2
the appropriate version of Form 1099 or other with the SSA. This due date applies only if you
information return. Form 1099 can be issued file electronically (not by magnetic media).
electronically with the consent of the recipient. Otherwise, the due date is March 1.Important Dates For more information, see Information Re- The due date for giving the recipient these
turns in chapter 2. forms remains February 2.You should take the action indicated on or

For information about filing Forms 1099before the dates listed. Saturdays, Sundays, Federal unemployment (FUTA) tax. File
electronically, see Publication 1220, Specifi-and legal holidays have been taken into ac- Form 940 (or 940–EZ) for 2003. If your unde-
cations for Filing Forms 1098, 1099, 5498,count, but statewide holidays have not. A state- posited tax is $100 or less, you can either pay
and W–2G Electronically or Magnetically. Forwide legal holiday delays a due date only if the it with your return or deposit it. If it is more than
information about filing Forms W–2 electroni-IRS office where you are required to file is lo- $100, you must deposit it. However, if you

cated in that state. deposited the tax for the year in full and on cally with the Social Security Administration,

Page 4
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c a l l  1 – 8 0 0 – 7 7 2 – 6 2 7 0  o r  v i s i t The document is 218 pages. If you order the
www.ssa.gov/employer. document, you will be mailed an invoice for Kinds of Records

$25.00 plus postage.
You can also download the publication at To KeepApril 15 www.ffsc.org.

Except in a few cases, the law does not requireFarmers. File an income tax return (Form
Topics any specific kind of records. You can choose1040) for 2003 and pay any tax due if you did
This chapter discusses: any recordkeeping system suited to your farm-not file by March 1.

ing business that clearly shows, for example,
Partnerships. File a 2003 calendar year re- • Why you should keep records your income and expenses.

turn (Form 1065). For more information, see You should set up your recordkeeping sys-• What records to keepPartnership Return (Form 1065) in Publica- tem using an accounting method that clearly
tion 541, Partnerships. • How long to keep records shows your income for your tax year. See chap-

ter 3. If you are in more than one business, you
should keep a complete and separate set ofApril 30 Useful Items records for each business. A corporation should

You may want to see: keep minutes of board of directors’ meetings.Federal unemployment (FUTA) tax. If you
Your recordkeeping system should include aare liable for FUTA tax, deposit the tax owed Publication summary of your business transactions. Thisthrough March if more than $100.

summary is ordinarily made in accounting jour-❏ 51 Circular A, Agricultural Employer’s
nals and ledgers. For example, they must showTax GuideAugust 2 your gross income, as well as your deductions

❏ 463 Travel, Entertainment, Gift, and Car and credits. In addition, you must keep support-Federal unemployment (FUTA) tax. If you Expenses ing documents. Purchases, sales, payroll, andare liable for FUTA tax, deposit the tax owed
other transactions you have in your businessthrough June if more than $100. See chapter 21 for information about getting generate supporting documents such as in-

publications. voices and receipts. These documents contain
November 1 the information you need to record in your jour-

nals and ledgers.
Federal unemployment (FUTA) tax. If you It is important to keep these documents be-

are liable for FUTA tax, deposit the tax owed Why Keep Records? cause they support the entries in your journals
through September if more than $100. and ledgers and on your tax return. Keep them

Everyone in business, including farmers, must in an orderly fashion and in a safe place. For
keep records. Good records will help you do the instance, organize them by year and type of
following. income or expense.

Travel, transportation, entertainment, andMonitor the progress of your farming busi-
gift expenses. Specific recordkeeping rulesness. You need good records to monitor the
apply to these expenses. For more information,progress of your farming business. Records can1.
see Publication 463.show whether your business is improving, which

items are selling, or what changes you need to Employment taxes. There are specific em-
make. Good records can increase the likelihood ployment tax records you must keep. For a list,
of business success.Importance of see Publication 51 (Circular A).

Prepare your financial statements. You Excise taxes. See How To Claim a Credit or
need good records to prepare accurate financialGood Records Refund in chapter 18 for the specific records you
statements. These include income (profit and must keep to verify your claim for credit or refund
loss) statements and balance sheets. These of excise taxes on certain fuels.
statements can help you in dealing with yourIntroduction Assets. Assets are the property, such as ma-bank or creditors and help you to manage your

chinery and equipment, you own and use in yourfarm business.A farmer, like other taxpayers, must keep rec-
business. You must keep records to verify cer-ords to prepare an accurate income tax return Identify source of receipts. You will receive tain information about your business assets.and determine the correct amount of tax. This money or property from many sources. Your You need records to figure your annual depreci-chapter explains why you must keep records, records can identify the source of your receipts. ation deduction and the gain or loss when youwhat kinds of records you must keep, and how You need this information to separate farm from sell the assets. Your records should show all thelong you must keep them for federal tax pur- nonfarm receipts and taxable from nontaxable following.poses. income. • When and how you acquired the asset.Tax records are not the only type of records

Keep track of deductible expenses. Youyou need to keep for your farming business. You • Purchase price.
may forget expenses when you prepare your taxshould also keep records that measure your

• Cost of any improvements.return unless you record them when they occur.farm’s financial performance. This publication
only discusses tax records. • Section 179 deduction taken.Prepare your tax returns. You need good

The Farm Financial Standards Council has records to prepare your tax return. For example, • Deductions taken for depreciation.produced a publication that provides a detailed your records must support the income, ex-
explanation of the recommendations of the • Deductions taken for casualty losses, suchpenses, and credits you report. Generally, these
Council for financial reporting and analysis. For as losses resulting from fires or storms.are the same records you use to monitor your
information on recordkeeping, you may want to farming business and prepare your financial • How you used the asset.get a copy of Financial Guidelines for Agricul- statements.
tural Producers. You can order it from Country- • When and how you disposed of the asset.
s i d e  M a r k e t i n g ,  I n c . ,  b y  c a l l i n g Support items reported on tax returns. You • Selling price.1–630–637–0199 or you can write to: must keep your business records available at all

times for inspection by the IRS. If the IRS exam- • Expenses of sale.
Farm Financial Standards Council ines any of your tax returns, you may be asked
1212 S. Naper Blvd., Suite 119 to explain the items reported. A complete set of The following are examples of records that
Naperville, IL 60540 records will speed up the examination. may show this information.

Chapter 1 Importance of Good Records Page 5
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Table 1. Period of Limitations• Purchase and sales invoices.

THEN the• Real estate closing statements. 2.IF you... period is...
• Canceled checks.

1. Owe additional tax
and situationsFinancial account statements as proof of Filing(2), (3), and (4), below,payment. If you do not have a canceled
do not apply to you 3 yearscheck, you may be able to prove payment with

certain financial account statements prepared Requirements2. Do not report incomeby financial institutions. These include account
that you should reportstatements prepared for the financial institution
and it is more than 25%by a third party. These account statements must and Return
of the gross incomebe highly legible. The following table lists ac-
shown on your return 6 yearsceptable account statements. Forms

3. File a fraudulent return Not limitedIF payment is THEN the statement
by... must show the...

4. Do not file a return Not limited Important Change
Check • Check number.

5. File a claim for credit Later of: 3 years for 2003• Amount.
or refund after you filed or 2 years after• Payee’s name. your return tax was paid• Date the check Backup withholding. The backup withhold-

amount was posted to ing rate is 28% for amounts paid in 2003. See6. File a claim for a lossthe account by the Backup withholding under Information Returns.from worthless securitiesfinancial institution.
or a bad debt deduction 7 years

Electronic funds • Amount transferred.
transfer Keep copies of your filed tax re-• Payee’s name. Important Reminders

turns. They help in preparing future• Date the transfer was
tax returns and making computa-posted to the account Electronic Form 1099. For taxable years

TIP
tions if you later file an amendedby the financial ending after March 9, 2002, Form 1099 can bereturn.institution. issued electronically if the recipient consents to

Employment taxes. If you have employees, receive it that way.
Credit card • Amount charged. you must keep all employment tax records for at

Form 1099–MISC. File Form 1099–MISC ifleast 4 years after the date the tax becomes due• Payee’s name.
you pay at least $600 in rents, services, andor is paid, whichever is later.• Transaction date.
other miscellaneous payments in your farming

Assets. Keep records relating to property until business to an individual (for example, an ac-
the period of limitations expires for the year in countant or a veterinarian) who is not your em-Proof of payment of an amount, by which you dispose of the property in a taxable ployee and is not incorporated. See Formitself, does not establish you are en- disposition. You must keep these records to 1099–MISC under Information Returns.titled to a tax deduction. You should figure any depreciation, amortization, or deple-CAUTION

!
also keep other documents, such as tion deduction and to figure your basis for com-

credit card sales slips and invoices, to show that puting gain or loss when you sell or otherwise
you also incurred the cost. dispose of the property. IntroductionGenerally, if you received property in a non-

taxable exchange, your basis in that property is If you are a citizen or resident of the United
the same as the basis of the property you gave States and your gross income for the tax year isHow Long To Keep up, increased by any money you paid. You must at least the amount shown for your filing status
keep the records on the old property, as well as under Filing Requirements, later, you must file aRecords on the new property, until the period of limita- 2003 federal income tax return. This is true even
tions expires for the year in which you dispose of if no tax is due. Gross income is explained later.

You must keep your records as long as they may the new property in a taxable disposition. If you do not meet the gross income require-
be needed for the administration of any provi- ment, you may still need to file a tax return if anyRecords for nontax purposes. When yoursion of the Internal Revenue Code. Generally, of the following apply.records are no longer needed for tax purposes,this means you must keep records that support

do not discard them until you check to see if youan item of income or deduction on a return until • You have net earnings of $400 or more
have to keep them longer for other purposes.the period of limitations for that return runs out. from self-employment.
For example, your insurance company or credi-The period of limitations is the period of time • You are entitled to certain credits.tors may require you to keep them longer thanin which you can amend your return to claim a
the IRS does.credit or refund or the IRS can assess additional • You are entitled to a complete refund of

tax. The following table contains the periods of tax withheld.
limitations that apply to income tax returns. Un-
less otherwise stated, the years refer to the If you are a qualified farmer, defined later,
period after the return was filed. Returns filed you are subject to the special rules covered in
before the due date are treated as filed on the this chapter for paying estimated tax and filing
due date. your tax return. This chapter also includes infor-

mation about various forms and returns you may
need to file.

Topics
This chapter discusses:

• Filing requirements

Page 6 Chapter 2 Filing Requirements and Return Forms
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• Taxpayer identification number generally also must file his or her own tax return Applying for an SSN. To apply for an SSN,
if any of the following apply. use Form SS–5. You can get the form from any• Estimated tax payment and return due

s o c i a l  s e c u r i t y  o f f i c e  b y  c a l l i n gdates • Your dependent had only earned income,
1 – 800 – 772 – 1213, or on the web atsuch as salary or wages, and the total was• Forms you may need to file www.ssa.gov. If you are under 18 years of age,more than $4,750 ($5,900 if 65 or older or
you must furnish evidence of age, identity, and• Partnership blind).
U.S. citizenship (or lawful alien status) with your

• Limited liability company (LLC) • Your dependent had only unearned in- Form SS–5. If you are 18 or older, you must
come, such as interest and dividends, and appear in person with this evidence at a social• Corporation
the total was more than $750. security office. It usually takes about 2 weeks to

• S corporation get an SSN.• Your dependent’s gross income was more
Applying for an employer identificationthan the larger of $750 or the dependent’s

number. You can apply for an employer identifi-earned income (up to $4,500) plus $250.Useful Items
cation number (EIN) in the following ways:You may want to see:

Self-employed. You must file an income tax • By going online—Click on the EIN link at
Publication return if you are self-employed and you had net www.irs.gov/businesses/small. The EIN

earnings of $400 or more from self-employment, is issued immediately once the application
❏ 501 Exemptions, Standard Deduction,

even if you do not otherwise have to file a return. information is validated.and Filing Information
See chapter 15. • By telephone at 1–800–829–4933 from

❏ 505 Tax Withholding and Estimated Tax
7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. in the applicant’sCertain credits. You also must file a return if

❏ 541 Partnerships local time zone.you received any advance earned income credit
payments from your employer. In addition, you❏ 542 Corporations • By mailing or faxing Form SS–4, Applica-
should file a return if you are eligible for the tion for Employer Identification Number.
earned income credit, the additional child taxWe have not listed the various forms you may
credit, or the health coverage tax credit.have to file with the IRS because they are dis-

cussed later in this chapter under Forms You
Refund. Even if you do not otherwise have toMay Need To File.
file a return, you should file one if you are due a Estimated TaxSee chapter 21 for information about getting
refund of any income tax withheld or paid.publications and forms. Payment and Return
More information. See the Form 1040 in-
structions or Publication 501 for more informa- Due Dates
tion on who must file a return.Filing Requirements When you must pay estimated tax and file your

tax return depends on how much of your gross
The following table will help you determine income comes from farming. If you receive at
whether you must file a tax return, based on Taxpayer least two-thirds of your total gross income from
your: farming in the current or prior year, special esti-Identification Number mated tax and return due dates apply to you.• Age at the end of the tax year,

See the discussion under Due Dates for Quali-
• Gross income, and You must enter your taxpayer identification fied Farmers, later.

number (generally your social security or em- Figure 2–A presents an overview of the spe-• Filing status.
ployer identification number) on all returns, cial estimated tax rules that apply to farmers.
statements, or documents you file. For example,

Who Must File you must enter it on your federal income tax Gross Incomereturn, your estimated tax payment voucher,
And Your and all information returns, such as Forms 1096 Gross income is all income you receive in theGross and 1099. You may be subject to a penalty of form of money, goods, property, and servicesIncome $50 for each failure to enter the number. that is not exempt from tax. On a joint return, youIf Your Filing Was

must add your spouse’s gross income to yourStatus And Age Are: At Least: Schedule F. Enter your social security num-
gross income. To decide whether two-thirds ofber (SSN) in the space provided on the first lineSingle your gross income for 2003 was from farming,of Schedule F. You need an employer identifica-Under 65 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $7,800
use as your gross income the total of the follow-tion number (EIN) if you have a qualified retire-65 or older . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8,950
ing income (not loss) amounts from your taxment plan or must file an employment, excise,Married, filing jointly
return.estate, trust, partnership, or alcohol, tobacco,Both under 65 . . . . . . . . . . . . 15,600

One spouse 65 or older . . . . . . 16,550 and firearms tax return. Enter that EIN on line D • Wages, salaries, tips, etc. from Form
Both 65 or older . . . . . . . . . . . 17,500 of Schedule F. 1040, line 7.
Not living with spouse at end of

Other forms and schedules. Enter your SSN • Taxable interest from Form 1040, line 8a.year
(or on date your spouse died) . . 3,050 on your individual income tax return (Form • Ordinary dividends from Form 1040, lineMarried, filing separately 1040), schedule of self-employment tax (Sched-

9a.All (any age) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,050 ule SE), and estimated tax payment voucher
Head of household • Taxable refunds of state and local taxes(Form 1040–ES), regardless of which identifica-

Under 65 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10,050 from Form 1040, line 10.tion number you entered on your business re-
65 or older . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11,200 turns. • Alimony from Form 1040, line 11.Qualifying widow(er) with If you are married, enter the SSNs for you

dependent child • Gross business income from Schedule Cand your spouse on your Form 1040, whether
Under 65 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12,550 (Form 1040), line 7.filing jointly or separately. If you are filing a joint
65 or older . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13,500 return, list the SSNs in the same order as the • Gross business receipts from Schedule

names are shown on your label. Also enter both C–EZ (Form 1040), line 1.
Dependent’s return. If you can claim some- SSNs on your Form 1040–ES if you make joint

• Capital gains from Form 1040, line 13a,one as a dependent on your tax return (for ex- estimated tax payments. Enter them in the same
including gains from Schedule D (Formample, your child or parent), that person order as they appear on the joint return.

Chapter 2 Filing Requirements and Return Forms Page 7
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1040). Losses are not netted against Gross income is not the same as Example 1. Jane Smith had the following
gains. total income shown on line 22 of total gross income and farm gross income in

Form 1040. 2003.• Gains on sales of business property from CAUTION
!

Form 1040, line 14. Gross Income
• Taxable IRA distributions, pensions, annu- Gross Income From Farming

Total Farmities, and social security benefits.
Gross income from farming includes the follow- Taxable interest . . . . . $3,000• Gross rental income from Schedule E
ing. Dividends . . . . . . . . . 500(Form 1040), line 3.

Rental income (Sch E) 41,500• Gross farm income from Schedule F• Gross royalty income from Schedule E Farm income (Sch F) 75,000 $75,000(Form 1040), line 11.(Form 1040), line 4. Gain (Form 4797) . . . 5,000 5,000
• Gross farm rental income from Form 4835,• Taxable net income from an estate or trust Total . . . . . . . . . . . . $125,000 $80,000

line 7.reported on Schedule E (Form 1040), line
Schedule D showed gain from the sale of

37. • Gross farm income from Schedule E dairy cows carried over from Form 4797
(Form 1040), Parts II and III. See the in-• Income from a REMIC reported on Sched- ($5,000) in addition to a loss from the sale of
structions for line 42.ule E (Form 1040), line 39. corporate stock ($2,000). However, that loss is

not netted against the gain to figure Ms. Smith’s• Gains from the sale of livestock used for• Gross farm rental income from Form 4835,
total gross income or her gross farm income.draft, breeding, sport, or dairy purposesline 7.
Her gross farm income is 64% of her total grossreported on Form 4797.

• Gross farm income from Schedule F income ($80,000 ÷ $125,000 = 0.64). Therefore,
(Form 1040), line 11. based on her 2003 income, she does not qualifyFor more information about income from farm-

to use the special estimated tax payment anding, see chapter 4.• Your distributive share of gross income
return due dates for 2003, discussed next. How-from a partnership, or limited liability com- Wages you receive as a farm em- ever, she does qualify if at least two-thirds of herpany treated as a partnership, from ployee are not farm income. Income 2002 gross income was from farming.Schedule K–1 (Form 1065). you receive from contract grain har-

CAUTION
!

vesting and hauling with workers Example 2. Assume the same facts as in• Your pro rata share of gross income from
and machines you furnish also is not farm in- Example 1 except that Ms. Smith’s farm incomean S corporation, from Schedule K–1
come. was $90,000. This made her total gross income(Form 1120S).

$140,000 and her farm gross income $95,000.• Unemployment compensation from Form Percentage From Farming She qualifies to use the special estimated tax
1040, line 19. payment and return due dates, discussed next,

Figure your gross income from all sources. Then since 67.9% (at least two-thirds) of her gross• Other income reported on Form 1040, line
figure your gross income from farming. Divide income is from farming ($95,000 ÷ $140,000 =21, not included with any of the items
your farm gross income by your total gross in- .679).listed above.
come to determine the percentage of gross in-
come from farming. Due Dates for

Qualified Farmers
If at least two-thirds of your gross income for
2002 or 2003 was from farming, you are a
qualified farmer and can choose either of the
following options for your 2003 tax.

• Make your required annual payment, dis-
cussed next, by January 15, 2004, and file
your Form 1040 by April 15, 2004.

• File your Form 1040 by March 1, 2004,
and pay all the tax due. If you pay all the
tax due, you will not be penalized for fail-
ure to pay estimated tax.

You can still make an IRA contribu-
tion by April 15, 2004, even though
you filed your tax return by March 1,

TIP
2004.

Required annual payment. If at least
two-thirds of your gross income for 2002 or 2003
was from farming, only one estimated tax pay-
ment is due. The required annual payment is the
smaller of the following amounts.

• 662/3% (.6667) of your total tax for 2003.

• 100% of the total tax shown on your 2002
return. (The return must cover all 12
months.)

2004 tax. If at least two-thirds of
your gross income for 2003 or 2004
is from farming, you can choose ei-

TIP
ther of the following options.

Figure 2-A. Estimated Tax for Farmers

Start Here:

Do you expect to owe
$1,000 or more after
subtracting your
withholding and credits?

Do you expect
your income tax
withholding and
credits to be at
least 100% of
the tax shown
on your 2002
return?

You do not have to
pay estimated tax.

Do you expect
your income tax
withholding and
credits to be at
least 662⁄3% of
the tax shown
on your 2003
return?

Will you file
your income
tax return and
pay the tax in
full by
March 1?

You must pay
your estimated
tax (your
required annual
payment) by
January 15.

Was at least 662⁄3%
of all your gross
income in 2002 or
2003 from farming?

Follow the general
estimated tax rules.

Yes
�

No
�

Yes

�

No

�

No

�

No

�

Yes

�

Yes

�

Yes

�

�

No
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partnerships, estates, trusts, and S corporationsExtension of Time To File• Make your required annual payment by
on this schedule.Form 1040January 18, 2005, and file your Form 1040

Schedule F, Profit or Loss From Farming.by April 15, 2005.
If you do not file your 2003 return by March 1, Use this schedule to list all farm income and

• File your Form 1040 by March 1, 2005, 2004, the due date for your return will be April deductions and to determine your net farm profit
and pay all the tax due. 15, 2004. However, you generally can get an or loss.

automatic 4-month extension of time to file your
Schedule J, Farm Income Averaging. Usereturn. Your Form 1040 would then be due byFiscal year farmers. If you qualify to use this form to average farm income.August 16, 2004.these special rules but your tax year does not
Schedule SE, Self-Employment Tax. Fig-You get this extension by filing Form 4868,start on January 1, you can file your return and

ure self-employment tax on this schedule. SeeApplication for Automatic Extension of Time Topay the tax by the first day of the 3rd month after
chapter 15.File U.S. Individual Income Tax Return, by Aprilthe close of your tax year. Or you can make your

15, 2004. You can also get an extension byrequired annual payment within 15 days after Form 2210. Figure any underpayment of esti-using IRS e-file. Form 4868 does not extend thethe end of your tax year. Then file your return mated tax and any penalty on Form 2210, Un-time for paying the tax. For more information,
and pay any balance due by the 15th day of the derpayment of Estimated Tax by Individuals,see the instructions for Form 4868.
4th month after the end of your tax year. Estates, and Trusts.

This extension does not extend the
Form 2210–F. Figure any underpayment ofMarch 1, 2004 due date for qualifiedDue Dates for
estimated tax and the penalty on Form 2210–F,farmers who did not make the re-Nonqualified Farmers CAUTION

!
Underpayment of Estimated Tax by Farmersquired annual payment and who
and Fishermen, if you are a qualified farmer.want to avoid an estimated tax penalty. There-

If less than two-thirds of your gross income for
fore, if you did not make your required annual

2002 and 2003 was from farming, you cannot Form 3468. Figure the investment credit onpayment by January 15, 2004, and you file your
use these special estimated tax payment and Form 3468, Investment Credit. See chapter 9.tax return after March 1, 2004, you will be sub-
return due dates for your 2003 tax year. Instead, ject to a penalty for underpaying your estimated

Form 3800. Figure the general business credityou should have made quarterly estimated tax tax, even if you file Form 4868.
on Form 3800, General Business Credit. Seepayments on April 15, June 16, and September
chapter 9.15, 2003, and on January 15, 2004. You must

file your return by April 15, 2004. Form 4136. Figure the credit for federal excise
If less than two-thirds of your gross income tax on gasoline and special fuels on Form 4136,Forms You May Need

Credit for Federal Tax Paid on Fuels. See chap-for 2003 and 2004 is from farming, you cannot
To File ter 18.use these special estimated tax payment and

return due dates for your 2004 tax year. You
Form 4255. Figure the increase in tax from theWhen filing your income tax return, arrange yourgenerally must make quarterly estimated tax
recapture of investment credit on Form 4255,forms and schedules in the correct order usingpayments on April 15, June 15, and September
Recapture of Investment Credit. See chapter 9.the sequence number located in the upper right15, 2004, and on January 18, 2005. You must

corner of each form. Attach all other statements
file your return by April 15, 2005. Form 4562. Claim deductions for depreciationor attachments last, arranged in the same order

and amortization and elect the section 179 de-For more information on estimated taxes, as the forms or schedules they support.
duction on Form 4562, Depreciation and Amorti-see Publication 505. Farmers can use the following forms and zation. See chapter 8.

schedules. Some of them are illustrated in chap-
Estimated Tax Penalty ter 20. Form 4684. Report gains and losses from
for 2003 business and nonbusiness casualties and thefts

Form 1040. This form is the income tax return. on Form 4684, Casualties and Thefts. See
If you do not pay all your required estimated tax List taxable income from all sources on Form chapter 13.

1040, including profit or loss from farming opera-for 2003 by January 15, 2004, or file your 2003
tions as figured on Schedule F (Form 1040). Form 4797. Report gains and losses from thereturn and pay the tax by March 1, 2004, you
Also use this form to figure your tax. sale or exchange of business property and fromshould use Form 2210–F, Underpayment of

certain involuntary conversions on Form 4797,Estimated Tax by Farmers and Fishermen, to Some amounts, such as tax-exempt
Sales of Business Property.determine if you owe a penalty. If you owe a interest, may not be taxable, but

penalty but do not file Form 2210–F with your should be shown on the tax return Form 4835. Report farm rental income onCAUTION
!

per form instructions.return and pay the penalty, you will get a notice Form 4835, Farm Rental Income and Expenses,
from the IRS. You should pay the penalty as if you received it as a share of crops or livestockSchedule A, Itemized Deductions. List non-
instructed by the notice. produced by a tenant and you, the landlord, didbusiness itemized deductions on this schedule.

not have an arrangement that required you toIf you file your return by April 15 and pay the Schedule B, Interest and Ordinary Dividends. materially participate or you did not materiallybill within 21 calendar days (10 business days if Report interest or dividend income of more than participate in the operation or management ofthe bill is $100,000 or more) after the notice $1,500 on this schedule. the farm. See chapter 4.date, the IRS will not charge you interest on the
Schedule C, Profit or Loss From Business.penalty. Form 6251. Figure the alternative minimumList income and deductions and determine the

tax on Form 6251, Alternative Minimum Tax—Do not ignore a penalty notice, net profit or loss from a nonfarm business on this
Individuals. See chapter 14.even if you think it is in error. You schedule.

may get a penalty notice even
Schedule C–EZ, Net Profit From Business. Form 8594. Report the purchase and sale ofCAUTION

!
though you filed your return on time,

You can use this schedule in place of Schedule assets under certain circumstances on Formattached Form 2210–F, and met the gross in-
C if nonfarm business expenses are $2,500 or 8594, Asset Allocation Statement Under Sectioncome from farming requirement. If you receive a less and other requirements are met. 1060.penalty notice for underpaying estimated tax

Schedule D, Capital Gains and Losses. Re-and you think it is in error, write to the address on Form 8824. Report the exchange of business
port gains and losses from the sale of capitalthe notice and explain why you think the notice is or investment property for like-kind property on
assets on this schedule.in error. Include a computation similar to the one Form 8824, Like-Kind Exchanges. If you have

in Example 1 (earlier), showing that you met the Schedule E, Supplemental Income and Loss. any taxable gain, you must also file Schedule D
gross income from farming requirement. Report income or losses from rents, royalties, (Form 1040) or Form 4797. See chapter 10.

Chapter 2 Filing Requirements and Return Forms Page 9
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Form 4868. Apply for an extension of time to amounts you withheld, regardless of the amountOther Forms
file your tax return on Form 4868, Application for of the payment.
Automatic Extension of Time To File U.S. Indi- Report payments for compensation to em-You may have to file the forms below in certain
vidual Income Tax Return. Filing this form does ployees on Form W – 2, not on Formsituations.
not extend the time to pay any tax due. 1099–MISC. See chapter 16.

If the last day for filing your form falls
Form 8109. Employment taxes are deposited Preparation of returns. If you are required toon a Saturday, Sunday, or legal holi-
manually with Form 8109, Federal Tax Deposit file Forms 1099– INT or Forms 1099–MISC,day, your form will be on time if it is

TIP
Coupon. In general, income tax withheld plus prepare a separate form for each payee. Filefiled on the next day that is not a
the employer and employee’s share of social one copy of each form with the IRS by FebruarySaturday, Sunday, or legal holiday.
security and Medicare taxes that total $2,500 or 28 (March 31 if filing electronically) of the year

Form 940. If you paid wages subject to FUTA more for the year must be deposited. The IRS following the calendar year the payments were
tax during a calendar year, file Form 940, will send you a coupon book for making deposits made. Give the payee a statement (or copy of
Employer’s Annual Federal Unemployment 5 to 6 weeks after you receive an employer the form) by January 31 of the year following the
(FUTA) Tax Return, by January 31 of the follow- identification number (EIN) if you indicate you calendar year the payments were made. These
ing year. If all the tax due was deposited by will pay wages. forms are read by machine and there are very
January 31, you have 10 additional days to file. specific instructions for their preparation andUnder certain circumstances youSee chapter 16. submission. Form 1099 can be issued electroni-must deposit taxes electronically.

cally if the recipient consents to receive it thatSee chapter 16.Form 940–EZ. Form 940–EZ is a simplified way. See the General Instructions for FormsCAUTION
!

version of Form 940. See chapter 16. 1099, 1098, 5498, and W–2G.
Form 8822. If you move, notify the IRS of aForm 943. If you paid wages for farm labor Form 1096. When sending copies to the IRS,change in your home or business address withthat were subject to social security and Medi- use a separate transmittal, Form 1096, AnnualForm 8822, Change of Address. Be sure tocare taxes or income tax withholding, file Form Summary and Transmittal of U.S. Informationinclude your suite, room, or other unit number.943, Employer’s Annual Federal Tax Return for Returns, for each different type of 1099 form.

Agricultural Employees, by January 31 of the Ordering forms. See chapter 21 for informa-
Penalties. If you file information returns late,following year. If you deposited all the tax due by tion about getting any of the forms listed in this
without all the information required to be on theJanuary 31, you have 10 additional days to file. section.
return, or with incorrect information, you may beSee chapter 16.
subject to a penalty. See the General Instruc-Information Returns tions for Forms 1099, 1098, 5498, and W–2GForm 1040–ES. Figure and pay estimated tax
for information on Form 1099 penalties.on Form 1040–ES, Estimated Tax for Individu- These returns provide information the IRS re-

als. See Estimated Tax Payment and Return quires for effective tax compliance. There are Backup withholding. In certain cases, the
Due Dates, earlier. many different information returns. This discus- law requires you to withhold income tax at a rate

sion, however, is limited to Form W–2, Form of 28% (backup withholding) on payments re-Form 1065. A farm partnership files Form
1099–INT, Form 1099–MISC, and Form 1096. portable on information returns, including com-1065, U.S. Return of Partnership Income, by the

missions, nonemployee compensation, and15th day of the 4th month following the end of If the last day for filing your form falls
other payments you make for services in yourthe partnership tax year. For a calendar year on a Saturday, Sunday, or legal holi-
farm business or other business activities. Thepartnership, the due date is April 15. See Part- day, your form will be on time if it is
backup withholding rules do not apply to wages,

TIP
nership, later. filed on the next day that is not a

pensions, or annuities.Saturday, Sunday, or legal holiday.
See the General Instructions for FormsForm 1120. A corporation files Form 1120,

Form W–2. If you are in a trade or business 1099, 1098, 5498, and W–2G for more informa-U.S. Corporation Income Tax Return, by the
such as farming and you employ paid workers, tion.15th day of the 3rd month following the end of
prepare Form W–2, Wage and Tax Statement,the corporation’s tax year. For a calendar year
for each employee, including any payment thatcorporation, the due date is March 15. See Cor- IRS e-file (Electronic Filing)
was not in cash. Show, in the space markedporation, later.
Wages, tips, other compensation, the total paid

Form 1120–A. Many small corporations can to the employee. Send Copy A of each Form
use Form 1120 – A, U.S. Corporation W–2 to the Social Security Administration with a
Short-Form Income Tax Return, instead of Form completed Form W–3, Transmittal of Wage and
1120. Tax Statements, by the last day of February. You can file your tax returns electronically

See chapter 16. using an IRS e-file option. The benefits of IRSForm 1120S. An S corporation files Form
e-file include faster refunds, increased accu-Form 1099– INT. Report interest of $600 or1120S, U.S. Income Tax Return for an S Corpo-
racy, and acknowledgment of IRS receipt ofmore paid during the calendar year in the courseration, by the 15th day of the 3rd month following
your return. You can use one of the followingof your farm business, including interest on in-the end of the S corporation tax year. For a
IRS e-file options.stallment sale contracts, on Form 1099– INT,calendar year S corporation, the due date is

Interest Income.March 15. See S Corporation, later. • Use an authorized IRS e-file provider.
Form 1099–MISC. In the course of your farm • Use a personal computer.Form 2290. If you use certain vehicles regis- business, if you make total payments of $600 or

tered or required to be registered in your name • Use a telephone if you receive a Telefilemore during the calendar year to another per-
on public highways, such as a truck or truck Tax Package.son, other than a corporation or an LLC that is
tractor, file Form 2290, Heavy Highway Vehicle taxed as a corporation, you must file information • Visit a VITA or TCE site.Use Tax Return, for the following purposes. returns to report these payments. Report on

For details on these fast filing methods, see yourForm 1099–MISC, Miscellaneous Income, pay-• To figure and pay the tax due on heavy
income tax package.ments of $600 or more made for custom har-highway vehicles (taxable gross weight

vesting, crop spraying, services of a55,000 pounds or more) used during the
veterinarian, rents, commissions, fees, prizes,period from July 1 to June 30.
awards, and services provided by nonemploy-• To claim suspension from the tax when
ees. Payments of $10 or more for royalties are Partnershipthe vehicle is expected to be used 5,000
also reported on Form 1099–MISC.

miles or less (7,500 for agricultural vehi-
Form 1099–MISC is used to report to the A partnership is the relationship between two or

cles) during the period.
payee, and to the IRS, payments you made that more persons who join to carry on a trade or

See the instructions for Form 2290. were subject to backup withholding and the business, including farming. Each person con-
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tributes money, property, labor, or skill, and ex- address of each partner, and each partner’s
pects to share in the profits and losses. distributive share of taxable income, etc. Limited Liability

For federal income tax purposes, the term
Form 1065 is not required until the first taxpartnership includes a syndicate, group, pool, Company (LLC)

year the partnership has income or deductions.joint venture, or similar organization carrying on
In addition, it is not required for any tax year aa trade or business and not classified as a trust, An LLC is an entity formed under state law by
partnership neither receives income nor pays orestate, or corporation. filing articles of organization as an LLC.
incurs any expenses treated as deductions or An LLC with two or more members is classi-Family partnership. Members of a family can credits for federal income tax purposes. fied as a partnership for federal income tax pur-be partners. To be recognized as a partnership

poses unless it elects to be taxed as aSchedule F (Form 1040). Use Schedule Ffor federal tax purposes, a partner relationship
corporation or was formed before 1997 and wasmust be established and certain requirements (Form 1040) to report a farm partnership profit or
taxed as a corporation. An LLC with one mem-must be met. For information on these require- loss. This schedule should be filed with Form ber is not treated as a separate entity for incomements, see Family Partnership in Publication 1065. The profit or loss shown on Schedule F, tax purposes unless it elects to be taxed as a541. Merely doing chores, helping with the har- adjusted for separately stated items to be re- corporation.vest, or keeping house and cooking for the fam- ported on Schedule K-1 and Schedule K of Form If an LLC is not treated as a separate entity,ily and hired help does not establish a

1065, is entered on line 5 of Form 1065. See its member reports the LLC income and ex-partnership.
penses on Schedule C or C-EZ (Form 1040) orForm 1065 instructions for more information.If a husband and wife are partners in a farm
Schedule F (Form 1040) as if the LLC were aoperation or other business, they should report Other schedules. Each partner’s distribu- sole proprietorship. If the LLC is classified as atheir partnership income or loss on Form 1065. tive share of partnership items, such as ordinary partnership, it files Form 1065. If the LLC isSee Form 1065, later. income or loss, capital gain or loss, net earnings classified as a corporation, it files Form 1120. If

from self-employment, etc., is entered on the LLC is classified as a corporation and makesCo-ownership and sharing expenses. Mere
Schedule K–1 of Form 1065. Fill in all sched- the election to be taxed as an S corporation, itco-ownership of property that is maintained and

files Form 1120S.ules that apply to the partnership.leased does not constitute a partnership. For
If an LLC is treated as a partnership, seeexample, if an individual or tenants-in-common Filing penalty. In the following situations, a

Publication 541 for information on partnerships.of farm property lease that property for a cash
penalty is assessed against a partnership that is If it is treated as a corporation, see Publicationrental or a share of the crops, a partnership is
required to file a partnership return. 542 for information on corporations.no t  necessar i l y  c rea ted .  However ,

tenants-in-common may be partners if they ac- • The return is not filed on time, includingtively carry on a farm or other business opera-
extensions.tion and share in its profits and losses. A joint

undertaking merely to share expenses is not a Corporation• The return does not show all the informa-
partnership. tion required.

The rules you must use to determine whether
Example. Barbara Lee Brown and Judith your business is taxed as a corporation changedThe penalty is $50 times the total number of

Green are neighboring farmers. Each agrees to for businesses formed after 1996. However, ifpartners in the partnership during any part of the
pay half the cost of buying and maintaining a your business was formed before 1997 andtax year for each month (or part of a month), upcombine to harvest their crops. They do not taxed as a corporation under the old rules, it willto 5 months, the return is late or incomplete.have a partnership. generally continue to be taxed as a corporation.

Exception to filing penalty. A partnershipPartner’s distributive share. Each partner’s Businesses formed after 1996. Certain busi-does not have to pay the penalty if it can showdistributive share of partnership income, gain, nesses formed after 1996 are taxed as corpora-reasonable cause for failure to file a complete orloss, etc., must be included on that partner’s tax tions. They include the following.timely return. A small farm partnership with 10 orreturn, even if the items were not distributed.
fewer partners is generally considered to meet • A business formed under a federal or stateA limited partner generally does not include

law that refers to it as a corporation, bodythis requirement if the following information canhis or her distributive share of income or loss in
corporate, or body politic.computing net earnings from self-employment. be shown.

• A business formed under a state law thatSelf-employment tax. Unless you are a lim- • All partners have fully reported their refers to it as a joint-stock company orited partner, your distributive share of income
shares of the partnership’s income, deduc- joint-stock association.from a partnership is self-employment income. If
tions, and credits on timely filed incomeyou and your spouse are partners, each should • Any other business that elects to be taxedtax returns.report his or her share of partnership income or as a corporation by filing Form 8832.

loss on a separate Schedule SE (Form 1040), • All partners are individuals (other than
For more information, see the instructions forSelf-Employment Tax. The self-employment tax nonresident aliens), estates, or C corpora-
Form 8832, Entity Classification Election.of a member of a partnership engaged in farm- tions.

ing is discussed in chapter 15.
Forming a corporation. A corporation is• The partnership has not elected to be sub-

Reporting the partnership income formed by a transfer of money, property, or bothject to the rules for consolidated auditon separate Schedules SE will give by prospective shareholders in exchange forprocedures.each of you credit for social security capital stock in the corporation.
TIP

earnings on which retirement bene- If you transfer property (or money and prop-Consolidated audit procedures. In a con-fits are based. erty) to a corporation in exchange for stock insolidated audit proceeding, the tax treatment of
that corporation, and immediately afterward youSelling or exchanging a partnership. When any partnership item is generally determined at
are in control of the corporation, the exchange isyou create a partnership, you generally do not the partnership level rather than at the individual usually not taxable.recognize gain or loss on contributions of money partner’s level. After the proper tax treatment is If, in an otherwise nontaxable exchange, youor property you make to the partnership. How- determined at the partnership level, the IRS can also receive money or property other than stock,ever, you generally recognize gain or loss when

automatically make related adjustments to the you may have to recognize gain. See Publica-you sell or exchange your interest in the partner-
tax returns of the partners, based on their share tion 544 or Publication 542 for more information.ship.
of the adjusted items.

Form 1065. Partnerships file a return on Form Corporate tax. Corporate profits are taxed to
1065, U.S. Return of Partnership Income. This is the corporation. If the profits are distributed as

More information. For more information onan information return showing the income and dividends, the dividends are taxed to the share-
deductions of the partnership, the name and partnerships, see Publication 541. holders.
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In figuring its taxable income, a farm corpo- ❏ 3115 Application for Change in
ration generally takes the same deductions that Accounting Method
a noncorporate farmer would claim on Schedule 3. See chapter 21 for information about gettingF (Form 1040).

publications and forms.Form 1120 and Form 1120–A. Unless ex-
empt under section 501 of the Internal Revenue
Code, all domestic corporations (including cor- Accounting
porations in bankruptcy) must file an income tax Accounting Periodsreturn whether or not they have taxable income.
A corporation must generally file Form 1120 to Periods and

When preparing a statement of income and ex-report its income, gains, losses, deductions,
penses (generally your farm income tax return),credits, and to figure its income tax liability. How- Methods you must use books and records kept for aever, a corporation may file Form 1120–A if its
specific interval of time called an accountinggross receipts, total income, and total assets are
period. The annual accounting period for youreach under $500,000 and it meets certain other
tax return is called a tax year. You can generallyrequirements. For more information, see the in- Important Reminders use one of the following tax years.structions for Forms 1120 and 1120–A.

for 2003 • A calendar year.More information. For more information on
corporations, see Publication 542. • A fiscal year.

Automatic approval provisions for change in
However, special restrictions apply to partner-tax year. There are automatic approval provi-
ships, S corporations, and personal service cor-sions available to certain taxpayers needing to
porations. If you operate as one of these entities,make a change in their tax year. These areS Corporation
see Publication 538 for more information.discussed in Change in tax year later, and ex-

An S corporation is a qualifying corporation that plained in detail in the instructions to Form 1128.
Calendar year. A calendar year is 12 consec-elects to have its income taxed to the sharehold-
utive months beginning January 1 and endingRelief from treatment as constructive receipters rather than to the corporation itself, except
December 31.of income. If you receive direct oras noted next under Taxes. Its shareholders

You must adopt the calendar year if any ofcounter-cyclical payments as provided for in theinclude in income their share of the corporation’s
the following apply.Farm Security and Rural Investment Act of 2002nonseparately stated income or loss and sepa-

(Public Law 107-171), you are not considered torately stated items of income, deduction, loss, • You do not keep adequate records.
constructively receive a payment merely be-and credit.

• You have no annual accounting period.cause you have the option to receive it in theTo make this election, a corporation, in addi-
tion to other requirements, must not have more year before it is required to be paid. This is • Your present tax year does not qualify as
than 75 shareholders and each must consent to discussed later in Direct payments and a fiscal year.
the election. counter-cyclical payments.

• You must use the calendar tax year if re-
Taxes. Although it is generally not liable for quired under the Internal Revenue Code
federal income tax itself, an S corporation may and the Income Tax Regulations.
have to pay the following taxes. Introduction If you filed your first income tax return using1) A tax on the following items.

the calendar year and you later begin businessYou must figure your taxable income and file an
as a farmer, you must continue to use the calen-income tax return for an annual accounting pe-a) Excess net passive income.
dar tax year unless you get IRS approval toriod called a tax year. You must consistently use

b) Certain built-in gains. change it. See Change in tax year, later.an accounting method that clearly shows your
If you adopt the calendar year you mustincome and expenses.2) The tax from the recapture of a prior year’s maintain your books and records and report

investment credit. income and expenses for the period from Janu-Topics
ary 1 through December 31 of each year.3) LIFO recapture tax. This chapter discusses:

An S corporation may have to make quar- Fiscal tax year. A fiscal year is 12 consecu-• Calendar yearterly estimated tax payments for these taxes. tive months ending on the last day of any month
• Fiscal year except December. A 52–53 week tax year is aForm 1120S. An S corporation files Form

fiscal year that varies from 52 to 53 weeks but1120S. • Change in tax year
may not end on the last day of a month.

More information. For more information on S • Cash method If you adopt a fiscal year you must maintain
corporations, see the instructions for Form your books and records and report your income• Accrual method1120S. and expenses using the same year.

• Farm inventory For more information on a fiscal year, includ-
ing a 52–53 week tax year, see Publication 538.• Special methods of accounting

• Change in accounting method Change in Tax Year
Once you have chosen your tax year, you must,Useful Items
with certain exceptions, get IRS approval toYou may want to see:
change it. To get approval, file Form 1128.  The
Form 1128 instructions have details on the ex-Publication
ceptions (circumstances in which Form 1128
may not be filed) as well as instructions for❏ 538 Accounting Periods and Methods
completing the form where it is required. If you
are required to use the form to make a desiredForm (and Instructions)
change in tax year, you should consult the refer-

❏ 1128 Application To Adopt, Change, or ences to new automatic approval procedures
Retain a Tax Year explained in detail in the Form 1128 instructions
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and Publication 538. If you qualify, you must use not apply to a business engaged in operating a for information on how to report farm income on
the automatic approval procedures. You will not your income tax return.nursery or sod farm or in raising or harvesting
have to pay a user fee. The Form 1128 instruc- trees (other than fruit and nut trees).
tions and Publication 538 also explain new pro- Constructive receipt. Income is construc-Family corporation. A family corporation iscedures for taxpayers ineligible for automatic tively received when an amount is credited togenerally a corporation that meets one of theapproval. These taxpayers must request a ruling your account or made available to you without

following ownership requirements.and pay a user fee. restriction. You need not have possession of it. If
you authorize someone to be your agent and• Members of the same family own at least
receive income for you, you are considered to50% of the total combined voting power of
have received it when your agent receives it.all classes of stock entitled to vote and atAccounting Methods Income is not constructively received if yourleast 50% of the total shares of all other
control of its receipt is subject to substantialclasses of stock of the corporation.

An accounting method is a set of rules used to restrictions or limitations.• Members of two families have owned, di-determine when and how income and expenses
Direct payments and counter-cyclicalrectly or indirectly, since October 4, 1976,are reported. Your accounting method includes

payments. If you received direct payments orat least 65% of the total combined votingnot only your overall method of accounting, but
counter-cyclical payments under Subtitle A or Cpower of all classes of voting stock and atalso the accounting treatment you use for any
of the Farm Security and Rural Investment Act ofleast 65% of the total shares of all othermaterial item.
2002 (Public Law 107-171), you will not be con-classes of the corporation’s stock.You choose an accounting method for your
sidered to constructively receive a paymentfarm business when you file your first income tax • Members of three families have owned, merely because you had the option to receive itreturn that includes a Schedule F. However, you

directly or indirectly, since October 4, in the year before it is required to be paid. Youcannot use the crop method for any tax return,
1976, at least 50% of the total combined disregard that option in determining when toincluding your first tax return, unless you get IRS
voting power of all classes of voting stock include the payment in your income.approval. The crop method of accounting is dis-
and at least 50% of the total shares of allcussed later under Special Methods of Account- Delaying receipt of income. You cannotother classes of the corporation’s stock.ing. Getting IRS approval to change an hold checks or postpone taking possession of

accounting method is discussed later under For more information on family corporations, similar property from one tax year to another to
Change in Accounting Method. see section 447 of the Internal Revenue Code. avoid paying tax on the income. You must report

the income in the year the property is received orKinds of methods. Generally, you can use Tax shelter. A tax shelter is a partnership,
made available to you without restriction.any of the following accounting methods. noncorporate enterprise, or S corporation that

meets either of the following tests.• Cash. Example. Frances Jones, a farmer, was en-
titled to receive a $10,000 payment on a contract• Accrual. 1) Its principal purpose is the avoidance or
in December 2003. She was told in Decemberevasion of federal income tax.• Special methods of accounting for certain that her payment was available. At her request,

items of income and expenses. 2) It is a farming syndicate. A farming syndi- she was not paid until January 2004. She must
cate is an entity that meets either of the still include this payment in her 2003 income• Combination (hybrid) method using ele-
following tests. because it was made available to her in 2003.ments of two or more of the above.

Debts paid by another person or canceled.a) Interests in the activity have been of-However, certain farm corporations and partner-
If your debts are paid by another person or arefered for sale in an offering required toships, and all tax shelters, must use an accrual
canceled by your creditors, you may have tobe registered with a federal or statemethod of accounting. See Accrual method re-
report part or all of this debt relief as income. Ifagency with the authority to regulatequired, later.
you receive income in this way, you construc-the offering of securities for sale.

Business and personal items. You can ac- tively receive the income when the debt is can-
b) More than 35% of the losses during thecount for business and personal items using celed or paid. See Cancellation of Debt in

tax year are allocable to limited part-different accounting methods. For example, you chapter 4.
ners or limited entrepreneurs.can figure your business income under an ac-

Installment sale. If you sell an item under acrual method, even if you use the cash method
deferred payment contract that calls for paymentA limited partner is one whose personal liabil-to figure personal items.
the following year, there is no constructive re-ity for partnership debts is limited to the money

Two or more businesses. If you operate two ceipt in the year of sale. However, see the fol-or other property the partner contributed or is
or more separate and distinct businesses, you lowing example for an exception to this rule.required to contribute to the partnership. A lim-
can use a different accounting method for each. ited entrepreneur is one who has an interest

Example. You are a farmer who uses theNo business is separate and distinct, however, in an enterprise other than as a limited partner
unless a complete and separate set of books cash method and a calendar tax year. You selland does not actively participate in the man-
and records is maintained for each business. grain in December 2003 under a bona fideagement of the enterprise.

arm’s-length contract that calls for payment in
Accrual method required. The following 2004. You include the sale proceeds in yourCash Methodbusinesses engaged in farming must use an 2004 gross income since that is the year pay-
accrual method of accounting. ment is received. However, if the contract saysMost farmers use the cash method because

that you have the right to the proceeds from the1) A corporation (other than a family corpora- they find it easier to keep cash method records.
buyer at any time after the grain is delivered, yoution) that had gross receipts of more than However, certain farm corporations and partner-
must include the sale price in your 2003 income,$1,000,000 for any tax year beginning af- ships and all tax shelters must use an accrual
regardless of when you actually receive pay-ter 1975. method of accounting. See Accrual method re-
ment.quired, earlier.2) A family corporation that had gross re-

ceipts of more than $25,000,000 for any Repayment of income. If you include an
tax year beginning after 1985. amount in income and in a later year you have toIncome

repay all or part of it, you can usually deduct the3) A farming partnership with a corporation
Under the cash method, include in your gross repayment in the year in which you make it. If theas a partner.
income all items of income you actually or con- amount you repay is over $3,000, a special rule

4) A tax shelter. structively receive during the tax year. If you applies. For details about the special rule, see
receive property or services, you must include Repayments in chapter 13 of Publication 535,For this purpose, an S corporation is not treated

Business Expenses.their fair market value in income. See chapter 4as a corporation. Also, items (1), (2), and (3) do
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occurs as the property or services are provided ditions. For more information, see ContestedExpenses
or as the property is used. Liability under Accrual Method in Publication

Under the cash method, you generally deduct  If your expense is for property or services 538.
expenses in the tax year in which you actually you provide to others, economic performance
pay them. This includes business expenses for occurs as you provide the property or services. Farm Inventory
which you contest liability. However, you may  An exception to the economic performance
not be able to deduct an expense paid in ad- rule allows certain recurring items to be treated If you keep an inventory, you generally must use
vance or you may be required to capitalize cer- as incurred during a tax year even though eco- an accrual method of accounting to determine
tain costs, as explained under Uniform nomic performance has not occurred. For more your gross income. You should keep a complete
Capitalization Rules in chapter 7. See chapter 5 information on economic performance, see Eco- record of your inventory as part of your farm
for information on how to deduct farm business nomic Performance in Publication 538. records. This record should show the actual
expenses on your income tax return. count or measurement of the inventory. It should

Example. Jane is a farmer who uses a cal- also show all factors that enter into its valuation,
Prepayment. You cannot deduct expenses in endar tax year and an accrual method of ac- including quality and weight if they are required.
advance, even if you pay them in advance. This counting. She enters into a contract with

Items to include in inventory. Your inventoryrule applies to any expense paid far enough in Waterworks in 2003. The contract states that
should include all items held for sale, or for useadvance to, in effect, create an asset with a Jane must pay Waterworks $200,000 in Decem-
as feed, seed, etc., whether raised or pur-useful life extending substantially beyond the ber 2003 and they will install a complete irriga-
chased, that are unsold at the end of the year.end of the current tax year. tion system, including a new well, by the close of

2005. She pays Waterworks $200,000 in De- Accounting for inventory. Generally, if you
Example. In 2003, you signed a 3-year in- cember 2003, they start the installation in May produce, purchase, or sell merchandise in your

surance contract. Even though you paid the pre- 2005, and they complete the irrigation system in business, you must keep an inventory and use
miums for 2003, 2004, and 2005 when you December 2005. the accrual method for purchases and sales of
signed the contract, you can only deduct the Economic performance for Jane’s liability in merchandise. However, if you are a qualifying
premium for 2003 on your 2003 tax return. De- the contract occurs as the property and services taxpayer or a qualifying small business taxpayer
duct in 2004 and 2005 the premium allocable to are provided. Jane incurs the $200,000 cost in that has an eligible business, you can use the
those years. 2005. cash method of accounting, even if you produce,

purchase, or sell merchandise. If you qualify,Special rule for related persons. Business
you also can choose not to keep an inventory,Accrual Method expenses and interest owed to a related person
even if you do not change to the cash method.who uses the cash method of accounting are notUnder an accrual method of accounting, you You are a qualifying taxpayer only if youdeductible until you make the payment and thegenerally report income in the year earned and meet the gross receipts test for each prior taxcorresponding amount is includible in the relateddeduct or capitalize expenses in the year in- year ending after December 16, 1998. To meetperson’s gross income. Determine the relation-curred. The purpose of an accrual method of the test for a prior tax year, your average annualship, for this rule, as of the end of the tax year foraccounting is to correctly match income and gross receipts must be $1,000,000 or less forwhich the expense or interest would otherwiseexpenses. the 3 tax years ending with the prior tax year. Abe deductible. If a deduction is denied, the rule
tax shelter cannot be a qualifying taxpayer. Seewill continue to apply even if your relationship
Publication 538 for more information.with the person ends before the expense orIncome You are a qualifying small business taxpayerinterest is includible in the gross income of that
for your eligible business only if you meet theperson.You generally include an amount in income for gross receipts test for each prior tax year endingRelated persons include members of yourthe tax year in which all events that fix your right on or after December 31, 2000, and are notimmediate family, including brothers and sistersto receive the income have occurred, and you prohibited from using the cash method under(either whole or half), your spouse, ancestors,can determine the amount with reasonable ac- section 448 of the Internal Revenue Code. Toand lineal descendants. For a list of other relatedcuracy. meet the test for a prior tax year, your averagepersons, see Related Persons in PublicationIf you use an accrual method of accounting, annual gross receipts must be $10,000,000 or538. For example, in the following examples,complete Part III of Schedule F. less for the 3 tax years ending with the prior taxCorporation B is a legal person. A is related to
year. Certain other requirements must be met.Corporation B because of his majority stockInventory. If you keep an inventory, you gen- See Publication 538 for more information.ownership.erally must use an accrual method of accounting The qualifying small business taxpayer ex-

to determine your gross income. See Farm In- ception does not apply to a farming business.Example 1.  As of December 31, 2003, A, aventory, later, for more information. However, if you are a qualifying small businesscalendar year individual taxpayer, owns 60% of
taxpayer engaged in a farming business, thisthe stock in Corporation B, which is engaged in
exception may apply to your nonfarming busi-farming. A owes Corporation B $1,000 interestExpenses nesses, if any.due in December of 2003, but does not pay until

Under an accrual method of accounting, you January of 2004. Corporation B, also a calendar Hatchery business. If you are in the hatch-
generally deduct or capitalize a business ex- year taxpayer, uses cash basis accounting (its ery business, and use the accrual method of
pense when both of the following apply. receipts are less than $1,000,000). A may not accounting, you must include in inventory eggs

deduct the $1,000 payment when filing his 2003 in the process of incubation.
1) The all-events test has been met. This test tax year return in 2004 because the expense is

Products held for sale. All harvested andis met when: not considered incurred until January of 2004.
purchased farm products held for sale or for feed

a) All events have occurred that fix the or seed, such as grain, hay, silage, concen-Example 2.  The facts are the same, but A
fact of liability, and trates, cotton, tobacco, etc., must be included insells all his stock in the corporation in November

inventory.of 2003. A still may not make the deduction in hisb) The liability can be determined with
2003 tax year.reasonable accuracy. Supplies. You must inventory supplies ac-

quired for sale or that become a physical part ofContested liability. If you use an accrual2) Economic performance has occurred. items held for sale. Deduct the cost of supplies
method of accounting and contest an asserted

in the year used or consumed in operations. Do
liability for a farm business expense, you can

not include incidental supplies in inventory. De-Economic performance. You generally can- deduct the liability either in the year you pay it (or
duct incidental supplies in the year of purchase.

not deduct or capitalize a business expense until transfer money or other property in satisfaction
economic performance occurs. If your expense of it) or in the year you finally settle the contest. Livestock. Livestock held primarily for sale
is for property or services provided to you, or for However, to take the deduction in the year of must be included in inventory. Livestock held for
your use of property, economic performance payment or transfer, you must meet certain con- draft, breeding, or dairy purposes can either be
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depreciated or included in inventory. See also they are held for sale or for draft, breeding, Crop method. If you do not harvest and dis-
Unit-livestock-price method, later. If you are in pose of your crop in the same tax year that yousport, or dairy purposes. This method accounts
the business of breeding and raising chinchillas, plant it, you can, with IRS approval, use the croponly for the increase in cost of raising an animal
mink, foxes, or other fur-bearing animals, these method of accounting. Under this method, youto maturity. It does not provide for any decrease
animals are livestock for inventory purposes. deduct the entire cost of producing the crop,in the animal’s market value after it reaches

including the expense of seed or young plants,maturity. Also, if you raise cattle, you are notGrowing crops. You are generally not re-
in the year you realize income from the crop.required to inventory hay you grow to feed yourquired to inventory growing crops. However, if

You cannot use this method for timber or anyherd.the crop has a preproductive period of more than
commodity subject to the uniform capitalizationDo not include sold or lost animals in the2 years, you may have to capitalize (or include in
rules.year-end inventory. If your records do not showinventory) costs associated with the crop. See

which animals were sold or lost, treat the first Other special methods. Other special meth-Uniform Capitalization Rules in chapter 7.
ods of accounting apply to the following items.animals acquired as sold or lost. The animals on

hand at the end of the year are considered those • Amortization, see chapter 8.Required to use accrual method. The fol-
most recently acquired.lowing applies if you are required to use an • Casualties, see chapter 13.You must include in inventory all livestockaccrual method of accounting.
purchased primarily for sale. You can choose • Condemnations, see chapter 13.
either to include in inventory or depreciate live-• The uniform capitalization rules apply to all • Depletion, see chapter 8.stock purchased for draft, breeding, sport orcosts of raising a plant, even if the

preproductive period of raising a plant is 2 dairy purposes. However, you must be consis- • Depreciation, see chapter 8.
years or less. tent from year to year, regardless of the practice • Farm business expenses, see chapter 5.you have chosen. You cannot change your prac-• The costs of animals are subject to the • Farm income, see chapter 4.tice without IRS approval.uniform capitalization rules.

You must inventory animals purchased after • Installment sales, see chapter 12.
maturity or capitalize them at their purchase

Inventory valuation methods. The following • Soil and water conservation expenses,price. If the animals are not mature at purchase,
methods, described below, are those generally see chapter 6.increase the cost at the end of each tax year
available for valuing inventory. according to the established unit price. How- • Thefts, see chapter 13.

ever, in the year of purchase, do not increase
1) Cost. the cost of any animal purchased during the last

Combination Method2) Lower of cost or market. 6 months of the year. This no increase rule
does not apply to tax shelters which must make3) Farm-price method. You can generally use any combination of cash,an adjustment for any animal purchased during

accrual, and special methods of accounting if4) Unit-livestock-price method. the year. It also does not apply to taxpayers that
the combination clearly shows your income andmust make an adjustment to reasonably reflect
expenses and you use it consistently. However,Cost and lower of cost or market methods. the particular period in the year in which animals
the following restrictions apply.See Publication 538 for information on these are purchased, if necessary to avoid significant

valuation methods. • If you use the cash method for figuringdistortions in income.
your income, you must use the cashIf you value your livestock inventory Uniform capitalization rules. A farmer can method for reporting your expenses.at cost or the lower of cost or mar- determine costs required to be allocated under

ket, you do not need IRS approval to • If you use an accrual method for reportingthe uniform capitalization rules by using the
TIP

change to the unit-livestock-price your expenses, you must use an accrualfarm-price or unit-livestock-price inventory
method. method for figuring your income.method. This applies to any plant or animal,

even if the farmer does not hold or treat the plantFarm-price method. Under this method,
each item, whether raised or purchased, is val- or animal as inventory property. Change in
ued at its market price less the direct cost of

Accounting Methoddisposition. Market price is the current price at Cash Versus Accrual Method
the nearest market in the quantities you usually

Once you have set up your accounting method,sell. Cost of disposition includes broker’s com- The following examples compare the cash and
you must generally get IRS approval before youmissions, freight, hauling to market, and other accrual methods of accounting. can change to another method. A change in yourmarketing costs. If you use this method, you
accounting method includes a change in:must use it for your entire inventory, except that Example 1. You are a farmer who uses an

livestock can be inventoried under the • Your overall method, such as from cash toaccrual method of accounting. You keep your
unit-livestock-price method. an accrual method, andbooks on the calendar tax year basis. You sell

grain in December 2003, but you are not paidUnit-livestock-price method. This method • Your treatment of any material item, such
until January 2004. You must both include therecognizes the difficulty of establishing the exact as a change in your method of valuing
sale proceeds and deduct the costs incurred incosts of producing and raising each animal. You inventory (for example, a change from the
producing the grain on your 2003 tax return.group or classify livestock according to type and farm-price method to the

age and use a standard unit price for each unit-livestock-price method).
Example 2. Assume the same facts as inanimal within a class or group. The unit price you

To get approval, you must file Form 3115. YouExample 1 except that you use the cash methodassign should reasonably approximate the nor-
may have to pay a fee. For more information,and there was no constructive receipt of the salemal costs incurred in producing the animals in
see the Form 3115 instructions.proceeds in 2003. Under this method, you in-such classes. Unit prices and classifications are

clude the sale proceeds in income for 2004 thesubject to approval by the IRS on examination of
year you receive payment. You deduct the costsyour return. You must annually reevaluate your
of producing the grain in the year you pay forunit livestock prices and adjust the prices up-
them.ward or downward to reflect increases or de-

creases in the costs of raising livestock. IRS
approval is not required for these adjustments. Special Methods
Any other changes in unit prices or classifica- of Accounting
tions do require IRS approval.

There are special methods of accounting forIf you use this method, include all raised
livestock in inventory, regardless of whether certain items of income and expense.

Chapter 3 Accounting Periods and Methods Page 15
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• Farm income averaging • Depreciable farm equipment.

• Buildings and structures.
Useful Items4. • Livestock held for draft, breeding, sport, or
You may want to see: dairy purposes.

Publication Gains and losses from most dispositions ofFarm Income
farm assets are discussed in chapters 10 and

❏ 525 Taxable and Nontaxable Income
11. Gains and losses from casualties, thefts,

❏ 550 Investment Income and Expenses and condemnations are discussed in chapterImportant Change for 13.❏ 908 Bankruptcy Tax Guide

2003 ❏ 925 Passive Activity and At-Risk Rules

Form (and Instructions)Additions to small watershed programs. Sales of Farm Products
The following programs have been added to the

❏ Sch E (Form 1040) Supplementallist of small watershed programs. When you sell livestock, produce, grains, orIncome and Loss
other products you raised on your farm for sale• The Soil and Water Conservation Assis-

❏ Sch F (Form 1040) Profit or Loss From or bought for resale, the entire amount you re-tance Program.
Farming ceive is reported on Schedule F. This includes• The Agricultural Management Assistance money and the fair market value of any property❏ Sch J (Form 1040) Farm IncomeProgram. or services you receive.Averaging

• The Conservation Reserve Program.
❏ 982 Reduction of Tax Attributes Due to Where to report. Table 4–1 shows where toYou may be able to exclude cost-share pay- Discharge of Indebtedness (and report the sale of farm products on your taxments you receive from these programs. For Section 1082 Basis Adjustment) return.more information, see Cost-Sharing Exclusion
❏ 1099–G Certain Government Payments(Improvement). Schedule F. When you sell farm prod-

ucts bought for resale, your profit or loss is the❏ 1099–PATR Taxable Distributions
difference between your basis in the item (usu-Received From Cooperatives
ally your cost) and any money plus the fair mar-

❏ 4797 Sales of Business PropertyImportant Reminder ket value of any property you receive for it. See
chapter 7 for information on the basis of assets.❏ 4835 Farm Rental Income and
You generally report these amounts on Sched-ExpensesPeanut quota buyout program payments.
ule F for the year you receive payment.For information about the tax treatment of pay-

See chapter 21 for information about gettingments to peanut quota holders, see Peanut
Example. In 2002, you bought 20 feederQuota Buyout Program Payments under Agri- publications and forms.

calves for $6,000 for resale. You sold them incultural Program Payments, later.
2003 for $11,000. You report the $11,000 sales
price, subtract your $6,000 basis, and report the
resulting $5,000 profit in Part 1 of your 2003Schedule F
Schedule F.Introduction

Report your farm income on Schedule F (Form Form 4797. Sales of livestock held for draft,You may receive income from many sources.
1040). Use this schedule to figure the net profit breeding, sport, or dairy purposes may result inYou must report the income on your tax return,
or loss from regular farming operations. ordinary or capital gains or losses, depending onunless it is excluded by law. Where you report

the circumstances. In either case, you shouldIncome from farming reported on Schedule Fthe income depends on its source.
always report these sales on Form 4797 in-(Form 1040) includes amounts you receive fromThis chapter discusses farm income you re-
stead of Schedule F. See Livestock under Or-cultivating, operating, or managing a farm forport on Schedule F (Form 1040). For information
dinary or Capital Gain or Loss in chapter 10.gain or profit, either as owner or tenant. Thison where to report other income, see the instruc-
Animals you do not hold primarily for sale areincludes income from operating a stock, dairy,tions for Form 1040.
considered business assets of your farm.poultry, fish, fruit, or truck farm and income from

Accounting method. The rules discussed in operating a plantation, ranch, range, or orchard.
this chapter assume you use the cash method of Sale by agent. If your agent sells your farmIt also includes income from the sale of crop
accounting. Under the cash method, you gener- products, you must include the net proceedsshares if you materially participate in producing
ally include an item of income in gross income from the sale in gross income for the year thethe crop. See Rents (Including Crop Shares),
when you receive it. See Cash Method in chap- agent receives payment. This applies even iflater.
ter 3. your agent pays you in a later year. You haveIncome reported on Schedule F does not

If you use an accrual method of accounting, constructive receipt of the income when yourinclude gains or losses from sales or other dis-
different rules may apply to your situation. See agent receives payment. For a discussion onpositions of the following farm assets.
Accrual Method in chapter 3. constructive receipt of income, see Cash

• Land. Method under Accounting Methods in chapter 3.
Topics
This chapter discusses: Table 4–1. Where To Report Sales of Farm Products

• Schedule F (Form 1040)

Item Sold Schedule F Form 4797• Sales of farm products

Farm products raised for sale X• Rents (including crop shares)

Farm products bought for resale X• Agricultural program payments

Farm products not held primarily for sale, such as• Income from cooperatives
livestock held for draft, breeding, sport, or dairy• Cancellation of debt purposes (bought or raised) X

• Income from other sources

Page 16 Chapter 4 Farm Income
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any postponed gain from the previous year However, if you materially participate in farmingSales Caused by
as income received from the sale of live- operations on the land, the rent is farm income.Weather-Related Conditions stock. See Landlord Participation in Farming in chapter

15.If you sell more livestock, including poultry, than 2) Multiply the result in (1) by the excess
you normally would in a year because of a number of such livestock sold solely be- Pasture income and rental. If you pasture
drought, flood, or other weather-related condi- cause of weather-related conditions. someone else’s cattle and take care of the live-
tion, you may be able to postpone reporting the stock for a fee, the income is from your farming
gain from selling the additional animals until the business. You must enter it as Other income onExample. You are a calendar year taxpayernext year. You must meet all the following condi- Schedule F. If you simply rent your pasture for aand you normally sell 100 head of beef cattle ations to qualify. flat cash amount without providing services, re-year. As a result of drought, you sold 135 head

port the income as rent in Part I of Schedule E• Your principal trade or business is farm- during 2003. You realized $35,100 from the
(Form 1040).ing. sale. On August 9, 2003, as a result of drought,

the affected area was declared a disaster area• You use the cash method of accounting. Crop Shareseligible for federal assistance. The income you
• You can show that, under your usual busi- can postpone until 2004 is $9,100 [($35,100 ÷

You must include rent you receive in the form ofness practices, you would not have sold 135) × 35].
crop shares in income in the year you convertthe additional animals this year except for

How to postpone gain. To postpone gain, the shares to money or the equivalent of money.the weather-related condition.
attach a statement to your tax return for the year It does not matter whether you use the cash

• The weather-related condition caused an of the sale. The statement must include your method of accounting or an accrual method of
area to be designated as eligible for assis- name and address and give the following infor- accounting.
tance by the federal government. mation for each class of livestock for which you If you materially participate in operating a

are postponing gain. farm from which you receive rent in the form of
Sales made before an area became eligible crop shares or livestock, the rental income is• A statement that you are postponing gainfor federal assistance qualify if the weather-re- included in self-employment income. (Seeunder section 451(e) of the Internal Reve-lated condition that caused the sale also caused Landlord Participation in Farming in chapter 15.)nue Code.the area to be designated as eligible for federal Report the rental income on Schedule F.

assistance. The designation can be made by the • Evidence of the weather-related conditions If you do not materially participate in operat-
President, the Department of Agriculture (or any that forced the early sale or exchange of ing the farm, report this income on Form 4835
of its agencies), or by other federal departments the livestock and the date, if known, on and carry the net income or loss to Schedule E
or agencies. which an area was designated as eligible (Form 1040). The income is not included in

for assistance by the federal government self-employment income.A weather-related sale of livestock
because of weather-related conditions.(other than poultry) held for draft, Crop shares you use to feed livestock. Crop

breeding, or dairy purposes may be • A statement explaining the relationship of shares you receive as a landlord and feed to
TIP

an involuntary conversion. See the area affected by the weather-related your livestock are considered converted to
Other Involuntary Conversions in chapter 13. condition to your early sale or exchange of money when fed to the livestock. You must in-

the livestock. clude the fair market value of the crop shares inUsual business practice. You must deter-
income at that time. You are entitled to a busi-mine the number of animals you would have • The number of animals sold in each of the
ness expense deduction for the livestock feed insold had you followed your usual business prac- 3 preceding years.
the same amount and at the same time youtice in the absence of the weather-related condi- • The number of animals you would have include the fair market value of the crop share astion. Do this by considering all the facts and

sold in the tax year had you followed your rental income. Although these two transactionscircumstances, but do not take into account your
normal business practice in the absence cancel each other for figuring adjusted grosssales in any earlier year for which you post-
of weather-related conditions. income on Form 1040, they may be necessaryponed the gain. If you have not yet established a

to figure your self-employment tax. See chapterusual business practice, rely on the usual busi- • The total number of animals sold and the
15.ness practices of similarly situated farmers in number sold because of weather-related

your general region. conditions during the tax year. Crop shares you give to others (gift). Crop
shares you receive as a landlord and give to• A computation, as described earlier, of theConnection with affected area. The live-
others are considered converted to money whenincome to be postponed for each class ofstock does not have to be raised or sold in an
you make the gift. You must report the fair mar-livestock.area affected by a weather-related condition for
ket value of the crop share as income, eventhe postponement to apply. However, the sale
though someone else receives payment for theYou must file the statement and the return bymust occur solely because of a weather-related
crop share.the due date of the return, including extensions.condition that affected the water, grazing, or

If you timely filed your return for the year withoutother requirements of the livestock. This require- Example. A tenant farmed part of your landpostponing gain, you can still postpone gain byment generally will not be met if the costs of under a crop-share arrangement. The tenantfiling an amended return within 6 months of thefood, water, or other requirements of the live- harvested and delivered the crop in your namedue date of the return (excluding extensions).stock affected by the weather-related condition to an elevator company. Before selling any ofAttach the statement to the amended return andare not substantial in relation to the total costs of the crop, you instructed the elevator company towrite “Filed pursuant to section 301.9100-2” atholding the livestock. cancel your warehouse receipt and make outthe top of the amended return. File the amended
new warehouse receipts in equal amounts of theClasses of livestock. You must figure the return at the same address you filed the original
crop in the names of your children. They sellamount to be postponed separately for each return. Once you have filed the statement, you
their crop shares in the following year and thegeneric class of animals—for example, hogs, can cancel your postponement of gain only with
elevator company makes payments directly tosheep, and cattle. Do not separate animals into the approval of the IRS.
your children.classes based on age, sex, or breed.

In this situation, you are considered to have
Amount to be postponed. Follow these steps received rental income and then made a gift of
to figure the amount to be postponed for each that income. You must include the fair marketRents (Including Cropclass of animals. value of the crop shares in your income for the

tax year you gave the crop shares to your chil-
1) Divide the total income realized from the Shares) dren.

sale of all livestock in the class during the
tax year by the total number of such live- The rent you receive for the use of your farmland Crop share loss. If you are involved in a rental
stock sold. For this purpose, do not treat is generally rental income, not farm income. or crop-share lease arrangement, any loss from

Chapter 4 Farm Income Page 17
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these activities may be subject to the limits sions). Attach the statement to the amended for 2003 as an Agricultural program payment
under the passive loss rules. See Publication return and write “Filed pursuant to section on line 6a of Schedule F, but does not include it
925 for information on these rules. 301.9100-2” at the top of the return. File the as a taxable amount on line 6b.

amended return at the same address you filed Mike’s basis in the cotton after he redeemed
the original return. it was $420, which is the redemption (repur-

When you make this choice, the amount you chase) price paid for the cotton. His gain from
report as income becomes your basis in theAgricultural Program the sale is $180 ($600 –  $420). He reports the
commodity. See chapter 7 for information on the $180 gain as income for 2003 on line 4 of
basis of assets. If you later repay the loan, re-Payments Schedule F.
deem the pledged commodity, and sell it, you

Excluded CCC loan. Mike has income ofreport as income at the time of sale the saleYou must include in income most government
$80 from market gain in 2003. He reports it onproceeds minus your basis in the commodity. Ifpayments, such as those for approved conser-
both line 6a and line 6b of Schedule F. His basisthe sale proceeds are less than your basis in thevation practices, direct payments, and
in the cotton is zero, so his gain from its sale iscommodity, you can report the difference as acounter-cyclical payments, whether you receive
$600. He reports the $600 gain as income forloss on Schedule F.them in cash, materials, services, or commodity
2003 on line 4 of Schedule F.If you forfeit the pledged crops to the CCC incertificates. However, you can exclude from in-

full payment of the loan, the forfeiture is treatedcome some payments you receive under certain
Example 2. The facts are the same as infor tax purposes as a sale of the crops. If you didcost-sharing conservation programs. See

Example 1 except that, instead of selling thenot report the loan proceeds as income for theCost-Sharing Exclusion (Improvements), later.
cotton for $600 after redeeming it, Mike enteredyear you received them you must include themReport the agricultural program payment on
into an option-to-purchase contract with Tomin your income for the year of the forfeiture.the appropriate line of Part I of Schedule F.
Merchant before redeeming the cotton. UnderReport the full amount even if you return a gov-
that contract, Mike authorized Tom to pay theForm 1099–A. If you forfeit pledged crops toernment check for cancellation, refund any of
CCC loan on Mike’s behalf. In 2003, Tom repaidthe CCC in full payment of a loan, you maythe payment you receive, or the government
the loan for $420 and immediately exercised hisreceive a Form 1099–A, Acquisition or Aban-collects all or part of the payment from you by
option, buying the cotton for $420. How Mikedonment of Secured Property. “CCC” should bereducing the amount of some other payment or
reports the $80 market gain on the redemptionshown in box 6. The amount of any CCC loanCommodity Credit Corporation (CCC) loan.
of the cotton and figures his gain or loss from itsoutstanding when you forfeited your commodityHowever, you can deduct the amount you re-
sale depends on whether he included CCCshould also be indicated on the form.fund or return or that reduces some other pay-
loans in income in 2002.ment or loan to you. Claim the deduction on

Schedule F for the year of repayment or reduc- Included CCC loan. As in Example 1, MikeMarket Gaintion. is treated as though he sold the cotton for $500
when he pledged it and repurchased the cottonUnder the CCC nonrecourse marketing assis-

Commodity Credit for $420 when Tom redeemed it for him. Thetance loan program, your repayment amount for
$80 market gain is not recognized on the re-a loan secured by your pledge of an eligibleCorporation (CCC) Loans
demption. Mike reports it for 2003 as an Agricul-commodity is generally based on the lower of

Normally, you do not report loans you receive as tural program payment on line 6a of Schedule F,the loan rate or the prevailing world market price
income, and you report income from a crop for but does not include it as a taxable amount onfor the commodity on the date of repayment. If
the year you sell it. However, if you pledge part line 6b.you repay the loan when the world price is lower,
or all of your production to secure a CCC loan, the difference between that repayment amount Also, as in Example 1, Mike’s basis in the
you can treat the loan as if it were a sale of the and the repayment amount based on the loan cotton when Tom redeemed it for him was $420.
crop and report the loan proceeds as income for rate is market gain. You will receive a Form Mike has no gain or loss on its sale to Tom for
the year you receive them. You do not need CCC–1099–G showing the market gain you that amount.
approval from the IRS to adopt this method of realized. If you chose to include the CCC loan in

Excluded CCC loan. As in Example 1, Mikereporting CCC loans. income in the year you received it, do not include
has income of $80 from market gain in 2003. HeOnce you report a CCC loan as income for the amount shown on Form CCC–1099–G in
reports it on both line 6a and line 6b of Schedulethe year received, you generally must report all income. The following examples show how to
F. His basis in the cotton is zero, so his gain fromCCC loans in that year and later years in the report market gain.
its sale is $420. He reports the $420 gain assame way. However, you can obtain automatic
income for 2003 on line 4 of Schedule F.consent to change your method of accounting Example 1. Mike Green is a cotton farmer.

for loans received from the CCC, from including He uses the cash method of accounting and files
Conservation Reservethe loan amount in gross income for the taxable his tax return on a calendar year basis. He has

year in which the loan is received to treating the deducted all expenses incurred in producing the Program (CRP)
loan amount as a loan. For more information, cotton and has a zero basis in the commodity. In
see Automatic Change Request Procedures 2002, Mike pledged 1,000 pounds of cotton as Under the Conservation Reserve Program
under Change in Accounting Method in Publica- collateral for a CCC price support loan of $500 (CRP), if you own or operate highly erodible or
tion 538, Accounting Periods and Methods. (a loan rate of $.50 per pound). In 2003, he other specified cropland, you may enter into a

repaid the loan and redeemed the cotton for long-term contract with the USDA, agreeing toYou can request income tax with-
$420 when the world price was $.42 per pound. convert to a less intensive use of that cropland.holding from CCC loan payments
Later in 2003, he sold the cotton for $600. You must include the annual rental paymentsyou receive. Use Form W–4V, Vol-

The market gain on the redemption was $.08 and any one-time incentive payment you receive

TIP
untary Withholding Request. See

($.50 –  $.42) per pound. Mike received a Form under the program on lines 6a and 6b of Sched-chapter 21 for information about ordering the
CCC–1099–G from the CCC showing market ule F. Cost-share payments you receive mayform.
gain of $80 ($.08 x 1,000 pounds). How he qualify for the cost-sharing exclusion (seeTo choose to report a CCC loan as income,
reports this market gain and figures his gain or Cost-Sharing Exclusion, later). CRP paymentsinclude the loan as income on line 7a of Sched-
loss from the sale of the cotton depends on are reported to you on Form CCC–1099–G.ule F for the year you receive it. Attach a state-
whether he included CCC loans in income inment to your return showing the details of the
2002. Crop Insurance and Croploan.

You must file the statement and the return by Included CCC loan. Mike reported the Disaster Payments
the due date of the return, including extensions. $500 CCC loan as income for 2002, so he is

You must include in income any crop insuranceIf you timely filed your return for the year without treated as if he sold the cotton for $500 when he
proceeds you receive as the result of crop dam-making the choice, you can still make the choice pledged it and repurchased the cotton for $420
age. You generally include them in the year youby filing an amended return within 6 months of when he redeemed it. The $80 market gain is

the due date of the return (excluding exten- not recognized on the redemption. He reports it receive them. Treat as crop insurance proceeds
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the crop disaster payments you receive from the year you made the choice, and your reasons for ing or restoring the environment, improving
federal government as the result of destruction wanting to change it. forests, or providing a habitat for wildlife.
or damage to crops, or the inability to plant Ogden Submission Processing Center
crops, because of drought, flood, or any other P. O. Box 9941 Qualifying programs. If the three tests listed
natural disaster. Ogden, UT 84409 above are met, you can exclude payments from

the following programs.You can request income tax with-
holding from crop disaster pay- • The rural clean water program authorizedFeed Assistance andments you receive from the federal by the Federal Water Pollution Control

TIP
government. Use Form W–4V, Vol- Payments Act.

untary Withholding Request. See chapter 21 for • The rural abandoned mine program au-The Disaster Assistance Act of 1988 authorizesinformation about ordering the form.
thorized by the Surface Mining Controlprograms to provide feed assistance, reim-
and Reclamation Act of 1977.Choice to postpone reporting until the fol- bursement payments, and other benefits to

lowing year. You can postpone reporting crop qualifying livestock producers if the Secretary of • The water bank program authorized by the
insurance proceeds as income until the year Agriculture determines that, because of a natu- Water Bank Act.
following the year the damage occurred if you ral disaster, a livestock emergency exists.

• The emergency conservation measuresmeet all the following conditions. These programs include partial reimbursement
program authorized by title IV of the Agri-for the cost of purchased feed and for certain• You use the cash method of accounting. cultural Credit Act of 1978.transportation expenses. They also include the

• You receive the crop insurance proceeds donation or sale at a below-market price of feed • The agricultural conservation program au-
in the same tax year the crops are dam- owned by the Commodity Credit Corporation. thorized by the Soil Conservation and Do-
aged. Include in income: mestic Allotment Act.

• You can show that under your normal • The great plains conservation program au-• The market value of donated feed,
business practice you would have in- thorized by the Soil Conservation and Do-•  The difference between the market valuecluded income from the damaged crops in mestic Policy Act.

and the price you paid for feed you buy atany tax year following the year the dam-
• The resource conservation and develop-below market prices, andage occurred.

ment program authorized by the• Any cost reimbursement you receive. Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act and byTo postpone reporting crop insurance pro-
the Soil Conservation and Domestic Allot-ceeds received in 2003, report the amount you You must include these benefits in income in ment Act.received on line 8a of Schedule F, but do not the year you receive them. You cannot postpone

include it as a taxable amount on line 8b. Check • The forestry incentives program author-reporting them under the rules explained earlier
the box on line 8c and attach a statement to your ized by the Cooperative Forestry Assis-for weather-related sales of livestock or crop
tax return. The statement must include your tance Act of 1978.insurance proceeds. Report the benefits in Part
name and address and contain the following I, Schedule F, as agricultural program pay- • Certain small watershed programs, listedinformation. ments. You can usually take a current deduction later.

for the same amount as a feed expense.• A statement that you are making a choice • Any program of a state, possession of theunder section 451(d) of the Internal Reve-
United States, a political subdivision ofCost-Sharing Exclusionnue Code and section 1.451-6 of the regu-
any of these, or of the District of Columbialations. (Improvements) under which payments are made to indi-

• The specific crop or crops destroyed or viduals primarily for conserving soil, pro-You can exclude from your income part or all of
damaged. tecting or restoring the environment,a payment you receive under certain federal or

improving forests, or providing a habitat• A statement that under your normal busi- state cost-sharing conservation, reclamation,
for wildlife. Several state programs haveness practice you would have included in- and restoration programs. A payment is any
been approved. For information about thecome from the destroyed or damaged economic benefit you get as a result of an im-
status of those programs, contact the statecrops in gross income for a tax year fol- provement. However, this exclusion applies only
offices of the Farm Service Agency (FSA)lowing the year the crops were destroyed to that part of a payment that meets all three of
and the Natural Resources and Conserva-or damaged. the following tests.
tion Service (NRCS).

• The cause of the destruction or damage 1) It was for a capital expense. You cannot
and the date or dates it occurred. Small watershed programs. If the threeexclude any part of a payment for an ex-

tests listed earlier are met, you can excludepense you can deduct in the year you pay• The total payments you received from in-
payments you receive under the following pro-or incur it. You must include the paymentsurance carriers, itemized for each spe-
grams for improvements made in connectionfor a deductible expense in income, andcific crop, and the date you received each
with a watershed.you can take any offsetting deduction.payment.

(See chapter 6 for information on deduct- • The Stewardship Incentive Program au-• The name of each insurance carrier from ing soil and water conservation expenses.) thorized by the Food, Agriculture, Conser-whom you received payments.
vation, and Trade Act of 1990.2) It does not substantially increase your an-

nual income from the property for which itOne choice covers all crops representing a • The programs under the Watershed Pro-
is made. An increase in annual income issingle trade or business. If you have more than tection and Flood Prevention Act.
substantial if it is more than the greater ofone farming business, make a separate choice • The flood prevention projects under thethe following amounts.for each one. For example, if you operate two

Flood Control Act of 1944.separate farms on which you grow different
a) 10% of the average annual income de-crops and you keep separate books for each • The Emergency Watershed Protection

rived from the affected property beforefarm, you should make two separate choices to Program under the Flood Control Act of
receiving the improvement.postpone reporting insurance proceeds you re- 1950.

ceive for crops grown on each of your farms. b) $2.50 times the number of affected • Certain programs under the Colorado
A choice is binding for the year unless the acres.

River Basin Salinity Control Act.
IRS approves your request to change it. To
request IRS approval to change your choice, 3) The Secretary of Agriculture certified that • The Wetlands Reserve Program author-
write to the IRS at the following address giving the payment was primarily made for con- ized by the Food Security Act of 1985, the
your name, address, identification number, the serving soil and water resources, protect- Federal Agriculture Improvement and Re-
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form Act of 1996 and the Farm Security USDA paid $490,000. You paid $10,000. The include these payments on lines 6a and 6b of
and Rural Investment Act of 2002. value of the cost-sharing improvement is Schedule F.

$15,000.• The Environmental Quality Incentives Pro-
The present fair market value of the right to Peanut Quota Buyoutgram (EQIP) authorized by the Federal

receive the annual income described in (1)
Agriculture Improvement and Reform Act Program Paymentsabove is $1,380, and the present fair market
of 1996.

value of the right to receive the annual income The Farm Security and Rural Investment Act of• The Wildlife Habitat Incentives Program described in (2) is $1,550. The excludable por- 2002 repealed the marketing quota program for
(WHIP) authorized by the Federal Agricul- tion is the greater amount, $1,550. peanuts effective May 13, 2002. As a result,
ture Improvement and Reform Act of You figure the amount to include in gross USDA will offer to enter into contracts with eligi-
1996. income as follows:

ble peanut quota holders to provide compensa-
• The Soil and Water Conservation Assis- tion for the lost value of the quotas resulting fromValue of cost-sharing improvement . . $15,000

tance Program authorized by the Agricul- the repeal.Minus: Your share . . . . . $10,000
tural Risk Protection Act of 2000. If you are an eligible peanut quota holder,Excludable portion 1,550 11,550

your contract entitles you to receive one of the• The Agricultural Management Assistance Amount included in income . . . . . $ 3,450
following payment options.Program authorized by the Agricultural

Risk Protection Act of 2000. • Five equal annual payments of 11 centsEffects of the exclusion. When you figure the
per pound of peanut quota during the pe-• The Conservation Reserve Program au- basis of property you acquire or improve using
riod 2002 through 2006.thorized by the Food Security Act of 1985 cost-sharing payments excluded from income,

and the Federal Agriculture Improvement subtract the excluded payments from your capi- • A single lump sum payment in any one of
and Reform Act of 1996. tal costs. Any payment excluded from income is the five years.

not part of your basis.
In addition, you cannot take depreciation,Income realized. The gross income you real- Tax treatment. Your taxable gain or loss is theamortization, or depletion deductions for the partize upon getting an improvement under these

total amount received for your quota reduced byof the cost of the property for which you receivecost-sharing programs is the value of the im-
any amount treated as interest (discussed later),cost-sharing payments you exclude from in-provement reduced by the sum of the excluda-
over your adjusted basis. The gain or loss iscome.ble portion and your share of the cost of the
capital or ordinary depending on how you usedimprovement (if any). How to report the exclusion. Attach a state- the quota. See Capital or ordinary gain or loss,

ment to your tax return (or amended return) forValue of the improvement. You determine later.
the tax year you receive the last governmentthe value of the improvement by multiplying its You should have reported the entire gain on
payment for the improvement. The statementfair market value (defined in chapter 12) by a your income tax return for the taxable year that
must include the following information.fraction. The numerator of the fraction is the total includes May 13, 2002, if you:

cost of the improvement (all amounts paid either • The dollar amount of the cost funded by
by you or by the government for the improve- • Received a lump sum payment in the tax-the government payment.
ment) reduced by the sum of the following items. able year that included May 13, 2002, or

• The value of the improvement.• Any government payments under a pro- • Chose not to use the installment method.
• The amount you are excluding.gram not listed earlier.

Adjusted basis. The adjusted basis of your• Any part of a government payment under Report the total cost-sharing payments you
quota is determined differently depending ona program listed earlier that the Secretary receive on line 6a of Schedule F and the taxable

of Agriculture has not certified as primarily how you obtained the quota.amount on line 6b.
for conservation.

• The basis of a quota derived from an origi-
Recapture. If you dispose of the property• Any government payment to you for rent nal grant by the federal government of an
within 20 years after you received the excludedor for your services. acreage allotment is zero.
payments, you must treat as ordinary income

The denominator of the fraction is the total cost • The basis of a purchased quota is thepart or all of the cost-sharing payments you
of the improvement. purchase price.excluded. You must report the recapture on

Form 4797. See Section 1255 property underExcludable portion. The excludable por- • The basis of a quota derived from a pur-
Other Gains in chapter 11.tion is the present fair market value of the right to chased acreage allotment is the purchase

receive annual income from the affected acre- price.Choosing not to exclude payments. Youage of the greater of the following amounts.
can choose not to exclude all or part of any • The basis of an inherited quota is gener-
payments you receive under these programs. If1) 10% of the prior average annual income ally the fair market value of the quota at
you make this choice for all of these payments,from the affected acreage. The prior aver- the time of the decedent’s death.
none of the above restrictions and rules apply.age annual income is the average of the
You must make this choice by the due date,gross receipts from the affected acreage If not previously allocated, the total basis of a
including extensions, for filing your return. If youfor the last 3 tax years before the tax year quota (or acreage allotment) and land obtained
timely filed your return for the year without mak-in which you started to install the improve- at the same time must be properly allocated
ing the choice, you can still make the choice byment. between the two assets.
filing an amended return within 6 months of the

2) $2.50 times the number of affected acres. Reduction of basis. You are required todue date of the return (excluding extensions).
reduce the basis of your peanut quota by theWrite “Filed pursuant to section 301.9100-2” at

The calculation of present fair mar- following amounts.the top of the amended return and file it at the
ket value of the right to receive same address you filed the original return. • Deductions you took for amortization, de-annual income is too complex to

CAUTION
!

pletion, or depreciation.discuss in this publication. You may Payments under the Farmneed to consult your tax advisor for assistance. • Amounts you previously deducted as aSecurity and Rural
loss because of a reduction in the number

Example. One hundred acres of your land Investment Act of 2002 of pounds of peanuts allowable under the
was reclaimed under a rural abandoned mine quota.
program contract with the Natural Resources The Farm Security and Rural Investment Act of

• The entire cost of a purchased quota orConservation Service of the USDA. The total 2002 created two new types of payments—di-
cost of the improvement was $500,000. The rect and counter-cyclical payments. You must acreage allotment you deducted in an ear-
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lier year (which reduces your basis to installment method to report the remainder of the person whose identification number is on
zero). the gain. record for that payment (payee of record). If you,

as the payee of record, receive a program pay-Self-employment income. The peanut quota
ment belonging to someone else, such as yourAmount treated as interest. You must re- buyout payments are not self-employment in-
landlord, the amount belonging to the other per-duce your peanut quota buyout program pay- come.
son is a nominee distribution. You should filement by the amount treated as interest, which is

Farm income averaging. The gain or loss Form 1099–G to report the identity of the actualreportable as ordinary income. If any of the fol-
resulting from the quota payments does not recipient to the IRS. You should also give thislowing conditions are met, your total quota
qualify for farm income averaging. A peanut information to the recipient. You can avoid thebuyout program payment does not include any
quota is considered an interest in land. Farm inconvenience of unnecessary inquiries aboutamount treated as interest and you are not re-
income averaging is not available for gain or loss the identity of the recipient if you file this form.quired to reduce the total payment you receive.
arising from the sale or other disposition of land. Report the total amount reported to you as

• The payments total $3,000 or less, the payee of record on line 6a or 8a of yourInvoluntary conversion. The buyout of the
Schedule F. However, do not report as a taxablepeanut quota is not an involuntary conversion.• All payments were made on or before No-
amount on line 6b or 8b any amount belongingvember 13, 2002, or Form 1099–S. A peanut quota is considered to someone else.

an interest in land, so the USDA will generally• The payments total $250,000 or less and See chapter 21 for information about order-
report the total amount you receive under aall payments were made on or before May ing Form 1099–G.
contract on Form 1099–S if the amount is $60013, 2003.
or more. The USDA will generally report any
portion of a payment treated as interest of $600In all other cases, a portion of each payment
or more to you on Form 1099– INT for the year inmay be treated as interest for federal tax pur- Income Fromwhich the payment is made.poses. You may be required to reduce your total

quota buyout program payment before you cal- More information. For more information on Cooperatives
culate your gain or loss. For more information, the taxation of peanut quota buyout program
see Notice 2002-67 in Internal Revenue Bulletin payments, see Notice 2002-67. If you buy farm supplies through a cooperative,
2002-42. you may receive income from the cooperative in

the form of patronage dividends (refunds). If youOther PaymentsInstallment method. You may use the install-
sell your farm products through a cooperative,ment method to report a gain if you receive at
you may receive either patronage dividends or aYou must include most other government pro-least one payment after the close of your taxable
per-unit retain certificate, explained later, fromgram payments in income.year that includes May 13, 2002. Under the
the cooperative.installment method, a portion of the gain is taken

into account in each year in which a payment is Form 1099–PATR. The cooperative will re-Fertilizer and Limereceived. See chapter 12 for more information. port the income to you on Form 1099–PATR or
Include in income the value of fertilizer or lime a similar form and send a copy to the IRS. FormCapital or ordinary gain or loss. Whether you receive under a government program. How 1099–PATR may also show an alternative mini-your gain or loss is ordinary or capital depends to claim the offsetting deduction is explained mum tax adjustment that you must include onon how you used the quota. under Fertilizer and Lime in chapter 5. Form 6251, Alternative Minimum Tax—Individ-

Quota used in the trade or business of uals, if you are required to file the form. For
farming. If you used the quota in the trade or information on the alternative minimum tax, see

Improvementsbusiness of farming and you held it for more than chapter 14.
one year, you report the transaction as a section

If government payments are based on improve-1231 transaction on Form 4797. See Section Patronage Dividendsments, such as a pollution control facility, you1231 transactions under Ordinary or Capital
must include them in income. You must alsoGain or Loss in chapter 10 for a definition of You generally report patronage dividends ascapitalize the full cost of the improvement. Sincesection 1231 transactions. income on lines 5a and 5b of Schedule F for theyou have included the payments in income, theySee the instructions for Form 4797 for de- tax year you receive them. They include thedo not reduce your basis. However, seetailed information on reporting section 1231 following items.Cost-Sharing Exclusion (Improvements), ear-transactions.
lier, for additional information. • Money paid as a patronage dividend.

Quota held for investment. If you held the
• The stated dollar value of qualified writtenquota for investment purposes, any gain or loss

notices of allocation.National Tobacco Growers’is capital gain or loss. The same result also
applies if you held the quota for the production of Settlement Trust Fund Payments • The fair market value of other property.
income, though not connected with a trade or

Do not report as income on line 5b any patron-If you are a producer, landowner, or tobaccobusiness.
age dividend that is a nonqualified notice ofquota owner who receives money from the Na-

Gain treated as ordinary income. If you allocation, that is for purchasing or selling capitaltional Tobacco Growers’ Settlement Trust Fund,
previously deducted any of the following items, assets or depreciable property, or that is foryou must report those payments as income. You
some or all of the capital gain must be purchasing personal items. Personal items in-should receive a Form 1099–MISC that shows
recharacterized and reported as ordinary in- clude fuel purchased for personal use, basicthe payment amount.
come. Any resulting capital gain is taxed as local telephone service, and personal long dis-If you produce a tobacco crop, report the
ordinary income up to the amount previously tance calls.payments as income from farming on your
deducted. Schedule F. If you are a landowner or tobacco If you cannot determine what the dividend is

quota owner who leases tobacco-related prop-• The cost of acquiring a quota. for, report it as income on lines 5a and 5b.
erty but you do not produce the crop, report the

• Amounts for amortization, depletion, or de- payments as farm rental income on Form 4835. Qualified written notice of allocation. If you
preciation. receive a qualified written notice of allocation as

Payment to More Than One part of a patronage dividend, you must generally• Amounts to reflect a reduction in the quota
include its stated dollar value in your income inpounds. Person
the year you receive it. A written notice of alloca-

You should have included the ordinary in- The USDA reports program payments to the tion is qualified if at least 20% of the patronage
come on your return for the taxable year that IRS. It reports a program payment intended for dividend is paid in money or by qualified check
included May 13, 2002, even if you use the more than one person as having been paid to and either of the following conditions is met.
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capital assets or depreciable property used in living, or family items, such as supplies, equip-
1) The notice must be redeemable in cash for your business. You must, however, reduce the ment, or services not related to the production of

at least 90 days after it is issued, and you basis of these assets by the dividends. This farm income. This rule also applies to amounts
must have received a written notice of your reduction is taken into account as of the first day you receive from the sale, redemption, or other
right of redemption at the same time as the of the tax year in which the dividends are re- disposition of a nonqualified written notice of
written notice of allocation. ceived. If the dividends are more than your unre- allocation resulting from these purchases.

covered basis, include the difference as ordinary2) You must have agreed to include the
income on Schedule F for the tax year youstated dollar value in income in the year Per-Unit Retain Certificates
receive them. Include all these dividends on lineyou receive the notice by doing one of the
5a of Schedule F, but include only the taxable A per-unit retain certificate is any written noticefollowing.
part on line 5b. that shows the stated dollar amount of a per-unit

a) Signing and giving a written agreement retain allocation made to you by the cooperative.This rule and the exceptions explained later
to the cooperative. A per-unit retain allocation is an amount paid toalso apply to amounts you receive from the sale,

patrons for products sold for them that is fixedredemption, or other disposition of a nonquali-b) Getting or keeping membership in the
without regard to the net earnings of the cooper-fied notice of allocation that resulted fromcooperative after it adopted a bylaw
ative. These allocations can be paid in money,purchasing or selling capital assets or deprecia-providing that membership constitutes
other property, or qualified certificates.ble property.agreement. The cooperative must notify

Per-unit retain certificates issued by a coop-you in writing of this bylaw and give you
erative generally receive the same tax treatmentExample. On July 1, 2002, Mr. Brown, aa copy.
as patronage dividends, discussed earlier.patron of a cooperative association, bought a

c) Endorsing and cashing a qualified machine for his dairy farm business from the
Qualified certificates. Qualified per-unit re-check paid as part of the same patron- association for $2,900. The machine has a life of
tain certificates are those issued to patrons whoage dividend. You must cash the check 7 years under MACRS (as provided in the Table
have agreed to include the stated dollar amountby the 90th day after the close of the of Class Lives and Recovery Periods in Appen-
of these certificates in income in the year ofpayment period for the cooperative’s dix B of Publication 946). Mr. Brown files his
receipt. The agreement may be made in writingtax year for which the patronage divi- return on a calendar year basis. For 2002, he
or by getting or keeping membership in a coop-dend was paid. claimed a depreciation deduction of $311, using
erative whose bylaws or charter states thatthe 10.71% depreciation rate from the 150%
membership constitutes agreement. If you re-declining balance, half-year convention tableQualified check. A qualified check is any ceive qualified per-unit retain certificates, in-(shown in Table A–14 in Appendix A of Publica-instrument that is redeemable in money and clude the stated dollar amount of the certificatestion 946). On July 1, 2003, the cooperative asso-meets both of the following requirements. in income in Part I of Schedule F for the tax yearciation paid Mr. Brown a $300 cash patronage
you receive them.• It is part of a patronage dividend that also dividend for his purchase of the machine. Mr.

includes a qualified written notice of allo- Brown adjusts the basis of the machine and Nonqualified certificates. Do not include the
cation for which you met condition (2)(c), figures his depreciation deduction for 2003 (and stated dollar value of a nonqualified per-unit
above. later years) as follows. retain certificate in income when you receive it.

Your basis in the certificate is zero. You must• It is imprinted with a statement that en-
Cost of machine on July 1, 2002 . . . . . $2,900 include in income any amount you receive fromdorsing and cashing it constitutes the
Minus: 2002 depreciation . . . . $311 its sale, redemption, or other disposition. Reportpayee’s consent to include in income the

2003 cash dividend . . . 300 611 the amount you receive from the disposition asstated dollar value of any written notices of
ordinary income in Part I of Schedule F for theAdjusted basis forallocation paid as part of the same patron-
tax year of disposition.depreciation for 2003: $2,289age dividend.

Depreciation rate: 1 ÷ 61/2 (remaining recoveryLoss on redemption. You can deduct in
period as of 1/1/02) = 15.38% × 1.5 = 23.07%Part II of Schedule F any loss incurred on the

Cancellation of Debtredemption of a qualified written notice of alloca-
Depreciation deduction for 2003tion you received in the ordinary course of your
($2,289 × 23.07%) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $528 This section explains the general rule for includ-farming business. The loss is the difference be-

ing canceled debt in income and the exceptionstween the stated dollar amount of the qualified
Exceptions. If the dividends are for to the general rule.written notice you included in income and the

purchasing or selling capital assets or deprecia-amount you received when you redeemed it.
ble property you did not own at any time during General Rulethe year you received the dividends, you mustNonqualified notice of allocation. Do not in-
include them as ordinary income on Schedule Fclude the stated dollar value of any nonqualified Generally, if your debt is canceled or forgiven,
unless one of the following rules applies.notice of allocation in income when you receive other than as a gift or bequest to you, you must

it. Your basis in the notice is zero. You must include the canceled amount in gross income for• If the dividends relate to a capital asset
include in income for the tax year of disposition tax purposes. Report the canceled amount onyou held for more than 1 year for which a
any amount you receive from its sale, redemp- line 10 of Schedule F if you incurred the debt inloss was or would have been deductible,
tion, or other disposition. Report that amount, up your farming business. If the debt is a nonbusi-treat them as gain from the sale or ex-
to the stated dollar value of the notice, as ordi- ness debt, report the canceled amount on linechange of a capital asset held for more
nary income in Part I of Schedule F. However, 21 of Form 1040.than 1 year.
do not include that amount in your income if the

Form 1099–C. If a federal agency, financial• If the dividends relate to a capital asset fornotice resulted from purchasing or selling capital
institution, credit union, finance company, orwhich a loss was not or would not haveassets or depreciable property or from purchas-
credit card company cancels or forgives yourbeen deductible, do not report them asing personal items, as explained in the following
debt of $600 or more, you will receive a Formincome (ordinary or capital gain).discussions.
1099–C, Cancellation of Debt. The amount ofIf the amount you receive is more than the
debt canceled is shown in box 2.If the dividends are for selling capital assets orstated dollar value of the notice, report the ex-

depreciable property during the year you re-cess as the type of income it represents. For
ceived the dividends, treat them as an additional Exceptionsexample, if it represents interest income, report
amount received on the sale.it on your return as interest.

The following discussion covers some excep-
Purchasing or selling capital assets or Personal purchases. Omit from the taxable tions to the general rule for canceled debt.
depreciable property. Do not include in in- amount of patronage dividends on line 5b of These exceptions apply before the exclusions
come patronage dividends from the purchase of Schedule F any dividends from buying personal, discussed below.
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Price reduced after purchase. If you owe a Do not include debt canceled in a bankruptcy a) Real property (except inventory) used
debt to the seller for property you bought and the case in your income in the year it is canceled. in your trade or business or held for
seller reduces the amount you owe, you gener- Instead, you must use the amount canceled to investment that secured the canceled
ally do not have income from the reduction. reduce your tax benefits, explained later under debt.
Unless you are in bankruptcy or are insolvent, Reduction of tax benefits.

b) Personal property (except inventorytreat the amount of the reduction as a purchase
and accounts and notes receivable)Insolvency. You are insolvent to the extentprice adjustment and reduce your basis in the
used in your trade or business or heldyour liabilities are more than the fair marketproperty. The rules that apply to bankruptcy and
for investment that secured the can-value of your assets immediately before the can-insolvency are explained under Exclusions,
celed debt.cellation of debt.later.

You can exclude canceled debt from gross c) Other property (except inventory and
Deductible debt. You do not realize income income up to the amount by which you are accounts and notes receivable) used in
from a canceled debt to the extent the payment insolvent. If the canceled debt is more than this your trade or business or held for in-
of the debt would have been a deductible ex- amount and the debt qualifies, you can apply the vestment.
pense. This exception applies before the price rules for qualified farm debt or qualified real

d) Inventory and accounts and notes re-reduction exception discussed above. property business debt to the difference. Other-
ceivable.wise, you include the difference in gross income.

Example. You get accounting services for Use the amount excluded because of insolvency e) Other property.your farm on credit. Later, you have trouble to reduce any tax benefits, as explained later
paying your farm debts, but you are not bankrupt Reduce the basis one dollar for each dollarunder Reduction of tax benefits. You must re-
or insolvent. Your accountant forgives part of the of excluded canceled debt. However, the re-duce the tax benefits under the insolvency rules
amount you owe for the accounting services. duction cannot be more than the total basesbefore applying the rules for qualified farm debt
How you treat the canceled debt depends on of property and the amount of money youor for qualified real property business debt.
your method of accounting. hold immediately after the debt cancellation

minus your total liabilities immediately afterExample. You had a $15,000 debt canceled• Cash method — You do not include the
the cancellation.outside of bankruptcy. Immediately before thecanceled debt in income because pay-

cancellation, your liabilities totaled $80,000 and For allocation rules that apply to basis re-ment of the debt would have been deducti-
your assets totaled $75,000. Since your liabili- ductions for multiple canceled debts, seeble as a business expense.
ties were more than your assets, you were insol- section 1.1017-1(b)(2) of the regulations.• Accrual method — You include the can- vent to the extent of $5,000 ($80,000 − Also see Choosing to reduce the basis of

celed debt in income because the ex- $75,000). You can exclude this amount from depreciable property first, later.
pense was deductible when you incurred income. The remaining canceled debt ($10,000)

6) Passive activity loss and credit carry-the debt. may be subject to the qualified farm debt or
overs. Reduce the passive activity lossqualified real property business debt rules. If
and credit carryovers from the tax year ofnot, you must include it in income.Exclusions the debt cancellation. Reduce the loss car-
ryover one dollar for each dollar of ex-Reduction of tax benefits. If you excludeDo not include canceled debt in income in the cluded canceled debt. Reduce the creditcanceled debt from income in a bankruptcy casefollowing situations. carryover 331/3 cents for each dollar of ex-or during insolvency, you must use the excluded
cluded canceled debt.debt to reduce certain tax benefits.1) The cancellation takes place in a bank-

ruptcy case under title 11 of the U.S. 7) Foreign and possession tax credits. Re-Order of reduction. You must use the ex-
Code. duce the credit carryover to or from the taxcluded canceled debt to reduce the following tax

year of the debt cancellation. Reduce thebenefits in the order listed unless you choose to2) The cancellation takes place when you are
carryover 331/3 cents for each dollar of ex-reduce the basis of depreciable property first, asinsolvent.

explained later. cluded canceled debt.
3) The canceled debt is a qualified farm debt.

1) Net operating loss (NOL). Reduce any How to make tax benefit reductions. Al-4) The canceled debt is a qualified real prop-
NOL for the tax year of the debt cancella- ways make the required reductions in tax bene-erty business debt (in the case of a tax-
tion, and then any NOL carryover to that fits after figuring your tax for the year of the debtpayer other than a C corporation). See
year. Reduce the NOL or NOL carryover cancellation. In making the reductions in (1) andchapter 5 in Publication 334.
one dollar for each dollar of excluded can- (4) above, first reduce the loss for the tax year of

If a canceled debt is excluded from income celed debt. the debt cancellation. Then reduce any loss car-
because it takes place in a bankruptcy case, the ryovers to that year in the order of the tax years2) General business credit carryover. Re-exclusions in situations (2), (3), and (4) do not from which the carryovers arose, starting withduce the credit carryover to or from the taxapply. If it takes place when you are insolvent,

the earliest year. In making the reductions in (2)year of the debt cancellation. Reduce thethe exclusions in situations (3) and (4) do not
and (7) above, reduce the credit carryovers tocarryover 331/3 cents for each dollar of ex-apply to the extent you are insolvent.
the tax year of the debt cancellation in the ordercluded canceled debt.See Form 982, later, for information on how
in which they are taken into account for thatto claim an exclusion for a canceled debt. 3) Minimum tax credit. Reduce the mini- year.

mum tax credit available at the beginning
Debt. For this discussion, debt includes any of the tax year following the tax year of the Choosing to reduce the basis of depreciabledebt for which you are liable or that attaches to debt cancellation. Reduce the credit 331/3 property first. You can choose to apply anyproperty you hold. cents for each dollar of excluded canceled portion of the excluded canceled debt first to

debt.
reduce the basis of depreciable property you

4) Capital loss. Reduce any net capital loss hold at the beginning of the tax year followingBankruptcy and Insolvency
for the tax year of the debt cancellation, the tax year of the debt cancellation, in the

You can exclude a canceled debt from income if and then any capital loss carryover to that following order.
you are bankrupt or to the extent you are insol- year. Reduce the capital loss or loss carry-
vent. 1) Depreciable real property used in yourover one dollar for each dollar of excluded

trade or business or held for investmentcanceled debt.Bankruptcy. A bankruptcy case is a case that secured the canceled debt.
under title 11 of the U.S. Code if you are under 5) Basis. Reduce the basis of the property

2) Depreciable personal property used inthe jurisdiction of the court and the cancellation you hold at the beginning of the tax year
your trade or business or held for invest-of the debt is granted by the court or is the result following the tax year of the debt cancella-
ment that secured the canceled debt.of a plan approved by the court. tion in the following order.
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3) Other depreciable property used in your • A person from whom you got the property 2) Land that is qualified property and is used
trade or business or held for investment. (or a person related to this person). or held for use in your farming business.

4) Real property held as inventory if you • A person who receives a fee from your 3) Other qualified property.
choose to treat it as depreciable property investment in the property (or a person
on Form 982. related to this person).

Form 982The amount you apply cannot be more than
For the definition of a related person, see

the total adjusted bases of all the depreciable
Related persons under At-Risk Amounts in Pub- Use Form 982 to show the amounts of canceledproperty. Depreciable property for this purpose
lication 925. debt excluded from income and the reduction ofmeans any property subject to depreciation, but

tax benefits in the order listed on the form. Alsoonly if a reduction of basis will reduce the depre- Exclusion limit. The amount of canceled use it if you are choosing to apply the excludedciation or amortization otherwise allowable for qualified farm debt you can exclude from income canceled debt to reduce the basis of depreciablethe period immediately following the basis re- is limited. It cannot be more than the sum of your property before reducing tax benefits. You makeduction. adjusted tax benefits and the total adjusted ba- this choice by showing the amount you chooseYou make this reduction before reducing the ses of the qualified property you hold at the to apply on line 5 of the form.other tax benefits listed earlier. If the excluded beginning of the tax year following the tax year
canceled debt is more than the depreciable ba- of the debt cancellation. Figure this limit after When to file. You must file Form 982 with yoursis you choose to reduce first, use the difference taking into account any reduction of tax benefits timely filed income tax return (including exten-to reduce the other tax benefits. In figuring the because of debt canceled during insolvency. sions) for the tax year in which the cancellationlimit on the basis reduction in (5), Basis, use the If the canceled debt is more than this limit, of debt occurred. If you timely filed your returnremaining adjusted bases of your property after you must include the difference in gross income. for the year without choosing to apply the ex-making this choice.

cluded canceled debt to reduce the basis ofAdjusted tax benefits. Adjusted tax bene-See Form 982, later, for information on how
depreciable property first, you can still make thefits means the sum of the following items.to make this choice. If you make this choice, you
choice by filing an amended return within 6can revoke it only with the consent of the IRS.

1) Any net operating loss (NOL) for the tax months of the due date of the return (excluding
year of the debt cancellation and any NOL extensions). For more information, see When toRecapture of basis reductions. If you re-
carryover to that year. file in the Form 982 instructions.duce the basis of property under these provi-

sions and later sell or otherwise dispose of the 2) Any general business credit carryover to or
property at a gain, the part of the gain due to this from the year of the debt cancellation, mul-
basis reduction is taxable as ordinary income tiplied by 3.
under the depreciation recapture provisions. Income From Other

3) Any minimum tax credit available at theTreat any property that is not section 1245 or
beginning of the tax year following the tax Sourcessection 1250 property as section 1245 property.
year of the debt cancellation, multiplied byFor section 1250 property, determine the
3. This section discusses other types of incomestraight-line depreciation adjustments as though

you may receive.there were no basis reduction for debt cancella- 4) Any net capital loss for the tax year of the
tion. Sections 1245 and 1250 property and the debt cancellation and any capital loss car- Barter income. If you are paid for your work inrecapture of gain as ordinary income are ex- ryover to that year. farm products, other property, or services, youplained in chapter 11.

must report as income the fair market value of5) Any passive activity loss and credit carry-
More information. For more information on what you receive. The same rule applies if youovers from the tax year of the debt cancel-
debt cancellation in bankruptcy proceedings or trade farm products for other farm products,lation. Any credit carryover is multiplied by
during insolvency, see Publication 908. property, or someone else’s labor. This is called3.

barter income. For example, if you help a neigh-
6) Any foreign and possession tax credit car- bor build a barn and receive a cow for your work,

ryovers to or from the tax year of the debtQualified Farm Debt you must report the fair market value of the cow
cancellation, multiplied by 3. as ordinary income. Your basis for property you

You can exclude from income a canceled debt receive in a barter transaction is usually the fair
Qualified property. This is any propertythat is qualified farm debt owed to a qualified market value that you include in income. If you

you use or hold for use in your trade or businessperson. This exclusion applies only if you were pay someone with property, see Property for
or for the production of income.solvent when the debt was canceled or, if you services under Labor Hired in chapter 5.

were insolvent, only to the extent the canceled
Reduction of tax benefits. If you excludedebt is more than the amount by which you were Below-market loans. A below-market loan is
canceled debt from income under the qualifiedinsolvent. This exclusion does not apply to a a loan on which either no interest is charged or
farm debt rules, you must use the excluded debtcanceled debt excluded from income because it interest is charged at a rate below the applicable
to reduce tax benefits. (If you also excludedtakes place in a bankruptcy case. federal rate. If you make a below-market loan,
canceled debt under the insolvency rules, youYour debt is qualified farm debt if both the you may have to report income from the loan in
reduce the amount of the tax benefits remainingfollowing requirements are met. addition to any stated interest you receive from
after reduction for the exclusion allowed under the borrower. See chapter 1 of Publication 550• You incurred it directly in operating a farm- the insolvency rules.) You generally must follow for more information on below-market loans.ing business. the reduction rules previously explained under
Bankruptcy and Insolvency. However, do not• At least 50% of your total gross receipts Commodity futures and options. See Hedg-
follow the rules in item (5), Basis. Instead, followfor the 3 tax years preceding the year of ing (Commodity Futures) in chapter 10 for infor-
the special rules explained next.debt cancellation were from your farming mation on gains and losses from commodity

business. futures and options transactions.Special rules for reducing the basis of
property. You must use special rules to re-

Custom hire (machine work). Pay you re-duce the basis of property for excluded canceledQualified person. This is a person who is
ceive for contract work or custom work that youqualified farm debt. Under these special rules,actively and regularly engaged in the business
or your hired help perform off your farm foryou only reduce the basis of qualified propertyof lending money. A qualified person includes
others, or for the use of your property or ma-(defined earlier). Reduce it in the following or-any federal, state, or local government, or any of
chines, is income to you whether or not incomeder.their agencies or subdivisions. The USDA is a
tax was withheld. This rule applies whether you

qualified person. A qualified person does not
1) Depreciable qualified property. You may receive the pay in cash, services, or merchan-

include any of the following.
choose on Form 982 to treat real property dise. Report this income on line 9, Part I, of

• A person related to you. held as inventory as depreciable property. Schedule F.
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Property sold, destroyed, stolen, or con-Easements and rights-of-way. Income you and chapter 10 for the tax treatment of capital
demned. You may have an ordinary or capitalreceive for granting easements or rights-of-way gains.
gain if property you own is sold or exchanged,on your farm or ranch for flooding land, laying

Timber sales. Timber sales, including sales ofstolen, destroyed by fire, flood, or other casu-pipelines, constructing electric or telephone
logs, firewood, and pulpwood, are discussed inalty, or condemned by a public authority. Inlines, etc., may result in income, a reduction in
chapter 10.some situations, you can postpone the tax onthe basis of all or part of your farmland, or both.

the gain to a later year. See chapters 10 through
Example. You granted a right-of-way for a 13.

gas pipeline through your property for $10,000.
Recapture of certain depreciation. If youOnly a specific part of your farmland was af- Farm Incometook a section 179 deduction for property used infected. You reserved the right to continue farm-
your farming business and at any time during theing the surface land after the pipe was laid. Treat Averaging
property’s recovery period you do not use itthe payment for the right-of-way in one of the
more than 50% in your business, you must in-following ways. If you are engaged in a farming business, you
clude part of the deduction in income. See chap- may be able to average all or some of your farm
ter 8 for information on the section 1791) If the payment is less than the basis prop- income by allocating it to the 3 prior years (base
deduction and when to recapture that deduction.erly allocated to the part of your land af- years). This may give you a lower tax if your

In addition, if the percentage of business usefected by the right-of-way, reduce the income from farming is high and your taxable
of listed property (see chapter 8) falls to 50% orbasis by $10,000. income from one or more of the 3 prior years
less in any tax year during the recovery period, was low. The term farming business is defined2) If the payment is equal to or more than the you must include in income any excess depreci- in the instructions for Schedule J (Form 1040).basis of the affected part of your land, re- ation you took on the property.

duce the basis to zero and the rest, if any, Both of these amounts are farm income. Use Who can use farm income averaging? Youis gain from a sale. The gain is reported on Part IV of Form 4797 to figure how much to can use farm income averaging to figure yourForm 4797 and is treated as section 1231 include in income. tax for any year in which you were engaged in again if you held the land for more than 1
farming business as an individual, a partner in ayear. See chapter 11. Refund or reimbursement. You generally
partnership, or a shareholder in an S corpora-must include in income a reimbursement, re-
tion. Services performed as an employee areEasement contracts usually de- fund, or recovery of an item for which you took a
disregarded in determining whether an individ-scribe the affected land using deduction in an earlier year. Include it for the tax
ual is engaged in a farming business. However,square feet. Your basis may be fig- year you receive it. However, if any part of the

TIP
a shareholder of an S corporation engaged in aured per acre. One acre equals earlier deduction did not decrease your income
farming business may treat compensation re-43,560 square feet. tax, you do not have to include that part of the
ceived from the corporation that is attributable toIf construction of the line damaged growing reimbursement, refund, or recovery.
the farming business as farm income. You docrops and you later receive a settlement of $250
not need to have been engaged in a farmingfor this damage, the $250 is income and is Example. A tenant farmer purchased fertil-
business in any base year.included on line 10 of Schedule F. It does not izer for $1,000 in April 2002. He deducted

affect the basis of your land. Corporations, partnerships, S corporations,$1,000 on his 2002 Schedule F and the entire
estates, and trusts cannot use farm incomededuction reduced his tax. The landowner reim-

Fuel tax credit and refund. Include any credit averaging.bursed him $500 of the cost of the fertilizer in
or refund of federal excise taxes on fuels in your February 2003. The tenant farmer must include
gross income if you deducted the cost of the fuel $500 in income on his 2003 tax return because Elected Farm Income (EFI)
as an expense that reduced your income tax. the entire deduction decreased his 2002 tax.
See chapter 18 for more information about fuel EFI is the amount of income from your farming

Sale of soil and other natural deposits. Iftax credits and refunds. business that you choose to have taxed at base
you remove and sell topsoil, loam, fill dirt, sand, year rates. You can designate as EFI any type of

Illegal federal irrigation subsidy. The fed- gravel, or other natural deposits from your prop- income attributable to your farming business.
eral government, operating through the Bureau erty, the proceeds are ordinary income. A rea- However, your EFI cannot be more than your
of Reclamation, has made irrigation water from sonable allowance for depletion of the natural taxable income, and any EFI from a net capital
certain reclamation and irrigation projects avail- deposit sold may be claimed as a deduction. gain attributable to your farming business can-
able for agricultural purposes. The excess of the See Depletion in chapter 8. not be more than your total net capital gain.
amount required to be paid for water from these

Income from your farming business is theSod. Report proceeds from the sale of sod
projects over the amount you actually paid is an

on Schedule F. A deduction for cost depletion is sum of any farm income or gain minus any farm
illegal subsidy.

allowed, but only for the topsoil removed with the expenses or losses allowed as deductions in
For example, if the amount required to be sod. figuring your taxable income. However, it does

paid is full cost and you paid less than full cost,
not include gain from the sale or other disposi-Granting the right to remove deposits. Ifthe difference is an illegal subsidy and you must
tion of land.you enter into a legal relationship grantinginclude it in income. Report this on line 10 of

someone else the right to excavate and removeSchedule F. You cannot take a deduction for the Gains from the sale or other disposition of
natural deposits from your property, you mustamount you must include in income. farm property. Gains from the sale or other
determine whether the transaction is a sale orFor more information on reclamation and irri- disposition of farm property other than land can
another type of transaction (for example, agation projects, contact your local Bureau of be designated as EFI if you (or your partnership
lease).Reclamation. or S corporation) used the property regularly for

If you receive a specified sum or an amount a substantial period in a farming business.
Prizes. Report prizes you win on farm live- fixed without regard to the quantity produced Whether the property has been regularly used
stock or products at contests, exhibitions, fairs, and sold from the deposit and you retain no for a substantial period depends on all the facts
etc., on Schedule F as Other income. If you economic interest in the deposit, your transac- and circumstances.
receive a prize in cash, include the full amount in tion is a sale. You are considered to retain an

Liquidation of a farming business. If youincome. If you receive a prize in produce or other economic interest if, under the terms of the legal
(or your partnership or S corporation) liquidateproperty, include the fair market value of the relationship, you depend on the income derived
your farming business, gains on property soldproperty. For prizes of $600 or more, you should from extraction of the deposit for a return of your
within a reasonable time after operations stopreceive a Form 1099–MISC, Miscellaneous In- capital investment in the deposit.
can be designated as EFI. A period of 1 yearcome. Your income from the deposit is capital gain
after stopping operations is a reasonable time.See chapter 15 for information about prizes if the transaction is a sale. Otherwise, it is ordi-
After that, what is a reasonable time depends onrelated to 4–H Club or FFA projects. See Publi- nary income subject to an allowance for deple-
the facts and circumstances.cation 525 for information about other prizes. tion. See chapter 8 for information on depletion
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EFI and base year rates. If your EFI includes AMT, the regular tax you subtract from your • Not-for-profit farming
both ordinary income and capital gains, you tentative minimum tax is the tax you computed
must allocate an equal portion of each type of using farm income averaging. This may cause Useful Itemsincome to each base year to figure the tax on you to owe AMT or increase your AMT but,

You may want to see:EFI. For example, you cannot allocate all of the generally, it will not increase your total tax.
capital gains to a single base year.

PublicationCredit for prior year minimum tax. You may
be able to claim a tax credit if you owed AMT in aHow To Figure the Tax ❏ 463 Travel, Entertainment, Gift, and Carprior year. See chapter 14.

Expenses
If you average your farm income, you will figure

❏ 535 Business ExpensesSchedule Jyour tax on Schedule J (Form 1040).

❏ 536 Net Operating Losses (NOLs) forNegative taxable income for base year. If You can use farm income averaging by filing
Individuals, Estates, and Trustsyour taxable income for any base year was zero Schedule J (Form 1040) with your timely filed

because your deductions were more than your (including extensions) return for the year. You ❏ 587 Business Use of Your Home
income, you may have negative taxable income can also use farm income averaging on a late

❏ 925 Passive Activity and At-Risk Rulesfor that year to combine with your EFI on Sched- return, or use, change, or cancel it on an
ule J. amended return, if the time for filing a claim for ❏ 936 Home Mortgage Interest Deduction

refund has not expired for that election year. YouFiling status. You are not prohibited from us-
generally must file the claim for refund within 3 Form (and Instructions)ing farm income averaging solely because your
years from the date you filed your original returnfiling status is not the same as your filing status

❏ Sch A (Form 1040) Itemizedor 2 years from the date you paid the tax, which-in the base years. For example, if you are mar-
Deductionsever is later.ried and file jointly, but filed as single in all of the

base years, you may still average farm income. ❏ Sch F (Form 1040) Profit or Loss From
Farming

Effect on Other Tax ❏ 1045 Application for Tentative Refund
Determinations

❏ 5213 Election To Postpone
Determination as To Whether theYou subtract your EFI from your taxable income 5.
Presumption Applies That anand add one-third of it to the taxable income of
Activity Is Engaged in for Profiteach of the base years to determine the tax rate

to use for income averaging. The allocation of
See chapter 21 for information about gettingFarm Businessyour EFI to the base years does not affect other

publications and forms.tax determinations. For example, you make the
following determinations before subtracting Expensesyour EFI (or adding it to income in the base
years).

Deductible Expenses• The amount of your self-employment tax. Important Changes
• Whether, in the aggregate, sales and The ordinary and necessary costs of operating afor 2003other dispositions of business property farm for profit are deductible business ex-

(section 1231 transactions) produce penses. Part II of Schedule F lists expenses
long-term capital gain or ordinary loss. common to farming operations. This chapter dis-Standard mileage rate. The standard mile-

cusses many of these expenses, as well asage rate for the cost of operating your car, van,• The amount of any net operating loss car-
others not listed on Schedule F.pickup, or panel truck in 2003 is 36 cents a mileryover or net capital loss carryover applied

for all business miles driven. See Truck and Carand the amount of any carryover to an- Reimbursed expenses. If an expense is re-Expenses.other year.
imbursed, either reduce the expense or report

Self-employed health insurance deduction.• The limit on itemized deductions based on the reimbursement as income when received.
For 2003, the self-employed health insuranceyour adjusted gross income. See Refund or reimbursement under Income
deduction percentage increases to 100%. See From Other Sources in chapter 4.• The amount of any net capital loss or net Insurance.

operating loss in a base year. Personal and business expenses. Some ex-
penses you pay during the tax year may be
partly personal and partly business. These mayTax on Investment Income of
include expenses for gasoline, oil, fuel, water,IntroductionChild Under 14 rent, electricity, telephone, automobile upkeep,

You can generally deduct the current costs of repairs, insurance, interest, and taxes.If your child’s investment income is more than operating your farm. Current costs are expenses
You must allocate these mixed expenses$1,500, part of that income may be taxed at your you do not have to capitalize or include in inven-

between their business and personal parts. Thetax rate instead of your child’s tax rate. tory costs. However, your deduction for the cost
personal part of these expenses is not deducti-If you use farm income averaging, figure of livestock feed and certain other supplies may
ble.your child’s tax on investment income using your be limited. If you have an operating loss, you

rate after allocating EFI. You cannot use any of may not be able to deduct all of it. Example. You paid $1,500 for electricityyour child’s investment income as your EFI,
during the tax year. You used one-third of theeven if it is attributable to a farming business. Topics electricity for personal purposes and two-thirdsFor information on figuring the tax on your child’s This chapter discusses: for farming. Under these circumstances, youinvestment income, see Publication 929, Tax
can deduct two-thirds of your electricity expenseRules for Children and Dependents. • Deductible expenses ($1,000) as a farm business expense.

• Capital expensesAlternative Minimum Tax Reasonable allocation. It is not always
easy to determine the business and nonbusi-• Nondeductible expenses(AMT)
ness parts of an expense. There is no method of• Losses from operating a farm allocation that applies to all mixed expenses.You cannot use income averaging to determine

your tentative minimum tax. When figuring your • Net operating losses Any reasonable allocation is acceptable. What is
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reasonable depends on the circumstances in 2) Your principal business is farming. following are some examples of business bene-
each case. fits.

3) A member of your family meets (1) or (2).
• Fixing maximum prices and securing an

For this purpose, your family includes yourPrepaid Farm Supplies assured feed supply.
brothers and sisters, half-brothers and half-sis-
ters, spouse, parents, grandparents, children, • Securing preferential treatment in anticipa-Prepaid farm supplies are amounts paid during
grandchildren, and aunts and uncles and their tion of a feed shortage.the tax year for the following items.
children.• Feed, seed, fertilizer, and similar farm Other factors considered in determining the

Whether or not the deduction limitsupplies not used or consumed during the existence of a business purpose are whether the
for prepaid farm supplies applies,year. However, do not include amounts prepayment was a condition imposed by the
your expenses for prepaid livestockpaid for farm supplies that you would have seller and whether that condition was meaning-CAUTION

!
feed may be subject to the rules forconsumed if not for a fire, storm, flood, ful.

advance payment of livestock feed, discussedother casualty, disease, or drought.
next. No material distortion of income. The fol-• Poultry (including egg-laying hens and

lowing are some factors considered in determin-baby chicks) bought for use (or for both Prepaid Livestock Feed ing whether deducting prepaid livestock feeduse and resale) in your farm business.
materially distorts income.However, include only the amount that If you report your income and expenses under

would be deductible in the following year if • Your customary business practice in con-the cash method of accounting, you cannot de-
you had capitalized the cost and deducted ducting your livestock operations.duct in the year paid the cost of feed your live-
it ratably over the lesser of 12 months or stock will consume in a later year unless you • The expense in relation to past purchases.the useful life of the poultry. meet all the following tests.

• The time of year you made the purchase.• Poultry bought for resale and not resold
1) The payment is for the purchase of feedduring the year. • The expense in relation to your income for

rather than a deposit.
the year.

2) The prepayment has a business purposeDeduction limit. If you use the cash method
and is not merely for tax avoidance.of accounting to report your income and ex- Labor Hiredpenses, your deduction for prepaid farm sup- 3) Deducting the prepayment does not result

plies in the year you pay for them may be limited in a material distortion of your income. You can deduct reasonable wages paid for reg-
to 50% of your other deductible farm expenses ular farm labor, piecework, contract labor, andIf you meet all three tests, you can deduct thefor the year (all Schedule F deductions except other forms of labor hired to perform your farm-prepaid feed, subject to the limit on prepaid farmprepaid farm supplies). This limit does not apply ing operations. You can pay wages in cash or insupplies discussed earlier.if you meet one of the exceptions described noncash items such as inventory, capital assets,If you fail any of these tests, you can deductlater. or assets used in your business. The cost ofthe prepaid feed only in the year it is consumed.If the limit applies, you can deduct the excess boarding farm labor is a deductible labor cost.
cost of farm supplies other than poultry in the This rule does not apply to the Other deductible costs you incur for farm labor
year you use or consume the supplies. The purchase of commodity futures con- include health insurance, workers’ compensa-
excess cost of poultry bought for use (or for both tracts. tion insurance, and other benefits.
use and resale) in your farm business is deducti- CAUTION

!
If you must withhold social security, Medi-

ble in the year following the year you pay for it. care, and income taxes from your employees’
The excess cost of poultry bought for resale is Payment for the purchase of feed. Whether cash wages, you can still deduct the full amount
deductible in the year you sell or otherwise dis- a payment is for the purchase of feed or a of wages before withholding. See chapter 16 for
pose of that poultry. deposit depends on the facts and circumstances more information on employment taxes. Also,

in each case. It is for the purchase of feed if you deduct the employer’s share of the social secur-
Example. During 2003, you bought fertilizer can show you made it under a binding commit- ity and Medicare taxes you must pay on your

($4,000), feed ($1,000), and seed ($500) for use ment to accept delivery of a specific quantity of employees’ wages as a farm business expense
on your farm in the following year. Your total feed at a fixed price and you are not entitled, by on the Taxes line of Schedule F (line 31). See
prepaid farm supplies expense for 2003 is contract or business custom, to a refund or re- Taxes, later.
$5,500. Your other deductible farm expenses purchase.
totaled $10,000 for 2003. Therefore, your de- The following are some factors that show a Property for services. If you transfer property
duction for prepaid farm supplies cannot be payment is a deposit rather than for the to an employee in payment for services, you can
more than $5,000 (50% of $10,000) for 2003. purchase of feed. deduct as wages paid the fair market value of
The excess prepaid farm supplies expense of the property on the date of transfer. If the em-• The absence of specific quantity terms.$500 ($5,500 − $5,000) is deductible in the later ployee pays you anything for the property, de-
tax year you use or consume the supplies. • The right to a refund of any unapplied pay- duct as wages the fair market value of the

ment credit at the end of the contract. property minus the payment by the employee forExceptions. This limit on the deduction for
the property. Treat the wages deducted as anprepaid farm supplies expense does not apply if • The seller’s treatment of the payment as a
amount received for the property. You may haveyou are a farm-related taxpayer and either of the deposit.
a gain or loss to report if the property’s adjustedfollowing apply. • The right to substitute other goods or basis on the date of transfer is different from its

products for those specified in the con- fair market value. Any gain or loss has the same1) Your prepaid farm supplies expense is
tract. character the exchanged property had in yourmore than 50% of your other deductible

hands. For more information, see chapter 10.farm expenses because of a change in
A provision permitting substitution of ingredi-business operations caused by unusual

Child as an employee. You can deduct rea-ents to vary the particular feed mix to meet yourcircumstances.
sonable wages or other compensation you paylivestock’s current diet requirements will not

2) Your total prepaid farm supplies expense to your child for doing farm work if a truesuggest a deposit. Further, a price adjustment to
for the preceding 3 tax years is less than employer-employee relationship exists be-reflect market value at the date of delivery is not,
50% of your total other deductible farm tween you and your child. Include these wagesby itself, proof of a deposit.
expenses for those 3 tax years. in the child’s income. The child may have to file

Business purpose. The prepayment has a an income tax return. These wages may also beYou are a farm-related taxpayer if any of the
business purpose only if you have a reasonable subject to social security and Medicare taxes iffollowing tests apply.
expectation of receiving some business benefit your child is age 18 or older. For more informa-

1) Your main home is on a farm. from prepaying the cost of livestock feed. The tion, see Family Employees in chapter 16.
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A Form W–2 should be issued to painting, replacing shingles and supports on If the property that secures the loan
the child employee. is your home, you generally do notfarm buildings, and minor overhauls of trucks,

allocate the loan proceeds or thetractors, and other farm machinery. However,
TIP TIP

related interest. The interest is usu-repairs to, or overhauls of, depreciable property
The fact that your child spends the wages to ally deductible as qualified home mortgage in-that substantially prolong the life of the property,

buy clothes or other necessities you normally terest, regardless of how the loan proceeds areincrease its value, or adapt it to a different use
furnish does not prevent you from deducting used. For more information, see Publicationare capital expenses. For example, if you repair
your child’s wages as a farm expense. 936.the barn roof, the cost is deductible. But if you

replace the roof, it is a capital expense. For moreThe amount of wages paid to the Allocation period. The period for which a
information, see Capital Expenses, later.child could cause a loss of the de- loan is allocated to a particular use begins on the

pendency exemption depending on date the proceeds are used and ends on theCAUTION
!

Interesthow the child uses the money. earlier of the following dates.

Spouse as an employee. You can deduct You can deduct as a farm business expense • The date the loan is repaid.
reasonable wages or other compensation you interest paid on farm mortgages and other obli- • The date the loan is reallocated to anotherpay to your spouse if a true employer-em- gations you incur in your farm business.

use.ployee relationship exists between you and
your spouse. Wages you pay to your spouse are Cash method. If you use the cash method of
subject to social security and Medicare taxes. More information. For more information onaccounting, you can generally deduct interest
For more information, see Family Employees in interest, see chapter 5 in Publication 535.paid during the tax year. You cannot deduct
chapter 16. interest paid with funds received from the origi-

nal lender through another loan, advance, or Breeding Fees
other arrangement similar to a loan. You can,

Nondeductible Pay You can deduct breeding fees as a farm busi-however, deduct the interest when you start
making payments on the new loan. ness expense. However, if you use an accrualYou cannot deduct wages paid for certain

method of accounting, you must capitalizehousehold work, construction work, and mainte- Prepaid interest. Under the cash method,
breeding fees and allocate them to the costnance of your home. However, those wages you generally cannot deduct any interest paid
basis of the calf, foal, etc. For more informationmay be subject to the employment taxes dis- before the year it is due. Interest paid in advance
on who must use an accrual method of account-cussed in chapter 16. may be deducted only in the tax year in which it
ing, see Accrual method required under Ac-is due.Household workers. Do not deduct amounts counting Methods in chapter 3.

paid to persons engaged in household work,
Accrual method. If you use an accrualexcept to the extent their services are used in Fertilizer and Limemethod of accounting, you can deduct only in-boarding or otherwise caring for farm laborers.
terest that has accrued during the tax year. How-

You can deduct in the year paid or incurred theever, you cannot deduct interest owed to aConstruction labor. Do not deduct wages
cost of fertilizer, lime, and other materials ap-paid to hired help for the construction of new related person who uses the cash method until
plied to farmland to enrich, neutralize, or condi-buildings or other improvements. These wages payment is made and the interest is includible in
tion it. You can also deduct the cost of applyingare part of the cost of the building or other the gross income of that person. For more infor-
these materials in the year you pay or incur it.improvement. You must capitalize them. mation, see Accrual Method in chapter 3.
However, see Prepaid Farm Supplies, earlier,

Maintaining your home. If your farm em- for a rule that may limit your deduction for theseAllocation of interest. If you use the pro-
ployee spends time maintaining or repairing materials.ceeds of a loan for more than one purpose, you
your home, the wages and employment taxes  If the benefits of the fertilizer, lime, or othermust allocate the interest on that loan to eachyou pay for that work are nondeductible per- materials last substantially more than one year,use. Allocate the interest to the following catego-sonal expenses. For example, assume you have you generally must capitalize their cost and de-ries.a farm employee for the entire tax year and the duct a part each year the benefits last. However,
employee spends 5% of the time maintaining • Trade or business interest. you can choose to deduct these expenses in the
your home. The employee devotes the remain- year paid or incurred. If you make this choice,• Passive activity interest.ing time to work on your farm. You cannot de- you will need IRS approval if you later decide to
duct 5% of the wages and employment taxes • Investment interest. capitalize the cost.
you pay for that employee.

Farmland, for these purposes, is land used• Portfolio interest.
for producing crops, fruits, or other agricultural• Personal interest.
products or for sustaining livestock. It does notEmployment Credits
include land you have never used previously forYou generally allocate interest on a loan the

Reduce your deduction for wages by the amount producing crops or sustaining livestock. Yousame way you allocate the loan proceeds. You
of any employment credits you claim. The fol- cannot deduct initial land preparation costs.allocate loan proceeds by tracing disburse-
lowing are employment credits and their related (See Capital Expenses, later.)ments to specific uses.
forms.  Include government payments you receive

The easiest way to trace disburse- for lime or fertilizer in income. See Fertilizer and• Empowerment zone and renewal commu-
ments to specific uses is to keep the Lime under Agricultural Program Payments innity employment credit (Form 8844).
proceeds of a particular loan sepa- chapter 4.

TIP
• Indian employment credit (Form 8845). rate from any other funds.

• Welfare-to-work credit (Form 8861). Secured loan. The allocation of loan pro- Taxes
ceeds and the related interest is generally not• Work opportunity credit (Form 5884). You can deduct as a farm business expense theaffected by the use of property that secures the

real estate and personal property taxes on farmFor more information, see the forms and their loan.
business assets, such as farm equipment, ani-instructions.
mals, farmland, and farm buildings. You alsoExample. You secure a loan with property
can deduct the social security and Medicareused in your farming business. You use the loanRepairs and Maintenance
taxes you pay to match the amount withheldproceeds to buy a car for personal use. You

must allocate interest expense on the loan to from the wages of farm employees and anyYou can deduct most expenses for the repair
personal use (purchase of the car) even though federal unemployment tax you pay. For informa-and maintenance of your farm property. Com-
the loan is secured by farm business property. tion on employment taxes, see chapter 16.mon items of repair and maintenance are re-
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Allocation of taxes. The taxes on the part of Advance premiums. Deduct advance pay- under the agreement (so far as they do not
ments of insurance premiums only in the year toyour farm you use as your home (including the represent interest or other charges) are pay-
which they apply, regardless of your accountingfurnishings and surrounding land not used for ments for the purchase of the property. Do not
method.farming) are nonbusiness taxes. You may be deduct these payments as rent, but capitalize

able to deduct these nonbusiness taxes as item- the cost of the property and recover this cost
Example. On June 28, 2003, you paid aized deductions on Schedule A (Form 1040). To through depreciation.

premium of $3,000 for fire insurance on yourdetermine the nonbusiness part, allocate the
barn. The policy will cover a period of 3 years Example. You lease new farm equipmenttaxes between the farm assets and nonbusiness
beginning on July 1, 2003. Only the cost for the 6 from a dealer who both sells and leases. Theassets. The allocation can be done from the
months in 2003 is deductible as an insurance agreement includes an option to purchase theassessed valuations. If your tax statement does
expense on your 2003 calendar year tax return. equipment for a specified price. The lease pay-not show the assessed valuations, you can usu-
Deduct $500, which is the premium for 6 months ments and the specified option price equal theally get them from the tax assessor.
of the 36-month premium period, or 6/36 of sales price of the equipment plus interest. Under
$3,000. In both 2004 and 2005, deduct $1,000State and local general sales taxes. State the agreement, you are responsible for mainte-
(12/36 of $3,000). Deduct the remaining $500 inand local general sales taxes on nondepreciable nance, repairs, and the risk of loss. For federal
2006. Had the policy been effective on Januaryfarm business expense items are deductible as income tax purposes, the agreement is a condi-
1, 2003, the deductible expense would havepart of the cost of those items. Include state and tional sales contract. You cannot deduct any of
been $1,000 for each of the years 2003, 2004,local general sales taxes imposed on the the lease payments as rent. You can deduct
and 2005, based on one-third of the premiumpurchase of assets for use in your farm business interest, repairs, insurance, depreciation, and
used each year.as part of the cost you depreciate. Also treat the other expenses related to the equipment.

taxes as part of your cost if they are imposed on Business interruption insurance. Use and Conditional sales contract. Whether anthe seller and passed on to you. occupancy and business interruption insurance agreement is a conditional sales contract de-
premiums are deductible as a business ex-State and federal income taxes. Individuals pends on the intent of the parties. Determine
pense. This insurance pays for lost profits if yourcannot deduct state and federal income taxes as intent based on the provisions of the agreement
business is shut down due to a fire or otherfarm business expenses. Individuals can deduct and the facts and circumstances that exist whencause. Report any proceeds in full in Part I ofstate income tax only as an itemized deduction you make the agreement. No single test, orSchedule F.on Schedule A (Form 1040). You cannot deduct special combination of tests, always applies.

federal income tax. Self-employed health insurance deduction. However, in general, an agreement may be con-
If you are self-employed, you can deduct, in sidered a conditional sales contract rather than

Highway use tax. You can deduct the federal figuring your adjusted gross income on your a lease if any of the following is true.
use tax on highway motor vehicles paid on a 2003 Form 1040, 100% of your payments for • The agreement applies part of each pay-truck or truck tractor used in your farm business. medical, dental, and qualified long term care

ment toward an equity interest you will re-For information on the tax itself, including infor- insurance coverage for yourself, your spouse,
ceive.mation on vehicles subject to the tax, see the and your dependents. Generally, this deduction

instructions for Form 2290, Heavy Highway Ve- cannot be more than the net profit from the • You get title to the property after you make
hicle Use Tax Return. business under which the plan was established. a stated amount of required payments.

If you or your spouse is also an employee of • The amount you must pay to use the prop-Self-employment tax deduction. You can another person, you cannot take the deduction
erty for a short time is a large part of thededuct one-half of your self-employment tax in for any month in which you are eligible to partici-
amount you would pay to get title to thefiguring your adjusted gross income on Form pate in a subsidized health plan maintained by
property.1040. For more information, see chapter 15. your employer or your spouse’s employer.

Use the Self-Employed Health Insurance • You pay much more than the current fair
Deduction Worksheet in the Form 1040 instruc-Insurance rental value of the property.
tions to figure your deduction. Include the re- • You have an option to buy the property atYou generally can deduct the ordinary and nec- maining part of the insurance payment in your

a nominal price compared to the value ofessary cost of insurance for your farm business medical expenses on Schedule A (Form 1040) if
the property when you may exercise theas a business expense. This includes premiums you itemize your deductions.
option. Determine this value when youyou pay for the following types of insurance. For more information, see Deductible Premi-
make the agreement.ums in chapter 7 of Publication 535.• Fire, storm, crop, theft, liability, and other • You have an option to buy the property atinsurance on farm business assets.
a nominal price compared to the totalRent and Leasing

• Health and accident insurance on your amount you have to pay under the agree-
farm employees. If you lease property for use in your farm busi- ment.

ness, you can generally deduct the rent you pay• Workers’ compensation insurance set by • The agreement designates part of the pay-on Schedule F. However, you cannot deductstate law that covers any claims for job-re- ments as interest, or part of the paymentsrent you pay in crop shares because you deductlated bodily injuries or diseases suffered can be easily recognized as interest.the cost of raising the crops as farm expenses.by employees on your farm, regardless of
fault. Advance payments. Deduct advance pay- Motor vehicle leases. Special rules apply to

ments of rent only in the year to which they• Business interruption insurance. lease agreements that have a terminal rental
apply, regardless of your accounting method. adjustment clause. In general, this is a clause• State unemployment insurance on your

that provides for a rental price adjustment basedFarm home. If you rent a farm, do not deductfarm employees (deductible as taxes if
on the amount the lessor is able to sell thethe part of the rental expense that represents thethey are considered taxes under state
vehicle for at the end of the lease. If your rentalfair rental value of the farm home in which youlaw).
agreement contains a terminal rental adjust-live.
ment clause, treat the agreement as a lease if

Insurance to secure a loan. If you take out a the agreement otherwise qualifies as a lease.
policy on your life or on the life of another person For more information, see section 7701(h) of theLease or Purchase
with a financial interest in your farm business to Internal Revenue Code.
get or protect a business loan, you cannot de- If you lease a farm building or equipment, you
duct the premiums as a business expense. In Leveraged leases. Special rules apply tomust determine whether or not the agreement
the event of death, the proceeds of the policy are leveraged leases of equipment (arrangementsmust be treated as a conditional sales contract
not taxed as income even if they are used to in which the equipment is financed by a nonre-rather than a lease. If the agreement is treated
liquidate the debt. course loan from a third party). For more infor-as a conditional sales contract, the payments
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mation, see chapter 4 of Publication 535 and the • Farm expenses other than expenses that able to claim more. See Recordkeeping require-
following revenue procedures. relate to the use of your home. If you are ments under Travel Expenses, later.

self-employed, do not include your deduc-• Revenue Procedure 2001-28 in Internal tion for half of your self-employment tax. More information. For more information onRevenue Bulletin 2001-19.
deductible truck and car expenses, see chapter

Deductions over the current year’s limit can• Revenue Procedure 2001-29 in Internal 4 of Publication 463. If you pay your employees
be carried over to your next tax year. They areRevenue Bulletin 2001-19. for the use of their truck or car in your farm
subject to the deduction limit for the next tax business, see Reimbursements to employees
year. under Travel Expenses, next.Depreciation
More information. See Publication 587 for Travel ExpensesIf property you acquire to use in your farm busi- more information on deducting expenses for the

ness is expected to last more than one year, you business use of your home. You can deduct ordinary and necessary ex-generally cannot deduct the entire cost in the
penses you incur while traveling away fromTelephone expense. You cannot deduct theyear you acquire it. You must recover the cost
home for your farm business. You cannot de-cost of basic local telephone service (includingover more than one year and deduct part of it
duct lavish or extravagant expenses. Usually,any taxes) for the first telephone line you have ineach year on Schedule F as depreciation or
the location of your farm business is consideredyour home, even if you have an office in youramortization. However, you can choose to de-
your home for tax purposes. You are travelinghome. However, charges for business long-dis-duct part or all of the cost of certain qualifying
away from home if:tance phone calls on that line, as well as the costproperty, up to a limit, as a section 179 deduc-

of a second line into your home used exclusivelytion in the year you place it in service. • Your duties require you to be absent from
for your farm business, are deductible businessDepreciation, amortization, and the section your farm substantially longer than an or-
expenses.179 deduction are discussed in chapter 8. dinary work day, and

• You need to get sleep or rest to meet theTruck and Car ExpensesBusiness Use of Your Home demands of your work while away from
home.You can deduct the actual cost of operating aYou can deduct expenses for the business use

truck or car in your farm business. Only ex-of your home if you use part of your home
If you meet these requirements and can provepenses for business use are deductible. Theseexclusively and regularly:

the time, place, and business purpose of yourinclude such items as gasoline, oil, repairs, li-
• As the principal place of business for any travel, you can deduct your ordinary and neces-cense tags, insurance, and depreciation (sub-

trade or business in which you engage, sary travel expenses.ject to certain limits).
The following are some types of deductible• As a place to meet or deal with patients, Standard mileage rate. Instead of using ac- travel expenses.clients, or customers in the normal course tual costs, under certain conditions you can use

of your trade or business, or • Air, rail, bus, and car transportation.the standard mileage rate. For 2003, the rate is
36 cents a mile for all business miles driven. You• In connection with your trade or business, • Meals and lodging.
can use the standard mileage rate for a car or aif you are using a separate structure that is

• Dry cleaning and laundry.light truck, such as a van, pickup, or panel truck,not attached to your home.
you own or lease. • Telephone and fax.

 You cannot use the standard mileage rate ifYour home office will qualify as your principal
• Transportation between your hotel andyou operate two or more cars or light trucks atplace of business for deducting expenses for its

your temporary work or business meetingthe same time. You are not using two or moreuse if you meet both of the following require-
location.vehicles at the same time if you alternate usingments.

the vehicles (you use them at different times) for • Tips for any of the above expenses.• You use it exclusively and regularly for the business.
administrative or management activities of
your trade or business. Meals. You ordinarily can deduct only 50% ofExample. Maureen owns a car and a pickup

your business-related meals expenses. You cantruck that are both used in her farm business.• You have no other fixed location where
deduct the cost of your meals while traveling onHer farm employees use the truck and she usesyou conduct substantial administrative or
business only if your business trip is overnight orthe car for business. Maureen cannot use themanagement activities of your trade or
long enough to require you to stop for sleep orstandard mileage rate for the car or the truck.business.
rest to properly perform your duties. You cannotThis is because both vehicles are used in
deduct any of the cost of meals if it is not neces-Maureen’s farm business at the same time. SheIf you use part of your home for business, you
sary for you to rest, unless you meet the rules formust use actual expenses for both vehicles.must divide the expenses of operating your
business entertainment. For information on en-home between personal and business use.

Business use percentage. You can claim tertainment expenses, see chapter 2 of Publica-
75% of the use of a car or light truck as business tion 463.Deduction limit. If your gross income from
use without any records if you used the vehiclefarming equals or exceeds your total farm ex- The expense of a meal includes amounts
during most of the normal business day directlypenses (including expenses for the business you spend for your food, beverages, taxes, and
in connection with the business of farming. If youuse of your home) you can deduct all your farm tips relating to the meal. You can deduct either
choose this method of substantiating businessexpenses. But if your gross income from farming 50% of the actual cost or 50% of a standard
use, you may not change to another methodis less than your total farm expenses, your de- meal allowance that covers your daily meal and
later. The following are uses directly connectedduction for certain expenses for the use of your incidental expenses.
with the business of farming.home in your farming business is limited. Recordkeeping requirements.

Your deduction for otherwise nondeductible • Cultivating land. You must be able to prove your de-
expenses, such as utilities, insurance, and de- ductions for travel by adequate rec-• Raising or harvesting any agricultural orpreciation (with depreciation taken last), cannot RECORDS

ords or other evidence that willhorticultural commodity.be more than the gross income from farming support your own statement. Estimates or ap-
minus the following expenses. • Raising, feeding, caring for, training, and proximations do not qualify as proof of an ex-

managing animals. pense.• The business part of expenses you could
You should keep an account book or similardeduct even if you did not use your home • Driving to the feed or supply store.
record, supported by adequate documentary ev-for business (such as deductible mortgage
idence, such as receipts, that together supportinterest, real estate taxes, and casualty If you keep records and they show that your
each element of an expense. Generally, it is bestand theft losses). business use was more than 75%, you may be
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to record the expense and get documentation of opment and cultivation before sale as an ex- • Farm fuels and oil.
it at the time you pay it. pense in Part II of Schedule F when paid if you • Farm magazines.
If you choose to deduct a standard meal allow- do this consistently and you do not figure your

• Freight and trucking.ance rather than the actual expense, you do not income on the crop method. However, see Pre-
have to keep records to prove amounts spent for paid Farm Supplies, earlier, for a rule that may • Ginning.
meals and incidental items. However, you must limit your deduction for these items.

• Insect sprays and dusts.still keep records to prove the actual amount of If you deduct the cost of chickens, seeds,
other travel expenses, and the time, place, and and young plants as an expense, report their • Litter and bedding.
business purpose of your travel. entire selling price as income. You cannot also

• Livestock fees.deduct the cost from the selling price.More information. For detailed information
You cannot deduct the cost of seeds and • Recordkeeping expenses.on travel, recordkeeping, and the standard meal

young plants for Christmas trees and timber asallowance, see Publication 463. • Service charges.an expense. Deduct the cost of these seeds and
Reimbursements to employees. You gener- plants through depletion allowances. For more • Small tools expected to last one year or
ally can deduct reimbursements you pay to your information, see Depletion in chapter 8. less.
employees for travel and transportation ex- The cost of chickens and plants used as food • Stamps and stationery.penses they incur in the conduct of your busi- for your family is never deductible.
ness. Employees may be reimbursed under an • Storage and warehousing.Capitalize the cost of plants with a
accountable or nonaccountable plan. Under an preproductive period of more than 2 years, un- • Subscriptions to professional, technical,accountable plan, the employee must provide less you can elect out of the uniform capitaliza- and trade journals that deal with farming.evidence of expenses. Under a nonaccountable tion rules. These rules are discussed in chapter
plan, no evidence of expenses is required. If you • Tying material and containers.7.
reimburse expenses under an accountable plan,

• Veterinary fees and medicine.deduct them as travel and transportation ex- Example. You use the cash method of ac-
penses. If you reimburse expenses under a counting. In 2003, you buy 500 baby chicks to
nonaccountable plan, you must report the reim- Loan expenses. You prorate and deduct loanraise for resale in 2004. You also buy 50 bushels
bursements as wages on Form W–2 and deduct expenses, such as legal fees and commissions,of winter seed wheat in 2003 that you sow in the
them as wages. For more information, see chap- you pay to get a farm loan over the term of thefall. Unless you previously adopted the method
ter 13 of Publication 535. loan.of deducting these costs in the year you sell the

chickens or the harvested crops, you can deduct
Tax preparation fees. You can deduct as aMarketing Quota Penalties the cost of both the baby chicks and the seed
farm business expense on Schedule F the costwheat in 2003.
of preparing that part of your tax return relatingYou can deduct as Other expenses on Schedule

Election to use crop method. If you use to your farm business. You may be able to de-F penalties you pay for marketing crops in ex-
the crop method, you can delay deducting the duct the remaining cost on Schedule A (Formcess of farm marketing quotas. However, if you
cost of seeds and young plants until you sell 1040) if you itemize your deductions.do not pay the penalty, but instead the pur-
them. You must get IRS approval to use the cropchaser of your crop deducts it from the payment You also can deduct on Schedule F the
method. If you follow this method, deduct theto you, include in gross income only the amount amount you pay or incur in resolving tax issues
cost from the selling price to determine youryou received. Do not take a separate deduction relating to your farm business.
profit in Part I of Schedule F. For more informa-for the penalty.
tion, see Crop method under Special Methods of
Accounting in chapter 3.Tenant House Expenses

Choosing a method. You can adopt either Capital Expenses
You can deduct the costs of maintaining houses the crop method or the cash method for deduct-
and their furnishings for tenants or hired help as ing the cost in the first year you buy egg-laying A capital expense is a payment, or a debt in-
farm business expenses. These costs include hens, pullets, chicks, or seeds and young plants. curred, for the acquisition, improvement, or res-
repairs, utilities, insurance, and depreciation. toration of an asset that is expected to last moreAlthough you must use the same method for

The value of a dwelling you furnish to a than one year. You include the expense in theegg-laying hens, pullets, and chicks, you can
tenant under the usual tenant-farmer arrange- basis of the asset. Uniform capitalization rulesuse a different method for seeds and young
ment is not taxable income to the tenant. also require you to capitalize or include in inven-plants. Once you use a particular method for any

tory certain other expenses. See chapters 3 andof these items, use it for those items until you get
Items Purchased for Resale 7.IRS approval to change your method. For more

information, see Change in Accounting Method Capital expenses are generally not deducti-
If you use the cash method of accounting, you in chapter 3. ble, but they may be depreciable. However, you
ordinarily deduct the cost of livestock and other can elect to deduct certain capital expenses,
items purchased for resale only in the year of such as the following.Other Expensessale. You deduct this cost, including freight
charges for transporting the livestock to the • The cost of fertilizer, lime, etc. (See Fertil-The following list, while not all-inclusive, shows
farm, in Part I of Schedule F. However, see izer and Lime under Deductible Expenses,some expenses you can deduct as other farm
Chickens, seeds, and young plants, later. earlier.)expenses in Part II of Schedule F. These ex-

penses must be for business purposes and (1) • Soil and water conservation expenses.Example. You use the cash method of ac- paid, if you use the cash method of accounting, (See chapter 6.)counting. In 2003, you buy 50 steers you will sell or (2) incurred, if you use an accrual method of
in 2004. You cannot deduct the cost of the • The cost of property that qualifies for aaccounting.
steers on your 2003 tax return. You deduct their deduction under section 179. (See chapter
cost in Part I of your 2004 Schedule F. 8.)• Accounting fees.

Chickens, seeds, and young plants. If you • The cost of qualifying clean-fuel vehicle• Advertising.
are a cash method farmer, you can deduct the property and clean-fuel vehicle refueling• Chemicals.cost of hens and baby chicks bought for com- property. (See chapter 12 in Publication
mercial egg production, or for raising and resale, 535.)• Custom hire (machine work).
as an expense in Part II of Schedule F in the • Educational expenses (to maintain and im- The costs of the following items, including theyear paid if you do it consistently and it does not

prove farming skills). costs of material, hired labor, and installation,distort income. You also can deduct the cost of
are capital expenses.seeds and young plants bought for further devel- • Farm-related attorney fees.
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the timber or take depletion allowances when fees and legal expenses incurred in personal
1) Business start-up costs. (See Going Into you cut the timber. However, you may recover a matters, and household expenses. Likewise, the

Business in chapter 8.) limited amount of your costs for forestation or cost of purchasing or raising produce or live-
reforestation before cutting the timber through stock consumed by you or your family is not2) Land and buildings.
amortization deductions. For more information, deductible.

3) Additions, alterations, and improvements see Depletion and Amortization in chapter 8.
to buildings, etc. Other Nondeductible ItemsFor more information about timber,

4) Cars and trucks. see Agriculture Handbook Number
You cannot deduct the following items on your718, Forest Landowner’s Guide to5) Equipment and machinery. tax return.the Federal Income Tax. Copies are

6) Fences. $21 each and are available from the U.S. Gov- Loss of growing plants, produce, and crops.
ernment Printing Office. Place your order using Losses of plants, produce, and crops raised for7) Draft, breeding, sport, and dairy livestock.
Stock #001–000– 04693–4. The address, tele- sale are generally not deductible. However, you

8) Reforestation. phone number, and web site are: may have a deductible loss on plants with a
preproductive period of more than 2 years. See9) Repairs to machinery, equipment, trucks,

Superintendent of Documents chapter 13 for more information.and cars that prolong their useful life, in-
P.O. Box 371954crease their value, or adapt them to differ-

Repayment of loans.Pittsburgh, PA 15250–7954ent use.
1–866–512–1800 (toll-free) Estate, inheritance, legacy, succession, and10) Water wells, including drilling and equip- 202–  512–1800 (local) gift taxes.ping costs. www.gpoaccess.gov/index.html

Loss of livestock. You cannot deduct as a You can view this publication on the web at11) Land preparation costs, such as:
loss the value of raised livestock that die if youwww.fs.fed.us/publications.

a) Clearing land for farming, deducted the cost of raising them as an ex-
pense.Christmas tree cultivation. If you are in theb) Leveling and conditioning land,

business of planting and cultivating Christmas
Losses from sales or exchanges betweenc) Purchasing and planting trees, trees to sell when they are more than 6 years
related persons. You cannot deduct lossesold, capitalize expenses incurred for plantingd) Building irrigation canals and ditches, from sales or exchanges of property betweenand stump culture and add them to the basis of
you and certain related persons, including youre) Laying irrigation pipes, the standing trees. Recover these expenses as
spouse, brother, sister, ancestor, or descen-part of your adjusted basis when you sell thef) Installing drain tile, dant. For more information, see chapter 2 ofstanding trees or as depletion allowances when
Publication 544, Sales and Other Dispositions ofg) Modifying channels or streams, you cut the trees. For more information, see
Assets.Timber depletion under Depletion in chapter 8.h) Constructing earthen, masonry, or con-

You can deduct as business expenses the Cost of raising unharvested crops. Youcrete tanks, reservoirs, or dams, and
costs incurred for shearing and basal pruning of cannot deduct the cost of raising unharvested

i) Building roads. these trees. Expenses incurred for silvicultural crops sold with land owned more than one year
practices, such as weeding or cleaning, and if you sell both at the same time and to the same
noncommercial thinning are also deductible as person. Add these costs to the basis of the land

Crop production expenses. The uniform business expenses. to determine the gain or loss on the sale. For
capitalization rules generally require you to capi- Capitalize the cost of land improvements, more information, see Section 1231 Gains and
talize expenses incurred in producing plants. such as road grading, ditching, and fire breaks, Losses in chapter 11.
However, except for certain taxpayers required that have a useful life beyond the tax year. If the
to use an accrual method of accounting, the Cost of unharvested crops bought with land.improvements do not have a determinable use-
capitalization rules do not apply to plants with a Capitalize the purchase price of land, includingful life, add their cost to the basis of the land. The
preproductive period of 2 years or less. For more the cost allocable to unharvested crops. Youcost is recovered when you sell or otherwise
information, see Uniform Capitalization Rules in cannot deduct the cost of the crops at the time ofdispose of it. If the improvements have a deter-
chapter 7. purchase. However, you can deduct this cost inminable useful life, recover their cost through

figuring net profit or loss in the tax year you selldepreciation. Capitalize the cost of equipmentTimber. Capitalize the cost of acquiring tim- the crops.and other depreciable assets, such as culverts
ber. Do not include the cost of land in the cost of

and fences, to the extent you do not use them in Cost related to gifts. You cannot deductthe timber. You must generally capitalize direct
planting Christmas trees. Recover these costs costs related to your gifts of agricultural productscosts incurred in reforestation. These costs in-
through depreciation. or property held for sale in the ordinary course ofclude the following.

your business. The costs are not deductible in
1) Site preparation costs, such as: the year of the gift or any later year. For exam-

ple, you cannot deduct the cost of raising cattle
a) Girdling, Nondeductible or the cost of planting and raising unharvested

wheat on parcels of land given as a gift to yourb) Applying herbicide, Expenses children.
c) Baiting rodents, and

Club dues and membership fees. Generally,You cannot deduct personal expenses and cer-d) Clearing and controlling brush. you cannot deduct amounts you pay or incur fortain other items on your tax return even if they
membership in any club organized for business,relate to your farm.2) The cost of seed or seedlings. pleasure, recreation, or any other social pur-
pose. This includes country clubs, golf and ath-3) Labor and tool expenses. Personal, Living, and Family
letic clubs, hotel clubs, sporting clubs, airline

4) Depreciation on equipment used in plant- Expenses clubs, and clubs operated to provide meals
ing or seeding.

under circumstances generally considered to beYou cannot deduct certain personal, living, and
5) Costs incurred in replanting to replace lost conducive to business discussions.family expenses as business expenses. These

seedlings. include rent and insurance premiums paid on Exception. The following organizations will
property used as your home, life insurance pre-You can choose to capitalize certain indirect not be treated as a club organized for business,
miums on yourself or your family, the cost ofreforestation costs. pleasure, recreation, or other social purposes,
maintaining cars, trucks, or horses for personal These capitalized amounts are your basis unless one of its main purposes is to conduct
use, allowances to minor children, attorneys’for the timber. Recover your basis when you sell entertainment activities for members or their
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INCOMEguests or to provide members or their guests Passive Activity Limits
with access to entertainment facilities. Wages from part-time job . . . . . . . . $1,225

A passive activity is generally any activity in- Interest on savings . . . . . . . . . . . . . 425• Boards of trade. volving the conduct of any trade or business in Net long-term capital gain
which you do not materially participate. Gener- on sale of farm acreage . . . . . . . . . 2,000• Business leagues.
ally, a rental activity is a passive activity.

Glenn’s total income . . . . . . . . . . $3,650• Chambers of commerce.
If you have a passive activity, special rules

• Civic or public service organizations. limit the loss you can deduct in the tax year. You DEDUCTIONS
generally can deduct losses from passive activi-• Professional associations. Net loss from farming businessties only up to income from passive activities. (income of $67,000 minus expenses• Trade associations. Credits are similarly limited. of $72,000) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $5,000

For more information, see Publication 925. Net short-term capital loss
Fines and penalties. You cannot deduct fines on sale of stock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,000

Standard deduction . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,750and penalties, except penalties for exceeding
Personal exemption . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,050marketing quotas, discussed earlier.

Glenn’s total deductions . . . . . . . . $13,800Net Operating Losses
Glenn’s deductions exceed his income by

If your deductible loss from operating your farm $10,150 ($13,800 − $3,650). However, to figureLosses From (after applying the at-risk and passive activity whether he has an NOL, he must modify certain
limits explained in the preceding discussion) is deductions. He can use Schedule A (FormOperating a Farm more than your other income for the year, you 1045) to figure his NOL.
may have a net operating loss (NOL). You also Glenn cannot deduct the following items.If your deductible farm expenses are more than may have an NOL if you had a personal or

your farm income, you have a loss from the business-related casualty or theft loss that was Nonbusiness net short-term capital
operation of your farm. The amount of the loss more than your income. loss . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,000
you can deduct when figuring your taxable in- Nonbusiness deductionsIf you have an NOL this year, you can use it
come may be limited. To figure your deductible (standard deduction, $4,750) minusto lower your taxable income in another year or
loss, you must apply the following limits. nonbusiness income (interest, $425) 4,325years. You may be able to get a refund of all or

Personal exemption . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,050part of the income tax you paid for past years, or• The at-risk limits.
reduce your tax in future years. Total adjustments to net loss . . . . $8,375

• The passive activity limits. Partnerships and S corporations generally When these items are eliminated, Glenn’s
cannot use an NOL. But partners or sharehold-The following discussions explain these limits. net loss is reduced to $1,775 ($10,150− $8,375).
ers can use their separate shares of the This is his NOL for 2003.If your deductible loss after applying these partnership’s or S corporation’s business in-

limits is more than your other income for the come and business deductions to figure their Carrybacks. Generally, you can carry an NOLyear, you may have a net operating loss. See individual NOLs. back to the 2 tax years before the NOL year andNet Operating Losses, later.
deduct it from income you had in those years.To determine if you have an NOL, complete

If you do not carry on your farming You can choose not to carry back an NOL andyour tax return for the year. You may have an
activity to make a profit, your loss only carry it forward. See Waiving the carrybackNOL if a negative figure appears on the line
deduction may be limited by the period, later. There are rules for figuring howshown below.CAUTION

!
n o t - f o r - p r o f i t  r u l e s .  S e e much of the NOL is used in each tax year and

Not-for-Profit Farming, later. how much is carried to the next tax year. These1) Individuals— line 38 of Form 1040.
rules are explained in Publication 536.

2) Estates and trusts— line 22 of Form 1041. Unless you choose to waive the carrybackAt-Risk Limits
period, as discussed later, you must first carry3) Corporations— line 30 of Form 1120 or

The at-risk rules limit your deduction for losses the entire NOL to the earliest carryback year. Ifline 26 of Form 1120–A.
from most business or income-producing activi- your NOL is not used up, you can carry the rest

If the amount on that line is zero or more, youties, including farming. The at-risk rules limit the to the next earliest carryback year, and so on.  
do not have an NOL.losses you can deduct when figuring your tax- Refigure your deductions, credits, and tax for

There are rules that limit what you can de-able income. The deductible loss from an activ- each of the years to which you carried back an
duct from gross income when figuring an NOL.ity is limited to the amount you have at risk in the NOL. If your refigured tax is less than the tax you
These rules are discussed in detail under Howactivity. originally paid, you can apply for a refund by
To Figure an NOL in Publication 536. filing Form 1040X, Amended U.S. Individual In-You are at risk in any activity for:

come Tax Return, for each year affected, or byIn general, these rules do not allow a deduc-
filing Form 1045. You usually will get a refundtion for the following items.1) The money and adjusted basis of property
faster by filing Form 1045, and generally you canyou contribute to the activity, and
use one Form 1045 to apply an NOL to all• Personal exemptions.

2) Amounts you borrow for use in the activity carryback years.• Capital losses in excess of capital gains.if:
(Nonbusiness capital losses may only off- Exceptions to 2-year carryback rule. Eligi-
set nonbusiness capital gains.)a) You are personally liable for repay- ble losses and farming losses qualify for longer

ment, or carryback periods.• The section 1202 exclusion of 50% of the
gain from the sale or exchange of qualifiedb) You pledge property (other than prop- Eligible loss.  The carryback period for an
small business stock.erty used in the activity) as security for eligible loss is 3 years. An eligible loss is any

the loan. part of an NOL that is:• Nonbusiness deductions in excess of non-
business income. • From a casualty or theft, orYou are not at risk, however, for amounts

• Net operating loss deduction.you borrow for use in a farming activity from a • Attributable to a Presidentially declared
person who has an interest in the activity (other disaster for a qualified small business.
than as a creditor) or a person related to some- Example. Glenn Johnson is a dairy farmer.
one (other than you) having such an interest. He is single and has the following income and Generally, an eligible loss does not include a

For more information, see Publication 925. deductions on his Form 1040 for 2003. farming loss (explained next).
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Farming loss. The carryback period for a losses for the investors also comes under this first started farming. You must file Form 5213
farming loss is 5 years. A farming loss is the limit. within 3 years after the due date of your return
smaller of: for the year in which you first carried on theThe limit on not-for-profit losses applies to

activity, or , if earlier, within 60 days after receiv-individuals, partnerships, estates, trusts, and S• The amount that would be the NOL for the ing a written notice from the IRS proposing tocorporations. It does not apply to corporations
tax year if only income and deductions at- disallow deductions attributable to the activity.other than S corporations.
tributable to farming businesses were The benefit gained by making this choice isIn determining whether you are carrying ontaken into account, or that the IRS will not immediately questionyour farming activity for profit, all the facts are

whether your farming activity is engaged in for• The NOL for the tax year. taken into account. No one factor alone is deci-
profit. Accordingly, it will not limit your deduc-sive. Among the factors to consider are whether:
tions. Rather, you will gain time to earn a profit inYou can choose to treat a farming loss as if it • You operate your farm in a businesslike 3 (or 2) out of the first 5 (or 7) years you carry onwere not a farming loss. If you make this choice,

manner, the farming activity. If you show 3 (or 2) years ofthe loss is subject to the 2-year carryback pe-
profit at the end of this period, your deductionsriod. For more information, see When To Use an • The time and effort you spend on farming
are not limited under these rules. If you do notNOL in Publication 536. indicate you intend to make it profitable,
have 3 (or 2) years of profit (and cannot other-• You depend on income from farming forDifferent carryback periods. If you have a wise show that you operated your farm for

your livelihood,farming loss and a loss that is not from farming, profit), the limit applies retroactively to any year
you can choose different carryback periods for in the 5-year (or 7-year) period with a loss.• Your losses are due to circumstances be-
these losses. yond your control or are normal in the Filing Form 5213 automatically extends the

start-up phase of farming, period of limitations on any year in the 5-year (or
Carryovers. If you do not use up the NOL in 7-year) period to 2 years after the due date of• You change your methods of operation inthe carryback years, carry forward what remains the return for the last year of the period. Thean attempt to improve profitability,of it to the 20 tax years following the NOL year. period is extended only for deductions of the
Start by carrying it to the first tax year after the • You, or your advisors, have the knowledge activity and any related deductions that might be
NOL year. If you do not use it up, carry over the needed to carry on the farming activity as affected.
unused part to the next year. Continue to carry a successful business,
over any unused part of the NOL until you use it Limit on deductions and losses. If your ac-• You were successful in making a profit inup or complete the 20-year carryforward period. tivity is not carried on for profit, take deductions

similar activities in the past, only in the following order, only to the extentFor an NOL occurring in a tax year
stated in the three categories, and, if you are an• You make a profit from farming in somebeginning before August 6, 1997,
individual, only if you itemize them on Scheduleyears and the amount of profit you make,the carryforward period is 15 years.
A (Form 1040).andCAUTION

!
Category 1. Deductions you can take for• You can expect to make a future profit

Waiving the carryback period. You can personal as well as for business activities arefrom the appreciation of the assets used in
choose not to carry back your NOL. If you make allowed in full. For individuals, all nonbusinessthe farming activity.
this choice, you use your NOL only in the deductions, such as those for home mortgage
20-year carryforward period. Once made, the interest, taxes, and casualty losses (see chapter

Presumption of profit. Your farming or otherchoice is irrevocable. 13), belong in this category. For the limits that
activity is presumed carried on for profit if itTo make this choice, attach a statement to apply to mortgage interest, see Publication 936.
produced a profit in at least 3 of the last 5 taxyour tax return for the NOL year filed on or

Category 2. Deductions that do not result inyears, including the current year. Activities thatbefore the due date of the return (including ex-
an adjustment to the basis of property are al-consist primarily of breeding, training, showing,tensions). This statement must show you are
lowed next, but only to the extent your grossor racing horses are presumed carried on forchoosing to waive the carryback period under
income from the activity is more than the deduc-profit if they produced a profit in at least 2 of thesection 172(b)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code.
tions you take (or could take) under the firstlast 7 tax years, including the current year. TheAlso, if you filed your return timely without mak-
category. Most business deductions, such asactivity must be substantially the same for eaching that choice, you may still make the choice by
those for fertilizer, feed, insurance premiums,year within this period. You have a profit whenfiling an amended return within 6 months of the
utilities, wages, etc., belong in this category.the gross income from an activity is more thandue date of the return (excluding extensions).

the deductions for it.Attach the statement to the amended return and Category 3. Business deductions that de-
If a taxpayer dies before the end of thewrite “Filed pursuant to section 301.9100-2” on crease the basis of property are allowed last, but

5-year (or 7-year) period, the period ends on thethe statement. File the amended return at the only to the extent the gross income from the
date of the taxpayer’s death.same address you filed the original return. activity is more than deductions you take (or

If your business or investment activity could take) under the first two categories. The
passes this 3- (or 2-) years-of-profit test, pre- deductions for depreciation, amortization, and
sume it is carried on for profit. This means the the part of a casualty loss an individual could not
limits discussed here do not apply. You can take deduct in category (1) belong in this category.Not-for-Profit Farming all your business deductions from the activity on Where more than one asset is involved, divide
Schedule F, even for the years that you have a depreciation and these other deductions propor-If you operate a farm for profit, you can deduct
loss. You can rely on this presumption in every tionally among those assets.all the ordinary and necessary expenses of car-
case, unless the IRS shows it is not valid.

rying on the business of farming on Schedule F. Individuals must claim the amountsIf you fail the 3- (or 2-) years-of-profit test,However, if you do not carry on your farming in categories (2) and (3) above asyou still may be considered to operate your farmactivity, or other activity you engage or invest in, miscellaneous deductions onfor profit by considering the factors listed earlier.to make a profit, you report the income from the

TIP
Schedule A (Form 1040). They are

activity on line 21 of Form 1040 and you can Using the presumption later. If you are subject to the 2%-of-adjusted-gross-income
deduct expenses of carrying on the activity only starting out in farming and do not have 3 (or 2) limit. See Publication 529, Miscellaneous De-
if you itemize your deductions on Schedule A years showing a profit, you may want to take ductions, for information on this limit.
(Form 1040). Also, there is a limit on the deduc- advantage of this presumption later, after you
tions you can take. You cannot use a loss from have had the 5 (or 7) years of experience al- Partnerships and S corporations. If a part-
that activity to offset income from other activi- lowed by the test. nership or S corporation carries on a
ties. You can choose to do this by filing Form not-for-profit activity, these limits apply at the

Activities you do as a hobby, or mainly for 5213. Filing this form postpones any determina- partnership or S corporation level. They are re-
sport or recreation, come under this limit. An tion that your farming activity is not carried on for flected in the individual shareholder’s or
investment activity intended only to produce tax profit until 5 (or 7) years have passed since you partner’s distributive shares.
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More information. For more information on NRCS county plans only if the practice is a
part of an individual site plan.not-for-profit activities, see Not-for-Profit Activi- Business of Farming

ties in chapter 1 of Publication 535. • Comparable state agency plans. These
For purposes of soil and water conservation plans are approved by state agencies and
expenses, you are in the business of farming if can be approved individual site plans or
you cultivate, operate, or manage a farm for county plans.
profit, either as owner or tenant. You are not

Individual site plans can be obtained from NRCSfarming if you cultivate or operate a farm for
offices and the comparable state agencies.recreation or pleasure, rather than for profit. You

are not farming if you are engaged only in for-6.
estry or the growing of timber.

Farm defined. A farm includes stock, dairy, Conservationpoultry, fish, fruit, and truck farms. It also in-Soil and Water cludes plantations, ranches, ranges, and Expenses
orchards. A fish farm is an area where fish and
other marine animals are grown or raised and You can deduct conservation expenses only forConservation artificially fed, protected, etc. It does not include

land you or your tenant are using, or have used
an area where they are merely caught or har-

in the past, for farming. These expenses in-vested. A plant nursery is a farm for purposes ofExpenses clude, but are not limited to, expenses for thededucting soil and water conservation ex-
following.penses.

1) The treatment or movement of earth, suchFarm rental. If you own a farm and receiveIntroduction as:farm rental payments based on farm production,
If you are in the business of farming, you can either in cash or crop shares, you are in the

a) Leveling,business of farming. If you receive a fixed rentalchoose to deduct certain expenses for soil or
payment not based on farm production, you are b) Conditioning,water conservation or for the prevention of ero-
in the business of farming only if you materiallysion of land used in farming. Otherwise, these c) Grading,participate in operating or managing the farm.are capital expenses that must be added to the
See Landlord Participation in Farming in chapter d) Terracing,basis of the land. (See chapter 7 for information
15.on determining basis.) Conservation expenses e) Contour furrowing, andIf you get cash rental for a farm you own that

for land in a foreign country do not qualify for this
is not used in farm production, you cannot de- f) Restoration of soil fertility.special treatment. duct soil and water conservation expenses for

The deduction cannot be more than 25% of that farm. 2) The construction, control, and protection
your gross income from farming. See Limit on of:

Example. You own a farm in Iowa and live inDeduction, later.
a) Diversion channels,California. You rent the farm for $125 in cash perOrdinary and necessary expenses that are

acre and do not materially participate in produc- b) Drainage ditches,otherwise deductible are not soil and water con-
ing or managing production of the crops grown

servation expenses. These include interest and c) Irrigation ditches,on the farm. You cannot deduct your soil conser-
taxes, the cost of periodically clearing brush vation expenses for this farm. You must capital- d) Earthen dams, andfrom productive land, the annual removal of ize the expenses and add them to the basis of
sediment from a drainage ditch, and expenses e) Watercourses, outlets, and ponds.the land.
paid or incurred primarily to produce an agricul-

3) The eradication of brush.tural crop that may also conserve soil.

You must include in income most govern- 4) The planting of windbreaks.Plan Certificationment payments for approved conservation prac-
You cannot deduct expenses to drain or fill

tices. However, you can exclude some
wetlands, or to prepare land for center pivotYou can deduct soil and water conservationpayments you receive under certain cost-shar- irrigation systems, as soil and water conserva-expenses only if they are consistent with a planing conservation programs. For more informa- tion expenses. These expenses are added toapproved by the Natural Resources Conserva-tion, see Agricultural Program Payments in the basis of the land.tion Service (NRCS) of the Department of Agri-

chapter 4. culture. If no such plan exists, the expenses If you choose to deduct soil and
must be consistent with a soil conservation planTo get the full deduction to which water conservation expenses, you
of a comparable state agency. Keep a copy ofyou are entitled, you should main- cannot exclude from gross income
the plan with your books and records as part oftain your records in a way that will CAUTION

!
any cost-sharing payments you re-RECORDS

the support for your deductions.clearly distinguish between your or- ceive for those expenses. See chapter 4 for
dinary and necessary farm business expenses information about excluding cost-sharing pay-Conservation plan. A conservation plan in-
and your soil and water conservation expenses. ments.cludes the farming conservation practices ap-

proved for the area where your farmland is
Topics New farm or farmland. If you acquire a newlocated. There are three types of approved

farm or new farmland from someone who wasplans.This chapter discusses:
using it in farming immediately before you ac-• NRCS individual site plans. These plans quired the land, soil and water conservation ex-• Business of farming are issued individually to farmers who re- penses you incur on it will be treated as made on

quest assistance from NRCS to develop a• Plan certification land used in farming at the time the expenses
conservation plan designed specifically for were paid. You can deduct soil and water con-• Conservation expenses their farmland. servation expenses for this land if your use of it• Assessment by conservation district is substantially a continuation of its use in farm-• NRCS county plans. These plans include

ing. The new farming activity does not have toa listing of farm conservation practices ap-• Limit on deduction
be the same as the old farming activity. Forproved for the county where the farmland• Choosing to deduct example, if you buy land that was used for graz-is located. You can deduct expenses for
ing cattle and then prepare it for use as an apple• Sale of a farm conservation practices not included on the
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Table 6–1. Limits on Deducting an Assessment for Depreciable Property

Total Limit on Deduction for Assessment Yearly Limit on Deduction for Assessment Yearly Limit for All Conservation Expenses

10% of: $500 + 10% of: 25% of:

Total assessment against all members of the Your deductible share of the cost to the Your gross income from farming.
district for the property. district for the property.

•  No one taxpayer can deduct more than 10% •  If the amount you pay or incur for any year is •  Limit for all conservation expenses, including
of the total assessment. more than the limit, you can deduct for that assessments for depreciable property.

year only 10% of your deductible share of the
•  Any amount over 10% is a capital expense cost. •  Amounts greater than 25% can be carried to
and is added to the basis of your land. the following year and added to that year’s

•  You can deduct the remainder in equal expenses. The total is then subject to the 25% of
•  If an assessment is paid in installments, amounts over the next 9 tax years. gross income from farming limit in that year.
each payment must be prorated between the
conservation expense and the capital
expense.

orchard, you can deduct your conservation ex- benefits from the well are terminated would be ment is more than 10% of the total amount
penses. abandonment. assessed, both the following rules apply.

Land not used for farming. If your conserva- • The amount over 10% is a capital expense
tion expenses benefit both land that does not and is added to the basis of your land.
qualify as land used for farming and land that • If the assessment is paid in installments,Assessment bydoes qualify, you must allocate the expenses.

each payment must be prorated betweenFor example, if the expenses benefit 200 acres Conservation District the conservation expense and the capitalof your land, but only 120 acres of this land are
expense.used for farming, then you can deduct 60% (120

In some localities, a soil or water conservation or÷ 200) of the expenses. You can use another
drainage district incurs expenses for soil or Yearly assessment limit. The maximummethod to allocate these expenses if you can
water conservation and levies an assessment amount you can deduct in any one year is theclearly show that your method is more reasona-
against the farmers who benefit from the ex- total of 10% of your deductible share of the costble.
penses. You can deduct as a conservation ex- as explained earlier, plus $500. If the amount

Depreciable conservation assets. You gen- pense amounts you pay or incur for the part of you pay or incur is equal to or less than the
erally cannot deduct your expenses for depre- an assessment that: maximum amount, you can deduct it in the year
ciable conservation assets. However, you can it is paid or incurred. If the amount you pay or• Covers expenses you could deduct if youdeduct certain amounts you pay or incur for an incur is more, you can deduct in that year only

had paid them directly, orassessment for depreciable property that a soil 10% of your deductible share of the cost. You
and water conservation or drainage district le- can deduct the remainder in equal amounts over• Covers expenses for depreciable property
vies against your farm. See Assessment for the next 9 tax years. Your total conservationused in the district’s business.
Depreciable Property, later. expense deduction for each year is also subject

You must capitalize expenses to buy, build, to the 25% of gross income from farming limit on
install, or improve depreciable structures or fa- Assessment for the deduction, discussed later.
cilities. These expenses include those for mater- Depreciable Property
ials, supplies, wages, fuel, hauling, and moving Example 1. This year, the soil conservation
dirt when making structures such as tanks, res- You generally can deduct as a conservation district levies and you pay an assessment of
ervoirs, pipes, culverts, canals, dams, wells, or expense amounts you pay or incur for the part of $2,400 against your farm. Of the assessment,
pumps composed of masonry, concrete, tile, a conservation or drainage district assessment $1,500 is for digging drainage ditches. You can
metal, or wood. You recover your capital invest- that covers expenses for depreciable property. deduct this part as a soil or conservation ex-
ment through annual allowances for deprecia- This includes items such as pumps, locks, con- pense as if you had paid it directly. The remain-tion. crete structures (including dams and weir ing $900 is for depreciable equipment to be usedYou can deduct soil and water conservation gates), draglines, and similar equipment. The in the district’s irrigation activities. The totalexpenses for nondepreciable earthen items. depreciable property must be used in the amount assessed by the district against all itsNondepreciable earthen items include certain district’s soil and water conservation activities. members for the depreciable equipment isdams, ponds, and terraces described in chapter

However, the following limits apply to these as- $7,000.8.
sessments. The total amount you can deduct for the

Water well. You cannot deduct the cost of depreciable equipment is limited to 10% of the• The total assessment limit.drilling a water well for irrigation and other agri- total amount assessed by the district against all
cultural purposes as a soil and water conserva- • The yearly assessment limit. its members for depreciable equipment, or
tion expense. It is a capital expense. You $700. The $200 excess ($900 − $700) is a capi-
recover your cost through depreciation. You After you apply these limits, the amount you tal expense you must add to the basis of your
also must capitalize your cost for drilling a test can deduct is added to your other conservation farm.hole. If the test hole produces no water and you expenses for the year. The total for these ex- To figure the maximum amount you can de-continue drilling, the cost of the test hole is penses is then subject to the 25% of gross duct for the depreciable equipment this year,added to the cost of the producing well. You can income from farming limit on the deduction, dis- multiply your deductible share of the total as-recover the total cost through depreciation de- cussed later. See Table 6–1 for a brief summary sessment ($700) by 10%. Add $500 to the resultductions. of these limits. for a total of $570. Your deductible share, $700,If a test hole, dry hole, or dried-up well (re-

is greater than the maximum amount deductibleTotal assessment limit. You cannot de-sulting from prolonged lack of rain, for instance)
duct more than 10% of the total amount as- in one year, so you can deduct only $70 of theis abandoned, you can deduct your unrecovered
sessed to all members of the conservation or amount you paid or incurred for depreciablecost in the year of abandonment. Abandonment
drainage district for the depreciable property. property this year (10% of $700). You can de-means that all economic benefits from the well
This applies whether you pay the assessment in duct the balance at the rate of $70 a year overare terminated. For example, filling or sealing a
one payment or in installments. If your assess- the next 9 years.well excavation or casing so that all economic
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You add $70 to the $1,500 portion of the over the limit in that year are carried to 2005 and Gain on sale of farmland. If you held the land
assessment for drainage ditches. You can de- later years. 5 years or less before you sold it, gain on the
duct $1,570 of the $2,400 assessment as a soil sale of the land is treated as ordinary income upNet operating loss. The deduction for soiland water conservation expense this year, sub- to the amount you previously deducted for soiland water conservation expenses is includedject to the 25% of gross income from farming and water conservation expenses. If you heldwhen figuring a net operating loss (NOL) for thelimit on the deduction, discussed later. the land less than 10 but more than 5 years, theyear. If the NOL is carried to another year, the

gain is treated as ordinary income up to a speci-soil and water conservation deduction includedExample 2. Assume the same facts in Ex- fied percentage of the previous deductions. Seein the NOL is not subject to the 25% limit in theample 1 except that $1,850 of the $2,400 as- Section 1252 property under Other Gains inyear to which it is carried.sessment is for digging drainage ditches and chapter 11.
$550 is for depreciable equipment. The total
amount assessed by the district against all its
members for depreciable equipment is $5,500.
The total amount you can deduct for the depre- Choosing To Deduct
ciable equipment is limited to 10% of this

You can choose to deduct soil and water conser-amount, or $550.
The maximum amount you can deduct this vation expenses on your tax return for the first 7.

year for the depreciable equipment is $555 year you pay or incur these expenses. If you
(10% of your deductible share of the total as- choose to deduct them, you must deduct the
sessment, $55, plus $500). Since your deducti- total allowable amount in the year they are paid
ble share is less than the maximum amount or incurred. If you do not choose to deduct the Basis of Assetsdeductible in one year, you can deduct the entire expenses, you must capitalize them.
$550 this year. You can deduct the entire as-
sessment, $2,400, as a soil and water conserva- Change of method. If you want to change
tion expense this year, subject to the 25% of your method of treating soil and water conserva- Introduction
gross income from farming limit on the deduc- tion expenses, or you want to treat the expenses

Basis is the amount of your investment in prop-tion, discussed later. for a particular project or a single farm in a
erty for tax purposes. Use the basis of propertydifferent manner, you must get the approval ofSale or other disposal of land during 9-year to figure the gain or loss on the sale, exchange,the IRS. To get this approval, submit a writtenperiod. If you dispose of the land during the or other disposition of property. Also use it torequest by the due date of your return for the first9-year period for deducting conservation ex- figure depreciation, amortization, depletion, andtax year you want the new method to apply. Youpenses subject to the yearly limit, any amounts casualty losses. If you use property for bothor your authorized representative must sign theyou have not yet deducted because of this limit business and personal purposes, you must allo-request.are added to the basis of the property.
cate the basis based on the use. Only the basisThe request must include the following infor-

Death of farmer during 9-year period. If a allocated to the business use of the property canmation.
farmer dies during the 9-year period, any re- be depreciated.
maining amounts not yet deducted are deducted • Your name and address. Your original basis in property is adjusted
in the year of death. (increased or decreased) by certain events. If• The first tax year the method or change of

you make improvements to the property, in-method is to apply.
crease your basis. If you take deductions for

• Whether the method or change of method depreciation or casualty losses, reduce your ba-
applies to all your soil and water conserva-Limit on Deduction sis.
tion expenses or only to those for a partic-

It is important to keep an accurateThe total deduction for conservation expenses ular project or farm. If the method or
record of your basis. For informationin any tax year is limited to 25% of your gross change of method does not apply to all
on keeping records, see chapter 1.income from farming for the year. your expenses, identify the project or farm RECORDS

to which the expenses apply.Gross income from farming. Gross income
from farming is the income you derive in the • The total expenses you paid or incurred in Topics
business of farming from the production of the first tax year the method or change of

This chapter discusses:crops, fish, fruits, other agricultural products, or method is to apply.
livestock. Gains from sales of draft, breeding, or • A statement that you will account sepa- • Cost basisdairy livestock are included. Gains from sales of

rately in your books for the expenses toassets such as farm machinery, or from the • Adjusted basiswhich this method or change of methoddisposition of land, are not included.
relates. • Basis other than cost

Carryover of deduction. If your deductible
conservation expenses in any year are more

Send your request to the following Useful Itemsthan 25% of your gross income from farming for
address. You may want to see:that year, you can carry the unused deduction
Cincinnati Submission Processingover to later years. However, the deduction in
Center Publicationany later year is limited to 25% of the gross
Cincinnati, OH 45999income from farming for that year as well.

❏ 535 Business Expenses

Example. In 2003, you have gross income ❏ 544 Sales and Other Dispositions of
of $16,000 from two farms. During the year, you AssetsSale of a Farmincurred $5,300 of deductible soil and water

❏ 551 Basis of Assetsconservation expenses for one of the farms.
If you sell your farm, you cannot adjust the basisHowever, your deduction is limited to 25% of

Form (and Instructions)of the land at the time of the sale for any unused$16,000, or $4,000. The $1,300 excess ($5,300
carryover of soil and water conservation ex-− $4,000) is carried over to 2004 and added to ❏ 706 United States Estate (and
penses (except for deductions of assessmentsdeductible soil and water conservation ex- Generation-Skipping Transfer) Tax
for depreciable property, discussed earlier).penses made in that year. The total of the 2003 Return
However, if you acquire another farm and returncarryover plus 2004 expenses is deductible in

❏ 706–A United States Additional Estateto the business of farming, you can start taking2004, subject to the limit of 25% of your gross
deductions again for the unused carryovers.income from farming in 2004. Any expenses Tax Return
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See chapter 21 for information about getting • Legal fees (including title search and prep- Constructing assets. If you build property or
publications and forms. aration of the sales contract and deed). have assets built for you, your expenses for this

construction are part of your basis. Some of• Recording fees.
these expenses include the following items.

• Surveys.
• Land.Cost Basis • Transfer taxes.
• Paid labor and materials.

• Owner’s title insurance.The basis of property you buy is usually its cost. • Architect’s fees.Cost is the amount you pay in cash, debt obliga- • Any amounts the seller owes that you
tions, other property, or services. Your cost in- • Building permit charges.agree to pay, such as back taxes or inter-
cludes amounts you pay for sales tax, freight, est, recording or mortgage fees, charges • Payments to contractors.installation, and testing. The basis of real estate for improvements or repairs, and sales
and business assets will include other items. • Payments for rental equipment.commissions.
Basis generally does not include interest pay- • Inspection fees.ments. However, see Carrying charges in chap- Settlement costs do not include amounts
ter 5 of Publication 535. In addition, if you use your employees, farmplaced in escrow for the future payment of items

You also may have to capitalize (add to ba- materials, and equipment to build an asset, yoursuch as taxes and insurance.
sis) certain other costs related to buying or pro- basis would also include the following costs. 

The following items are some settlementducing property.  Under the uni form
fees and closing costs you cannot include in the 1) Wages paid for the construction work.capitalization rules, discussed later, you may
basis of the property. have to capitalize direct costs and certain indi- 2) Depreciation on equipment you own while

rect costs of producing property. it is used in the construction.1) Casualty insurance premiums.

3) Operating and maintenance costs forLoans with low or no interest. If you buy 2) Rent for occupancy of the property before
equipment used in the construction.property on a time-payment plan that charges closing.

little or no interest, the basis of your property is 4) Business supplies and materials used in3) Charges for utilities or other services re-your stated purchase price minus the amount
the construction.lated to occupancy of the property beforeconsidered to be unstated interest. You gener-

closing.ally have unstated interest if your interest rate is Do not deduct these expenses. You must capi-
less than the applicable federal rate. See the talize them (include them in the asset’s basis).4) Fees for refinancing a mortgage.
discussion of unstated interest in Publication

Reduce the asset’s basis by any of the follow-5) Charges connected with getting a loan.537, Installment Sales.
ing credits allowable on the wages you pay inThe following items are examples of these
(1).charges.Real Property

• Empowerment zone and renewal commu-a) Mortgage insurance premiums.
Real property, also called real estate, is land and nity employment credit.

b) Loan assumption fees.generally anything built on, growing on, or at-
• Indian employment credit.tached to land. c) Cost of a credit report.

If you buy real property, certain fees and • Welfare-to-work credit.
d) Fees for an appraisal required by aother expenses you pay are part of your cost

• Work opportunity credit.lender.basis in the property.
If you buy improvements, such as buildings, For information about these credits, see chapter

If these costs relate to business property,and the land on which they stand for a lump 9 and Publication 954, Tax Incentives for Dis-
items (1) through (3) are deductible as busi-sum, allocate your cost basis between the land tressed Communities.
ness expenses. Items (4) and (5) must be capi-and improvements to figure the basis for depre-
talized as costs of getting a loan and can beciation of the improvements. Allocate the cost Do not include the value of your own
deducted over the period of the loan.basis according to the respective fair market labor, or any other labor you did not

values of the land and improvements at the time pay for, in the basis of any property
of purchase. CAUTION

!
Points. If you pay points to get a loan (includ- you construct.
ing a mortgage, second mortgage, or

Real estate taxes. If you pay real estate taxes line-of-credit), do not add the points to the basis Allocating the Basisthe seller owed on real property you bought, and of the related property. Generally, you deduct
the seller did not reimburse you, treat those the points over the term of the loan. For more If you buy multiple assets for a lump sum, allo-
taxes as part of your basis. You cannot deduct information about deducting points, see Points cate the amount you pay among the assets. Use
them as an expense. in chapter 5 of Publication 535. this allocation to figure your basis for deprecia-

If you reimburse the seller for taxes the seller tion and gain or loss on a later disposition of anyPoints on home mortgage. Special rulespaid for you, you usually can deduct that amount of these assets.may apply to points you and the seller pay whenas an expense in the year of purchase. Do not
you get a mortgage to buy your main home. Ifinclude that amount in the basis of your property.

Group of assets acquired. If you buy multiplecertain requirements are met, you can deductIf you did not reimburse the seller, you must
assets for a lump sum, you and the seller maythe points in full for the year in which they arereduce your basis by the amount of those taxes.
agree in the sales contract to a specific alloca-paid. Reduce the basis of your home by the
tion of the purchase price among the assets. Ifamount of any seller-paid points. For more infor-Settlement costs. You can include in the ba-
this allocation is based on the value of eachmation, see Points in Publication 936, Homesis of property you buy the settlement fees and
asset and you and the seller have adverse taxMortgage Interest Deduction.closing costs that are for buying the property. (A
interests, the allocation generally will be ac-fee for buying property is a cost that must be
cepted.Assumption of a mortgage. If you buy prop-paid even if you bought the property for cash.)

erty and assume (or buy subject to) an existingYou cannot include fees and costs for getting a
Farming business acquired. If you buy amortgage, your basis includes the amount youloan on the property.
group of assets that constitutes a farming busi-pay for the property plus the amount you owe onThe following items are some of the settle-
ness, there are special rules you must use tothe mortgage.ment fees or closing costs you can include in the
allocate the purchase price among the assets.basis of your property.
See Trade or Business Acquired under Allocat-Example. If you buy a farm for $100,000• Abstract fees (abstract of title fees). cash and assume a mortgage of $400,000, your ing the Basis in Publication 551 for more infor-

basis is $500,000. mation.• Charges for installing utility services.
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Transplanted embryo. If you buy a cow that The term animal includes any stock, poultry Other plants may also have a preproductive
is pregnant with a transplanted embryo, allocate period of more than 2 years.or other bird, and fish or other sea life.
to the basis of the cow the part of the purchase

Exceptions. The uniform capitalization rulesprice equal to the FMV of the cow. Allocate the More information. For more information on
rest of the purchase price to the basis of the calf. do not apply to the following. the uniform capitalization rules, see the regula-
Neither the cost allocated to the cow nor the cost tions under section 263A of the Internal Reve-

1) Any animal.allocated to the calf is deductible as a current nue Code. Section 1.263A-4 of the regulations
business expense. applies to property produced in a farming busi-2) Any plant with a preproductive period of 2

ness.years or less.
Quotas and allotments. Certain areas of the

3) Costs of replanting certain plants lost orcountry have quotas or allotments for commodi-
damaged due to casualty.ties such as milk, tobacco, and peanuts. The

cost of the quota or allotment is its basis. If you Adjusted Basis Exceptions (1) and (2) do not apply to a
acquire a right to a quota with the purchase of corporation, partnership, or tax shelter required
land or a herd of dairy cows, allocate part of the Before figuring gain or loss on a sale, exchange,to use an accrual method of accounting. See
purchase price to that right. or other disposition of property or figuring allow-Accrual method required under Accounting

able depreciation, depletion, or amortization,Methods in chapter 3.
you must usually make certain adjustments toUniform Capitalization Rules In addition, you can choose not to use the
the basis of the property. The result of these

uniform capitalization rules in the case of plants adjustments is the adjusted basis of the prop-Under the uniform capitalization rules, you must
with a preproductive period of more than 2 erty.capitalize all direct costs and an allocable part of
years. If you make this choice, special rulesindirect costs incurred due to your production or
apply. This choice cannot be made by a corpora-resale activities. The term capitalize means to Increases to Basistion, partnership, or tax shelter required to useinclude certain expenses in the basis of property
an accrual method of accounting. This choiceyou produce or in your inventory costs, rather Increase the basis of any property by all items
also does not apply to any costs incurred for thethan claiming them as a current deduction. You properly added to a capital account. These in-
planting, cultivation, maintenance, or develop-recover the costs through depreciation, amorti- clude the cost of improvements having a useful
ment of any citrus or almond grove (or any partzation, or cost of goods sold when you use, sell, life of more than 1 year.
thereof) within the first 4 years the trees wereor otherwise dispose of the property. The following costs increase the basis of
planted. property.

Activities subject to the rules. You are sub- If you chose not to use the uniform • Extending utility service lines to property.
ject to the uniform capitalization rules if you do capitalization rules, you must use

• Legal fees, such as the cost of defendingany of the following. the alternative depreciation system
and perfecting title.CAUTION

!
for all property used in any of your

1) Produce real or tangible personal property. farming businesses and placed in service during • Legal fees for seeking a decrease in an
the election period. assessment levied against property to pay2) Acquire property for resale. However, this

for local improvements.rule does not apply to personal property if
Example. You grow trees that have ayour average annual gross receipts for the

preproductive period of more than 2 years. The If you make additions or improvements tothree prior tax years are $10 million or
trees produce an annual crop. You are an indi- business property, keep separate accounts forless.
vidual and the uniform capitalization rules apply them. Depreciate the basis of each addition or

You produce property if you construct, build, to your farming business. You must capitalize improvement according to the depreciation rules
install, manufacture, develop, improve, or create the direct cost and an allocable part of indirect that would apply to the underlying property if you
the property. You produce property if you raise costs incurred due to the production of the trees. had placed it in service at the same time you
or grow any agricultural or horticultural commod- You are not required to capitalize the costs of placed the addition or improvement in service.
ity, including plants and animals. You are not producing the annual crop because its See chapter 8.
subject to the uniform capitalization rules if the preproductive period is 2 years or less.
property is produced for personal use.

Assessments for local improvements. In-
Preproductive period of more than 2 years.Generally, you are not required to crease the basis of property by assessments for
The preproductive period of plants grown incapitalize the costs of producing an- items such as paving roads and building ditches
commercial quantities in the United States isimals and certain plants. See Ex- that increase the value of the property as-

TIP
ceptions, later. based on their nationwide weighted average sessed. Do not deduct them as taxes. However,

preproductive period. Plants producing theThe direct and indirect costs of producing you can deduct as taxes charges for mainte-
crops or yields shown in Table 7–1 have aplants or animals include preparatory costs and nance, repairs, or interest charges related to the
preproductive period of more than 2 years.preproductive period costs. Preparatory costs improvements.

include the acquisition cost of the seed, seed-
ling, plant, or animal. For plants, preproductive Table 7–1. Preproductive Period of More Than 2 Years
period costs include the cost of items such as
irrigation, pruning, frost protection, spraying, Plants producing the following crops or yields have a nationwide weighted average
and harvesting. For animals, preproductive pe- preproductive period of more than 2 years.
riod costs include the cost of items such as feed,
maintaining pasture or pen areas, breeding, vet- • Almonds • Currants • Macadamia  nuts • Persimmons
erinary services, and bedding. • Apples • Dates • Mangoes • Pistachio nuts

The term plant includes the following items. • Apricots • Figs • Nectarines • Plums
• A fruit, nut, or other crop-bearing tree. • Avocados • Grapefruit • Olives • Pomegranates

• Blackberries • Grapes • Oranges • Prunes• An ornamental tree.
• Blueberries • Guavas • Papayas • Raspberries• A vine.
• Cherries • Kiwifruit • Peaches • Tangelos

• A bush. • Chestnuts • Kumquats • Pears • Tangerines
• Sod. • Coffee beans • Lemons • Pecans • Tangors

• Limes • Walnuts• The crop or yield of a plant that will have
more than one crop or yield.
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Deducting vs. capitalizing costs. Do not add erty. It reduces the basis of the affected part of If you exclude canceled debt described in (1) or
to your basis costs you can deduct as current the property. If the amount received is more than (2), you may have to reduce the basis of your
expenses. For example, amounts paid for inci- the basis of the part of the property affected by depreciable and nondepreciable property. If you
dental repairs or maintenance are deductible as the easement, reduce your basis in that part to exclude canceled debt described in (3), you
business expenses and are not added to basis. zero and treat the excess as a recognized gain. must reduce the basis of your depreciable prop-
However, you can choose either to deduct or to See Easements and rights-of-way in chapter 4. erty by the excluded amount.
capitalize certain other costs. See chapter 8 in For more information about canceled debt inDepreciation. Decrease the basis of property
Publication 535. a bankruptcy case, see Publication 908, Bank-

by the depreciation you deducted, or could have
ruptcy Tax Guide. For more information about

deducted, on your tax returns under the method
insolvency and canceled debt that is qualifiedDecreases to Basis of depreciation you chose. If you took less de-
farm debt, see chapter 4. For more information

preciation than you could have or you did not
about qualified real property business debt, seeThe following items reduce the basis of property. take a depreciation deduction, reduce the basis
chapter 5 in Publication 334, Tax Guide for

by the full amount of depreciation you could• The section 179 deduction. Small Business.
have taken. If you deducted more depreciation• The deduction for clean-fuel vehicles and than you should have, decrease your basis by Employer-provided childcare credit.  If youclean-fuel vehicle refueling property. the amount you should have deducted plus the claim the employer-provided childcare credit for
part of the excess depreciation you deducted• Investment credit (part or all) taken. amounts paid or incurred to acquire, construct,
that actually reduced your tax liability for any rehabilitate, or expand property used as part of• Casualty and theft losses and insurance year. your qualified childcare facility, you must reducereimbursements. See chapter 8 for information on figuring the your basis in the property by the amount of the
depreciation you should have claimed. See also• Amounts you receive for granting an ease- credit. For information on the credit, see Form
Changing Your Accounting Method in chapter 8ment. 8882, Credit for Employer-Provided Childcare
for information that may benefit you if you de- Facilities and Services.• Deductions previously allowed or allowa- ducted the wrong amount of depreciation.

ble for amortization, depreciation, and de- In decreasing your basis for depreciation,
pletion. take into account the amount deducted on your

tax returns as depreciation and any depreciation• Special depreciation allowance on quali- Basis Other Than Cost
you must capitalize under the uniform capitaliza-fied property.
tion rules. There are times when you cannot use cost as• Exclusion from income of subsidies for en-

basis. In these situations, the fair market valueSpecial depreciation allowance. Decreaseergy conservation measures.
or the adjusted basis of property may be used.the basis of property by the special depreciation• Credit for qualified electric vehicles. Adjusted basis was discussed earlier. Fair mar-allowance on qualified property. Do not de-
ket value is discussed next.crease the basis if you made the election not to• Certain canceled debt excluded from in-

claim the special depreciation allowance. Seecome.
Fair market value (FMV). Fair market valuechapter 8 for more information on the special• Rebates. (FMV) is the price at which property woulddepreciation allowance.
change hands between a willing buyer and a• Patronage dividends received as a result Exclusion from income of subsidies for en- willing seller, neither having to buy or sell, andof a purchase of property. See Patronage ergy conservation measures. You can ex- both having reasonable knowledge of all neces-Dividends in chapter 4. clude from gross income any subsidy you sary facts. Sales of similar property on or about

received from a public utility company for the• Gas-guzzler tax. the same date may help in figuring the FMV of
purchase or installation of an energy conserva- the property.• Employer-provided childcare credit. tion measure for a dwelling unit. Reduce the

Property changed to business or rental use.basis of the property by the excluded amount.Some of these items are discussed next.
When you hold property for personal use and

Credit for qualified electric vehicle. If you change it to business use or use it to produceSection 179 deduction. If you take the sec- claim the credit for a qualified electric vehicle, rent, you must figure its basis for depreciation.tion 179 deduction for all or part of the cost of you must reduce your basis in that vehicle by the An example of changing property from personalqualifying business property, decrease the basis lesser of the following amounts. to rental use would be renting out your personalof the property by the deduction. For more infor-
residence.• $4,000.mation, see Section 179 Deduction in chapter 8.

Basis for depreciation. The basis for de-• 10% of the vehicle’s cost.Deduction for clean-fuel vehicle and
preciation is the lesser of the following amounts.clean-fuel vehicle refueling property. If you

take the deduction for clean-fuel vehicles or • The FMV of the property on the date of theThis reduction amount applies even if the credit
clean-fuel vehicle refueling property, decrease change.allowed is less than that amount. For more infor-
the basis of the property by the deduction. For mation on this credit, see chapter 12 in Publica- • Your adjusted basis on the date of themore information, see chapter 12 in Publication tion 535. change.535.

Canceled debt excluded from income. If aCasualties and thefts. If you have a casualty
Property received for services. If you re-debt you owe is canceled or forgiven, other thanor theft loss, decrease the basis of the property
ceive property for services, include theas a gift or bequest, you generally must includeby the amount of any insurance or other reim-
property’s FMV in income. The amount you in-the canceled amount in your gross income forbursement. Also, decrease it by any deductible
clude in income becomes your basis. If the serv-tax purposes. A debt includes any indebtednessloss not covered by insurance. See chapter 13
ices were performed for a price agreed onfor which you are liable or which attaches tofor information about figuring your casualty or
beforehand, it will be accepted as the FMV of theproperty you hold.theft loss.
property if there is no evidence to the contrary.You can exclude your canceled debt fromYou must increase your basis in the property

income if the debt is included in any of theby the amount you spend on repairs that sub-
Example. George Smith is an accountantfollowing categories.stantially prolong the life of the property, in-

and also operates a farming business. Georgecrease its value, or adapt it to a different use. To
agreed to do some accounting work for his1) Debt canceled in a bankruptcy case ormake this determination, compare the repaired
neighbor in exchange for a dairy cow. The ac-when you are insolvent.property to the property before the casualty.
counting work and the cow are each worth

2) Qualified farm debt.Easements. The amount you receive for $1,500. George must include $1,500 in income
granting an easement is usually considered to 3) Qualified real property business debt (pro- for his accounting services. George’s basis in
be from the sale of an interest in the real prop- vided you are not a C corporation). the cow is $1,500.
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pay $4,000. Your basis in the new truck is cash minus the adjusted basis of the truck youTaxable Exchanges
traded ($20,000 + $10,000 − $22,750). You in-$7,000 (the $3,000 basis of the old truck plus the
clude all the gain in your income (recognize$4,000 cash).A taxable exchange is one in which the gain is
gain) because the gain is less than the cash youtaxable, or the loss is deductible. A taxable gain

Special rules for related persons. If a received. Your basis in the truck you received isor deductible loss also is known as a recog-
like-kind exchange takes place directly or indi- figured as follows.nized gain or loss. A taxable exchange occurs
rectly between related persons and either partywhen you receive cash or get property that is not

Adjusted basis of truck traded . . . . . . $22,750disposes of the property within 2 years after thesimilar or related in use to the property ex-
Minus: Cash received (adjustmentexchange, the exchange no longer qualifies forchanged. If you receive property in exchange for
1(a)) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . −10,000like-kind exchange treatment. Each personother property in a taxable exchange, the basis $12,750must report any gain or loss not recognized onof the property you receive is usually its FMV at Plus: Gain recognized (adjustment

the original exchange unless the loss is notthe time of the exchange. 2(b)) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . + 7,250
deductible under the related party rules. Each Basis of truck received . . . . . . . . . $20,000
person reports it on the tax return filed for theExample. You trade a tract of farmland with

an adjusted basis of $3,000 for a tractor that has year in which the later disposition occurred. If
Allocation of basis. If you receive like andan FMV of $6,000. You must report a taxable this rule applies, the basis of the property re-
unlike properties in the exchange, allocate thegain of $3,000 for the land. The tractor has a ceived in the original exchange will be its FMV.
basis first to the unlike property, other thanbasis of $6,000. For more information, see chapter 10.
money, up to its FMV on the date of the ex-

Exchange of business property. Exchang- change. The rest is the basis of the like property.Nontaxable Exchanges
ing the property of one business for the property
of another business is a multiple property ex- Example. You traded a tractor with an ad-A nontaxable exchange is an exchange in which
change. For information on figuring basis, see justed basis of $15,000 for another tractor thatyou are not taxed on any gain and you cannot
Multiple Property Exchanges in chapter 1 of had an FMV of $12,500. You also receiveddeduct any loss. A nontaxable gain or loss also
Publication 544. $1,000 cash and a truck that had an FMV ofis known as an unrecognized gain or loss. If

you receive property in a nontaxable exchange, $3,000. The truck is unlike property. You real-
its basis is usually the same as the basis of the ized a gain of $1,500. This is the FMV of the

Partially Nontaxable Exchangeproperty you transferred. tractor received plus the FMV of the truck re-
ceived plus the cash minus the adjusted basis ofA partially nontaxable exchange is an exchangeExample. You traded a truck you used in the tractor you traded ($12,500 + $3,000 +in which you receive unlike property or money inyour farming business for a new smaller truck to $1,000 − $15,000). You include in income (rec-addition to like property. The basis of the prop-use in farming. The adjusted basis of the old ognize) all $1,500 of the gain because it is lesserty you receive is the same as the basis of thetruck was $10,000. The FMV of the new truck is than the FMV of the unlike property plus theproperty you gave up with the following adjust-$14,000. Because this is a nontaxable ex-
cash received. Your basis in the properties youments.change, you do not recognize any gain, and your
received is figured as follows.basis in the new truck is $10,000, the same as 1) Decrease the basis by the following

the adjusted basis of the truck you traded. Adjusted basis of old tractor . . . . . . . $15,000amounts.
Minus: Cash received (adjustment
1(a)) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . − 1,000a) Any money you receive.

Like-Kind Exchanges $14,000
b) Any loss you recognize on the ex- Plus: Gain recognized (adjustment

change.The exchange of property for the same kind of 2(b)) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . + 1,500
property is the most common type of nontaxable Total basis of properties received $15,500

2) Increase the basis by the followingexchange.
Allocate the total basis of $15,500 first to theamounts.For an exchange to qualify as a like-kind
unlike property—the truck ($3,000). This is theexchange, you must hold for business or invest-

a) Any additional costs you incur. truck’s FMV. The rest ($12,500) is the basis ofment purposes both the property you transfer
the tractor.and the property you receive. There must also b) Any gain you recognize on the ex-

be an exchange of like-kind property. For more change.
information, see Like-Kind Exchanges in chap-

Sale and Purchaseter 10. If the other party to the exchange assumes
The basis of the property you receive is the your liabilities, treat the debt assumption as If you sell property and buy similar property in

same as the basis of the property you gave up. money you received in the exchange. two mutually dependent transactions, you may
have to treat the sale and purchase as a singleExample. You trade a machine (adjusted Example 1. You trade farmland (basis
nontaxable exchange.basis $8,000) for another like-kind machine $10,000) for another tract of farmland (FMV

(FMV $9,000). You use both machines in your $11,000) and $3,000 cash. You realize a gain of Example. You used a tractor on your farmfarming business. The basis of the machine you $4,000. This is the FMV of the land received plus
for 3 years. Its adjusted basis is $2,000 and itsreceive is $8,000, the same as the machine the cash minus the basis of the land you traded
FMV is $4,000. You are interested in a newtraded. ($11,000 + $3,000 − $10,000). Include your gain
tractor, which sells for $15,500. Ordinarily, youin income (recognize gain) only to the extent of

Exchange expenses. Exchange expenses would trade your old tractor for the new one andthe cash received. Your basis in the land you
generally are the closing costs that you pay. pay the dealer $11,500. Your basis for deprecia-received is figured as follows.
They include such items as brokerage commis- tion for the new tractor would then be $13,500
sions, attorney fees, and deed preparation fees. ($11,500 + $2,000, the basis of your old tractor).Basis of land traded . . . . . . . . . . . . $10,000
Add them to the basis of the like-kind property Minus: Cash received (adjustment However, you want a higher basis for depreciat-
you receive. 1(a)) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . − 3,000 ing the new tractor, so you agree to pay the

$7,000 dealer $15,500 for the new tractor if he will payProperty plus cash. If you trade property in a Plus: Gain recognized (adjustment
you $4,000 for your old tractor. Because the twolike-kind exchange and also pay money, the 2(b)) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . + 3,000
transactions are dependent on each other, youBasis of land received . . . . . . . . . $10,000basis of the property you receive is the basis of
are treated as having exchanged your old tractorthe property you gave up plus the money you
for the new one and paid $11,500 ($15,500 −Example 2. You trade a truck (adjusted ba-paid.
$4,000). Your basis for depreciating the newsis $22,750) for another truck (FMV $20,000)
tractor is $13,500, the same as if you traded theand $10,000 cash. You realize a gain of $7,250.Example. You trade in a truck (adjusted ba-

This is the FMV of the truck received plus the old tractor.sis $3,000) for another truck (FMV $7,500) and
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$500. Your basis is $20,500, the donor’s ad- loss because you must use the FMV at the timeInvoluntary Conversions
justed basis plus the gift tax paid. of the gift ($80,000) as your basis to figure a

If you receive property as a result of an involun- loss.
tary conversion, such as a casualty, theft, or Example 2. If, in Example 1, the gift tax paid If the sales price is between $80,000 and
condemnation, you may figure the basis of the had been $1,500, your basis would be $21,000. $100,000, you have neither gain nor loss. For
replacement property you receive using the ba- This is the donor’s adjusted basis plus the gift instance, if the sales price was $90,000 and you
sis of the converted property. tax paid, limited to the FMV of the house at the tried to figure a gain using the donor’s adjusted

time you received the gift. basis ($100,000), you would get a $10,000 loss.
Similar or related property. If the replace- If you then tried to figure a loss using the FMVGift received after 1976. If you received ament property is similar or related in service or ($80,000), you would get a $10,000 gain.gift after 1976, increase your basis in the gift (theuse to the converted property, the replacement

donor’s adjusted basis) by the part of the gift tax Business property. If you hold the gift asproperty’s basis is the same as the old
paid on it that is due to the net increase in value business property, your basis for figuring anyproperty’s basis on the date of the conversion.
of the gift. Figure the increase by multiplying the depreciation, depletion, or amortization deduc-However, make the following adjustments.
gift tax paid by the following fraction. tions is the same as the donor’s adjusted basis

1) Decrease the basis by the following plus or minus any required adjustments to basis
amounts. Net increase in value of the gift while you hold the property.

Amount of the gift
a) Any loss you recognize on the involun-

Property TransferredThe net increase in value of the gift is thetary conversion.
FMV of the gift minus the donor’s adjusted basis. From a Spouseb) Any money you receive that you do not The amount of the gift is its value for gift tax

spend on similar property. The basis of property transferred to you or trans-purposes after reduction by any annual exclu-
ferred in trust for your benefit by your spouse ission and marital or charitable deduction that

2) Increase the basis by the following the same as your spouse’s adjusted basis. Theapplies to the gift. For information on the gift tax,
amounts. same rule applies to a transfer by your formersee Publication 950, Introduction to Estate and

spouse if the transfer is incident to divorce. How-Gift Taxes.a) Any gain you recognize on the involun-
ever, adjust your basis for any gain recognizedtary conversion.

Example. In 2003, you received a gift of by your spouse or former spouse on property
b) Any cost of acquiring the replacement property from your mother that had an FMV of transferred in trust. This rule applies only to a

property. $50,000. Her adjusted basis was $20,000. The transfer of property in trust in which the liabilities
amount of the gift for gift tax purposes was assumed plus the liabilities to which the property
$39,000 ($50,000 minus the $11,000 annual is subject are more than the adjusted basis of

Money or property not similar or related. If exclusion). She paid a gift tax of $9,000. Your the property transferred.
you receive money or property not similar or basis, $26,930, is figured as follows. The transferor must give you records needed
related in service or use to the converted prop- to determine the adjusted basis and holding
erty and you buy replacement property similar or Fair market value . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $50,000 period of the property as of the date of the
related in service or use to the converted prop- Minus: Adjusted basis . . . . . . . . . . . −20,000 transfer.
erty, the basis of the replacement property is its Net increase in value . . . . . . . . . . . $30,000 For more information, see Property Settle-
cost decreased by the gain not recognized on Gift tax paid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $9,000 ments in Publication 504, Divorced or Separated
the involuntary conversion. Multiplied by ($30,000 ÷ $39,000) . . . × .77 Individuals.

For more information about involuntary con- Gift tax due to net increase in value $6,930
Adjusted basis of property to yourversions, see chapter 13.

Inherited Propertymother . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . +20,000
Your basis in the property . . . . . . . $26,930Property Received Your basis in property you inherit is generally

as a Gift one of the following.
FMV less than donor’s adjusted basis. If the

• The FMV of the property at the date of theFMV of the property at the time of the gift is lessTo figure the basis of property you receive as a
individual’s death.than the donor’s adjusted basis, your basis de-gift, you must know its adjusted basis (defined

pends on whether you have a gain or a lossearlier) to the donor just before it was given to • The FMV on the alternate valuation date, if
when you dispose of the property. Your basis foryou. You also must know its FMV at the time it the personal representative for the estate
figuring gain is the donor’s adjusted basis plus orwas given to you and any gift tax paid on it. chooses to use alternate valuation. For in-
minus any required adjustment to basis while formation on the alternate valuation date,FMV equal to or more than donor’s adjusted you held the property. Your basis for figuring see the instructions for Form 706.basis. If the FMV of the property is equal to or loss is its FMV when you received the gift plus or

more than the donor’s adjusted basis, your basis • The decedent’s adjusted basis in land tominus any required adjustment to basis while
is the donor’s adjusted basis when you received the extent of the value that is excludedyou held the property. (See Adjusted Basis, ear-
the gift. Increase your basis by all or part of any from the decedent’s taxable estate as alier.)
gift tax paid, depending on the date of the gift. qualified conservation easement. For in-If you use the donor’s adjusted basis for

Also, for figuring gain or loss from a sale or formation on a qualified conservationfiguring a gain and get a loss, and then use the
other disposition of the property, or for figuring easement, see the instructions for FormFMV for figuring a loss and get a gain, you have
depreciation, depletion, or amortization deduc- 706.neither gain nor loss on the sale or other disposi-
tions on business property, you must increase or tion of the property. • The value under the special-use valuationdecrease your basis (the donor’s adjusted ba-

method for real property used in farmingsis) by any required adjustments to basis while Example. You received farmland as a gift or other closely held business, if chosenyou held the property. See Adjusted Basis, ear- from your parents when they retired from farm- for estate tax purposes. This method islier. ing. At the time of the gift, the land had an FMV discussed next.
of $80,000. Your parents’ adjusted basis wasGift received before 1977. If you received
$100,000. After you received the land, no eventsa gift before 1977, increase your basis in the gift If a federal estate tax return does not have to
occurred that would increase or decrease your(the donor’s adjusted basis) by any gift tax paid be filed, your basis in the inherited property is its
basis.on it. However, do not increase your basis above appraised value at the date of death for state

If you sell the land for $120,000, you willthe FMV of the gift when it was given to you. inheritance or transmission taxes.
have a $20,000 gain because you must use the

Example 1. You were given a house in 1976 donor’s adjusted basis at the time of the gift Special use valuation. Under certain condi-
with an FMV of $21,000. The donor’s adjusted ($100,000) as your basis to figure a gain. If you tions, when a person dies, the executor or per-
basis was $20,000. The donor paid a gift tax of sell the land for $70,000, you will have a $10,000 sonal representative of that person’s estate may
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choose to value the qualified real property at Example. You and your spouse owned Exclusion of qualified nonpersonal use
community property that had a basis of $80,000.other than its FMV. If so, the executor or per- trucks and vans from definition of passenger
When your spouse died, half the FMV of thesonal representative values the qualified real automobile. A truck or van that is a qualified
community interest was includible in yourproperty based on its use as a farm or other nonpersonal use vehicle placed in service after
spouse’s estate. The FMV of the communityclosely held business. If the executor or per- July 6, 2003, is not considered to be a passen-
interest was $100,000. The basis of your half ofsonal representative chooses this method of val- ger automobile (and is therefore not subject to
the property after the death of your spouse isuation for estate tax purposes, this value is the the passenger automobile limits). See Qualified
$50,000 (half of the $100,000 FMV). The basisbasis of the property for the heirs. The qualified nonpersonal use vehicles under Passenger Au-
of the other half to your spouse’s heirs is alsoheirs should be able to get the necessary value tomobiles in chapter 5 of Publication 946 for the
$50,000.from the executor or personal representative of definition of qualified nonpersonal use vehicles.

For more information about community prop-the estate.
Depreciation limits for business cars. Theerty, see Publication 555, Community Property.If you are a qualified heir who received
total section 179 deduction and depreciation (in-special-use valuation property, increase your
cluding the special depreciation allowance) youbasis by any gain recognized by the estate or
can take for a passenger automobile (that is nottrust because of post-death appreciation.
an electric vehicle or a truck or van) you use inPost-death appreciation is the property’s FMV
your business and first place in service in 2003on the date of distribution minus the property’s
is generally $10,710 for a car placed in serviceFMV either on the date of the individual’s death 8. after May 5, 2003, and $7,660 for a car placed inor on the alternate valuation date. Figure all
service before May 6, 2003. Special rules applyFMVs without regard to the special-use valua-
to electric vehicles and trucks and vans. See Dotion.
the Passenger Automobile Limits Apply? underYou may be liable for the additional estate Depreciation, Additional Rules for Listed Property, later.tax if, within 10 years after the death of the

decedent, you transfer the property or the prop- Depreciation limits for trucks and vans.Depletion, anderty stops being used as a farm. This tax may Maximum depreciation deductions have been
apply if you dispose of the property in a like-kind established for passenger automobiles (such as
exchange or involuntary conversion. The tax minivans and sport utility vehicles) that are builtAmortizationdoes not apply if you transfer the property to a on a truck chassis and are placed in service in
member of your family and certain requirements 2003. These limits are generally higher than
are met. See Form 706–A and its instructions those for other automobiles. See Trucks and
for more information on this tax. Important Changes for vans under Do the Passenger Automobile Limits

You can elect to increase your basis in Apply.2003special-use valuation property if it becomes sub-
ject to the additional estate tax. To increase your Eligibility of carried-over basis for special
basis, you must make an irrevocable election depreciation allowance. If you acquire quali-Addition of 50% special depreciation
and pay interest on the additional estate tax fied property in a like-kind exchange or involun-allowance. For qualified property you place in
figured from the date 9 months after the tary conversion, the carried-over basis of theservice after May 5, 2003, you can take a special
decedent’s death until the date of payment of the acquired property is eligible for a special depre-depreciation allowance that is equal to 50% of
additional estate tax. If you meet these require- ciation allowance. See Like-kind exchanges andthe property’s depreciable basis. However, you
ments, increase your basis in the property to its can elect to claim the 30% special allowance for involuntary conversions under Claiming the
FMV on the date of the decedent’s death or the property that qualifies for the 50% allowance, or Special Depreciation Allowance, later.
alternate valuation date. The increase in your elect to claim no special allowance. See Claim-
basis is considered to have occurred immedi- ing the Special Depreciation Allowance, later.
ately before the event that resulted in the addi-

Increased section 179 deduction dollar limit.tional estate tax. Important ReminderThe maximum section 179 expense you canYou make the election by filing, with Form
elect to deduct for property you placed in service706–A, a statement that does all the following. Marginal production of oil and gas. Theduring 2003 has increased from $24,000 to

suspension of the taxable income limit on per-$100,000. See Dollar Limit under Section 179• Contains your (and the estate’s) name,
centage depletion from the marginal productionDeduction, later.address, and taxpayer identification num-
of oil and natural gas that was scheduled tober.

Increased threshold for figuring any reduc- expire for tax years beginning after 2001 has
• Identifies the election as an election under tion in the dollar limit. The $200,000 thresh- been extended to tax years beginning before

section 1016(c) of the Internal Revenue old amount used to figure any reduction in the 2004. For more information on marginal produc-
Code. maximum section 179 deduction has increased tion, see section 613A(c)(6) of the Internal Rev-

to $400,000 for property placed in service in enue Code.• Specifies the property for which you are
2003. See Reduced dollar limit for cost exceed-making the election.
ing $400,000 under Section 179 Deduction,

• Provides any additional information re- later.
quired by the Form 706–A instructions. IntroductionInclusion of off-the-shelf computer software

as el ig ible  sect ion 179 property. If you buy farm property such as machinery,Community property. In community property Off-the-shelf computer software placed in serv- equipment, livestock, or a structure with a usefulstates (Arizona, California, Idaho, Louisiana, ice in 2003 qualifies for the section 179 deduc- life of more than a year, you generally cannotNevada, New Mexico, Texas, Washington, and tion. See Off-the-shelf computer software under deduct its entire cost in one year. Instead, youWisconsin), husband and wife are each usually Section 179 Deduction, later, for the definition of must spread the cost over the time you use theconsidered to own half the community property. off-the-shelf computer software. property and deduct part of it each year. ForWhen either spouse dies, the total value of the
most types of property, this is called deprecia-community property, even the part belonging to Revocability of section 179 deduction. You
tion.the surviving spouse, generally becomes the can revoke an election (or any specification

This chapter gives information on deprecia-basis of the entire property. For this rule to made in the election) to take a section 179
tion methods that generally apply to propertyapply, at least half the value of the community deduction for any property without IRS approval.
placed in service after 1986 but not to propertyproperty interest must be includible in the The revocation can be made on an amended

decedent’s gross estate, whether or not the es- placed in service before 1987. For informationreturn and applies to elections and specifica-
tate must file a return. tions made on your 2003 tax return. on depreciating pre-1987 property, see Publica-
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tion 534, Depreciating Property Placed in Serv- • The responsibility to pay maintenance and
operating expenses.ice Before 1987. Overview of

• The duty to pay any taxes on the property.For property used in a farming busi- Depreciationness, you must use the 150% de- • The risk of loss if the property is de-
clining balance method rather than stroyed, condemned, or diminished inThe first part of this chapter gives you basicCAUTION

!
the 200% declining balance value through obsolescence or exhaus-information on what property can be depreci-

method, or you can elect an alternative method. tion.ated, when depreciation begins and ends,
For a discussion of the methods you can use, whether MACRS can be used to figure deprecia-
see Which Depreciation Method Applies, later, tion, what the basis of your depreciable property Life tenant. Generally, if you hold business or
under Figuring Depreciation Under MACRS. is, and how to treat improvements. It also ex- investment property as a life tenant, you can

plains when you must file Form 4562 and how depreciate it as if you were the absolute ownerTo help you understand deprecia-
you can correct depreciation claimed incor- of the property. However, see Certain term inter-tion and how to complete Form
rectly. ests in property under Excepted Property, later.4562, Depreciation and Amortiza-

TIP
tion, see the filled-in Form 4562 and

What Property Canrelated discussion in chapter 20.
Property Used in Your Business orBe Depreciated?This chapter also provides information on Income-Producing Activity

figuring both cost depletion (including timber de- You can depreciate most types of tangible prop-
To claim depreciation on property, you must usepletion) and percentage depletion. erty (except land), such as buildings, machinery,
it in your business or income-producing activity.equipment, vehicles, certain livestock, and furni-The last section of this chapter discusses If you use property to produce income (invest-ture. You can also depreciate certain intangibleamortization of the costs of going into business, ment use), the income must be taxable. Youproperty, such as copyrights, patents, and com-

reforestation costs, the costs of pollution control cannot depreciate property that you use solelyputer software. To be depreciable, the property
facilities, and the costs of section 197 in- for personal activities.must meet all the following requirements.
tangibles.

Partial business or investment use. If you• It must be property you own.
use property (such as your car) for business orTopics • It must be used in your business or investment purposes and for personal pur-

income-producing activity.This chapter discusses: poses, you can deduct depreciation based only
on the business or investment use.• It must have a determinable useful life.

• Overview of depreciation For example, if you use your car for farm• It must be expected to last more than one business, you can deduct depreciation based on• Section 179 deduction year. its use in farming. If you also use it for invest-
• Special depreciation allowance ment purposes, you can depreciate it based on• It must not be excepted property.

its investment use.• Modified Accelerated Cost Recovery
If you use part of your home for business,The following discussions provide informationSystem (MACRS) you may be able to deduct depreciation on thatabout these requirements.

part based on its business use. For more infor-• Listed property rules
mation, see Business Use of Your Home in• Basic information on depletion and
chapter 5.Property You Own

amortization
Inventory. You can never depreciate inven-To claim depreciation, you usually must be the
tory because it is not held for use in your busi-owner of the property. You are considered asUseful Items ness. Inventory is any property you holdowning property even if it is subject to a debt.
primarily for sale to customers in the ordinaryYou may want to see:
course of your business.Leased property. You can depreciate leased

Publication property only if you retain the incidents of own- Livestock. Livestock purchased for draft,
ership in the property (explained later). This breeding, or dairy purposes can be depreciated❏ 463 Travel, Entertainment, Gift, and Car means you bear the burden of exhaustion of the only if they are not kept in an inventory account.Expenses capital investment in the property. Therefore, if Livestock you raise usually has no deprecia-
you lease property from someone to use in your❏ 534 Depreciating Property Placed in ble basis because the costs of raising them are
trade or business or for the production of in-Service Before 1987 deducted and not added to their basis. However,
come, you generally cannot depreciate its cost. see Immature livestock under When Does De-

❏ 535 Business Expenses You can, however, depreciate any capital im- preciation Begin and End, later.
provements you make to the leased property.❏ 544 Sales and Other Dispositions of
See Additions and Improvements under Which

Assets
Recovery Period Applies? in chapter 4 of Publi- Property Having a Determinable

❏ 551 Basis of Assets cation 946. Useful Life
If you lease property to someone, you gener-

❏ 946 How To Depreciate Property
ally can depreciate its cost even if the lessee To be depreciable, your property must have a
(the person leasing from you) has agreed to determinable useful life. This means it must beForm (and Instructions)
preserve, replace, renew, and maintain the something that wears out, decays, gets used up,
property. However, you cannot depreciate the becomes obsolete, or loses its value from natu-❏ T Forest Activities Schedule
cost of the property if the lease provides that the ral causes.

❏ 1040X Amended U.S. Individual Income lessee is to maintain the property and return to
Tax Return Land. You can never depreciate the cost ofyou the same property or its equivalent in value

land because land does not wear out, becomeat the expiration of the lease in as good condi-❏ 3115 Application for Change in
obsolete, or get used up. The cost of land gener-tion and value as when leased.Accounting Method ally includes the cost of clearing, grading, plant-

Incidents of ownership. Incidents of own- ing, and landscaping. For information on land❏ 4562 Depreciation and Amortization
ership of property include the following. preparation costs you may be able to depreci-

❏ 4797 Sales of Business Property ate, see chapter 1 of Publication 946.• The legal title to the property.

See chapter 21 for information about getting • The legal obligation to pay for the prop- Irrigation systems and water wells. Irriga-
publications and forms. erty. tion systems and wells used in a trade or busi-
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ness can be depreciated if their useful life can be Computer software is a section 197 intangi- Fruit or nut trees and vines. If you acquire an
determined. You can depreciate irrigation sys- ble only if you acquired it in connection with the orchard, grove, or vineyard before the trees or
tems and wells composed of masonry, concrete, acquisition of assets constituting a business or a vines have reached the income-producing
tile, metal, or wood. In addition, you can depreci- substantial part of a business. However, com- stage, and they have a preproductive period of
ate costs for moving dirt to construct irrigation puter software is not a section 197 intangible more than 2 years, you must capitalize the
systems and water wells composed of these and can be depreciated, even if acquired in preproductive-period costs under the uniform
materials. However, land preparation costs for connection with the acquisition of a business, if it capitalization rules (unless you elect not to use
center pivot irrigation systems are not deprecia- meets all of the following tests. these rules). See chapter 7 for information about
ble. the uniform capitalization rules. Your deprecia-• It is readily available for purchase by the

tion begins when the trees and vines reach the
general public.Dams, ponds, and terraces. In general, you income-producing stage.

cannot depreciate earthen dams, ponds, and • It is subject to a nonexclusive license.
terraces unless the structures have a determina- Immature livestock. If you acquire immature

• It has not been substantially modified.ble useful life. livestock for draft, dairy, or breeding purposes,
your depreciation begins when they reach ma-

Intangible property. The following are two turity. This means depreciation begins when theCertain term interests in property. You can-types of intangible property that you can never livestock reach the age when they can benot depreciate a term interest in property cre-depreciate. worked, milked, or bred. When this occurs, yourated or acquired after July 27, 1989, for any
basis for depreciation is your initial cost for theGoodwill. You can never depreciate good- period during which the remainder interest is
immature livestock.will because its useful life cannot be determined. held, directly or indirectly, by a person related to

However, if you acquired a business after Au- you. This rule does not apply to the holder of a
gust 10, 1993 (July 25, 1991, if elected), and term interest in property acquired by gift, be-

Idle Propertypart of the price included goodwill, you may be quest, or inheritance. For more information, see
able to amortize the cost of the goodwill over 15 chapter 1 of Publication 946.

Continue to claim a deduction for depreciationyears. For more information, see Amortization,
on property used in your business or for thelater. When Does Depreciation production of income even if it is temporarily idle.

Trademark or trade name. In general, a Begin and End? For example, if you stop using a machine be-
trademark or trade name does not have a deter- cause there is a temporary lack of a market for a

You begin to depreciate your property when youminable useful life and, therefore, you cannot product made with that machine, continue to
place it in service for use in your trade or busi-depreciate its cost. However, you may be able to deduct depreciation on the machine.
ness or for the production of income. You stopamortize its cost over 15 years if you acquired it
depreciating property either when you have fullyafter August 10, 1993 (after July 25, 1991, if
recovered your cost or other basis or when youelected). For more information, see Amortiza- Cost or Other Basis Fully
retire it from service, whichever happens first.tion, later. Recovered

You stop depreciating property when you have
Placed in Service fully recovered your cost or other basis. ThisProperty Lasting More Than One

happens when your section 179 and allowed orYear
Property is placed in service when it is ready and allowable depreciation deductions equal your
available for a specific use, whether in a busi-To be depreciable, property must have a useful cost or investment in the property.
ness activity, an income-producing activity, alife that extends substantially beyond the year
tax-exempt activity, or a personal activity. Evenyou place it in service.
if you are not using the property, it is in service Retired From Service
when it is ready and available for its specific use.

You stop depreciating property when you retire itExcepted Property
Example 1. You bought a home and used it from service, even if you have not fully recov-

Even if the requirements explained in the pre- as your personal home for several years before ered its cost or other basis. You retire property
ceding discussions are met, you cannot depreci- you converted it to rental property. Although its from service when you permanently withdraw it
ate the following property. specific use was personal and no depreciation from use in a trade or business or from use in the

was allowable, you placed the home in service production of income because of any of the• Property placed in service and disposed of
when you began using it as your home. You can following events.in the same year. Determining when prop-
begin to claim depreciation in the year you con-erty is placed in service is explained later. • You sell or exchange the property.verted it to rental property because its use

• Equipment used to build capital improve- changed to an income-producing use at that • You convert the property to personal use.
ments. You must add otherwise allowable time. • You abandon the property.depreciation on the equipment during the
period of construction to the basis of your Example 2. You bought a planter for use in • You transfer the property to a supplies or
improvements. See Uniform Capitalization your farm business. The planter was delivered in scrap account.
Rules in Publication 551. December 2003 after harvest was over. You • The property is destroyed.begin to depreciate the planter for 2003 because• Section 197 intangibles.

it was ready and available for its specific use in
For information on abandonment of property,• Certain term interests. 2003, even though it will not be used until the

see chapter 10. For information on destroyedspring of 2004.
property, see chapter 13 and Publication 547,

Section 197 intangibles. Intangible property Casualties, Disasters, and Thefts.Example 3. If your planter comes unassem-that is a section 197 intangible, described later
bled in December 2003 and is put together inunder Amortization, cannot be depreciated but Can You Use MACRS ToFebruary 2004, it is not placed in service untilcan be amortized over a 15-year period.
2004. You begin to depreciate it in 2004. Depreciate Your Property?

Computer software. Computer software in-
cludes all programs designed to cause a com- Example 4. If your planter was delivered You must use the Modified Accelerated Cost
puter to perform a desired function. It also and assembled in February 2004 but not used Recovery System (MACRS) to depreciate most
includes any data base or similar item in the until April 2004, it is placed in service in Febru- property. MACRS is explained later under Figur-
public domain and incidental to the operation of ary 2004, because this is when the planter was ing Depreciation Under MACRS. This part dis-
qualifying software. ready for its specified use. cusses the kinds of property that cannot be
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depreciated under MACRS and must be depre- treated as having made an election to exclude any other business expense. However, if a re-
ciated using other methods. the automobile from MACRS. See Publication pair or replacement increases the value of your

You cannot use MACRS to depreciate the 463 for a discussion of the standard mileage property, makes it more useful, or lengthens its
following property. rate. life, you must treat it as an improvement and

depreciate it.• Property you placed in service before
What Is the Basis of Your1987. Improvements to rented property. You canDepreciable Property? depreciate permanent improvements you make• Certain property owned or used in 1986.

to business property you rent from someoneTo figure your depreciation deduction, you must• Intangible property. else.determine the basis of your property. To deter-• Films, video tapes, and recordings. mine basis, you need to know the cost or other
Do You Have To Filebasis of your property.• Certain corporate or partnership property
Form 4562?acquired in a nontaxable transfer. Cost as basis. The basis of property you buy

is its cost plus amounts you paid for items such• Property you elected to exclude from You must complete and attach Form 4562 to
as sales tax, freight charges, and installationMACRS. your tax return if you are claiming certain items,
and testing fees. The cost includes the amount including any of the following.If your property is not described in the above list, you pay in cash, debt obligations, other prop-

figure the depreciation using MACRS. • A section 179 deduction for the currenterty, or services.
year or a section 179 carryover from a

Property You Placed in Service Other basis. Other basis refers to basis that is prior year. The section 179 deduction is
determined by the way you received the prop-Before 1987 discussed later.
erty. For example, your basis is other than cost if

• Depreciation for property placed in serviceYou cannot use MACRS for property you placed you acquired the property as a gift or as an
during the current year.in service before 1987 (except property you inheritance. If you acquired property in this or

placed in service after July 31, 1986, if MACRS some other way, see Basis Other Than Cost in • Depreciation on any vehicle or other listed
was elected). Property placed in service before chapter 7 to determine your basis. property, regardless of when it was placed
1987 must be depreciated under the methods in service. Listed property is discussedProperty changed from personal use. If youdiscussed in Publication 534, Depreciating later.held property for personal use and later use it inProperty Placed in Service Before 1987.

your business or income-producing activity, • Amortization of costs that began in the
Use of real property changed. You generally your depreciable basis is the lesser of the fol- current year. Amortization is discussed
must use MACRS to depreciate real property lowing. later.
you acquired for personal use before 1987 and

1) The fair market value (FMV) of the prop-changed to business or income-producing use For more information on whether you must file
erty on the date of the change in use.after 1986. Form 4562, refer to its instructions.

2) Your original cost or other basis adjusted It is important to keep good records
as follows. for property you depreciate. Do notProperty Owned or Used in 1986

file these records with your return.a) Increased by the cost of any permanent RECORDS
Under special rules, you may not be able to use Instead, you should keep them asimprovements or additions and other
MACRS for property you acquired and placed in part of the records of the depreciated property.costs that must be added to basis.
service after 1986. These rules apply to both They will help you verify the accuracy of the

b) Decreased by any tax deductions youpersonal and real property owned or used information on Form 4562. For general informa-
claimed for casualty and theft lossesbefore 1987. If you cannot use MACRS, the tion on recordkeeping, see Publication 583,
and other items that reduced your ba-property must be depreciated under the meth- Starting a Business and Keeping Records. For
sis.ods discussed in Publication 534. For specific specific information on keeping records for sec-

information, see Property Owned or Used in tion 179 property and listed property, see Publi-
1986 in chapter 1 of Publication 946. cation 946.Adjusted basis. To find your property’s basis

for depreciation, you may have to make certain
How Do You Correctadjustments (increases and decreases) to theElection To Exclude Property From

basis of the property for events occurring be- Depreciation Deductions?MACRS
tween the time you acquired the property and

If you deducted an incorrect amount of deprecia-the time you placed it in service. These eventsIf you can properly depreciate any property
tion in any year, you may be able to make acould include the following.under a method not based on a term of years,
correction by filing an amended return for thatsuch as the unit-of-production method, you can • Installing utility lines. year. See Filing an Amended Return, later. Ifelect to exclude that property from MACRS. You
you are not allowed to make the correction on an• Paying legal fees for perfecting the title.make the election by reporting your depreciation
amended return, you can change your account-for the property on line 15 in Part II of Form 4562 • Settling zoning issues. ing method to claim the correct amount of depre-and attaching a statement as described in the
ciation. See Changing Your Accounting Method,• Receiving rebates.instructions for Form 4562. You must make this
later.election by the return due date (including exten- • Incurring a casualty or theft loss.

sions) for the year you place your property in
Basis adjustment for depreciation allowed orFor a discussion of adjustments to the basis ofservice. However, if you timely filed your return
allowable. You must reduce the basis of prop-your property, see Adjusted Basis in chapter 7.for the year without making the election, you can
erty by the depreciation allowed or allowable,still make the election by filing an amended
whichever is greater. Depreciation allowed isHow Do You Treatreturn within 6 months of the due date of the
depreciation you actually deducted (from whichreturn (excluding extensions). Attach the elec- Improvements? you received a tax benefit). Depreciation allowa-tion to the amended return and write “Filed pur-
ble is depreciation you are entitled to deduct.suant to section 301.9100–2” on the election If you improve depreciable property, you must

If you do not claim depreciation you are enti-statement. File the amended return at the same treat the improvement as separate depreciable
tled to deduct, you must still reduce the basis ofaddress you filed the original return. property. For more information on improve-
the property by the full amount of depreciationments, see Publication 946.
allowable.Use of standard mileage rate. If you use the

standard mileage rate to figure your tax deduc- Repairs. You generally deduct the cost of re- If you deduct more depreciation than you
tion for your business automobile, you are pairing business property in the same way as should, you must reduce your basis by any
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amount deducted from which you received a tax b) Accelerated Cost Recovery System What Property Qualifies?
benefit (the depreciation allowed). (ACRS).

To qualify for the section 179 deduction, yourc) Modified Accelerated Cost Recovery
property must meet all the following require-

System (MACRS).Filing an Amended Return ments.

• It must be eligible property.3) It is property you owned at the beginningYou can file an amended return to correct the
of the year of change.amount of depreciation claimed for any property • It must be acquired for business use.

in any of the following situations. File Form 3115 to request a change to a • It must have been acquired by purchase.
permissible method of accounting for deprecia-• You claimed the incorrect amount be-

• It must not be excepted property.cause of a mathematical error made in tion. File Form 3115 with your return for the year
any year. of change by the due date of the return (includ-

ing extensions). Revenue Procedure 2002-9 Eligible Property• You claimed the incorrect amount be-
and section 2.01 of its Appendix in Internal Rev-cause of a posting error made in any year

To qualify for the section 179 deduction, yourenue Bulletin No. 2002-3 have additional in-(for example, omitting an asset from the
property must be one of the following types ofstructions for getting automatic approval and listdepreciation schedule).
depreciable property.exceptions to the automatic approval proce-

• You have not adopted a method of ac- dures.
1) Tangible personal property.counting for the property.

Example. In March 2003, you placed in 2) Other tangible property (except buildings
You have adopted a method of accounting for service for your farming business, property that and their structural components) used as:

the property if you deducted an incorrect amount was qualified for the special depreciation allow-
of depreciation for it on two or more consecu- a) An integral part of manufacturing, pro-ance. On April 15, 2004, you filed your 2003
tively filed tax returns for reasons other than a duction, or extraction or of furnishingincome tax return and paid taxes you owed for
mathematical or posting error. transportation, communications, elec-2003. You did not claim the special depreciation

tricity, gas, water, or sewage disposalWhen to file. If an amended return is allowed, allowance for the property and did not make the
services,you must file it by the later of the following dates. election not to claim the allowance. You can

claim the special allowance by filing an b) A research facility used in connection• 3 years from the date you filed your origi-
with any of the activities in (a) above, oramended 2003 return before or at the same timenal return for the year in which you de-

you file your 2004 return. If you do not file anducted the incorrect amount. (A return c) A facility used in connection with any of
amended 2003 return at that time, you can claimfiled before an unextended due date is the activities in (a) for the bulk storage
the special depreciation allowance only by filingconsidered filed on the due date.) of fungible commodities.
a Form 3115 with your 2005 return under the

• 2 years from the time you paid your tax for automatic approval procedures (assuming you 3) Single purpose agricultural (livestock) orthat year. qualify). horticultural structures.

Exceptions. You generally cannot use the 4) Storage facilities (except buildings andChanging Your automatic approval procedures in any of the their structural components) used in con-Accounting Method following situations. nection with distributing petroleum or any
primary product of petroleum.If you deducted an incorrect amount of deprecia- • You are under examination by the IRS.

tion for property on two or more consecutively 5) Off-the-shelf computer software.• During the last 5 years (including the yearfiled tax returns, you have adopted a method of
of change), you changed the sameaccounting for that property. You can claim the Tangible personal property. Tangible per-method of accounting for depreciationcorrect amount of depreciation only by changing sonal property is any tangible property that is not
(with or without obtaining IRS approval).your method of accounting for depreciation for real property. It includes the following property.

that property. You can then take into account • During the last 5 years (including the year • Machinery and equipment.any unclaimed or excess depreciation for years of change), you filed a Form 3115 to
before the year of change. • Property contained in or attached to achange the same method of accounting

building (other than structural compo-Approval required. You must get IRS ap- for depreciation but did not make the
nents), such as milk tanks, automaticproval to change your method of accounting. change because the Form 3115 was with-
feeders, barn cleaners, and office equip-File Form 3115, Application for Change in Ac- drawn, not perfected, denied, or not
ment.counting Method, to request a change to a per- granted.

missible method of accounting for the • Gasoline storage tanks and pumps at re-Also, see other exceptions listed in section 4.02depreciation. Revenue Procedure 97-27 in In- tail service stations.of Revenue Procedure 2002-9 and sectionternal Revenue Bulletin No. 1997-21 gives gen-
2.01(2)(c) in the Appendix of that revenue pro- • Livestock, including horses, cattle, hogs,eral instructions for getting approval.
cedure. sheep, goats, and mink and other

Automatic approval. You may be able to get fur-bearing animals.
automatic approval from the IRS to change your
method of accounting if you used an impermissi- Land and land improvements, such as build-
ble method of accounting for depreciation in at ings and other permanent structures and theirSection 179 Deductionleast the 2 years immediately before the year of components, are real property, not personal
change and the property for which you are property. Land improvements include nonagri-Under section 179 of the Internal Revenuechanging the method meets all the following cultural fences, swimming pools, paved parkingCode, you can elect to recover all or part of theconditions. areas, wharves, docks, bridges, and fences.cost of certain qualifying property, up to a limit,

However, agricultural fences do qualify as sec-by deducting it in the year you place the property1) It is property for which, under your imper-
tion 179 property. Similarly, field drainage tilein service. This part of the chapter explains themissible method of accounting, you
also qualifies as section 179 property.claimed either no depreciation or an incor- rules for the section 179 deduction. It explains

rect amount. what property qualifies for the deduction, the Facility used for the bulk storage of fungible
limits that may apply, and how to elect the de- commodities. A facility used for the bulk stor-2) It is property for which you figured depreci-
duction. You can recover through depreciation age of fungible commodities is qualifying prop-ation using one of the following.
certain costs not recovered through the section erty for purposes of the section 179 deduction if

a) Pre-1981 rules. 179 deduction. it is used in connection with any of the activities
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listed earlier in item (2)(a). Bulk storage means in section 168(g)(4) of the Internal Reve-Property Acquired for Business
the storage of a commodity in a large mass nue Code).Use
before it is used. • Property used by certain tax-exempt orga-To qualify for the section 179 deduction, your

Grain bins. A grain bin is an example of a nizations (except property used in connec-property must have been acquired for use in
storage facility that is qualifying section 179 tion with the production of income subjectyour trade or business. Property you acquire
property. It is a facility used in connection with to the tax on unrelated trade or businessonly for the production of income, such as in-
the production of grain or livestock for the bulk income).vestment property, rental property (if renting
storage of fungible commodities. property is not your trade or business), and • Property used by governmental units or

property that produces royalties, does not qual- foreign persons or entities (except prop-Single purpose agricultural or horticultural
ify. erty used under a lease with a term of lessstructures. A single purpose agricultural (live-

than 6 months.stock) or horticultural structure is qualifying
Partial business use. When you use propertyproperty for purposes of the section 179 deduc-
for business and nonbusiness purposes, yoution. How Much Can You Deduct?can elect the section 179 deduction only if you

Agricultural structure. A single purpose use it more than 50% for business in the year
Your section 179 deduction is generally the costagricultural (livestock) structure is any building you place it in service. If you used the property
of the qualifying property. However, the totalor enclosure specifically designed, constructed, more than 50% for business, multiply the cost of
amount you can elect to deduct under sectionand used for both the following reasons. the property by the percentage of business use.
179 is subject to a dollar limit and a businessUse the resulting business cost to figure your• To house, raise, and feed a particular type income limit. These limits apply to each tax-section 179 deduction.of livestock and its produce. payer, not to each business. However, see Mar-
ried individuals under Dollar Limit, later. See• To house the equipment, including any

replacements, needed to house, raise, or also the special rules for applying the limits forProperty Acquired by Purchase
feed the livestock. partnerships and S corporations, later, under

Partnerships and S Corporations.To qualify for the section 179 deduction, your
For this purpose, livestock includes poultry. Use Part I of Form 4562 to figure your sec-property must have been acquired by purchase.
Single purpose structures are qualifying tion 179 deduction.For example, property acquired by gift or inheri-

property if used, for example, to breed chickens tance does not qualify.
or hogs, produce milk from dairy cattle, or pro- Trade-in of other property. If you buy qualify-Property is not considered acquired by
duce feeder cattle or pigs, broiler chickens, or ing property with cash and a trade-in, its cost forpurchase in the following situations.
eggs. The facility must include, as an integral purposes of the section 179 deduction includes
part of the structure or enclosure, equipment only the cash you paid. For example, if you buy1) It is acquired by one member of a con-
necessary to house, raise, and feed the live- (for cash and a trade-in) a new tractor for use introlled group from another member of the
stock. your business, your cost for the section 179same group.

deduction is the cash you paid. It does not in-Horticultural structure. A single purpose 2) Its basis is determined either— clude the adjusted basis of the old tractor youhorticultural structure is either of the following.
trade for the new tractor. For more informationa) In whole or in part by its adjusted basis• A greenhouse specifically designed, con- on figuring your adjusted basis, see Adjustedin the hands of the person from whom it

structed, and used for the commercial pro- Basis in chapter 7.was acquired, or
duction of plants.

b) Under the stepped-up basis rules for Example. J-Bar Farms traded two cultiva-• A structure specifically designed, con-
property acquired from a decedent. tors having a total adjusted basis of $6,800 for astructed, and used for the commercial pro-

new cultivator costing $13,200. They receivedduction of mushrooms. 3) It is acquired from a related person. A re- an $8,000 trade-in allowance for the old cultiva-
lated person generally means a member tors and paid $5,200 cash for the new cultivator.Use of structure. A structure must be used
of your immediate family (including your J-Bar also traded a used pickup truck with anonly for the purpose that qualified it. For exam-
spouse, an ancestor, and a lineal descen- adjusted basis of $8,000 for a new pickup truckple, a hog barn will not be qualifying property if
dant) or a partnership or corporation in costing $15,000. They received a $5,000you use it to house poultry. Similarly, using part
which you hold an interest. trade-in allowance and paid $10,000 cash forof your greenhouse to sell plants will make the

the new pickup truck.For more information on related persons,greenhouse nonqualifying property.
J-Bar Farms’ basis in the new property in-see Related persons under Property AcquiredIf a structure includes work space, the work

cludes both the adjusted basis of the propertyby Purchase in chapter 2 of Publication 946.space can be used only for the following activi-
traded and the cash paid. However, only theties.
cash paid by J-Bar qualifies for the section 179• Stocking, caring for, or collecting livestock deduction. J-Bar’s business costs that qualify forExcepted Property

or plants or their produce. a section 179 deduction are $15,200 ($5,200 +
Even if the requirements explained in the pre- $10,000), the part of the cost of the new property• Maintaining the enclosure or structure.
ceding discussions are met, you cannot elect not determined by the property traded.• Maintaining or replacing the equipment or the section 179 deduction for the following prop-

stock enclosed or housed in the structure. erty. Depreciating any remaining cost. If you de-
duct only part of the cost of your qualifying prop-• Certain property you lease to others (if you erty as a section 179 deduction, you canOf f - the -she l f  compute r  so f tware . are a noncorporate lessor). generally take the special depreciation allow-Off-the-shelf computer software that is placed in
ance and MACRS depreciation on the cost you• Certain property used predominantly toservice after 2002 and before 2006 is qualifying
do not deduct. To figure your basis for deprecia-furnish lodging or in connection with theproperty for purposes of the section 179 deduc-
tion used to determine the special depreciationfurnishing of lodging. (This exception doestion. This is computer software that is readily
allowance, you must subtract the amount of thenot apply to property used by a hotel oravailable for purchase by the general public, is
section 179 deduction from the cost of the quali-motel where the predominant portion ofsubject to a nonexclusive license, and has not
fying property. The result is then reduced by thethe accommodations is used by tran-been substantially modified. It includes any pro-
amount of your allowance and the remainingsients.)gram designed to cause a computer to perform a
cost is used to figure any MACRS depreciationdesired function. However, a database or similar • Air conditioning or heating units. deduction. For information on how to figure ba-item is not considered computer software unless
sis for depreciation, the special depreciation al-• Property used predominantly outside theit is in the public domain and is incidental to the
lowance, and MACRS depreciation, seeUnited States (except property describedoperation of otherwise qualifying software.
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Step ActionClaiming the Special Depreciation Allowance ages elected by each of you do not total 100%,
and Figuring Depreciation Under MACRS, later. 50% will be allocated to each of you.

1 Figure taxable income without
the section 179 deduction or theJoint return after separate returns. If you
other deduction.and your spouse elect to amend your separateDollar Limit

returns by filing a joint return after the due date
2 Figure a hypothetical sectionfor filing your return, the dollar limit on the jointThe total amount you can elect to deduct under 179 deduction using the taxable

return is the lesser of the following amounts.section 179 for 2003 generally cannot be more income figured in Step 1.
than $100,000. If you acquire and place in serv- • The dollar limit (after reduction for any

3 Subtract the hypotheticalice more than one item of qualifying property cost of section 179 property over section 179 deduction figured induring the year, you can allocate the section 179 $400,000). Step 2 from the taxable incomededuction among the items in any way, as long
figured in Step 1.• The total cost of section 179 property youas the total deduction is not more than

and your spouse elected to expense on$100,000. You do not have to claim the full 4 Figure a hypothetical amount for
your separate returns.$100,000. the other deduction using the

For 2004 and 2005, the $100,000 total amount figured in Step 3 as
amount you can elect to deduct under section taxable income.Business Income Limit
179 will be adjusted for inflation.

5 Subtract the hypothetical otherThe total cost you can deduct each year after deduction figured in Step 4 fromExample. This year, you bought and placed you apply the dollar limit is limited to the taxable the taxable income figured inin service a tractor for $96,000 and a mower for income from the active conduct of any trade or Step 1.$6,200 for use in your farming business. You business during the year. Generally, you are
elect to deduct the entire $6,200 for the mower 6 Figure your actual section 179considered to actively conduct a trade or busi-
and $93,800 for the tractor, a total of $100,000. deduction using the taxableness if you meaningfully participate in the man-

income figured in Step 5.This is the most you can deduct. Your $6,200 agement or operations of the trade or business.
deduction for the mower completely recovered Any cost not deductible in one year under 7 Subtract your actual section 179its cost. Your basis for depreciation is zero. The section 179 because of this limit can be carried deduction figured in Step 6 frombasis of your tractor for depreciation is $2,200. to the next year. See Carryover of disallowed the taxable income figured in
You figure this by subtracting the amount of your deduction, later. Step 1.
section 179 deduction, $93,800, from the cost of

Taxable income. In general, figure taxable in- 8 Figure your actual otherthe tractor, $96,000.
come for this purpose by totaling the net income deduction using the taxable
and losses from all trades and businesses youReduced dollar limit for cost exceeding income figured in Step 7.
actively conducted during the year. In addition to$400,000. If the cost of your qualifying section
net income or loss from a sole proprietorship,179 property placed in service in a year is over
partnership, or S corporation, net income or loss$400,000, you must reduce the dollar limit (but Example. During the year, the XYZ farm
derived from a trade or business also includesnot below zero) by the amount of cost over corporation purchased and placed in service
the following items.$400,000. If the cost of your section 179 prop- qualifying section 179 property that cost

erty placed in service during 2003 is $500,000 or • Section 1231 gains (or losses) as dis- $100,000. It elects to expense the entire
more, you cannot take a section 179 deduction cussed in chapter 11. $100,000 cost under section 179. The XYZ cor-
and you cannot carry over the cost that is more poration also gave a charitable contribution of• Interest from working capital of your tradethan $500,000. $10,000 during the year. A corporation’s deduc-or business.

tion for charitable contributions cannot be moreExample. This year, James Smith placed in • Wages, salaries, tips, or other pay earned than 10% of its taxable income, figured afterservice machinery costing $470,000. Because as an employee. subtracting any section 179 deduction. Thethis cost is $70,000 more than $400,000, he
business income limit for the section 179 deduc-must reduce his dollar limit to $30,000 In addition, figure taxable income without re- tion is figured after subtracting any allowable($100,000 − $70,000). gard to any of the following.
charitable contributions. XYZ’s taxable income

Additional limit for passenger automobiles. • The section 179 deduction. figured without the section 179 deduction or the
For a passenger automobile that is qualified deduction for charitable contributions is• The self-employment tax deduction.property (as explained in What Is Qualified $120,000. XYZ figures its section 179 deduction
Property? under Claiming the Special Deprecia- • Any net operating loss carryback or car- and its deduction for charitable contributions as
tion Allowance, later) placed in service in 2003, ryforward. follows.
the total section 179 and depreciation deduc- • Any unreimbursed employee business ex-
tions (including the special depreciation allow- Step 1. Taxable income figured without eitherpenses.
ance) is limited. See Do the Passenger deduction is $120,000.
Automobile Limits Apply? under Additional

Step 2. Using $120,000 as taxable income,Two different taxable income limits. In addi-Rules for Listed Property, later.
tion to the business income limit for your section XYZ’s hypothetical section 179 deduction is

Married individuals. If you are married, how 179 deduction, you may have a taxable income $100,000.
you figure your section 179 deduction depends limit for some other deduction (for example,

Step 3. $20,000 ($120,000 − $100,000).on whether you file jointly or separately. charitable contributions). You may have to figure
the limit for this other deduction taking into ac- Step 4. Using $20,000 (from Step 3) as taxableJoint return. If you file a joint return, you
count the section 179 deduction. If so, complete income, XYZ’s hypothetical charitable contribu-and your spouse are treated as one taxpayer in
the following steps. tion (limited to 10% of taxable income) isdetermining any reduction to the dollar limit,

$2,000.regardless of which of you purchased the prop-
erty or placed it in service. Step 5. $118,000 ($120,000 − $2,000).

Separate returns. If you and your spouse Step 6. Using $118,000 (from Step 5) as tax-
file separate returns, you are treated as one able income, XYZ figures the actual section
taxpayer for the dollar limit, including the reduc- 179 deduction. Because the taxable income is
tion for costs over $400,000. You must allocate at least $100,000, XYZ can take a $100,000
the dollar limit (after any reduction) between

section 179 deduction.
you. You must allocate 50% to each, unless you
both elect a different allocation. If the percent- Step 7. $20,000 ($120,000 − $100,000).
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Step 8. Using $20,000 (from Step 7) as taxable P allocates $10,000 of its section 179 deduction the percentage of business use drops to 50% or
income, XYZ’s actual charitable contribution and $15,000 of its taxable income to John, one less. Instead, use the rules for recapturing de-
(limited to 10% of taxable income) is $2,000. of its partners. preciation explained in chapter 5 of Publication

946 under Recapture of Excess Depreciation.John also conducts a business as a sole
proprietor and in 2003, placed in service in that

Figuring the recapture amount. To figureCarryover of disallowed deduction. You business, section 179 property costing $14,000.
the amount to recapture, take the followingcan carry over the cost of any section 179 prop- John’s taxable income from that business was
steps.erty you elected to expense but were unable to $5,000. He elects to expense the $10,000 allo-

because of the business income limit. cated from P, plus the $14,000 of his sole 1) Figure the depreciation that would have
proprietorship’s section 179 costs. However,The amount you carry over is used in deter- been allowable on the section 179 deduc-
John’s deduction is limited to his business tax-mining your section 179 deduction in the next tion you claimed. Begin with the year you
able income of $20,000 ($15,000 from P plusyear. However, it is subject to the limits in that placed the property in service and include
$5,000 from his sole proprietorship). He carriesyear. If you place more than one property in the year of recapture.
over $4,000 ($24,000 − $20,000) of the electedservice in a year, you can select the properties

2) Subtract the depreciation figured in (1)section 179 costs to 2004.for which all or a part of the cost will be carried
from the section 179 deduction youforward. Your selections must be shown in your
claimed. The result is the amount youbooks and records. How Do You Elect the
must recapture.Deduction?Example. Last year, Joyce Jones placed in

service a machine that cost $8,000 and elected You elect the section 179 deduction by complet- Example. In January 2001, Paul Lamb, a
to deduct all $8,000 under section 179. The ing Part I of Form 4562. calendar year taxpayer, bought and placed in
taxable income from her business (determined service section 179 property costing $10,000.If you elect the deduction for listedwithout regard to both a section 179 deduction The property is not listed property. He elected aproperty (described later), completefor the cost of the machine and the self-employ- $5,000 section 179 deduction for the property.Part V of Form 4562 before com-ment tax deduction) was $6,000. Her section He used the property only for business in 2001CAUTION

!
pleting Part I.179 deduction was limited to $6,000. The and 2002. During 2003, he used the property

$2,000 cost that was not allowed as a section 40% for business and 60% for personal use. HeFile Form 4562 with either of the following.179 deduction (because of the business income figures his recapture amount as follows.
limit) is carried to this year. • Your original tax return filed for the year

This year, Joyce placed another machine in Section 179 deduction claimed (2001) $5,000the property was placed in service
service that cost $9,000. Her taxable income (whether or not you filed it timely). Minus: Allowable depreciationfrom business (determined without regard to

(instead of section 179 deduction):• An amended return filed no later than theboth a section 179 deduction for the cost of the
2001 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,250due date (including extensions) for yourmachine and the self-employment tax deduc- 2002 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,875return for the year the property was placedtion) is $10,000. Joyce can deduct the full cost of 2003 ($1,250 × 40%in service.the machine ($9,000) but only $1,000 of the (business)) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 500 3,625

carryover from last year because of the busi- 2003 — Recapture amount . . . . . . . $1,375If you timely filed your return for the yearness income limit. She can carry over the bal-
without making the election, you can still makeance of $1,000 to next year.
the election by filing an amended return within 6See Carryover of disallowed deduction in Paul must include $1,375 in income for 2003.months of the due date of the return (excludingchapter 2 of Publication 946 for more informa-
extensions). For more information, see the in- Where to report recapture. Report any re-tion on figuring the carryover.
structions for Part I of Form 4562. capture of the section 179 deduction as ordinary

income in Part IV of Form 4797 and include it in
Revoking an election. You can revoke an income on Schedule F (Form 1040).Partnerships and S Corporations
election (or any specification made in the elec-
tion) to take a section 179 deduction for anyThe section 179 deduction limits apply both to
property without IRS approval. The revocationthe partnership or S corporation and to each
can be made on an amended return.partner or shareholder. The partnership or S Claiming the Special

corporation determines its section 179 deduc-
tion subject to the limits. It then allocates the When Must You Recapture Depreciation
deduction among its partners or shareholders. the Deduction? AllowanceIf you are a partner in a partnership or share-

You may have to recapture the section 179holder of an S corporation, you add the amount
You can take a special depreciation allowancededuction if, in any year during the property’sallocated from the partnership or S corporation
to recover part of the cost of qualified propertyrecovery period, the percentage of business useto any section 179 costs not related to the part-
placed in service during the tax year. The allow-drops to 50% or less. In the year the businessnership or S corporation and then apply the
ance applies for the first year you place theuse drops to 50% or less, you include the recap-dollar limit to this total. To determine any reduc-
property in service. For qualified property placedture amount as ordinary income. You also in-tion in the dollar limit for costs over $200,000,
in service before May 6, 2003, you can take ancrease the basis of the property by the recaptureyou do not include any of the cost of section 179
additional 30% allowance. For qualified propertyamount. Recovery periods for property are dis-property placed in service by the partnership or
placed in service after May 5, 2003, you cancussed later.S corporation. After you apply the dollar limit,
take an additional 50% allowance. The allow-you apply the business income limit to any re- If you sell, exchange, or otherwise ance is an additional deduction you can takemaining section 179 costs. For more informa- dispose of the property, do not fig- after any section 179 deduction and before yoution, see chapter 2 of Publication 946. ure the recapture amount under the figure regular depreciation under MACRS for theCAUTION

!
rules explained in this discussion. year you place the property in service. This partExample. In 2003, Partnership P placed in

Instead, use the rules for recapturing deprecia- of the chapter explains what is qualified prop-service section 179 property with a total cost of
tion explained in chapter 11 under Section 1245 erty, how to figure the allowance, and how to$480,000. P must reduce its dollar limit by
Property. elect not to claim it.$80,000 ($480,000 − $400,000). Its maximum

section 179 deduction is $20,000 ($100,000 −
$80,000), and it elects to expense that amount. If the property is listed property (de- What Is Qualified Property?
Because P’s taxable income from the active scribed later), do not figure the re-
conduct of all its trades or businesses for the capture amount under the rules You can take the special depreciation allowance

CAUTION
!

year was $30,000, it can deduct the full $20,000. explained in this discussion when for qualified property. The requirements that
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have to be met for the property to be qualified • Any structural component benefiting a If you sold property you placed in service
common area. after September 10, 2001, and you leased itproperty are the same for both the 30% special

back within 3 months after the property wasdepreciation allowance and the 50% special de- • The internal structural framework of the
originally placed in service, the lessor is consid-preciation allowance, except for certain tests building.
ered to be the original user of the property. Forexplained later under Tests To Be Met For the
special rules identifying the original user of prop-30% Allowance and Tests To Be Met For the Generally, a binding commitment to enter into
erty involved in certain other transactions and50% Allowance. Your property is qualified prop- a lease is treated as a lease and the parties to
the original user of fractional interests in prop-erty if it meets the following requirements. the commitment are treated as the lessor and
erty, see section 1.168(k)-1T(b)(3) of the regula-lessee. However, a lease between related per-
tions.1) It is new property of one of the following sons is not treated as a lease.

types. A related person generally means a mem-
ber of your immediate family (including youra) Tangible property depreciated under Tests To Be Met For the 50%
spouse, an ancestor, and a lineal descendant)the modified accelerated cost recovery Allowance
or a partnership or corporation in which you holdsystem (MACRS) with a recovery pe-
an interest. To be qualified property for the 50% specialriod of 20 years or less. See Can You

depreciation allowance, the property must meetUse MACRS To Depreciate Your Prop-
all of the following tests.erty, earlier, and Which Recovery Pe- Tests To Be Met For the 30%riod Applies, later. Acquisition date test. Generally, you mustAllowance
have acquired the property after May 5, 2003,b) Water utility property. See 25–year

To be qualified property for the 30% special and before January 1, 2005, but only if no writtenproperty under Which Property Class
depreciation allowance, the property must meet binding contract for the acquisition was in effectApplies Under GDS? in chapter 4 of
all of the following tests. before May 6, 2003.Publication 946.

Property you manufacture, construct, or pro-
c) Computer software that is not a section Acquisition date test.  Generally, you must duce for your own use meets this test if you

197 intangible as described in Com- have acquired the property either: began the manufacture, construction, or produc-
puter software under Section 197 in- tion of the property after May 5, 2003, and• After September 10, 2001, and beforetangibles, earlier. (The cost of some before January 1, 2005. Property that is manu-January 1, 2005, but only if no writtencomputer software is treated as part of factured, constructed, or produced for your usebinding contract for the acquisition was inthe cost of hardware and is depreciated by another person under a written binding con-effect before September 11, 2001, orunder MACRS.) tract is considered to be manufactured, con-

• Pursuant to a written binding contract en- structed, or produced by you.d) Qualified leasehold improvement prop-
tered into after September 10, 2001, anderty (defined next). Placed in service date test. Generally, thebefore January 1, 2005.

property must be placed in service for use in
2) It is property that meets the following tests your trade or business or for the production ofProperty you manufacture, construct, or pro-for either the 30% special depreciation al- income after May 5, 2003, and before January 1,duce for your own use meets this test if youlowance or the 50% special depreciation 2005.began the manufacture, construction, or produc-allowance (explained later under Tests To If you sold property you placed in servicetion of the property after September 10, 2001,

Be Met For the 30% Allowance and Tests after May 5, 2003, and you leased it back withinand before January 1, 2005. Property that is
To Be Met For the 50% Allowance). 3 months after the property was originally placedmanufactured, constructed, or produced for

in service, the property is treated as originallyyour use by another person under a writtena) Acquisition date test.
placed in service by the lessor no earlier thanbinding contract is considered to be manufac-

b) Placed in service date test. the date it is used under the leaseback. Fortured, constructed, or produced by you.
special rules explaining when property involvedc) Original use test.
in certain other transactions is treated as origi-Placed in service date test. Generally, the
nally placed in service, see sectionproperty must be placed in service for use in3) It is not excepted property (explained later
1.168(k)-1T(b)(5) of the regulations.your trade or business or for the production ofunder Excepted Property).

income after September 10, 2001, and before Original use test. The original use of the
January 1, 2005. property must have begun with you after May 5,Qualified leasehold improvement property. If you sold property you placed in service 2003. Property used by any person before MayGenerally, this is any improvement to an interior after September 10, 2001, and you leased it 6, 2003, does not meet the original use test.part of a building that is nonresidential real prop- back within 3 months after the property was Additional capital expenditures you incurred

erty, provided all of the following requirements originally placed in service, the property is to recondition or rebuild your property meet the
are met. treated as originally placed in service by the original use test. However, the cost of recondi-

lessor no earlier than the date it is used under tioned or rebuilt property you acquired does not• The improvement is made under or pursu- the leaseback. For special rules explaining meet this test. Property containing used partsant to a lease by the lessee (or any sub- when property involved in certain other transac- will not be treated as reconditioned or rebuilt iflessee) or the lessor of that part of the tions is treated as originally placed in service, the cost of the used parts is not more than 20building. see section 1.168(k)-1T(b)(5) of the regulations. percent of the total cost of the property.
• That part of the building is to be occupied If you sold property you placed in serviceOriginal use test. The original use of theexclusively by the lessee (or any subles- after May 5, 2003, and you leased it back withinproperty must have begun with you after Sep-see) of that part. 3 months after the property was originally placedtember 10, 2001. Original use means the first

in service, the lessor is considered to be the• The improvement is placed in service use to which the property is put, whether or not
original user of the property. For special rulesmore than 3 years after the date the build- by you. Therefore, property used by any person
identifying the original user of property involveding was first placed in service. before September 11, 2001, does not meet the
in certain other transactions and the originaloriginal use test.
user of fractional interests in property, see sec-However, a qualified leasehold improvement Additional capital expenditures you incurred
tion 1.168(k)-1T(b)(3) of the regulations.does not include any improvement for which the after September 10, 2001, to recondition or re-

expenditure is attributable to any of the follow- build your property meet the original use test. You can elect to claim the 30% spe-
ing. Property containing used parts will not be cial allowance instead of the 50%

treated as reconditioned or rebuilt if the cost of special allowance for property that• The enlargement of the building.
TIP

the used parts is not more than 20 percent of the qualifies for the 50% allowance.
• Any elevator or escalator. total cost of the property. This election applies to all property in the same
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property class placed in service during the year. place the property in service), you must reduce
See How Can You Elect Not To Claim the Allow- the depreciable basis of the property by the Figuring Depreciation
ance, later. allowance before figuring your regular MACRS

depreciation deduction. Under MACRS
Excepted Property Example. On November 1, 2003, Tom The Modified Accelerated Cost Recovery Sys-

Brown bought and placed in service in his busi- tem (MACRS) is used to recover the basis ofQualified property does not include any of the ness qualified property costing $200,000. He most business and investment property placedfollowing. chooses to deduct $100,000 of the property’s in service after 1986. MACRS consists of two
cost as a section 179 deduction. He uses the• Property placed in service and disposed of depreciation systems, the General Depreciation
remaining $100,000 of cost to figure his specialin the same tax year. System (GDS) and the Alternative Depreciation
depreciation allowance of $50,000 ($100,000 × System (ADS). Generally, these systems pro-• Property converted from business use to 50%). He uses the remaining $50,000 vide different methods and recovery periods topersonal use in the same tax year it is ($100,000 − $50,000) of cost to figure his regular use in figuring depreciation deductions.acquired. (Property converted from per- MACRS depreciation deduction for 2003 and

sonal use to business use in the same or To be sure you can use MACRS tolater years.
later tax year is not excepted property.) figure depreciation for your prop-

Like-kind exchanges and involuntary con- erty, see Can You Use MACRS To• Property required to be depreciated using CAUTION
!

versions. If you acquire qualified property in a Depreciate Your Property, earlier.ADS. This includes property used like-kind exchange or involuntary conversion, This part explains how to determine whichpredominantly in a farming business and the carried-over basis of the acquired property is MACRS depreciation system applies to yourplaced in service in any tax year during eligible for a special depreciation allowance. Af- property. It also discusses the following informa-which an election not to apply the uniform ter you figure your special depreciation allow- tion that you need to know before you can figurecapitalization rules to certain farming costs ance, you can use the remaining carried-over depreciation under MACRS.is in effect. basis to figure your regular MACRS depreciation
• Property’s recovery class.deduction. In the year you claim the allowance• Qualified New York Liberty Zone lease-

(the year you place in service the property re-hold improvement property (defined in • Placed-in-service date.
ceived in the exchange or dispose of involunta-chapter 3 of Publication 946).

• Basis for depreciation.rily converted property), you must reduce the• Property for which you elected not to claim carried-over basis of the property by the allow- • Recovery period.a special depreciation allowance (dis- ance before figuring your regular MACRS de-
cussed later). • Convention.preciation deduction. See Figuring the

Deduction for Carried-Over Basis Property, • Depreciation method.
later, under Figuring Depreciation UnderHow Much Can You Deduct? Finally, this part explains how to use this infor-MACRS. The excess basis (the part of the ac-

mation to figure your depreciation deduction.quired property’s basis that exceeds itsThe special depreciation allowance for qualified
carried-over basis) is also eligible for a specialproperty is an additional deduction of 30% of the
depreciation allowance. Which Depreciation Systemproperty’s depreciable basis if the 30% special

depreciation allowance applies. It is an addi- (GDS or ADS) Applies?
tional deduction of 50% of the property’s depre- How Can You Elect Not To

Your use of either the General Depreciationciable basis if the 50% special depreciation Claim the Allowance?
System (GDS) or the Alternative Depreciationallowance applies..
System (ADS) to depreciate property underFor qualified property acquired before May 6,Depreciable basis. This is the property’s cost MACRS determines what depreciation method2003, you can elect, for any class of property,or other basis multiplied by the percentage of and recovery period you use. You generallynot to deduct the 30% special allowance for allbusiness/investment use and then reduced by must use GDS unless you are specifically re-property in such class placed in service duringthe following items allocable to the property. quired by law to use ADS or you elect to usethe year. For qualified property acquired after
ADS.• Any section 179 deduction. May 5, 2003, you can elect, for any class of

property, either to deduct the 30% special allow-• Any deduction for removal of barriers to Required use of ADS. You must use ADS forance, instead of the 50%, for all property in suchthe disabled and the elderly. the following property.class placed in service, or not to deduct any
• Any disabled access credit, enhanced oil special allowances for all property in such class • All property used predominantly in a farm-

recovery credit, and credit for placed in service during the tax year. To make ing business and placed in service in any
employer-provided childcare facilities and either election, attach a statement to your return tax year during which an election not to
services. indicating what election you are making and the apply the uniform capitalization rules to

class of property for which you are making the certain farming costs is in effect.• Basis adjustment to investment credit
election.property under section 50(c) of the Internal • Listed property used 50% or less in a

Revenue Code. When to make election. Generally, you must qualified business use. For information on
make the election on a timely filed tax return listed property, see Additional Rules forFor information about how to determine the cost
(including extensions) for the year in which you Listed Property, later.or other basis of property, see What Is the Basis
place the property in service.of Your Depreciable Property, earlier. For a dis- • Any tax-exempt use property.However, if you timely filed your return for thecussion of business/investment use, see Prop-
year without making the election, you still can • Any tax-exempt bond-financed property.e r t y  U s e d  i n  Y o u r  B u s i n e s s  o r
make the election by filing an amended returnIncome-Producing Activity, earlier. • Any property imported from a foreign
within 6 months of the due date of the original

country for which an Executive Order is inDepreciating the remaining cost. After you return (not including extensions). Attach the
effect because the country maintains trade

figure the special depreciation allowance for election statement to the amended return. On
restrictions or engages in other discrimina-

your qualified property, you can use the remain- the amended return, write “Filed pursuant to
tory acts.

ing cost to figure your regular MACRS deprecia- section 301.9100–2.”
tion deduction (discussed later). In the year you Once made, the election may not be revoked • Any tangible property used predominantly
claim the allowance (generally the year you without IRS consent. outside the United States during the year.
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If you are required to use ADS to 3) 7-year property. ness or for the production of income, treat the
depreciate your property, you can- property as being placed in service on the con-

4) 10-year property.
not claim the special depreciation version date. See Placed in Service under When

CAUTION
!

5) 15-year property.allowance (discussed earlier). Does Depreciation Begin and End, earlier, for
examples illustrating when property is placed in6) 20-year property.
service.Electing ADS. Although your property may

7) 25-year property.qualify for GDS, you can elect to use ADS. The
election generally must cover all property in the What Is the Basis for8) Residential rental property.
same property class you placed in service dur- Depreciation?9) Nonresidential real property.ing the year. However, the election for residen-
tial rental property and nonresidential real The basis for depreciation of MACRS property isSee Which Property Class Applies Under GDS?
property can be made on a property-by-property the property’s cost or other basis multiplied byin chapter 4 of Publication 946 for examples of
basis. Once you make this election, you can the percentage of business/investment use. Re-the types of property included in each class.
never revoke it. duce that amount by the following items.

You make the election by completing line 20 What Is the Placed-in-Service • Any deduction for section 179 property.in Part III of Form 4562.
Date? • Any deduction for removal of barriers to

the disabled and the elderly.Which Property Class You begin to claim depreciation when your prop-
Applies Under GDS? erty is placed in service for use either in a trade • Any disabled access credit, enhanced oil

or business or for the production of income. The recovery credit, and credit for
The following is a list of the nine property clas- placed-in-service date for your property is the employer-provided childcare facilities and
ses under GDS. date the property is ready and available for a services.

specific use. It is therefore not necessarily the
1) 3-year property. • Any special depreciation allowance.date it is first used. If you converted property
2) 5-year property. held for personal use to use in a trade or busi- • Basis adjustment for investment credit

property under section 50(c) of the Internal
Revenue Code.Table 8–1. Farm Property Recovery Periods

For information about how to determine the costRecovery Period in Years
or other basis of property, see What Is the BasisAssets GDS ADS
of Your Depreciable Property, earlier.

Agricultural structures (single purpose) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 15
Airplanes (including helicopters)1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 6 Which Recovery Period
Automobiles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 5 Applies?
Calculators and copiers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 6

The recovery period of property is the number ofCattle (dairy or breeding) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 7
years over which you recover its cost or otherCommunication equipment2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 10
basis. It is determined based on the depreciationComputer and peripheral equipment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 5
system (GDS or ADS) used.Cotton ginning assets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 12

Recovery periods. See Table 8–1 for recov-Drainage facilities . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 20
ery periods under both GDS and ADS for someFarm buildings3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 25
commonly used assets. For a complete list ofFarm machinery and equipment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 10
recovery periods, see the Table of Class LivesFences (agricultural) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 10
and Recovery Periods in Appendix B of Publica-

Goats and sheep (breeding) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 5 tion 946.
Grain bin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 10

House trailers for farm laborers. To de-
Hogs (breeding) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 3 preciate a house trailer you supply as housing
Horses (age when placed in service) for those who work on your farm, use one of the

Breeding and working (12 years or less) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 10 following recovery periods if the house trailer is
Breeding and working (more than 12 years) . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 10 mobile (it has wheels and a history of move-
Racing horses (more than 2 years) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 12 ment).

Horticultural structures (single purpose) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 15
• A 7-year recovery period under GDS.

Logging machinery and equipment4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 6
• A 10-year recovery period under ADS.

Nonresidential real property . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 395 40
However, if the house trailer is not mobile (itsOffice equipment (not calculators, copiers, or typewriters) . . . . . . 7 10

wheels have been removed and permanent utili-Office furniture or fixtures . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 10
ties and pipes attached to it), use one of the

Residential rental property . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27.5 40 following recovery periods.

Tractor units (over-the-road) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 4 • A 20-year recovery period under GDS.
Trees or vines bearing fruit or nuts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 20 • A 25-year recovery period under ADS.Truck (heavy duty, unloaded weight 13,000 lbs. or more) . . . . . . 5 6
Truck (actual weight less than 13,000 lbs) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 5

Water wells. Water wells used to provide
Typewriter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 6 water for raising poultry and livestock are land

improvements. If they are depreciable, use oneWater wells . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 20
of the following recovery periods.

1 Not including airplanes used in commercial or contract carrying of passengers. • A 15-year recovery period under GDS.2 Not including communication equipment listed in other classes.
3 Not including single purpose agricultural or horticultural structures. • A 20-year recovery period under ADS.
4 Used by logging and sawmill operators for cutting of timber.
5 For property placed in service after May 12, 1993; for property placed in service before May 13, 1993, The types of water wells that can be depreci-
the recovery period is 31.5 years. ated were discussed earlier in Irrigation systems
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1Elective methodand water wells under Property Having a Deter- • The straight line method over a GDS re-
2See section 168(g)(6) of the Internal Revenuecovery period.minable Useful Life.
Code

• The straight line method over an ADS re-
Which Convention Applies? covery period.

Switching to straight line. If you use a de-
clining balance method, you switch to theUnder MACRS, averaging conventions estab-

You cannot use the 200% declining straight line method in the year it provides anlish when the recovery period begins and ends.
balance method for property placed equal or greater deduction. If you use theThe convention you use determines the number
in service in a farming business af- MACRS percentage tables, discussed laterof months for which you can claim depreciation CAUTION

!
ter 1988. under How Is the Depreciation Deduction Fig-in the year you place property in service and in

ured, you do not need to determine in which yearthe year you dispose of the property. Use one of Property used in farming business. For per- your deduction is greater using the straight linethe following conventions. sonal property placed in service in a farming method. The tables have the switch to the
business after 1988 you must use the 150%• The half-year convention. straight line method built into their rates.
declining balance method over a GDS recovery

• The mid-month convention. period or you can elect one of the following Fruit or nut trees and vines. Depreciate
methods.• The mid-quarter convention. trees and vines bearing fruit or nuts under GDS

using the straight line method over a 10-year• The straight line method over a GDS re-
recovery period.covery period.The mid-month convention. Use this con-

vention for all nonresidential real property and • The straight line method over an ADS re- ADS required for some farmers. If you electresidential rental property. covery period. not to apply the uniform capitalization rules to
Under this convention, you treat all property any plant shown in Table 7–1 of chapter 7 and

placed in service or disposed of during a month produced in your farming business, you mustFor property placed in serviceas placed in service or disposed of at the mid- use ADS for all property you place in service inbefore 1999, you could have electedpoint of the month. This means that a one-half any year the election is in effect. See chapter 7to use the 150% declining balancemonth of depreciation is allowed for the month for a discussion of the application of the uniformCAUTION
!

method using the ADS recovery pe-the property is placed in service or disposed of. capitalization rules to farm property.riods for certain property classes. If you made
this election, continue to use the same methodThe mid-quarter convention. Use this con- Farming business. A farming business is anyand recovery period for that property.

vention if the mid-month convention does not trade or business involving cultivating land or
apply and the total depreciable bases of Real property. You can depreciate real prop- raising or harvesting any agricultural or horticul-
MACRS property you placed in service during erty using the straight line method under either tural commodity. A farming business includes
the last 3 months of the tax year (excluding GDS or ADS. the following.
nonresidential real property, residential rental • Operating a nursery or sod farm.Depreciation Table. The following table listsproperty, and property placed in service and

the types of property you can depreciate underdisposed of in the same year) are more than • Raising or harvesting crops.
each method. The declining balance method is40% of the total depreciable bases of all MACRS • Raising or harvesting trees bearing fruit,abbreviated as DB and the straight line methodproperty you placed in service during the year.

nuts, or other crops.is abbreviated as SL.Under this convention, you treat all property
• Raising ornamental trees. (An evergreenplaced in service or disposed of during any quar- Depreciation Table tree is not considered an ornamental treeter of the tax year as placed in service or dis-

if it is more than 6 years old when it isposed of at the midpoint of that quarter. This
System/Method Type of Property severed from its roots.)means that 11/2 months of depreciation is al-

lowed for the quarter the property is placed in GDS using • All property used in a • Raising, shearing, feeding, caring for,
service or disposed of. 150% DB farming business (except training, and managing animals.

real property)For purposes of determining
• All 15- and 20-year Processing activities. In general, a farm-whether the mid-quarter convention

property ing business includes processing activities thatapplies, the depreciable basis of
CAUTION

!
• Nonfarm 3-, 5-, 7-, and are normally part of the growing, raising, or har-property you placed in service dur-

10-year property1 vesting of agricultural products. However, aing the tax year does not reflect any reduction in
farming business generally does not include thebasis for the special depreciation allowance. GDS using SL • Nonresidential real
processing of commodities or products beyondproperty
those activities that are normally part of theThe half-year convention. Use this conven- • Residential rental property
growing, raising, or harvesting of such products.tion if neither the mid-quarter convention nor the • Trees or vines bearing

mid-month convention applies. fruit or nuts
Example 1. If you are in the trade or busi-Under this convention, you treat all property • All 3-, 5-, 7-, 10-, 15-, and

ness of growing fruits and vegetables, you canplaced in service or disposed of during a tax 20-year property1

harvest, wash, inspect, and package the fruitsyear as placed in service or disposed of at the
ADS using SL • Property used predomi- and vegetables for sale. Such activities are nor-midpoint of the year. This means that a one-half

nantly outside the U.S. mally part of the raising of these crops by farm-year of depreciation is allowed for the year the
• Farm property used when ers. You are considered to be in the business ofproperty is placed in service or disposed of.

an election not to apply farming with respect to the growing of fruits and
the uniform capitalization vegetables and the processing activities that areWhich Depreciation Method rules is in effect part of their harvest.

• Tax-exempt propertyApplies?
• Tax-exempt Example 2. You are in the business of

MACRS provides three depreciation methods bond-financed property growing and harvesting wheat and other grains.
under GDS and one depreciation method under • Imported property2 You also process grain you have harvested in
ADS. • Any property for which order to produce breads, cereals, and other sim-

you elect to use this ilar food products. You then sell these products• The 200% declining balance method over method1 to customers in the course of your business.a GDS recovery period.
Although you are in the farming business withGDS using • Nonfarm 3-, 5-, 7-, and• The 150% declining balance method over respect to the growing and harvesting of grain,200% DB 10-year property

a GDS recovery period. you are not in the farming business with respect
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to the processing of the grain to produce the lier years. However, you do reduce your original• You can use the percentage tables pro-
basis by the following amounts.food products. vided by the IRS.

• Any amortization taken on the property.• You can figure your own deduction withoutElecting a different method. As shown in the
using the tables.Depreciation Table, you can elect a different • Any section 179 deduction claimed on the

method for depreciation for certain types of property.
property. You must make the election by the due Figuring your own MACRS deduc- • Any special depreciation allowance.
date of the return (including extensions) for the tion will generally result in a slightly • Any deduction claimed for a clean-fuel ve-year you placed the property in service. How- different amount than using the ta-

hicle or clean-fuel vehicle refueling prop-ever, if you timely filed your return for the year CAUTION
!

bles.
erty.without making the election, you can still make

the election by filing an amended return within 6 • Any electric vehicle credit. (The lesser of
months of the due date of your return (excluding Using the MACRS Percentage $4,000 or 10% of the cost of the vehicle,
extensions). Attach the election to the amended Tables even if the credit is less than that amount.)
return and write “Filed pursuant to section
301.9100–2” on the election statement. File the To help you figure your deduction under The clean-fuel vehicle and clean-fuel vehicle

MACRS, the IRS has established percentageamended return at the same address you filed refueling property deductions and the credit for
tables that incorporate the applicable conven-the original return. Once you make the election, electric vehicles are discussed in chapter 12 of
tion and depreciation method. These percent-you cannot change it. Publication 535.
age tables are in Appendix A of Publication 946.

For business property you purchase duringIf you elect to use a different method
the year, the unadjusted basis is its cost minusfor one item in a property class, you Rules for using the tables. The following
these adjustments. If you trade property, yourmust apply the same method to all rules cover the use of the percentage tables.CAUTION

!
unadjusted basis in the property received is theproperty in that class placed in serv-

1) You must apply the rates in the percent- cash paid plus the adjusted basis of the propertyice during the year of the election. However, you
age tables to your property’s unadjusted traded minus these adjustments.can make the election on a property-by-property
basis (defined later).basis for residential rental and nonresidential

real property. Figuring depreciation using the 150% DB2) You cannot use the percentage tables for
method and half-year convention. Tablea short tax year. See chapter 4 of Publica-Straight line election. Instead of using the
8–2 has the percentages for 3-, 5-, 7-, andtion 946 for information on how to figuredeclining balance method, you can elect to use
20-year property. The percentages are basedthe deduction for a short tax year.the straight line method over the GDS recovery on the 150% declining balance method with a

period. Make the election by entering “S/L” 3) You generally must continue to use them change to the straight line method. This table
under column (f) in Part III of Form 4562. for the entire recovery period of the prop- covers only the half-year convention and the first

erty. 8 years for 20-year property. See Appendix A inADS election. As explained earlier under
Publication 946 for complete MACRS tables,Which Depreciation System (GDS or ADS) Ap- 4) You must stop using the tables if you ad-
including tables for the mid-quarter andplies, you can elect to use ADS even though just the basis of the property for any rea-
mid-month convention.your property may come under GDS. ADS uses son other than—

the straight line method of depreciation over the The following examples show how to figure
a) Depreciation allowed or allowable, orADS recovery periods, which are generally depreciation under MACRS using the percent-

longer than the GDS recovery periods. The ADS ages in Table 8–2.b) An addition or improvement to the prop-
recovery periods for many assets used in the erty. (An addition or improvement is de-
business of farming are listed in Table 8–1. Example 1. During the year, you bought anpreciated as a separate property.)
Additional ADS recovery periods for other clas- item of 7-year property for $10,000 and placed it
ses of property may be found in the Table of in service. You do not elect a section 179 deduc-

Basis adjustment due to casualty loss. IfClass Lives and Recovery Periods in Appendix tion for this property and elect not to claim the
you reduce the basis of your property becauseB of Publication 946. special depreciation allowance. The unadjusted
of a casualty, you cannot continue to use the basis of the property is $10,000. You use theMake the election by completing line 20 in
percentage tables. For the year of the adjust- percentages in Table 8–2 to figure your deduc-Part III of Form 4562.
ment and the remaining recovery period, you tion.
must figure the depreciation yourself using the Since this is 7-year property, you multiplyHow Is the Depreciation
property’s adjusted basis at the end of the year. $10,000 by 10.71% to get this year’s deprecia-Deduction Figured? See Figuring the Deduction Without Using the tion of $1,071. For next year, your depreciation
Tables in chapter 4 of Publication 946. will be $1,913 ($10,000 × 19.13%).To figure your depreciation deduction under

MACRS, you first determine the depreciation Figuring the unadjusted basis of your prop-
Example 2. You had a barn constructed onsystem, property class, placed-in-service date, erty. You must apply the table rates to your

your farm at a cost of $20,000. You placed thebasis amount, recovery period, convention, and property’s unadjusted basis each year of the
barn in service this year. You elect not to claimdepreciation method that applies to your prop- recovery period. Unadjusted basis is the same
the special depreciation allowance. The barn iserty. Then you are ready to figure your deprecia- basis amount you would use to figure gain on a
20-year property and you use the table percent-tion deduction. You can figure it in one of two sale but figured without reducing your original
ages to figure your deduction. You figure thisways. basis by any MACRS depreciation taken in ear-
year’s depreciation by multiplying $20,000 (un-
adjusted basis) by 3.75% to get $750. For nextTable 8-2. 150% Declining Balance Method
year, your depreciation will be $1,443.80
($20,000 × 7.219%).Year 3-Year 5-Year 7-Year 20-Year

1 25.0% 15.00% 10.71% 3.750% Figuring depreciation using the straight line
2 37.5 25.50 19.13 7.219 method and half-year convention. The fol-
3 25.0 17.85 15.03 6.677 lowing table has the straight line percentages for
4 12.5 16.66 12.25 6.177 3-, 5-, 7-, and 20-year property using the
5 16.66 12.25 5.713 half-year convention. The table covers only the
6 8.33 12.25 5.285 first 8 years for 20-year property. See Appendix
7 12.25 4.888 A in Publication 946 for complete MACRS ta-
8 6.13 4.522 bles, including tables for the mid-quarter and

mid-month convention.
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Straight Line Percentages tinue to use the same depreciation method and • Deduction for employees.
convention as the transferor. You can depreci-

Year 3-Year 5-Year 7-Year 20-Year • Business-use requirement.ate the part of the property’s basis in excess of
its carried-over basis (the transferor’s adjusted1 16.67% 10% 7.14% 2.5% • Passenger automobile limits and rules.
basis in the property) as newly purchased2 33.33 20 14.29 5.0
MACRS property. For information on the kinds3 33.33 20 14.29 5.0
of nontaxable transfers covered by this rule, see4 16.67 20 14.28 5.0 What Is Listed Property?

5 20 14.29 5.0 chapter 4 of Publication 946.
Listed property is any of the following.6 10 14.28 5.0

7 14.29 5.0 How Do You Use General • Passenger automobiles weighing 6,0008 7.14 5.0
pounds or less.Asset Accounts?

The following example shows how to figure • Any other property used for transportation,depreciation under MACRS using the straight To make it easier to figure MACRS depreciation,
unless it is an excepted vehicle.line percentages in the table. you can group separate properties into one or

more general asset accounts (GAAs). You can • Property generally used for entertainment,
Example. If in Example 2, earlier, you had then depreciate all the properties in each ac- recreation, or amusement.

elected the straight line method, you figure this count as a single item of property. Each account • Computers and related peripheral equip-year’s depreciation by multiplying $20,000 (un- can include only property with the same asset
ment unless used only at a regular busi-adjusted basis) by 2.5% to get $500. For next class (if any), recovery period, depreciation
ness establishment and owned or leasedyear, your depreciation will be $1,000 ($20,000 method, and convention. You cannot include by the person operating the establishment.× 5%). property if you use it in both a personal activity

• Cellular telephones (or similar telecommu-and a trade or business (or for the production of
nication equipment).income) in the year in which you first place it in

Figuring Depreciation Without the service.
Tables. After you have set up a GAA, you generally Passenger automobiles. A passenger auto-

figure the depreciation for it by using the applica- mobile is any four-wheeled vehicle made prima-If you are required to or would prefer to figure
ble depreciation method, recovery period, and rily for use on public streets, roads, andyour own depreciation without using the tables,
convention for the property in the GAA. For each highways and rated at 6,000 pounds or less ofsee Figuring the Deduction Without Using the
GAA, record the depreciation allowance in a unloaded gross vehicle weight (6,000 pounds orTables in chapter 4 of Publication 946.
separate depreciation reserve account. less of gross vehicle weight for trucks and vans).

It includes any part, component, or other item There are additional rules for grouping prop-
physically attached to the automobile or usuallyerty in a GAA, figuring depreciation for a GAA,Figuring the Deduction for
included in the purchase price of an automobile.disposing of GAA property, and terminatingCarried-Over-Basis Property

GAA treatment. For more information on GAAs, A truck or van that is a qualifiedIf your property has a carried-over basis be- see chapter 4 in Publication 946. nonpersonal use vehicle placed incause you acquired it in an exchange or involun-
service after July 6, 2003, is nottary conversion of other property or in a When Do You Recapture

TIP
considered a passenger automo-nontaxable transfer, you must figure deprecia-

bile. See Qualified nonpersonal use vehiclesMACRS Depreciation?tion for the property as if the exchange, conver-
under Passenger Automobiles in chapter 5 ofsion, or transfer had not occurred. However, see

When you dispose of property you depreciated Publication 946 for the definition of qualifiedLike-kind exchanges and involuntary conver-
using MACRS, any gain on the disposition is nonpersonal use vehicles.sions, earlier, under Claiming the Special De-
generally recaptured (included in income) aspreciation Allowance. Other property used for transportation.ordinary income up to the amount of the depreci-

This includes trucks, buses, boats, airplanes,ation previously allowed or allowable for theProperty acquired in an exchange or invol-
motorcycles, and other vehicles used for trans-property. Depreciation, for this purpose, in-untary conversion. You generally must de-
porting persons or goods.preciate MACRS property that you acquired in a cludes any section 179 deduction claimed on

like-kind exchange or an involuntary conversion the property, any special depreciation allowance Excepted vehicles. Other property used for
of other MACRS property over the remaining available for the property (unless you elected transportation does not include the following
recovery period of the exchanged or involunta- not to claim it), and any deduction claimed for vehicles.
rily converted property. You also generally con- clean-fuel vehicles and clean-fuel vehicle refuel-

• Tractors and other special purpose farmtinue to use the same depreciation method and ing property. There is no recapture for residen-
vehicles.convention used for the exchanged or converted tial rental and nonresidential real property,

property. You can depreciate the part of the unless that property is qualified property for • Bucket trucks (cherry pickers), dump
acquired property’s basis in excess of its which you claimed a special depreciation allow- trucks, flatbed trucks, and refrigerated
carried-over basis (the adjusted basis of the ance (discussed earlier). For more information trucks.
exchanged or converted property) as newly pur- on depreciation recapture, see chapter 11.

• Combines, cranes and derricks, and fork-chased MACRS property. If the MACRS prop-
lifts.erty you acquired in the exchange or involuntary

conversion is qualified property (discussed ear- • Buses with a capacity of at least 20 pas-
lier under Claiming the Special Depreciation Al- sengers that are used as passengerAdditional Rules for
lowance), you can claim a special depreciation buses.
allowance on the carried-over basis. For an illus- Listed Property
tration of how to figure depreciation for a tractor
acquired in a like-kind exchange, see chapter This part discusses the depreciation deduction
20. For information on like-kind exchanges, see limits and other special rules that apply to certain Can Employees Claim a
chapter 10. For information on involuntary con- listed property. It also discusses the recordkeep- Deduction?versions, see chapter 1 in Publication 544. ing rules for listed property. Listed property in-

cludes cars and other property used forProperty acquired in a nontaxable transfer. If you are an employee, you can claim a depreci-
transportation, property used for entertainment,You must depreciate MACRS property acquired ation deduction for the use of your listed prop-
and certain computers and cellular phones.by a corporation or partnership in certain non- erty (whether owned or rented) in performing

Deductions for listed property (other thantaxable transfers over the property’s remaining services as an employee only if your use is a
certain leased property) are subject to the fol-recovery period in the transferor’s hands, as if business use. The use of your property in per-

the transfer had not occurred. You must con- lowing special rules and limits (discussed later). forming services as an employee is a business
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use only if both the following requirements are Allocating use. To determine whether the produced to run primarily on electricity are
met. business-use requirement is met, you must allo- higher than those for other automobiles. The

cate the use of any item of listed property used maximum deductions (in dollar amounts) for• The use is for your employer’s conve-
for more than one purpose during the year electric vehicles are shown in the following ta-

nience.
among its various uses. ble.

• The use is required as a condition of your Maximum Depreciation Deduction
employment. Do the Passenger For Electric Vehicles

Automobile Limits Apply?If these requirements are not met, you cannot Date 4th &
deduct depreciation (including the section 179  Placed 1st 2nd 3rd LaterThe depreciation deduction (including the sec-

In Service Year Year Year Yearsdeduction) or rent expenses for your use of the tion 179 deduction and the special depreciation
property as an employee. 5/06/2003– $32,030* $14,600 $8,750 $5,225allowance) you can claim for a passenger auto-

12/31/2003mobile each year is limited. (For the definition of
Employer’s convenience. Whether the use a passenger automobile, see Passenger auto- 1/01/2003– 22,880* 14,600 8,750 5,225of listed property is for your employer’s conve- mobiles under What Is Listed Property, earlier.) 5/05/2003
nience must be determined from all the facts.

2002 22,980* 14,700 8,750 5,325The use is for your employer’s convenience if it Exception for clean fuel modifications. The
is for a substantial business reason of the em- 9/11/2001–passenger automobile limits do not apply to any
ployer. The use of listed property during your 12/31/2001 23,080* 14,800 8,850 5,325costs you pay to retrofit parts and components to
regular working hours to carry on your modify an automobile to permit it to run on a 1/01/2001–
employer’s business is generally for the clean-burning fuel. The limits apply only to the 9/10/2001 9,280 14,800 8,850 5,325
employer’s convenience. cost of the automobile without the modification.

2000–2001 9,280 14,800 8,850 5,325

Condition of employment. Whether the use Exception for leased cars. The passenger 1999 9,280 14,900 8,950 5,325
of listed property is a condition of your employ- automobile limits generally do not apply to pas- 1998 9,380 15,000 8,950 5,425
ment depends on all the facts and circum- senger automobiles leased or held for leasing by

1997 9,480 15,100 9,050 5,425stances. The use of property must be required anyone regularly engaged in the business of
for you to perform your duties properly. * If you elect not to claim any special depreciationleasing passenger automobiles.

allowance for the vehicle or the vehicle is not qualified
property, the maximum deduction is $9,080 for aWhat Is the Business-Use vehicle placed in service in 2003, $9,180 for a vehicleMaximum Depreciation Deduction placed in service in 2002, and $9,280 for a vehicleRequirement?
placed in service 9/11/2001 – 12/31/2001.

The passenger automobile limits are the maxi-
You can claim the section 179 deduction and a For more information on electric vehicles,mum depreciation amounts you can deduct for a
special depreciation allowance for listed prop- see chapter 12 of Publication 535.passenger automobile. They are based on the
erty and depreciate listed property using GDS date you placed the automobile in service. The Trucks and vans. The maximum depreciationand a declining balance method, if the property maximum deductions (in dollar amounts) for deductions for passenger automobiles such asmeets the business-use requirement. To meet most passenger automobiles are shown in the minivans and sport utility vehicles that are builtthis requirement, listed property must be used following table. on a truck chassis, are generally higher thanpredominantly (more than 50% of its total use)

Maximum Depreciation Deduction those for other automobiles. The maximum de-for qualified business use. If this requirement is
for Passenger Automobiles ductions (in dollar amounts) for these trucks andnot met, the following rules apply.

vans for 2003 are shown in the following table.• Property not used predominantly for quali- Date 4th &
Maximum Depreciation DeductionPlaced 1st 2nd 3rd Laterfied business use during the year it is

for Trucks and VansIn Service Year Year Year Yearsplaced in service does not qualify for the
section 179 deduction. 5/06/2003– $10,710* $4,900 $2,950 $1,775 Date 4th &

12/31/2003 Placed 1st 2nd 3rd Later• Property not used predominantly for quali-
In Service Year Year Year Years1/01/2003– 7,660* 4,900 2,950 1,775fied business use during the year it is

5/05/2003placed in service does not qualify for a 5/06/2003– $11,010* $5,400 $3,250 $1,975
special depreciation allowance. 12/31/20032002 7,660* 4,900 2,950 1,775

1/01/2003– 7,960* 5,400 3,250 1,975• Any depreciation deduction under MACRS 9/11/2001–
5/05/200312/31/2001 7,660* 4,900 2,950 1,775for property not used predominantly for

qualified business use during any year * If you elect not to claim any special depreciation1/01/2001–
allowance for the vehicle or the vehicle is not qualifiedmust be figured using the straight line 9/10/2001 3,060 4,900 2,950 1,775
property, the maximum deduction is $3,360.method over the ADS recovery period.

2000 3,060 4,900 2,950 1,775This rule applies each year of the recovery
Car expenses. For information about deduct-1999 3,060 5,000 2,950 1,775period.
ing expenses for the business use of your pas-1998 3,160 5,000 2,950 1,775• Excess depreciation on property previ- senger automobile, see chapter 4 in Publication

ously used predominantly for qualified 1997 3,160 5,000 3,050 1,775 463.
business use must be recaptured (in- 1995–1996 3,060 4,900 2,950 1,775
cluded in income) in the first year in which What Records Must Be* If you elect not to claim any special depreciationit is no longer used predominantly for qual-

allowance for the vehicle or the vehicle is not qualified Kept?ified business use. property, the maximum deduction is $3,060.

• A lessee must include an amount in in-
You cannot take any depreciation orIf your business/investment use ofcome if the leased property is not used
section 179 deduction for the use ofthe automobile is less than 100%,predominantly for qualified business use.
listed property unless you can proveyou must reduce the maximum de- RECORDSCAUTION

!
business and investment use withduction amount by multiplying the

Investment use. The use of property to pro- adequate records or sufficient evidence to sup-maximum amount by the percentage of busi-
duce income in a nonbusiness activity (invest- port your own statements.ness/investment use determined on an annual
ment use) is not a qualified business use. basis during the tax year..
However, you can treat the investment use as Adequate records. To meet the adequate
business use to figure the depreciable basis of Electric vehicles. The maximum depreciation records requirement, you must maintain an ac-
the property. deductions for passenger automobiles that are count book, diary, log, statement of expense,
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trip sheet, or similar record or other documen- required to reduce their basis in ground water byCost Depletion
tary evidence that, together with the receipt, is any allowable cost depletion not claimed.

To figure cost depletion you must first determinesufficient to establish each element of an expen-
the following.diture or use. You do not have to record informa-

Timber depletion. Depletion takes placetion in an account book, diary, or similar record if • The property’s basis for depletion. when you cut standing timber (including Christ-the information is already shown on the receipt.
mas trees). You can figure your depletion de-• The total recoverable units of mineral inHowever, your records should back up your re-
duction when the quantity of cut timber is firstthe property’s natural deposit.ceipts in an orderly manner.
accurately measured in the process of exploita-

• The number of units of mineral sold during tion.
the tax year.How long to keep records. For listed prop- To figure timber depletion, you multiply the

erty, you must keep records for as long as any number of units of standing timber cut by yourYou must estimate or determine recoverableexcess depreciation can be recaptured (in- depletion unit.units (tons, barrels, board feet, or other mea-cluded in income). Recapture can occur in any
sure) using the current industry method and the Timber units. When you acquire timbertax year of the recovery period.
most accurate and reliable information you can property, you must make an estimate of theFor more information on records, see chap- obtain. quantity of marketable timber that exists on theter 5 in Publication 946. Basis for depletion and recoverable units are property. You measure the timber using board
explained in chapter 10 of Publication 535. feet, log scale, cords, or other units. If you later

determine that you have more or less units of
timber, you must adjust the original estimate.Number of units sold. You determine theDepletion number of units sold during the tax year based Depletion units. You figure your depletion

on your method of accounting. Use the following unit each year by taking the following steps.Depletion is the using up of natural resources by table to make this determination.
mining, quarrying, drilling, or felling. The deple-

1) Determine your cost or the adjusted basistion deduction allows an owner or operator to THEN the units sold
of the timber on hand at the beginning ofaccount for the reduction of a product’s IF you use ... during the year are ...
the year.reserves.

The cash method Units sold for which
2) Add to the amount determined in (1) theof accounting you receive paymentWho Can Claim Depletion? cost of any timber units acquired duringduring the tax year

the year and any additions to capital.(regardless of year ofIf you have an economic interest in mineral prop-
sale). 3) Figure the number of timber units to takeerty or standing timber, you can take a deduction

into account by adding the number of tim-for depletion. More than one person can have an An accrual Units sold based on
ber units acquired during the year to theeconomic interest in the same mineral deposit or method of your inventories.
number of timber units on hand in the ac-accountingtimber.
count at the beginning of the year and then

You have an economic interest if both the
adding (or subtracting) any correction toThe number of units sold during the tax yearfollowing apply.
the estimate of the number of timber unitsdoes not include any units for which depletion
remaining in the account.• You have acquired by investment any in- deductions were allowed or allowable in earlier

terest in mineral deposits or standing tim- years. 4) Divide the result of (2) by the result of (3).
ber. This is your depletion unit.

Figuring the cost depletion deduction.• You have a legal right to income from the
When to claim timber depletion. ClaimOnce you have figured your property’s basis forextraction of the mineral or the cutting of

your depletion allowance as a deduction in thedepletion, the total recoverable units, and thethe timber, to which you must look for a
year of sale or other disposition of the productsnumber of units sold during the tax year, you canreturn of your capital investment.
cut from the timber, unless you elect to treat thefigure your cost depletion deduction by taking

A contractual relationship that allows you an cutting of timber as a sale or exchange as ex-the following steps.
economic or monetary advantage from products plained in chapter 10. Include allowable deple-
of the mineral deposit or standing timber is not, Step Action Result tion for timber products not sold during the tax
in itself, an economic interest. A production pay- year the timber is cut, as a cost item in the

 1 Divide your property’s Rate perment carved out of, or retained on the sale of, closing inventory of timber products for the year.
basis for depletion by unit.mineral property is not an economic interest. The inventory is your basis for determining gaintotal recoverable

or loss in the tax year you sell the timber prod-The term mineral property means each sep- units.
ucts.arate interest you own in each mineral deposit in

 2 Multiply the rate per Costeach separate tract or parcel of land. You can Form T. Attach Form T to your income taxunit by units sold depletiontreat two or more separate interests as one return if you are claiming a deduction for timberduring the tax year. deduction.property or as separate properties. See section depletion or electing to treat the cutting of timber
614 of the Internal Revenue Code and the re- as a sale or exchange.
lated regulations for rules on how to treat sepa- Cost depletion for ground water in Ogal-
rate mineral interests. lala Formation. Farmers who extract ground Example. Sam Brown bought a farm that

water from the Ogallala Formation for irrigation included standing timber. This year Sam deter-The term timber property means your eco-
are allowed cost depletion. Cost depletion is mined that the standing timber could producenomic interest in standing timber in each tract or
allowed when it can be demonstrated the 300,000 units when cut. At that time, the ad-block representing a separate timber account.
ground water is being depleted and the rate of justed basis of the standing timber was $24,000.
recharge is so low that, once extracted, the Sam then cut and sold 27,000 units. (Sam didFiguring Depletion
water is lost to the taxpayer and immediately not elect to treat the cutting of the timber as a
succeeding generations. sale or exchange.) Sam’s depletion for each unitThere are two ways of figuring depletion.

To figure your cost depletion deduction, use for the year is $.08 ($24,000 ÷ 300,000). His
• Cost depletion. the guidance provided in Revenue Procedure deduction for depletion is $2,160 (27,000 ×

66-11 in Cumulative Bulletin 1966-1. $.08). If Sam had cut 27,000 units but sold only• Percentage depletion.
For tax years ending before December 13, 20,000 units during the year, his depletion for

For mineral property, you generally must use the 1982, those extracting ground water for irriga- each unit would have remained at $.08. How-
method that gives you the larger deduction. For tion farming from the Ogallala Formation in ar- ever, his depletion deduction would have been
standing timber, you must use cost depletion. eas outside the Southern High Plains were not $1,600 (20,000 × $.08) for this year and he
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would have included the balance of $560 (7,000 costs for particular assets through depreciation incur the costs (July 1 for a calendar year tax-
× $.08) in the closing inventory for the year. deductions. However, you generally cannot re- payer), regardless of the month you actually

cover other costs until you sell the business or incur the costs. You can claim amortization de-
otherwise go out of business. ductions for no more than 6 months of the first

Percentage Depletion You can choose to amortize over a period of and last (eighth) tax years of the period.
60 months or more certain costs for setting up

You can use percentage depletion on certain your business, such as business start-up costs. Annual limit. Each year you can choose to
mines, wells, and other natural deposits. You amortize up to $10,000 ($5,000 if you are mar-
cannot use the percentage method to figure Business start-up costs. Start-up costs are ried filing separately) of qualifying costs you pay
depletion for standing timber, soil, sod, dirt, or costs for creating an active trade or business or or incur during the year. You cannot carry over
turf. investigating the creation or acquisition of an or carry back qualifying costs over the annual

active trade or business. Start-up costs includeTo figure percentage depletion, you multiply limit. If your qualifying costs are more than
any amounts paid or incurred in connection witha certain percentage, specified for each mineral, $10,000 for more than one piece of qualified
any activity engaged in for profit and for theby your gross income from the property during timber property, you can divide the annual limit
production of income before the trade or busi-the year. See Mines and other natural deposits among the properties in any manner you wish.
ness begins, in anticipation of the activity be-in chapter 10 of Publication 535 for a list of the Maximum annual amortization deduction.coming an active trade or business.percentages. You can find a complete list in The maximum annual deduction for costs in-For more information, see Going Into Busi-section 613(b) of the Internal Revenue Code. curred in any year is $1,428.57 ($10,000 ÷ 7) orness in chapter 9 of Publication 535.

$714.29 ($5,000 ÷ 7) if married filing separately.
Taxable income limit. The percentage deple- The maximum deduction in the first and last year
tion deduction cannot be more than 50% (100% Reforestation Costs of the 84-month period is one half (1/2) of the
for oil and gas property) of your taxable income maximum annual deduction or $714.29

You can choose to amortize a limited amount offrom the property figured without the depletion ($357.15 if married filing separately).
reforestation costs for qualified timber propertydeduction. For tax years beginning after 1997

Estates. Estates can choose to amortize upover a period of 84 months. Reforestation costsand before 2004, the 100 percent taxable in-
to $10,000 of qualifying reforestation costs eachare the direct costs of planting or seeding forcome limit does not apply to percentage deple-
year. These amortizable costs are divided be-forestation or reforestation.tion on the marginal production of oil or natural
tween the income beneficiary and the estategas. For information on marginal production, A trust cannot choose to amortize based on the income of the estate allocable tosee section 613A(c)(6) of the Internal Revenue reforestation costs and cannot de- each. The amortizable cost allocated to the ben-Code. duct its share of any amortizable eficiary is subject to the beneficiary’s annualThe following rules apply when figuring your CAUTION

!
reforestation costs of a partnership, limit.taxable income from the property for purposes S corporation, or estate.

of the taxable income limit.
Recapture. If you dispose of qualified timberQualifying costs. Qualifying costs include
property within 10 years after the tax year you• Do not deduct any net operating loss de- only those costs you must capitalize and include
incur qualifying reforestation expenses, reportduction from the gross income from the in the adjusted basis of the property. They in-
any gain as ordinary income up to the amortiza-property. clude costs for the following items.
tion taken. For information on recapture, see• Corporations do not deduct charitable con- • Site preparation. Depreciation Recapture in chapter 11.

tributions from the gross income from the
• Seeds or seedlings.property. Investment credit. Amortizable reforestation
• Labor. costs qualify for the investment credit, whether• If, during the year, you disposed of an item

or not they are amortized. See Investmentof section 1245 property used in connec- • Tools.
Credit in chapter 9.tion with the mineral property, reduce any

• Depreciation on equipment used in plant-allowable deduction for mining expenses
ing and seeding. How to make the choice. To choose to amor-by the part of any gain you must report as

tize qualifying reforestation costs, enter your de-ordinary income that is allocable to the
If the government reimburses you for refores- duction in Part VI of Form 4562. Attach amineral property. See section

tation costs under a cost-sharing program, you statement containing the following information.1.613-5(b)(1) of the regulations for infor-
can amortize these costs only if you include themation on how to figure the ordinary gain • A description of the costs and the datesreimbursement in your income.allocable to the property. you incurred them.
Qualified timber property. Qualified timber • A description of the type of timber being
property is property that contains trees in signifi-More Information grown and the purpose for which it is
cant commercial quantities. It can be a woodlot grown.

For more information on depletion, see chapter or other site that you own or lease. The property
Attach a separate statement for each property10 in Publication 535. qualifies only if it meets all the following require-
for which you amortize reforestation costs.ments.

Generally, you must make the choice on a• It is located in the United States.
timely filed return (including extensions) for the

• It is held for the growing and cutting of year in which you incurred the costs. However, ifAmortization
timber you will either use in, or sell for use you timely filed your return for the year without
in, the commercial production of timberAmortization is a method of recovering (deduct- making the choice, you can still make the choice
products.ing) certain capital costs over a fixed period of by filing an amended return within 6 months of

time. It is similar to the straight line method of the due date of your return (excluding exten-• It consists of at least one acre planted with
depreciation. See chapter 9 in Publication 535 sions). Attach Form 4562 and the statement totree seedlings in the manner normally
for more information on the topics presented in the amended return and write “Filed pursuant toused in forestation or reforestation.
this section. section 301.9100-2” on Form 4562. File the

amended return at the same address you filedQualified timber property does not include
the original return.property on which you have planted shelter beltsGoing Into Business

or ornamental trees, such as Christmas trees.
When you go into business, treat all costs you Pollution Control Facilities
incur to get your business started as capital Amortization period. The 84-month amorti-
expenses. Capital expenses are a part of your zation period starts on the first day of the first You can choose to amortize over 60 months the
basis in the business. Generally, you recover month of the second half of the tax year you cost of a certified pollution control facility.
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You can claim a special deprecia- intangible in connection with your farming busi- You cannot amortize any intangible
tion allowance on a certified pollu- listed in items (1) through (8) thatness or in an activity engaged in for the produc-
tion control facility that is qualified you created (rather than acquired),tion of income. Your amortization deduction

TIP
CAUTION

!
property even if you elect to amor- unless you created it in connectioneach year is the applicable part of the

tize its cost. You must reduce its cost by the with the acquisition of assets constituting a tradeintangible’s adjusted basis (for purposes of de-
amount of any special allowance you claim. For or business or a substantial part of a trade ortermining gain), figured by amortizing it ratably
a definition of qualified property, see What Is business.over 15 years. The 15-year period begins with
Qualified Property, earlier, under Claiming the the later of:

Assets that are not section 197 intangibles.Special Depreciation Allowance.
The following assets are not section 197 in-• The month the intangible is acquired, or

Certified pollution control facility. A certi- tangibles.• The month the trade or business or activityfied pollution control facility is a new identifiable
engaged in for the production of incometreatment facility used in connection with a plant 1) Any interest in land.
begins.or other property in operation before 1976 to

2) Most computer software (see Computerreduce or control water or atmospheric pollution You cannot deduct amortization for the month software, later).or contamination. The facility must do so by
you dispose of the intangible.removing, changing, disposing, storing, or 3) An interest under either of the following.

preventing the creation or emission of pollu- If you pay or incur an amount that increases
a) An existing lease or sublease of tangi-tants, contaminants, wastes, or heat. The facility the basis of a section 197 intangible after the

ble property.must be certified by the state and federal certify- 15-year period begins, amortize it over the re-
ing authorities. Examples of such a facility in- mainder of the 15-year period beginning with the b) A debt in existence when the interest
clude septic tanks and manure control facilities. month the basis increase occurs. was acquired.

The federal certifying authority will not certify You are not allowed any other depreciation
your property to the extent it appears you will or amortization deduction for an amortizable Intangible property not amortizable under
recover (over the property’s useful life) all or part section 197 intangible. the rules for section 197 intangibles can be de-
of its cost from the profit based on its operation preciated if it meets certain requirements. You
(such as through sales of recovered wastes). generally must use the straight line method overCost attributable to other property. TheThe federal certifying authority will describe the its useful life. For certain intangibles, the depre-rules for section 197 intangibles do not apply tonature of the potential cost recovery. You must ciation period is specified in the law and regula-any amount included in determining the cost ofthen reduce the amortizable basis of the facility

tions. For example, the depreciation period forproperty that is not a section 197 intangible. Forby this potential recovery.
computer software that is not a section 197example, if the cost of computer software is not
intangible is 36 months.separately stated from the cost of the hardwareExample. This year, you purchase a new

or other tangible property and you consistently$7,500 manure control facility for use on your Interest in land. Section 197 intangibles do
treat it as part of the cost of the hardware ordairy farm. The farm has been in operation since not include any interest in land. An interest in
other tangible property, these rules do not apply.you bought it in 1976 and all of the dairy plant land includes a fee interest, life estate, remain-
Similarly, none of the cost of acquiring real prop-was in operation before that date. You have no der, easement, mineral right, timber right, graz-

intention of recovering the cost of the facility erty held for the production of rental income is ing right, riparian right, air right, zoning variance,
through sale of the waste and a federal certifying considered the cost of goodwill, going concern and any other similar right, such as a farm allot-
authority has so certified. value, or any other section 197 intangible. ment, quota for farm commodities, or crop acre-

Your manure control facility qualifies for age base.
amortization. You can elect to amortize its cost

Computer software. Section 197 in-over 60 months. You can also take a special Section 197 Intangibles Defined
tangibles do not include the following types ofdepreciation allowance on the facility. Other-
computer software.The following assets are section 197 in-wise, you can capitalize the cost and depreciate

tangibles.the facility.
1) Software that meets all the following re-

quirements.1) Goodwill.In addition, to amortize its cost over 60
months, the facility must not significantly in- 2) Going concern value. a) It is (or has been) readily available for
crease the output or capacity, extend the useful purchase by the general public.3) Workforce in place.life, or reduce the total operating costs of the

b) It is subject to a nonexclusive license.plant or other property. Also, it must not signifi- 4) Business books and records, operating
cantly change the nature of the manufacturing or c) It has not been substantially modified.systems, or any other information base,
production process or facility. This requirement is considered met ifincluding lists or other information con-

the cost of all modifications is not morecerning current or prospective customers.
Example. This year, you converted your than the greater of 25% of the price of

5) A patent, copyright, formula, process, de-100-sow farrow-to-finish swine operation, which the publicly available unmodified
sign, pattern, know-how, format, or similarhas existed on your farm since 1975, to a software or $2,000.
item.5,000-head finishing swine operation. Even

though you are in a similar business after the 2) Software not acquired in connection with6) A customer-based intangible.
conversion, you cannot amortize the cost of a the acquisition of a trade or business or a

7) A supplier-based intangible.manure control facility used in connection with substantial part of a trade or business.
your swine operation because you have signifi- 8) Any item similar to items (3) through (7).
cantly increased its output or capacity.

9) A license, permit, or other right granted by
More information. For more information on Anti-Churning Rulesa governmental unit or agency (including
the amortization of pollution control facilities, issuances and renewals).
see section 169 of the Internal Revenue Code Anti-churning rules prevent you from amortizing

10) A covenant not to compete entered into inand the related regulations. most section 197 intangibles if the transaction in
connection with the acquisition of an inter- which you acquired them did not result in a
est in a trade or business. significant change in ownership or use. TheseSection 197 Intangibles

rules apply to goodwill and going concern value,11) A franchise, trademark, or trade name (in-
and to any other section 197 intangible not oth-You must generally amortize over 15 years the cluding renewals).
erwise depreciable or amortizable. For more in-capitalized costs of section 197 intangibles

12) A contract for the use of, or a term interest formation on the anti-churning rules, seeyou acquired after August 10, 1993. You must
in, any item in this list. chapter 9 in Publication 535.amortize these costs if you hold the section 197
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• Investment credit (Form 3468).Anti-Abuse Rule
How To Claim the• Low-income housing credit (Form 8586).You cannot amortize any section 197 intangible

acquired in a transaction for which the principal • New markets credit (Form 8874). Credit
purpose was either of the following.

• New York Liberty Zone business em-
To claim a general business credit, you will first• To avoid the requirement that the intangi- ployee credit (Form 8884).
have to get the forms you need to claim yourble be acquired after August 10, 1993.

• Orphan drug credit (Form 8820). current year business credits. The introduction• To avoid any of the anti-churning rules. to this chapter contains a list of current year• Renewable electricity production credit
business credits. The form you use to claim(Form 8835).
each credit is shown in parentheses.Dispositions • Research credit (Form 6765). In addition to the credit form, you may also

A section 197 intangible is treated as deprecia- need to file Form 3800. See the next discussion• Small employer pension plan startup costs
ble property used in your trade or business. If to decide whether you need to file Form 3800.credit (Form 8881).
you held the intangible for more than one year, • Welfare-to-work credit (Form 8861). Who must file Form 3800? You must fileany gain on its disposition, up to the allowable

Form 3800 if any of the following apply.amortization, is ordinary income (section 1245 • Work opportunity credit (Form 5884).
gain). Any remaining gain or loss is a section • You have more than one of the credits1231 gain or loss. If you held the intangible one In addition, your general business credit for

listed in the introduction (other than theyear or less, any gain or loss on its disposition is the current year may be increased later by the
empowerment zone and renewal commu-an ordinary gain or loss. For more information on carryback of business credits from future years.
nity employment credit or New York Lib-dispositions of intangible property, see chapter 2 If you need more information about these
erty Zone business employee credit).in Publication 544. credits than you find in this chapter, see the

instructions for the forms listed above. • You have a carryback or carryforward ofNondeductible loss. You cannot deduct any
any of these credits (other than the em-loss on the disposition or worthlessness of a
powerment zone and renewal communityTopicssection 197 intangible you acquired in the same
employment credit or New York LibertyThis chapter discusses:transaction (or series of related transactions) as
Zone business employee credit).other section 197 intangibles you still have. In- • How to claim the creditstead, increase the adjusted basis of each re- • Any of these credits (other than the low-in-

maining amortizable section 197 intangible by a come housing credit, the empowerment• Carryback and carryforward
proportionate part of the nondeductible loss. zone and renewal community employment• Investment creditSee chapter 9 in Publication 535 for more infor- credit, or the New York Liberty Zone busi-
mation. ness employee credit) is from a passive

activity. For information about passive ac-Useful Items
tivity credits, see Form 8582–CR.You may want to see:

Form (and Instructions) Claiming the empowerment zone and re-
newal community employment credit. A

❏ 1040X Amended U.S. Individual Income
special tax liability limit applies to the empower-9. Tax Return
ment zone and renewal community employment

❏ 1045 Application for Tentative Refund credit. The credit therefore is figured separately
on Form 8844 and is not carried to Form 3800.

❏ 1120X Amended U.S. Corporation
For more information, see the instructions forGeneral Income Tax Return
Form 8844.

❏ 1139 Corporation Application forBusiness Credit Claiming the New York Liberty Zone busi-Tentative Refund
ness employee credit. The New York Liberty

❏ 3468 Investment Credit Zone business employee credit is an expansion
of the work opportunity credit to include a new❏ 3800 General Business CreditIntroduction
targeted group of employees in the New York

❏ 4255 Recapture of Investment CreditYour general business credit for the year con- Liberty Zone. A special tax liability limit applies
sists of your carryforward of business credits to the credit, so it is figured separately on Form❏ 4626 Alternative Minimum
from prior years plus your total current year 8884 and is not carried to Form 3800. For moreTax–Corporations
business credits. Current year business credits information, see the instructions for Form 8884.

❏ 6251 Alternative Minimuminclude the following.
Tax– Individuals

• Credit for alcohol used as fuel (Form
❏ 8582–CR Passive Activity Credit6478).

Limitations Carryback and• Credit for contributions to selected com-
❏ 8844 Empowerment Zone and Renewalmunity development corporations (Form CarryforwardCommunity Employment Credit8847).

❏ 8884 New York Liberty Zone Business• Credit for employer social security and This discussion does not apply toEmployee CreditMedicare taxes paid on certain employee the empowerment zone and re-
tips (Form 8846). newal community employmentSee chapter 21 for information about getting CAUTION

!
credit or the New York Liberty Zone• Disabled access credit (Form 8826). publications and forms.

business employee credit.
• Employer-provided childcare facilities and There is a limit on the amount of general

services credit (Form 8882). business credit you can take in any one tax year.
If your credit is more than this limit, you can• Empowerment zone and renewal commu-
generally carry the difference to another tax yearnity employment credit (Form 8844).
and subtract it from your income tax for that• Enhanced oil recovery credit (Form 8830).
year. See Rule for carryback and carryforward,

• Indian employment credit (Form 8845). later.
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Credit limit. Your general business credit is lowed for the tax year in which the death or Energy credit. The 10% energy credit applies
limited to your net income tax minus the cessation occurs. The deduction may not be to certain costs for solar or geothermal energy
greater of the following amounts. allowed to certain corporations whose assets property you placed in service during your tax

are acquired by another corporation. year. See the instructions for Form 3468 for• Your tentative minimum tax. more information.
Claiming a carryforward. Use Form 3800 to• 25% of your net regular tax liability that

Basis adjustment. You generally must re-claim a carryforward of an unused credit from ais more than $25,000.
duce the basis of assets on which you take anprevious tax year. The carryforward becomes
investment credit. The reduction is 100% of theNet income tax. Your net income tax is your part of your general business credit for the tax
rehabilitation credit and 50% of the reforestationnet regular tax liability (discussed below) plus year to which it is carried.
and energy credits. See the instructions forany alternative minimum tax.
Form 3468.Claiming a carryback. You can claim a re-Tentative minimum tax. You must figure

fund based on your general business credit car-your tentative minimum tax before you figure Example. You incurred $9,000 of qualified
ryback to the prior tax year by filing an amendedyour general business credit. Use Form 6251 reforestation costs during the year and you are
return for the prior tax year. Use Form 1040X if(Form 4626 for a corporation) to figure your taking a $900 reforestation credit. You must
your original return was a Form 1040, U.S. Indi-tentative minimum tax. reduce your amortizable basis by $450 (50% ×
vidual Income Tax Return. Use Form 1120X if $900). As a result, your amortizable basis isNet regular tax liability. Your net regular your original return was a Form 1120, U.S. Cor- $8,550 ($9,000 − $450).tax liability is your regular tax liability minus poration Income Tax Return, or 1120–A, U.S.

certain credits. For more information, see the Corporation Short-Form Income Tax Return. At- How to take the investment credit. Use
instructions for Form 3800 or any of the credit tach Form 3800 to your amended return. Form 3468 to figure your credit. You may also
forms listed in the introduction. Generally, you must file the amended return need to file Form 3800. See How To Claim the

for the carryback year within 3 years after the Credit, earlier.
Example. Your general business credit for due date, including extensions, for filing the re-

the year is $30,000. Your net income tax and net turn for the year that resulted in the credit car- Recapture ofregular tax liability are both $27,500. Your tenta- ryback. Investment Credittive minimum tax, figured on Form 6251, is
Quick refund. You can apply for a quick$18,487. The general business credit you can

refund of taxes for the prior year by filing Form At the end of each tax year, you must determinetake for the tax year is limited to $9,013. This is
1045 (Form 1139 for a corporation) to claim a whether you disposed of or stopped using inyour net income tax, $27,500, minus the greater
tentative refund from a general business credit your business (either partially or entirely) anyof your tentative minimum tax, $18,487, or 25%
carryback. Generally, the application must be property for which you claimed an investmentof your net regular tax liability that is more than
filed within 12 months after the end of the tax credit in a prior year.$25,000 ($2,500 × 25% = $625).
year in which the credit arose.

Married person filing separate return. If
you are married and file a separate return, you Recapture Rule
and your spouse must each figure your credit

If you dispose of investment credit propertylimit separately. In figuring your separate limit, Investment Credit
before the end of the recapture period, you mustuse $12,500 instead of $25,000 (see Credit limit,
recapture, as an additional tax, part of the origi-earlier). However, if one spouse has no credit for The investment credit is the total of the following
nal credit you claimed. You may also have tothe tax year and no carryforwards or carrybacks credits.
recapture part or all of the credit if you changeof any credit to that year, the other spouse can
the use of investment credit property to a useuse the full $25,000 in figuring the limit based on • Reforestation credit.
that would not have originally qualified for thethe separate tax. • Rehabilitation credit. credit.

Rule for carryback and carryforward. In • Energy credit.
Recapture period. The recapture period isgeneral, you can carry the unused part of your
the length of time the property must be used tocredit back one tax year and then forward up to

Reforestation credit. The 10% reforestation avoid recapture. The recapture period for invest-20 tax years after the year of the credit.
credit applies to up to $10,000 ($5,000 if you are ment credit property is 5 full years from the dateThere are limits on the carryback of certain married filing a separate return) of the amortiz- it was placed in service.credits to periods before the enactment of the able costs you incur each year to forest or refor- The amount you must recapture depends oncredit. See the instructions for Form 3800 for est property you hold for growing trees for sale when during the recapture period you disposemore information on these limits. or use in the commercial production of timber of, or change the use of, the property. If youIn any tax year, credits must be used as products. You can take the credit for reforesta- dispose of the property during the first full year offollows. tion costs whether you choose to amortize them service, you must recapture the full amount of
or add them to the basis of your property. There the credit that was used to reduce your tax. The1) Carryforwards to that year, the earliest is no carryforward or carryback of costs that are recapture amount decreases for each year theones first. more than the dollar limit. For more information, property remains in qualified service.
see Amortization in chapter 8.2) The credit earned in that year.

Form 4255. Use Form 4255 to figure the re-
3) The carrybacks to that year. Example. You incurred $9,000 of qualified capture amount. The credit recapture is figured

reforestation costs during the year. You may by multiplying the original investment credit
The carryforward period for credits take a reforestation credit of $900 (10% × taken by the recapture percentage from the ta-
arising in tax years beginning before $9,000) for the year. bles shown on Form 4255. The result is the
1998 is 15 years. Therefore, your

recapture amount. See Form 4255 for more in-CAUTION
!

carryforward to 2003 may not in-
Rehabilitation credit. The rehabilitation formation.

clude credits arising in a tax year beginning
credit applies to costs you incur for rehabilitation If the refigured credit is less than the credit

before 1988.
and reconstruction of certain buildings. Rehabili- you originally took, you must add the difference

Unused carryforward. If you have any un- tation includes renovation, restoration, and re- to your tax.
used credit carryforward in the year following the construction. It does not include enlargement or Instead of using Form 4255 to figure the
end of the 20-year (15 years for pre-1998 cred- new construction. Generally, the percentage of recapture tax, you can attach a detailed state-
its) carryforward period, you can generally de- costs you can take as a credit is 10% for build- ment to your return for the year you dispose of
duct the unused amount in that year. If an ings placed in service before 1936 and 20% for the asset showing the computation of the recap-
individual dies or a corporation, trust, or estate certified historic structures. See the instructions ture tax and the decrease in any investment
ceases to exist, the deduction is generally al- for Form 3468 for more information. credit carryover.
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Casualty, theft, or involuntary conversion.Net operating loss carryback. If you have a Topics
You are considered to have disposed of prop-net operating loss carryback from the recapture This chapter discusses:
erty that was destroyed by casualty or lost byyear or a later year that reduces your tax for the
theft or other involuntary conversion.recapture year or an earlier year, you may have • Sales and exchanges

to refigure your recapture. See section
• Ordinary or capital gain or loss1.47-(b)(3) of the regulations. Disposition of assets by S corporation, part-

nership, estate, or trust. If you are a share-
At-risk reduction. If your investment credit

holder of an S corporation that disposes of Useful Itemsproperty is subject to the at-risk limits, you may
assets on which you figured the investment You may want to see:have to recapture part of the credit if the amount
credit, you are treated as having disposed of theat risk decreases. See the instructions for Form
share of the investment on which you figured Publication3468 for more information.
your credit. This same rule applies if you are a
member of a partnership or a beneficiary of an ❏ 334 Tax Guide for Small Business
estate or trust.Disposition ❏ 523 Selling Your Home

❏ 544 Sales and Other Dispositions ofChange in form of doing business. A dispo-An outright sale of property is the clearest exam-
Assetssition does not occur because of a change in theple of a disposition. Another type of disposition

form of doing business if certain conditions areoccurs when you exchange or trade worn-out or
❏ 550 Investment Income and Expenses

obsolete business assets for new ones. If the met. For more information, see section 1.47-3(f)
❏ 908 Bankruptcy Tax Guideproperty ceases to be qualifying property, it is of the regulations.

considered to be disposed of for investment
Choosing S corporation status. The Form (and Instructions)credit recapture purposes. For example, the

choice by a corporation to become an S corpora-conversion of business property to personal use
tion generally will not cause the recapture of ❏ Sch D (Form 1040) Capital Gains andis considered a disposition.
investment credit previously claimed by the cor- LossesCertain transactions result in dispositions for
poration. The choice is treated as a change ininvestment credit recapture. The following illus- ❏ Sch F (Form 1040) Profit or Loss Fromthe form of doing business and not as a disposi-trate transactions that are dispositions and Farmingtion of property. No disposition occurs when ansome that are not.
S corporation terminates or revokes its choice ❏ 1099–A Acquisition or Abandonment of
not to be taxed as a corporation.Mortgaging and foreclosure. There is no Secured Property

disposition if title to property is transferred as
❏ 1099–C Cancellation of Debtsecurity for a loan. However, a disposition does Sale and leaseback. There is no disposition

occur if there is a transfer of property by foreclo- when investment credit property is sold by the ❏ 4797 Sales of Business Property
sure. taxpayer who claimed the credit and it is then

leased back to that taxpayer as part of the same See chapter 21 for information about gettingLeased property. The leasing of investment
transaction. publications and forms.credit property by the lessor who took the credit

is generally not a disposition. However, if the
lease is treated as a sale for income tax pur-
poses, it is a disposition. A disposition also oc- Sales and Exchangescurs if property ceases to be investment credit
property in the hands of the lessor, the lessee, or

If you sell, exchange, or otherwise dispose ofany sublessee. 10. your property, you usually have a gain or a loss.
Decrease in basis. If the basis of investment This section explains certain rules for determin-
credit property decreases, the decrease is con- ing whether any gain you have is taxable, and
sidered to be a disposition of part of the prop- whether any loss you have is deductible.
erty. This occurs, for example, if you buy Gains and A sale is a transfer of property for money or aproperty and later receive a refund of part of the

mortgage, note, or other promise to pay money.original purchase price. You must then refigure
An exchange is a transfer of property for otherLossesthe credit as if the decrease in basis was never
property or services.part of the original basis. If your refigured credit

is less than the credit you originally took, you
Determining Gain or Lossmust add the difference to your tax. Important Changes

Retirement or abandonment. You dispose of You usually realize a gain or loss when you sell
property if you abandon or otherwise retire it Reduced capital gains tax rates. The maxi- or exchange property. A gain is the amount you
from use. Normal retirements are also disposi- mum tax rate on net capital gain has been re- realize from a sale or exchange of property that
tions. duced for individual taxpayers for sales, is more than its adjusted basis. A loss is the

exchanges, or conversions of assets after May adjusted basis of the property that is more thanTransfer due to death. There is no disposi- 5, 2003. The lower rates (from 20% to 15% and the amount you realize.tion of investment credit property if the property from 10% to 5%) apply to assets held more than See chapter 7 for the definition of basis,is transferred because the owner-taxpayer died. one year. See Capital Gains Tax Rates, later. adjusted basis, and fair market value.
Gift. You are considered to have disposed of

Qualified 5-year gain eliminated. The 8%property you transferred by gift. Amount realized. The amount you realizemaximum tax rate for qualified 5-year gain has
from a sale or exchange is the total of all moneyTransfer between spouses. If you transfer been eliminated for sales and other dispositions
you receive plus the fair market value of allinvestment credit property to your spouse, or after May 5, 2003.
property or services you receive. The amountyou transfer the property to your former spouse
you realize also includes any of your liabilitiesincident to a divorce, you generally are not con-
assumed by the buyer and any liabilities tosidered to have disposed of the property. This
which the property you transferred is subject,also applies if the transfer is made in trust for the Introduction such as real estate taxes or a mortgage.benefit of your spouse or former spouse. How-

If the liabilities relate to an exchange of multi-During the year, you may have sold or ex-ever, if your spouse or former spouse later trans-
ple properties, see Treatment of liabilities underchanged property. This chapter explains how tofers the property, your spouse or former spouse
Multiple Property Exchanges in chapter 1 offigure your gain or loss on the sale or exchangewill receive the same tax treatment that would
Publication 544.and determine the effect it has on your taxes.have applied to you if you had made the transfer.
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Amount recognized. Your gain or loss real- Example. Bill Smith trades an old tractor 2) Information systems, such as computers
with an adjusted basis of $1,500 for a new one. and peripheral equipment (asset classized from a sale or exchange of property is
The new tractor costs $30,000. He is allowed 00.12).usually a recognized gain or loss for tax pur-
$8,000 for the old tractor and pays $22,000poses. A recognized gain is a gain you must 3) Data handling equipment except com-
cash. He has no recognized gain or loss on theinclude in gross income and report on your in- puters (asset class 00.13).
transaction regardless of the adjusted basis ofcome tax return. A recognized loss is a loss

4) Airplanes (airframes and engines), excepthis old tractor. If Bill sold the old tractor to a thirdyou deduct from gross income. For example, if
planes used in commercial or contract car-party for $8,000 and bought a new one, heyour recognized gain from the sale of your trac-
rying of passengers or freight, and all heli-would have a recognized gain or loss on the saletor is $5,300, you include that amount in gross
copters (airframes and engines) (assetof his old tractor equal to the difference betweenincome on Form 1040. However, your gain or
class 00.21).the amount realized and the adjusted basis ofloss realized from the exchange of property may

the old tractor.not be recognized for tax purposes. See 5) Automobiles and taxis (asset class 00.22).
Like-Kind Exchanges, next. Also, a loss from the .

6) Buses (asset class 00.23).disposition of property held for personal use is
not deductible. Reporting the exchange. Report the ex- 7) Light general purpose trucks (asset class

change of like-kind property, even though no 00.241).
gain or loss is recognized, on Form 8824,Like-Kind Exchanges

8) Heavy general purpose trucks (asset classLike-Kind Exchanges. The instructions for the
00.242).Certain exchanges of property are not taxable. form explain how to report the details of the

This means any gain from the exchange is not exchange. 9) Railroad cars and locomotives except
recognized, and any loss cannot be deducted. If you have any recognized gain because those owned by railroad transportation
Your gain or loss will not be recognized until you you received money or unlike property, report it companies (asset class 00.25).
sell or otherwise dispose of the property you on Schedule D (Form 1040) or Form 4797,

10) Tractor units for use over the road (assetreceive. whichever applies. You may also have to report
class 00.26).the recognized gain as ordinary income be-The rules for like-kind property ex-

cause of depreciation recapture on Form 4797. 11) Trailers and trailer-mounted containerschanges must be followed carefully
See chapter 11 for more information. (asset class 00.27).to ensure the validity of these ex-

CAUTION
!

changes. 12) Vessels, barges, tugs, and similar
Qualifying property. In a like-kind exchange,The exchange of property for the same kind water-transportation equipment, except
both the property you give up and the propertyof property is the most common type of nontax- those used in marine construction (asset
you receive must be held by you for investmentable exchange. To be a like-kind exchange, the class 00.28).
or for productive use in your trade or business.property traded and the property received must

13) Industrial steam and electric generation orMachinery, buildings, land, trucks, and rentalbe both of the following.
distribution systems (asset class 00.4).houses are examples of property that may qual-

ify.• Qualifying property.
Product Classes. Product Classes includeThe rules for like-kind exchanges do not ap-• Like-kind property. property listed in a 4-digit product class (exceptply to exchanges of the following property.

any ending in 9, a miscellaneous category) inThese two requirements are discussed later.
• Property you use for personal purposes, Division D of the Standard Industrial Classifica-

Additional requirements apply to exchanges such as your home and your family car. tion codes of the Executive Office of the Presi-
in which the property received is not received dent, Office of Management and Budget,• Stock in trade or other property held pri-immediately upon the transfer of the property Standard Industrial Classification Manual (SICmarily for sale, such as crops and pro-given up. See Deferred exchange, later. Manual). Copies of the manual may be obtainedduce.If the like-kind exchange involves the receipt from the National Technical Information Service,
of money or unlike property or the assumption of • Stocks, bonds, notes, or other securities an agency of the U.S. Department of Com-
your liabilities, you may have a recognized gain. or evidences of indebtedness, such as ac- merce. To order the manual, call 1–800–
See Partially nontaxable exchange, later. counts receivable. 553–NTIS (1–800–553–6847). The cost of

the manual is $39 (plus shipping and handling)• Partnership interests.
Multiple-party transactions. The like-kind and the order number is PB87–100012.

However, you might have a nontaxable ex-exchange rules also apply to property ex-
change under other rules. See Other Nontax-changes that involve three- and four-party trans- Examples. An exchange of a tractor for a
able Exchanges in chapter 1 of Publication 544.actions. Any part of these multiple-party new tractor is an exchange of like-kind property,

transactions can qualify as a like-kind exchange and so is an exchange of timber land for crop
Like-kind property. To qualify as a nontax-if it meets all the requirements described in this acreage. An exchange of a tractor for acreage,
able exchange, the properties exchanged mustsection. however, is not an exchange of like-kind prop-
be of like kind as defined in the income tax erty. Neither is the exchange of livestock of oneReceipt of title from third party. If you regulations. Generally, real property exchanged sex for livestock of the other sex. An exchangereceive property in a like-kind exchange and the for real property qualifies as an exchange of of the assets of a business for the assets of aother party who transfers the property to you like-kind property. similar business cannot be treated as an ex-does not give you the title, but a third party does,

change of one property for another property.Personal property. Depreciable tangibleyou can still treat this transaction as a like-kind
Whether you engaged in a like-kind exchangepersonal property can be either like kind or likeexchange if it meets all the requirements.
depends on an analysis of each asset involvedclass to qualify for nontaxable exchange treat-
in the exchange.ment. Like-class properties are depreciableBasis of property received. If you receive

tangible personal properties within the sameproperty in a like-kind exchange, the basis of the Partially nontaxable exchange. If, in addition
General Asset Class or Product Class. Propertyproperty will be the same as the basis of the to like-kind property, you receive money or un-
classified in any General Asset Class may notproperty you gave up. See chapter 7 for more like property in an exchange on which you real-
be classified within a Product Class.information about basis. ize gain, you have a partially nontaxable

exchange. You are taxed on the gain you real-General Asset Classes. General Asset
Money paid. If, in addition to giving up ize, but only to the extent of the money and theClasses describe the types of property fre-
like-kind property, you pay money in a like-kind fair market value of the unlike property you re-quently used in many businesses. They include
exchange, you still have no recognized gain or ceive. A loss is not deductible.the following property.
loss. The basis of the property received is the
basis of the property given up, increased by the 1) Office furniture, fixtures, and equipment Example 1. You trade farmland that cost
money paid. (asset class 00.11). $30,000 for $10,000 cash and other land to be
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used in farming with a fair market value of Her basis in the 1998 pickup truck was $1,000 a) The 180th day after the date on which
$50,000. You have a realized gain of $30,000, you transfer the property given up in(the $1,000 adjusted basis of the 1999 pickup
but only $10,000, the cash received, is recog- the exchange.truck minus the $200 received, plus the $200
nized (included in income). gain recognized). b) The due date, including extensions, for

In 2003, you sold the 1999 pickup truck to a your tax return for the tax year in whichExample 2. Assume the same facts as in third party for $7,000. Because you sold it within the transfer of the property given upExample 1, except that, instead of money, you 2 years after the exchange, the exchange is occurs.received a tractor with a fair market value of disqualified from nonrecognition treatment. On
$10,000. Your recognized gain is still limited to your tax return for 2003, you must report your
$10,000, the value of the tractor (the unlike prop- To comply with the 45-day written$1,000 gain on the exchange in 2002. You also
erty). notice requirement to identifyreport a loss on the sale of $200 (the adjusted

property to be received, you must
basis of the 1999 pickup truck, $7,200 (its CAUTION

!
Example 3. Assume in Example 1 that the designate and clearly describe the

$6,200 basis plus the $1,000 gain recognized),fair market value of the land you received was replacement property in a written document
minus the $7,000 realized from the sale).only $15,000. Your $5,000 loss is not deducti- signed by you. For more information, see Identi-

In addition, your sister must report on her taxble. fying replacement property in chapter 1 of Publi-
return for 2003 the $6,000 balance of her gain cation 544.Unlike property given up. If, in addition to on the 2002 exchange. Her adjusted basis in the A qualified intermediary is a person wholike-kind property, you give up unlike property, 1998 pickup truck is increased to $7,000 (its enters into a written exchange agreement withyou must recognize gain or loss on the unlike $1,000 basis plus the $6,000 gain recognized). you to acquire and transfer the property you giveproperty you give up. The gain or loss is the

up and to acquire the replacement property andExceptions to the rules for related per-difference between the fair market value of the
transfer it to you. This agreement must ex-sons. The following property dispositions areunlike property and the adjusted basis of the
pressly limit your rights to receive, pledge, bor-excluded from these rules.unlike property.
row, or otherwise obtain the benefits of money or

• Dispositions due to the death of either re- other property held by the qualified intermediary.Like-kind exchanges between related
lated person. A qualified intermediary cannot be your agent atpersons. Special rules apply to like-kind ex-

the time of the transaction or certain personschanges between related persons. These rules • Involuntary conversions.
related to you or your agent.affect both direct and indirect exchanges. Under

• Dispositions where it is established to thethese rules, if either person disposes of the A taxpayer who transfers propertysatisfaction of the IRS that neither the ex-property within 2 years after the exchange, the given up to a qualified intermediarychange nor the disposition has as a mainexchange is disqualified from nonrecognition in exchange for replacement prop-
purpose the avoidance of federal incometreatment. The gain or loss on the original ex- CAUTION

!
erty formerly owned by a related

tax.change must be recognized as of the date of the person is not entitled to nonrecognition treat-
later disposition. The 2-year holding period be- ment if the related person receives cash or un-
gins on the date of the last transfer of property Multiple property exchanges. Under the like property for the replacement property.
that was part of the like-kind exchange. like-kind exchange rules, you must generally For more information, see Deferred Ex-

make a property-by-property comparison to fig- change in chapter 1 of Publication 544.Related persons. Under these rules, re-
ure your recognized gain and the basis of thelated persons include, for example, you and a
property you receive in the exchange. However,member of your family (spouse, brother, sister, Transfer to Spouse

parent, child, etc.), you and a corporation in for exchanges of multiple properties, you do not
which you have more than 50% ownership, you make a property-by-property comparison if you No gain or loss is recognized on a transfer of
and a partnership in which you directly or indi- property from an individual to (or in trust for thedo either of the following.
rectly own more than a 50% interest of the capi- benefit of) a spouse, or a former spouse if inci-

• Transfer and receive properties in two ortal or profits, and two partnerships in which you dent to divorce. This rule does not apply if the
more exchange groups.directly or indirectly own more than 50% of the recipient is a nonresident alien. Nor does this

capital interests or profits. rule apply to a transfer in trust to the extent the• Transfer or receive more than one prop-
liabilities assumed and the liabilities on the prop-For the complete list of related persons, see erty within a single exchange group.
erty are more than the property’s adjusted basis.Nondeductible Loss under Sales and Ex-

Any transfer of property to a spouse or for-changes Between Related Persons in chapter 2 For more information, see Multiple Property
mer spouse on which gain or loss is not recog-of Publication 544. Exchanges in chapter 1 of Publication 544.
nized is not considered a sale or exchange. The
recipient’s basis in the property will be the sameExample. You used a 1998 pickup truck in Deferred exchange. A deferred exchange is
as the adjusted basis of the giver immediatelyyour farming business. Your sister used a 1999 one in which you transfer property you use in
before the transfer. This carryover basis rulepickup truck in her landscaping business. In business or hold for investment and later receive
applies whether the adjusted basis of the trans-December 2002, you exchanged your 1998 like-kind property you will use in business or
ferred property is less than, equal to, or greaterpickup truck, plus $200, for your sister’s 1999 hold for investment. (The property you receive is
than either its fair market value at the time ofpickup truck. At that time, the fair market value replacement property.) The transaction must be
transfer or any consideration paid by the recipi-(FMV) of your 1998 pickup truck was $7,000 and an exchange (that is, property for property)
ent. This rule applies for determining loss as wellits adjusted basis was $6,000. The FMV of your rather than a transfer of property for money used
as gain. Any gain recognized on a transfer insister’s 1999 pickup truck was $7,200 and its to buy replacement property unless the money
trust increases the basis.adjusted basis was $1,000. You realized a gain is held by a qualified intermediary (defined

of $1,000 (the $7,200 FMV of the 1999 pickup For more information on transfers of propertylater).
truck minus the $200 you paid, minus the $6,000 incident to divorce, see Property Settlements in

A deferred exchange for like-kind propertyadjusted basis of the 1998 pickup truck). Your Publication 504, Divorced or Separated Individ-
may qualify for nonrecognition of gain or loss ifsister realized a gain of $6,200 (the $7,000 FMV uals.
the like-kind property is identified in writing andof your 1998 pickup truck plus the $200 you
transferred within the following time limits. paid, minus the $1,000 adjusted basis of the

1999 pickup truck).
1) You must identify the property to be re-

However, because this was a like-kind ex- Ordinary or Capitalceived within 45 days after the date you
change, you recognized no gain. Your basis in transfer the property given up in the ex-
the 1999 pickup truck was $6,200 (the $6,000 Gain or Losschange.
adjusted basis of the 1998 pickup truck plus the

2) The property must be received by the ear-$200 you paid). Your sister recognized gain only You must classify your gains and losses as
lier of the following dates.to the extent of the money she received, $200. either ordinary or capital (and your capital gains
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or losses as either short-term or long-term). You Example. If you bought an asset on June Treatment of Capital Losses
must do this to figure your net capital gain or 19, 2002, you should start counting on June 20,

If your capital losses are more than your capitalloss. 2002. If you sold the asset on June 19, 2003,
gains, you must claim the difference even if youyour holding period is not longer than 1 year, butYour net capital gains may be taxed at a
do not have ordinary income to offset it. Theif you sold it on June 20, 2003, your holdinglower tax rate than ordinary income. See Capital
yearly limit on the capital loss you can deduct isperiod is longer than 1 year.Gains Tax Rates, later. Your deduction for a net
$3,000 ($1,500 if you are married and file acapital loss may be limited. See Treatment of Inherited property. If you inherit property, separate return). If your other income is low, youCapital Losses, later. you are considered to have held the property may not be able to use the full $3,000. The part

longer than 1 year, regardless of how long you of the $3,000 you cannot use becomes part ofCapital gain or loss. Generally, you will have
actually held it. This rule does not apply to live- your capital loss carryover.a capital gain or loss if you sell or exchange a
stock used in a farm business. See Holdingcapital asset. You may also have a capital gain if
period under Livestock, later. Capital loss carryover. Generally, you haveyour section 1231 transactions result in a net

a capital loss carryover if either of the followinggain. Nonbusiness bad debt. A nonbusiness
situations applies to you.bad debt is a short-term capital loss. See chap-Section 1231 transactions. Section 1231

ter 4 of Publication 550. • Your net loss on line 17 of Schedule D istransactions are sales and exchanges of prop-
more than the yearly limit.erty held longer than 1 year and either used in a Nontaxable exchange. If you acquire an

trade or business or held for the production of asset in exchange for another asset and your • The amount shown on line 38, Form 1040
rents or royalties. They also include certain in- basis for the new asset is figured, in whole or in (your taxable income without your deduc-
voluntary conversions of business or investment part, by using your basis in the old property, the tion for exemptions), is less than zero.
property, including capital assets. See Section holding period of the new property includes the

If either of these situations applies to you for1231 Gains and Losses in chapter 11 for more holding period of the old property. That is, it
2003, see Capital Losses under Reporting Capi-information. begins on the same day as your holding period
tal Gains and Losses in chapter 4 of Publicationfor the old property.
550 to figure the amount you can carry over toCapital Assets Gift. If you receive a gift of property and your 2004.

basis in it is figured using the donor’s basis, your
Almost everything you own and use for personal

holding period includes the donor’s holding pe- To figure your capital loss carryoverpurposes or investment is a capital asset.
riod. from 2003 to 2004, you will need a

The following items are examples of capital copy of your 2003 Form 1040 andReal property. To figure how long you heldassets.
TIP

Schedule D.real property, start counting on the day after you
• A home owned and occupied by you and received title to it or, if earlier, on the day after

your family. you took possession of it and assumed the bur- Capital Gains Tax Ratesdens and privileges of ownership.• Household furnishings.
However, taking possession of real property The tax rates that apply to a net capital gain are• A car used for pleasure. If your car is used under an option agreement is not enough to start generally lower than the tax rates that apply toboth for pleasure and for farm business, it the holding period. The holding period cannot other income. These lower rates are called theis partly a capital asset and partly a non- start until there is an actual contract of sale. The maximum capital gains rates.capital asset, defined later. holding period of the seller cannot end before The term net capital gain means the

that time.• Stocks and bonds. However, there are amount by which your net long-term capital gain
special rules for gains and losses on quali- for the year is more than your net short-term
fied small business stock. For more infor- capital loss.

Figuring Net Gain or Lossmation on this subject, see Losses on You will need to use Part IV of Schedule D
Section 1244 (Small Business) Stock in (Form 1040), and the Schedule D Tax Work-

The totals for short-term capital gains andchapter 4 of Publication 550. sheet in certain cases, to figure your tax using
losses and the totals for long-term capital gains

the capital gains rates if both the following are
and losses must be figured separately.

true.Personal-use property. Property held for
personal use is a capital asset. Gain from a sale Net short-term capital gain or loss. Com- • Both lines 16 and 17 of Schedule D are
or exchange of that property is a capital gain and bine your short-term capital gains and losses. gains.
is taxable. Loss from the sale or exchange of Do this by adding all your short-term capital • Your taxable income on Form 1040, linethat property is not deductible. You can deduct a gains. Then add all your short-term capital

40, is more than zero.loss relating to personal-use property only if it losses. Subtract the lesser total from the other.
results from a casualty or theft. For information The result is your net short-term capital gain or

The maximum capital gains rate before Mayabout casualties and thefts, see chapter 13. loss.
6, 2003 can be 8%, 10%, 20%, 25%, or 28%.
After May 5, 2003, the maximum capital gainsNet long-term capital gain or loss. Follow
rate can be 5%, 15%, 25%, or 28%. The 8%the same steps to combine your long-term capi-Long and Short Term
capital gains rate has been eliminated after Maytal gains and losses. The result is your net
5, 2003. The 10% and 20% capital gains taxWhere you report a capital gain or loss depends long-term capital gain or loss.
rates have been lowered to 5% and 15%, re-on how long you own the asset before you sell or
spectively. See Table 10–1.exchange it. The time you own an asset before Net gain. If the total of your capital gains is

disposing of it is the holding period. more than the total of your capital losses, the The maximum capital gains rate
difference is taxable. However, part of your gainIf you hold a capital asset 1 year or less, the does not apply if it is higher than
(but not more than your net capital gain) may begain or loss resulting from its disposition is short your regular tax rate.
taxed at a lower rate than the rate of tax on yourterm. Report it in Part I of Schedule D. If you hold

TIP

ordinary income. See Capital Gains Tax Rates,a capital asset longer than 1 year, the gain or
later.loss resulting from its disposition is long term. Using the capital gains rates. The part of a

Report it in Part II of Schedule D. net capital gain subject to each rate is deter-
Net loss. If the total of your capital losses is mined by first netting long-term capital gains
more than the total of your capital gains, theHolding period. To figure if you held property with long-term capital losses in the following tax
difference is deductible. But there are limits onlonger than 1 year, start counting on the day rate groups. 
how much loss you can deduct and when youafter the day you acquired the property. The day
can deduct it. See Treatment of Capital Losses,you disposed of the property is part of your 1) A 28% group, consisting of all the following
next.holding period. gains and losses.
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capital assets is provided in the Schedule DTable 10-1. What Is Your Maximum Capital Gains Rate?
instructions.

IF your net capital gain is from...  THEN your maximum capital gains rate is...
Property held for sale in the ordinary course
of your farm business. Property you holdCollectibles gain 28%
mainly for sale to customers, such as livestock,
poultry, livestock products, and crops, is a non-Gain on qualified small business
capital asset. Gain or loss from sales or otherstock equal to the section 1202  28%
dispositions of this property is reported onexclusion
Schedule F (not on Schedule D or Form 4797).
The treatment of this property is discussed inUnrecaptured section 1250 gain 25%
chapter 4.

20% for sales or other dispositions before May 6, 2003Other gain,1 and the regular tax
Land and depreciable properties. Land andrate that would apply is 25% or
depreciable property you use in farming are nothigher

15% for sales or other dispositions after May 5, 2003 capital assets. They also include livestock held
for draft, breeding, dairy, or sporting purposes.

8%2 or 10% for sales or other dispositions before May 6, 2003Other gain,1 and the regular tax However, your gains and losses from sales and
rate that would apply is lower than

exchanges of your farmland and depreciable25%
properties must be considered together with cer-5% for sales and other dispositions after May 5, 2003
tain other transactions to determine whether the

1“Other gain” means any gain that is not collectibles gain, gain on qualified small business stock, or unrecaptured gains and losses are treated as capital or ordi-
section 1250 gain. nary gains and losses. The sales of these busi-

ness assets are reported on Form 4797. See
2The rate is 8% only for qualified 5-year gain. chapter 11 for more information.

Hedginga) Collectibles gains and losses. Gain on qualified small business stock. If
(Commodity Futures)you realized a gain from qualified small business

b) The part of the gain on qualified small
stock you held longer than 5 years, you exclude

business stock equal to the section Hedging transactions are transactions that youup to one-half of your gain from your income.
1202 exclusion. enter into in the normal course of business pri-The taxable part of your gain equal to your

marily to manage the risk of interest rate or pricesection 1202 exclusion is a 28% rate gain. Seec) Any long-term capital loss carryover.
changes, or currency fluctuations, with respectSales of Small Business Stock in chapter 1 of
to borrowings, ordinary property, or ordinary ob-Publication 544.2) A 25% group, consisting of unrecaptured
ligations. (Ordinary property or obligations aresection 1250 gain. Unrecaptured section 1250 gain. This is those that cannot produce capital gain or loss if

the part of any long-term capital gain on section3) A 20% group, consisting of gains and sold or exchanged.)
1250 property (real property) due to straight-linelosses not in the 28% or 25% group. The A commodity futures contract is a stan-
depreciation minus any net loss in the 28% dardized, exchange-traded contract for the sale20% group is lowered to 15% after May 5,
group. Unrecaptured section 1250 gain cannot or purchase of a fixed amount of a commodity at2003.
be more than the net section 1231 gain or in- a future date for a fixed price. The holder of an

If any group has a net loss, the following clude any gain that is otherwise treated as ordi- option on a futures contract has the right (but not
rules apply. nary income. Use the worksheet in the Schedule the obligation) for a specified period of time to

D instructions to figure your unrecaptured sec- enter into a futures contract to buy or sell at a• A net loss from the 28% group reduces tion 1250 gain. For more information about sec- particular price. A forward contract is generally
any gain from the 25% group, and then tion 1250 property and net section 1231 gain, similar to a futures contract except that the terms
any net gain from the 20% (15% after May see chapter 3 of Publication 544. are not standardized and the contract is not
5, 2003) group. exchange traded.

Businesses may enter into commodity fu-• A net loss from the 20% (15% after May 5, Qualified 5-Year Gain tures contracts or forward contracts and may2003) group reduces any net gain from the
acquire options on commodity futures contracts28% group, and then any gain from the The 8% maximum tax rate for qualified 5-year
as either of the following.25% group. gain applies to property disposed of before May

6, 2003. Qualified 5-year gain is long-term capi- • Hedging transactions.
If you have a net short-term capital loss, it tal gain from the sale of property you held longer • Transactions that are not hedging transac-reduces any net gain from the 28% group, then than 5 years that would otherwise be subject to

tions.any gain from the 25% group, and finally any net the 10% or 20% capital gains rate.
gain from the 20% (15% after May 5, 2003) Net capital gain from disposition of invest- Futures transactions with exchange-traded
group. ment property. If you choose to include any commodity futures contracts that are not hedg-

The resulting net gain (if any) from each part of a net capital gain from a disposition of ing transactions, generally, result in capital gain
group is subject to the tax rate for that group. investment property in investment income for or loss and are, generally, subject to the
(The 10% (5% after May 5, 2003) rate applies to figuring your investment interest deduction, you mark-to-market rules discussed in Publication

must reduce the net capital gain eligible for thea net gain from the 20% (15% after May 5, 2003) 550. There is a limit on the amount of capital
capital gains tax rates by the same amount. You losses you can deduct each year. Hedginggroup to the extent that, if there were no capital
make this choice on Form 4952, Investment transactions are not subject to the mark-to-mar-gain rates, the net capital gain would be taxed at
Interest Expense Deduction. For information on ket rules.the 10% or 15% regular tax rate.)
making this choice, see the instructions to Form If, as a farmer-producer, to protect yourself

Collectibles gain or loss. This is gain or 4952. For information on the investment interest from the risk of unfavorable price fluctuations,
loss from the sale or exchange of a work of art, deduction, see chapter 3 in Publication 550. you enter into commodity forward contracts, fu-
rug, antique, metal, gem, stamp, coin, or alco- tures contracts, or options on futures contracts
holic beverage held longer than 1 year. Col- and the contracts cover an amount of the com-Noncapital Assets
lectibles gain includes gain from the sale of an modity within your range of production, the
interest in a partnership, S corporation, or trust Noncapital assets include property such as in- transactions are generally considered hedging
attributable to an increase in value of the col- ventory and depreciable property used in a trade transactions. They can take place at any time
lectibles whether you sold them or not. or business. A list of properties that are not you have the commodity under production, have
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it on hand for sale, or reasonably expect to have are indications that by harvest time the price will The rules discussed here do not ap-
it on hand. ply to the sale of livestock held pri-drop. To protect yourself against a drop in the

The gain or loss on the termination of these marily for sale to customers. Thesales price of your corn inventory, you enter into CAUTION
!

hedges is generally ordinary gain or loss. Farm- sale of this livestock is reported onthe following hedging transaction. You sell 10
ers who file their income tax returns on the cash Schedule F. See chapter 4.December futures contracts of 5,000 bushels
method report any profit or loss on the hedging each for a total of 50,000 bushels of corn at

Holding period. The sale or exchange of live-transaction on line 10 of Schedule F. $2.75 a bushel.
stock used in your farm business (definedGain or loss on transactions that hedge sup-

The price did not drop as anticipated but rose later) qualifies as a section 1231 transaction ifplies of a type regularly used or consumed in the
to $3 a bushel. In November, you sell your crop you held the livestock for 12 months or more (24ordinary course of its trade or business may be
at a local elevator for $3 a bushel. You also months or more for horses and cattle).ordinary.
close out your futures position by buying 10

If you have numerous transactions December contracts for $3 a bushel. You paid a Livestock. For section 1231 transactions,
in the commodity futures market broker’s commission of $700 ($70 per contract) livestock includes cattle, hogs, horses, mules,
during the year, you must be able to for the complete in and out position in the futures donkeys, sheep, goats, fur-bearing animalsRECORDS
show which transactions are hedg- market. (such as mink), and other mammals. Livestock

ing transactions. Clearly identify a hedging does not include chickens, turkeys, pigeons,The result is that the price of corn rose 25transaction on your books and records before geese, emus, ostriches, rheas, or other birds,cents a bushel and the actual selling price is $3the end of the day you entered into the transac- fish, frogs, reptiles, etc.a bushel. Your loss on the hedge is 25 cents ation. It may be helpful to have separate broker-
bushel. In effect, the net selling price of your Livestock used in farm business. If live-age accounts for your hedging and speculation
corn is $2.75 a bushel. stock is held primarily for draft, breeding, dairy,transactions.

or sporting purposes, it is used in your farmReport the results of your futures transac-The identification must not only be on, and re-
business. The purpose for which an animal istions and your sale of corn separately on Sched-tained as part of, your books and records but
held ordinarily is determined by a farmer’s actualmust specify both the hedging transaction and ule F.
use of the animal. An animal is not held for draft,the item, items, or aggregate risk that is being The loss on your futures transactions is breeding, dairy, or sporting purposes merely be-hedged. Although the identification of the hedg- $13,200, figured as follows. cause it is suitable for that purpose, or becauseing transaction must be made before the end of
it is held for sale to other persons for use bythe day it was entered into, you have 35 days July 2, 2003—Sold Dec. corn
them for that purpose. However, a draft, breed-after entering into the transaction to identify the futures (50,000 bu. @$2.75) . . . . . $137,500
ing, or sporting purpose may be present if anhedged item, items, or risk. Nov. 6, 2003—Bought Dec. corn
animal is disposed of within a reasonable timeFor more information on the tax treatment of futures (50,000 bu. @$3 plus
after it is prevented from its intended use orfutures and options contracts, see Commodity broker’s commission) . . . . . . . . . . 150,700
made undesirable as a result of an accident,Futures and Section 1256 Contracts Marked to Futures loss . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ($13,200)
disease, drought, or unfitness of the animal.Market in Publication 550.

This loss is reported as a negative figure on line
Accounting methods for hedging transac- Example 1. You discover an animal that you10, Part I of Schedule F.
tions. The accounting method you use for a intend to use for breeding purposes is sterile.The proceeds from your corn sale at the localhedging transaction must clearly reflect income. You dispose of it within a reasonable time. Thiselevator are $150,000 (50,000 bu. × $3). ReportThis means that your accounting method must animal was held for breeding purposes.

it on line 4, Part I of Schedule F.reasonably match the timing of income, deduc-
Assume you were right and the price wenttion, gain, or loss from a hedging transaction Example 2. You retire and sell your entire

down 25 cents a bushel. In effect, you would stillwith the timing of income, deduction, gain, or herd, including young animals that you would
net $2.75 a bushel, figured as follows.loss from the item or items being hedged. There have used for breeding or dairy purposes had

are requirements and limits on the method you you remained in business. These young animals
Sold cash corn, per bushel . . . . . . . . $2.50can use for certain hedging transactions. See were held for breeding or dairy purposes. Also, if
Gain on hedge, per bushel . . . . . . . . .25section 1.446-4(e) of the regulations for those you sell young animals to reduce your breeding

$2.75requirements and limits. or dairy herd because of drought, these animals
The gain on your futures transactions wouldHedging transactions must be accounted for are treated as having been held for breeding or
have been $11,800, figured as follows.under the rules stated above unless the transac- dairy purposes.

tion is subject to mark-to-market accounting
July 2, 2003—Sold Dec. corn futures Example 3. You are in the business of rais-under section 475 of the Internal Revenue Code
(50,000 bu. @$2.75) . . . . . . . . . . . $137,500 ing hogs for slaughter. Customarily, before sell-or you use an accounting method other than the
Nov. 6, 2003—Bought Dec. corn ing your sows, you obtain a single litter of pigsfollowing methods.
futures (50,000 bu. @$2.50 plus that you will raise for sale. You sell the brood
broker’s commission) . . . . . . . . . . . 125,7001) Cash method. sows after obtaining the litter. Even though youFutures gain . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $11,800

hold these brood sows for ultimate sale to cus-2) Farm-price method.
tomers in the ordinary course of your business,The $11,800 is reported on line 10, Part I of3) Unit-livestock-price method. they are considered to be held for breedingSchedule F.
purposes.Once you adopt a method, you must apply it The proceeds from the sale of your corn at

consistently and must have IRS approval before the local elevator, $125,000, are reported on line Example 4. You are in the business of rais-changing it. 4, Part I of Schedule F. ing registered cattle for sale to others for use asYour books and records must describe the
breeding cattle. The business practice is toaccounting method used for each type of hedg- Livestock breed the cattle before sale to establish theiring transaction. They must also contain any ad-
fitness as registered breeding cattle. Your use ofditional identification necessary to verify the

This part discusses the sale or exchange of the young cattle for breeding purposes is ordi-application of the accounting method you used
livestock used in your farm business. Gain or nary and necessary for selling them as regis-for the transaction. You must make the addi-
loss from the sale or exchange of this livestock tered breeding cattle. Such use does nottional identification no more than 35 days after
may qualify as a section 1231 gain or loss. demonstrate that you are holding the cattle forentering into the hedging transaction.
However, any part of the gain that is ordinary breeding purposes. However, those cattle you
income from the recapture of depreciation is notExample of a hedging transaction. You file held as additions or replacements to your own
included as section 1231 gain. See chapter 11your income tax returns on the cash method. On breeding herd to produce calves are considered
for more information on section 1231 gains andJuly 2, 2003, you anticipate a yield of 50,000 to be held for breeding purposes, even though
losses and the recapture of depreciation underbushels of corn this crop year. The present De- they may not actually have produced calves.
section 1245.cember futures price is $2.75 a bushel, but there The same applies to hog and sheep breeders.
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Example 5. You are in the business of velop an oxygen-deficient state that sup- gain or loss on the cutting for the year the timber
breeding and raising mink that you pelt for the ports the growth and regeneration of is cut. Any later sale results in ordinary business
fur trade. You take breeders from the herd when plants growing in water. income or loss.
they are no longer useful as breeders and pelt To choose this treatment, you must:• It is saturated by surface or groundwater
them. Although these breeders are processed

at a frequency and duration sufficient to 1) Own or hold a contractual right to cut theand pelted, they are still considered to be held
support mostly plants that are adapted for timber for a period of more than 1 yearfor breeding purposes. The same applies to
life in saturated soil. before it is cut, andbreeders of other fur-bearing animals.

• It supports, under normal circumstances, 2) Cut the timber for sale or use in your trade
Example 6. You breed, raise, and train hor- mostly plants that grow in saturated soil. or business.

ses for racing purposes. Every year you cull
horses from your racing stable. In 2003, you Making the election. You make the elec-Highly erodible cropland. This is cropland
decided that to prevent your racing stable from tion on your return for the year the cutting takessubject to erosion that you used at any time for
getting too large to be effectively operated, you place by including in income the gain or loss onfarming purposes other than grazing animals.
must cull six horses that had been raced at the cutting and including a computation of yourGenerally, highly erodible cropland is land cur-
public tracks in 2002. These horses are all con- gain or loss. You do not have to make the elec-rently classified by the Department of Agricul-
sidered held for sporting purposes. tion in the first year you cut the timber. You canture as Class IV, VI, VII, or VIII under its

make it in any year to which the election wouldclassification system. Highly erodible croplandFiguring gain or loss on the cash method.
apply. If the timber is partnership property, thealso includes land that would have an excessiveFarmers or ranchers who use the cash method
election is made on the partnership return. Thisaverage annual erosion rate in relation to the soilof accounting figure their gain or loss on the sale
election cannot be made on an amended return.loss tolerance level, as determined by the De-of livestock used in their farming business as

Once you have made the election, it remainspartment of Agriculture.follows.
in effect for all later years unless you cancel it.

Raised livestock. Gain on the sale of Successor. Converted wetland or highly
Canceling a post-1986 election. You canraised livestock is generally the gross sales erodible cropland is also land held by any per-

cancel an election you made for a tax yearprice reduced by any expenses of the sale. Ex- son whose basis in the land is figured by refer-
beginning after 1986 only if you can show unduepenses of sale include sales commissions, ence to the adjusted basis of a person in whose
hardship and you get the approval of the IRS.freight or hauling from farm to commission com- hands the property was converted wetland or
Thereafter, you cannot make a new electionpany, and other similar expenses. The basis of highly erodible cropland.
unless you have the approval of the IRS.the animal sold is zero if the costs of raising it

were deducted during the years the animal was Timber Canceling a pre-1987 election. You can
being raised. However, see Uniform Capitaliza- cancel an election you made for a tax year
tion Rules in chapter 7. Standing timber you held as investment property beginning before 1987 without the approval of

is a capital asset. Gain or loss from its sale is the IRS. You can cancel the election by attach-Purchased livestock. The gross sales
capital gain or loss reported on Schedule D ing a statement to your tax return for the year theprice minus your adjusted basis and any ex-
(Form 1040). If you held the timber primarily for cancellation is to be effective. If you make thispenses of sale is the gain or loss.
sale to customers, it is not a capital asset. Gain cancellation, which can be made only once, you
or loss on its sale is ordinary business income or can make a new election without the approval ofExample. A farmer sold a breeding cow on
loss. It is reported on line 1 (purchased timber) the IRS. Any further cancellation will require theJanuary 8, 2003, for $1,250. Expenses of the
or line 4 (raised timber) of Schedule F. approval of the IRS.sale were $125. The cow was bought July 2,

Farmers who cut timber on their land and sell2000, for $1,300. Depreciation (not less than the The statement must include all the following
it as logs, firewood, or pulpwood usually have noamount allowable) was $759. information.
cost or other basis for that timber. These sales

• Your name, address, and taxpayer identifi-constitute a very minor part of their farm busi-Gross sales price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,250
cation number.nesses. Amounts realized from these minorCost (basis) . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,300

sales, and the expenses incurred in cutting,Minus: Depreciation deduction 759 • The year the cancellation is effective and
hauling, etc., are ordinary farm income and ex-Unrecovered cost the timber to which it applies.
penses reported on Schedule F (Form 1040).(adjusted basis) . . . . . . . . . . $ 541

• That the cancellation being made is of theExpense of sale . . . . . . . . . . 125 666 Different rules apply if you owned the timber
election to treat the cutting of timber as aGain realized . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 584 longer than 1 year and choose to treat timber
sale or exchange under section 631(a) ofcutting as a sale or exchange or you enter into a
the Internal Revenue Code.cutting contract, discussed later. Depletion onConverted Wetland and timber is discussed in chapter 8. • That the cancellation is being made underHighly Erodible Cropland section 311(d) of Public Law 99-514.Timber considered cut. Timber is considered

cut on the date when, in the ordinary course ofSpecial rules apply to dispositions of land con- • That you are entitled to make the cancella-
business, the quantity of felled timber is firstverted to farming use after March 1, 1986. Any tion under section 311(d) of Public Law
definitely determined. This is true whether thegain realized on the disposition of converted 99-514 and temporary regulations section
timber is cut under contract or whether you cut itwetland or highly erodible cropland is treated as 301.9100-7T.
yourself.ordinary income. Any loss on the disposition of

such property is treated as a long-term capital Gain or loss. Your gain or loss on the cut-Christmas trees. Evergreen trees, such asloss. ting of standing timber is the difference betweenChristmas trees, that are more than 6 years old
its adjusted basis for depletion and its fair mar-when severed from their roots and sold for orna-Converted wetland. This is generally land ket value on the first day of your tax year inmental purposes are included in the term timber.that was drained or filled to make the production which it is cut.They qualify for both rules discussed below.of agricultural commodities possible. It includes

Your adjusted basis for depletion of cut tim-
converted wetland held by the person who origi- Election to treat cutting as a sale or ber is based on the number of units ( board feet,
nally converted it or held by any other person exchange. Under the general rule, the cutting log scale, or other units) of timber cut during the
who used the converted wetland at any time

of timber results in no gain or loss. It is not until a tax year and considered to be sold or ex-
after conversion for farming.

sale or exchange occurs that gain or loss is changed. Your adjusted basis for depletion is
A wetland (before conversion) is land that

realized. But if you owned or had a contractual also based on the depletion unit of timber in the
meets all the following conditions.

right to cut timber, you can elect to treat the account used for the cut timber, and should be
• It is mostly soil that, in its undrained condi- cutting of timber as a section 1231 transaction in figured in the same manner as shown in section

tion, is saturated, flooded, or ponded long the year it is cut. Even though the cut timber is 611 of the Internal Revenue Code and section
enough during a growing season to de- not actually sold or exchanged, you report your 1.611-3 of the regulations.
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Example. In April 2003, you owned 4,000 Economic interest. You have kept an eco- plus the fair market value of property received)
MBF (1,000 board feet) of standing timber from the sale of assets.nomic interest in standing timber if, under the
longer than 1 year. It had an adjusted basis for cutting contract, the expected return on your Residual method. The residual method
depletion of $40 per MBF. You are a calendar investment is based on the cutting of the timber. must be used for any transfer of a group of
year taxpayer. On January 1, 2003, the timber

assets that constitutes a trade or business andTree stumps. Tree stumps are a capital assethad a fair market value (FMV) of $350 per MBF.
for which the buyer’s basis is determined only byif they are on land held by an investor who is notIt was cut in April for sale. On your 2003 tax
the amount paid for the assets. This applies toin the timber or stump business as a buyer,return, you choose to treat the cutting of the
both direct and indirect transfers, such as theseller, or processor. Gain from the sale oftimber as a sale or exchange. You report the
sale of a business or the sale of a partnershipstumps sold in one lot by such a holder is taxeddifference between the FMV and your adjusted
interest in which the basis of the buyer’s share ofas a capital gain. However, tree stumps held bybasis for depletion as a gain. This amount is
the partnership assets is adjusted for the

timber operators after the saleable standing tim-reported on Form 4797 along with your other
amount paid under section 743(b) of the Internal

section 1231 gains and losses to figure whether ber was cut and removed from the land are
Revenue Code. Section 743(b) of the Internal

it is treated as a capital gain or as ordinary gain. considered by-products. Gain from the sale of Revenue Code applies if a partnership has an
You figure your gain as follows. stumps in lots or tonnage by such operators is election in effect under section 754 of the Inter-

taxed as ordinary income. nal Revenue Code.FMV of timber January 1, 2003 . . $1,400,000
A group of assets constitutes a trade or busi-Minus: Adjusted basis for depletion 160,000 Sale of a Farm ness if either of the following applies.Section 1231 gain . . . . . . . . . . . $1,240,000

• Goodwill or going concern value could,The sale of your farm will usually involve the saleThe FMV becomes your basis in the cut
under any circumstances, attach to them.of both nonbusiness property (your home) andtimber, and a later sale of the cut timber, includ-

business property (the land and buildings useding any by-product or tree tops, will result in • The use of the assets would constitute an
in the farm operation and perhaps machineryordinary business income or loss. active trade or business under section 355
and livestock). If you have a gain from the sale, of the Internal Revenue Code.
you may be allowed to exclude the gain on yourCutting contract. You must treat the disposal

The residual method provides for the considera-home. The gain on the sale of your businessof standing timber under a cutting contract as a
tion to be reduced first by the cash, and generalproperty is taxable. A loss on the sale of yoursection 1231 transaction if all the following apply
deposit accounts (including checking and sav-business property to an unrelated person is de-to you.
ings accounts but excluding certificates of de-ducted as an ordinary loss. Losses from non-

• You are the owner of the timber. posit). The consideration remaining after thisbusiness property, other than casualty or theft
reduction must be allocated among the variouslosses, are not deductible. If you receive pay-• You held the timber longer than 1 year
business assets in a certain order.ments for your farm in installments, your gain isbefore its disposal.

taxed over the period of years the payments are For asset acquisitions occurring after March• You kept an economic interest in the tim- received, unless you choose not to use the in- 15, 2001, make the allocation among the follow-ber. stallment method of reporting the gain. See ing assets in proportion to (but not more than)
chapter 12 for information about installment their fair market value on the purchase date inThe difference between the amount realized sales. the following order.from the disposal of the timber and its adjusted

When you sell your farm, the gain or loss onbasis for depletion is treated as gain or loss on 1) Certificates of deposit, U.S. Governmenteach asset is figured separately. The tax treat-its sale. Include this amount on Form 4797 along securities, foreign currency, and activelyment of gain or loss on the sale of each asset iswith your other section 1231 gains and losses to traded personal property, including stockdetermined by the classification of the asset.figure whether it is treated as capital or ordinary and securities.Each of the assets sold must be classified asgain or loss.
one of the following. 2) Accounts receivable, other debt instru-

Date of disposal. The date of disposal is ments, and assets that you mark to market• Capital asset held 1 year or less.the date the timber is cut. However, if you re- at least annually for federal income tax
ceive payment under the contract before the • Capital asset held longer than 1 year. purposes. However, see section
timber is cut, you can choose to treat the date of 1.338–6(b)(2)(iii) of the regulations for ex-• Property (including real estate) used inpayment as the date of disposal. ceptions that apply to debt instruments is-your business and held 1 year or less (in-This choice applies only to figure the holding sued by persons related to a targetcluding draft, breeding, dairy, and sportingperiod of the timber. It has no effect on the time corporation, contingent debt instruments,animals held less than the holding periodsfor reporting gain or loss (generally when the and debt instruments convertible into stockdiscussed earlier under Livestock).timber is sold or exchanged). or other property.

To make this choice, attach a statement to • Property (including real estate) used in
3) Property of a kind that would properly bethe tax return filed by the due date (including your business and held longer than 1 year

included in inventory if on hand at the endextensions) for the year payment is received. (including only draft, breeding, dairy, and
of the tax year or property held by theThe statement must identify the advance pay- sporting animals held for the holding peri-
taxpayer primarily for sale to customers inments subject to the choice and the contract ods discussed earlier).
the ordinary course of business.under which they were made. • Property held primarily for sale or which isIf you timely filed your return for the year you 4) All other assets except section 197 in-of the kind that would be included in inven-received payment without making the choice, tangibles.tory if on hand at the end of your tax year.you can still make the choice by filing an

5) Section 197 intangibles (other than good-amended return within 6 months after the due
will and going concern value).Allocation of consideration paid for a farm.date for that year’s return (excluding exten-

The sale of a farm for a lump sum is consideredsions). Attach the statement to the amended 6) Goodwill and going concern value
a sale of each individual asset rather than areturn and write “Filed pursuant to section (whether or not the goodwill or going con-
single asset. The residual method is required301.9100-2” at the top of the statement. File the cern value qualifies as a section 197 intan-
only if the group of assets sold constitutes aamended return at the same address the origi- gible).
trade or business. This method determines gainnal return was filed.

If an asset described in (1) through (6) is includi-or loss from the transfer of each asset. It also
Owner. An owner is any person who owns ble in more than one category, include it in thedetermines the buyer’s basis in the business

an interest in the timber, including a sublessor lower number category. For example, if an assetassets.
and the holder of a contract to cut the timber. is described in both (4) and (6), include it in (4).

Consideration. The buyer’s considerationYou own an interest in timber if you have the
is the cost of the assets acquired. The seller’sright to cut it for sale on your own account or for Property used in farm operation. The rules
consideration is the amount realized (moneyuse in your business. for excluding the gain on the sale of your home,
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described later under Sale of your home, do not total assessed valuation. Multiply the $700,000 Foreclosure or
apply to the property used for your farming busi- total purchase price by 75% to figure basis of Repossessionness. Recognized gains and losses on business $525,000 for the 600 acres of land. The unad-
property must be reported on your return for the justed basis of the 60 acres you sold would then If you do not make payments you owe on a loan
year of the sale. If the property was held longer be $52,500 (1/10 of $525,000). secured by property, the lender may foreclose
than 1 year, it may qualify for section 1231 on the loan or repossess the property. The fore-
treatment (see chapter 11). Sale of your home. Your home is a capital closure or repossession is treated as a sale or

asset and not property used in the trade or exchange from which you may realize gain orExample. You sell your farm, including your business of farming. If you sell a farm that in- loss. This is true even if you voluntarily return themain home, which you have owned since De- cludes a house you and your family occupy, you property to the lender. You may also realizecember 1998. You realize gain on the sale as
must determine the part of the selling price and ordinary income from cancellation of debt if thefollows.
the part of the cost or other basis allocable to loan balance is more than the fair market value
your home. Your home includes the immediate of the property.Farm Farm
surroundings and outbuildings relating to it thatWith Home Without
are not used for business purposes. Buyer’s (borrower’s) gain or loss. You fig-Home Only Home

Selling price . . $182,000 $58,000 $124,000 ure and report gain or loss from a foreclosure orIf you use part of your home for business,
Cost (or other repossession in the same way as gain or lossyou must make an appropriate adjustment to the
basis) . . . . . . 40,000 10,000 30,000 from a sale or exchange. The gain or loss is thebasis for depreciation allowed or allowable. For
Gain . . . . . . . $142,000 $48,000 $94,000 difference between your adjusted basis in themore information on basis, see chapter 7.

transferred property and the amount realized.You must report the $94,000 gain from the Gain on sale of your main home. If you See Determining Gain or Loss, earlier.sale of the property used in your farm business. sell your main home at a gain, you may qualify to
All or a part of that gain may have to be reported You can use Table 10–2 to figureexclude from income all or part of the gain. To
as ordinary income from the recapture of depre- your gain or loss from a foreclosurequalify, you must meet the ownership and use
ciation or soil and water conservation expenses. or repossession.tests.

TIP
Treat the balance as section 1231 gain.

You can claim the exclusion if, during the
The $48,000 gain from the sale of your home 5-year period ending on the date of the sale, you Amount realized on a nonrecourse debt.

is not taxable as long as you meet the require- meet both the following requirements. If you are not personally liable for repaying the
ments explained later under Gain on sale of your

debt (nonrecourse debt) secured by the trans-
main home. • You owned the home for at least 2 years ferred property, the amount you realize includes

(the ownership test). the full amount of the debt canceled by thePartial sale. If you sell only part of your farm,
transfer. The total canceled debt is included in• You lived in the home as your main homeyou must report any recognized gain or loss on
the amount realized even if the fair market valuefor at least 2 years (the use test).the sale of that part on your tax return for the
of the property is less than the canceled debt.year of the sale. You cannot wait until you have

You can exclude the entire gain on the sale ofsold enough of the farm to recover its entire cost
Example 1. Ann paid $200,000 for landyour main home up to:before reporting gain or loss.

used in her farming business. She paid $15,000
Adjusted basis of the part sold. This is the down and borrowed the remaining $185,0001) $250,000, or

properly allocated part of your original cost or from a bank. Ann is not personally liable for the
2) $500,000, if all the following are true.other basis of the entire farm plus or minus loan (nonrecourse debt), but pledges the land as

necessary adjustments for improvements, de- security. The bank foreclosed on the loan 2a) You are married and file a joint return
preciation, etc., on the part sold. If your home is years after Ann stopped making payments.for the year.on the farm, you must properly adjust the basis When the bank foreclosed, the balance due on
to exclude those costs from your farm asset b) Either you or your spouse meets the the loan was $180,000 and the fair market value
costs, as discussed later under Sale of your ownership test. of the land was $170,000. The amount Ann
home. realized on the foreclosure was $180,000, thec) Both you and your spouse meet the

debt canceled by the foreclosure. She figuresuse test.Example. You bought a 600-acre farm for her gain or loss in Part I, Form 4797, by compar-
$700,000. The farm included land and buildings. d) During the 2-year period ending on the ing the amount realized ($180,000) with her ad-
The purchase contract designated $600,000 of date of sale, neither you nor your justed basis ($200,000). She has a $20,000the purchase price to the land. You later sold 60 spouse excluded gain from the sale of deductible loss.acres of land on which you had installed a fence. another home.
Your adjusted basis for the part of your farm sold Example 2. Assume the same facts as in
is $60,000 (1/10 of $600,000), plus any unrecov- In some circumstances, you may be able to Example 1 except the fair market value of the
ered cost (cost not depreciated) of the fence on claim a reduced exclusion even if you do not land was $210,000. The result is the same. Thethe 60 acres at the time of sale. Use this amount meet the above requirements. See Publication amount Ann realized on the foreclosure isto determine your gain or loss on the sale of the 523 for more information. $180,000, the debt canceled by the foreclosure.60 acres.

Because her adjusted basis is $200,000, sheGain from condemnation. If you have a
Assessed values for local property taxes. has a deductible loss of $20,000, which shegain from a condemnation or sale under threat of

If you paid a flat sum for the entire farm and no reports in Part I, Form 4797.condemnation, you may use the preceding rulesother facts are available for properly allocating
for excluding the gain, rather than the rules dis- Amount realized on a recourse debt. Ifyour original cost or other basis between the
cussed under Postponing Gain in chapter 13. you are personally liable for repaying the debtland and the buildings, you can use the as-
However, any gain that cannot be excluded (be- (recourse debt), the amount realized on the fore-sessed values for local property taxes for the
cause it is more than the limit) may be post- closure or repossession does not include theyear of purchase to allocate the costs.
poned under the rules discussed under canceled debt that is income from cancellation
Postponing Gain in chapter 13. of debt. However, if the fair market value of theExample. Assume that in the preceding ex-

transferred property is less than the canceledample there was no breakdown of the $700,000 Loss on your home. You cannot deduct a
debt, the amount realized includes the canceledpurchase price between land and buildings. loss on your home from a voluntary sale, a
debt up to the fair market value of the property.However, in the year of purchase, local taxes on condemnation, or a sale under threat of con-
You are treated as receiving ordinary incomethe entire property were based on assessed demnation.
from the canceled debt for the part of the debtvaluations of $420,000 for land and $140,000 for

More information. For more information on that is more than the fair market value. Seeimprovements, or a total of $560,000. The as-
selling your home, see Publication 523. Cancellation of debt, later.sessed valuation of the land is 3/4 (75%) of the
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nonbusiness debt as miscellaneous income onTable 10–2. Worksheet for Foreclosures and Repossessions
line 21, Form 1040.(Keep for your records)

However, income from cancellation of debt is
not taxed in certain circumstances. See Cancel-Part 1. Figure your income from cancellation of debt. (Note: If you are not personally liable 
lation of debt, earlier, under Foreclosure or Re- for the debt, you do not have income from cancellation of debt. Skip Part 1 and go to
possession. Part 2.)

Forms 1099–A and 1099–C. A lender who1. Enter amount of debt canceled by the transfer of property . . . . . . . .
acquires an interest in your property in a foreclo-2. Enter the fair market value of the transferred property . . . . . . . . . . .
sure, repossession, or abandonment should3. Income from cancellation of debt.* Subtract line 2 from line 1. If
send you Form 1099–A showing the informa-less than zero, enter zero . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
tion you need to figure your loss from the fore-

Part 2. Figure your gain or loss from foreclosure or repossession. closure, repossession, or abandonment.
However, if your debt is canceled and the lender

4. Enter the smaller of line 1 or line 2. Also include any proceeds you must file Form 1099–C, the lender may include
received from the foreclosure sale. (If you are not personally liable the information about the foreclosure, reposses-
for the debt, enter the amount of debt cancelled by the transfer of sion, or abandonment on that form instead of
property.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Form 1099–A. The lender must file Form

5. Enter the adjusted basis of the transferred property . . . . . . . . . . . . 1099–C and send you a copy if the canceled
6. Gain or loss from foreclosure or repossession. Subtract line 5 debt is $600 or more and the lender is a financial

from line 4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . institution, credit union, federal government
agency, or any organization that has a signifi-

*The income may not be taxable. See Cancellation of debt. cant trade or business of lending money. For
foreclosures, repossessions, or abandonments
of property and debt cancellations occurring inExample 3. Assume the same facts as in • You are insolvent or bankrupt (see chapter
2003, these forms should be sent to you byExample 1 earlier except Ann is personally liable 4).
February 2, 2004.for the loan (recourse debt). In this case, the

amount she realizes is $170,000. This is the
Abandonmentcanceled debt ($180,000) up to the fair market

value of the land ($170,000). Ann figures her
The abandonment of property is a disposition ofgain or loss on the foreclosure by comparing the
property. You abandon property when you vol-amount realized ($170,000) with her adjusted
untarily and permanently give up possessionbasis ($200,000). She has a $30,000 deductible
and use of the property with the intention of 11.loss, which she figures in Part I, Form 4797. She
ending your ownership, but without passing it onis also treated as receiving ordinary income from
to anyone else.cancellation of debt. That income is $10,000

($180,000 − $170,000). This is the part of the Business or investment property. Loss from Dispositions of
canceled debt not included in the amount real- abandonment of business or investment prop-
ized. She reports this income on line 10 of erty is deductible as an ordinary loss, even if the
Schedule F. Property Usedproperty is a capital asset. The loss is the

property’s adjusted basis when abandoned.Seller’s (lender’s) gain or loss on reposses-
This rule also applies to leasehold improve- in Farmingsion. If you finance a buyer’s purchase of
ments the lessor made for the lessee that wereproperty and later acquire an interest in it
abandoned. However, if the property is laterthrough foreclosure or repossession, you may
foreclosed on or repossessed, gain or loss ishave a gain or loss on the acquisition. For more Introductionfigured as discussed, earlier, under Foreclosureinformation, see Repossession in Publication
or Repossession. When you dispose of property used in your farm537.

The abandonment loss is deducted in the tax business, your taxable gain or loss is usually a
year in which the loss is sustained. Report theCancellation of debt. If property that is repos- section 1231 gain or loss. Its treatment as ordi-
loss on Form 4797, Part II, line 10.sessed or foreclosed upon secures a debt for nary income (which is taxed at the same rates as

which you are personally liable (recourse debt), wages and interest income) or capital gain
Example. Abena lost her contract with theyou generally must report as ordinary income (which is generally taxed at lower rates) is deter-

local poultry processor and abandoned poultrythe amount by which the canceled debt is more mined under the rules for section 1231 transac-
facilities that she built for $100,000. At the timethan the fair market value of the property. This tions.
she abandoned the facilities, her mortgage bal-income is separate from any gain or loss real- When you dispose of depreciable property
ance was $85,000. She has a deductible loss ofized from the foreclosure or repossession. Re- (section 1245 property or section 1250 property)
$66,554 (her adjusted basis). If the bank laterport the income from cancellation of a business at a gain, you may have to recognize all or part
forecloses on the loan or repossesses the facili-debt on Schedule F, line 10. Report the income of the gain as ordinary income under the depre-
ties, she will have to figure her gain or loss asfrom cancellation of a nonbusiness debt as mis- ciation recapture rules. Any gain remaining after
discussed, earlier, under Foreclosure or Repos-cellaneous income on line 21, Form 1040. applying the depreciation recapture rules is a
session. section 1231 gain, which may be taxed as aYou can use Table 10–2 to figure

capital gain.Personal-use property. You cannot deductyour income from cancellation of
Gains and losses from property used in farm-any loss from abandonment of your home ordebt.

ing are reported on Form 4797. Table 11–1

TIP
other property held for personal use.

contains examples of items reported on Form
However, income from cancellation of debt is 4797 and refers to the part of that form on whichCanceled debt. If the abandoned propertynot taxed if any of the following apply. they first should be reported. Chapter 20, Sam-secures a debt for which you are personally

ple Return, contains a sample filled-in Formliable and the debt is canceled, you will realize• The cancellation is intended as a gift.
4797.ordinary income equal to the canceled debt.• The debt is qualified farm debt (see chap-

This income is separate from any loss realized
ter 4). Topicsfrom abandonment of the property. Report in-

• The debt is qualified real property busi- come from cancellation of a debt related to a This chapter discusses:
ness debt (see chapter 5 of Publication business or rental activity as business or rental

• Section 1231 gains and losses334). income. Report income from cancellation of a
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• Depreciation recapture • Distributive share of partnership gains• Sale or exchange of cattle and horses.
and losses. Your distributive share must• Other gains The cattle and horses must be held for
be from the sale or exchange of property

draft, breeding, dairy, or sporting purposes
listed earlier and held longer than 1 year

and held for 2 years or longer.Useful Items (or for the required period for certain live-
You may want to see: • Sale or exchange of other livestock. stock).

This livestock must be held for draft, • Cutting or disposal of timber. You mustPublication breeding, dairy, or sporting purposes and
treat the cutting or disposal of timber as a

held for 1 year or longer. Other livestock
sale, as described in chapter 10 under❏ 544 Sales and Other Dispositions includes hogs, mules, sheep, and goats,

of Assets Timber.
but does not include poultry.

• Condemnation. The condemned property• Sale or exchange of depreciable per-Form (and Instructions)
(defined in chapter 13) must have beensonal property. This property must be
held longer than 1 year. It must be busi-❏ 4797 Sales of Business Property used in your business and held longer
ness property or a capital asset held in

than 1 year. Generally, property held for
connection with a trade or business or aSee chapter 21 for information about getting the production of rents or royalties is con-
transaction entered into for profit, such aspublications and forms. sidered to be used in a trade or business.
investment property. It cannot be property

Examples of depreciable personal prop-
held for personal use.

erty include farm machinery and trucks. It
• Casualty or theft. The casualty or theftalso includes amortizable section 197 in-Section 1231 must have affected business property,tangibles.

property held for the production of rents orGains and Losses • Sale or exchange of real estate. This
royalties, or investment property (such as

property must be used in your business
notes and bonds). You must have held theSection 1231 gains and losses are the taxable and held longer than 1 year. Examples are property longer than 1 year. However, ifgains and losses from section 1231 transac- your farm or ranch (including barns and your casualty or theft losses are more thantions—generally, dispositions of property used sheds). your casualty or theft gains, neither thein business. Their treatment as ordinary or capi-

• Sale or exchange of unharvested gains nor the losses are taken into ac-tal, generally, depends on whether you have a
count in the section 1231 computation.crops. The crop and land must be sold,net gain or a net loss from all your section 1231
Section 1231 does not apply to personalexchanged, or involuntarily converted attransactions in the tax year.
casualty gains and losses. See chapter 13the same time and to the same person,

If you have a gain from a section for information on how to treat those gainsand the land must have been held longer
1231 transaction, first determine and losses.than 1 year. You cannot keep any right or
whether any of the gain is ordinary option to reacquire the land directly or indi-CAUTION

!
income under the depreciation re-

rectly (other than a right customarily inci- Property for sale to customers. A sale, ex-capture rules (explained later). Do not take that
dent to a mortgage or other security change, or involuntary conversion of propertygain into account as section 1231 gain.
transaction). Growing crops sold with a held mainly for sale to customers is not a section
lease on the land, even if sold to the sameSection 1231 transactions. Gain or loss on 1231 transaction. If you will get back all, or
person in a single transaction, are not in-the following transactions is subject to section nearly all, of your investment in the property by

1231 treatment. cluded. selling it rather than by using it up in your busi-
ness, it is property held mainly for sale to cus-

Table 11–1.Where To First Report Certain Items on Form 4797 tomers.

Held 1 year Held more than
Treatment as ordinary or capital. To deter-Type of property or less 1 year
mine the treatment of section 1231 gains and

1 Depreciable trade or business property: losses, combine all your section 1231 gains and
a  Sold or exchanged at a gain . . . . . . . . . . Part II Part III (1245, 1250) losses for the year.
b  Sold or exchanged at a loss . . . . . . . . . . Part II Part I

• If you have a net section 1231 loss, it is an
2 Farmland held less than 10 years for which ordinary loss.

soil, water, or land clearing expenses were
• If you have a net section 1231 gain, it isdeducted:

ordinary income up to your nonrecaptureda Sold at a gain Part II Part III (1252)
section 1231 losses from previous years,b  Sold at a loss Part II Part I
explained next. The rest, if any, is

3 All other farmland Part II Part I long-term capital gain.
4 Disposition of cost-sharing payment property Part II Part III (1255)

Nonrecaptured section 1231 losses. Yourdescribed in section 126
nonrecaptured section 1231 losses are your net
section 1231 losses for the previous 5 years that5 Cattle and horses used in a trade or business Held less Held 24 mos.

for draft, breeding, dairy, or sporting purposes: than 24 mos. or more have not been applied against a net section
1231 gain by treating the gain as ordinary in-a  Sold at a gain . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Part II Part III (1245)
come. These losses are applied against your netb  Sold at a loss . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Part II Part I
section 1231 gain beginning with the earliestc  Raised cattle and horses sold at a gain . . . Part II Part I
loss in the 5-year period.

6 Livestock other than cattle and horses used in Example. In 2003, Ben has a $2,000 net
a trade or business for draft, breeding, dairy, Held less Held 12 mos.

section 1231 gain. To figure how much he has toor sporting purposes: than 12 mos. or more
report as ordinary income and long-term capital

a  Sold at a gain . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Part II Part III (1245) gain, he must first determine his section 1231
b  Sold at a loss . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Part II Part I gains and losses from the previous 5-year pe-
c  Raised livestock sold at a gain . . . . . . . . . Part II Part I riod. From 1998 through 2002 he had the follow-

ing section 1231 gains and losses.
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Year Amount 4) Single purpose agricultural (livestock) or • Amounts a previous owner of the section
1998 -0- horticultural structures. 1245 property claimed if your basis is de-
1999 -0- termined with reference to that person’s5) Storage facilities (except buildings and2000 ($2,500) adjusted basis (for example, the donor’stheir structural components) used in dis-2001 -0- depreciation deductions on property youtributing petroleum or any primary product2002 $1,800 received as a gift).of petroleum.Using this information, Ben figures how to
report his net section 1231 gain for 2003 as

Buildings and structural components. Example. Jeff Free paid $120,000 for ashown below.
Section 1245 property does not include build- tractor in 2001. He depreciated it using the
ings and structural components. The term build-1) Net section 1231 gain (2003) . . . . . . $2,000 150% declining balance method. The tractor is
ing includes a house, barn, warehouse, or2) Net section 1231 loss (2000) ($2,500) 7-year property. In February 2002 he traded it

3) Net section 1231 gain (2002) 1,800 garage. The term structural component includes for a chopper and paid an additional $30,000. To
4) Remaining net section walls, floors, windows, doors, central air condi- figure his depreciation deduction for 2003, Jeff1231 loss . . . . . . . . . . . . ($700) tioning systems, light fixtures, etc. continues to use the basis of the tractor as he5) Gain treated as Do not treat a structure that is essentially would have before the trade to depreciate theordinary income . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $700

machinery or equipment as a building or struc-6) Gain treated as long-term chopper. Because this is the third year of depre-
tural component. Also, do not treat a structurecapital gain . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,300 ciation, he takes a deduction of $18,036
that houses property used as an integral part of ($120,000 × .1503).His remaining net section 1231 loss from an activity as a building or structural component

2000 is completely recaptured in 2003. Jeff can also depreciate the additionalif the structure’s use is so closely related to the
$30,000 basis on the chopper. Because this isproperty’s use that the structure can be ex-
the first year of depreciation on the $30,000, hepected to be replaced when the property it ini-
takes a depreciation deduction of $3,213tially houses is replaced.Depreciation ($30,000 × .1071). The total depreciation he canThe fact that the structure is specially de-
deduct is $21,249 ($18,036 + $3,213). Unlesssigned to withstand the stress and other de-Recapture Jeff disposes of the chopper before the end ofmands of the property and cannot be used
the recovery period, he can continue to depreci-economically for other purposes indicates it is

If you dispose of depreciable or amortizable ate the $120,000 for 5 more years and theclosely related to the use of the property it
property at a gain, you may have to treat all or $30,000 for 7 more years.houses. Structures such as oil and gas storage
part of the gain (even if it is otherwise nontax- tanks, grain storage bins, and silos are not
able) as ordinary income. treated as buildings, but as section 1245 prop-

Depreciation and amortization. Deprecia-erty.
tion and amortization deductions that must beSection 1245 Property

Facility for bulk storage of fungible com- recaptured as ordinary income include (but are
modities. This is a facility used mainly for the not limited to) the following items.A gain on the disposition of section 1245 prop-
bulk storage of fungible commodities. Bulk stor-erty is treated as ordinary income to the extent of
age means storage of a commodity in a large 1) Ordinary depreciation deductions.depreciation allowed or allowable. See Gain
mass before it is used. For example, if a facilityTreated as Ordinary Income, later. 2) The 30% special depreciation allowance oris used to store sorted and boxed oranges, it isAny recognized gain that is more than the the 50% bonus depreciation allowance.not used for bulk storage. To be fungible, apart that is ordinary income because of depreci-
commodity must be such that one part may be 3) Amortization deductions for all the follow-ation is a section 1231 gain. See Treatment as
used in place of another.ordinary or capital under Section 1231 Gains ing costs.

and Losses, earlier.
a) Acquiring a lease.

Gain Treated as Ordinary IncomeDefined. Section 1245 property includes any b) Lessee improvements.
property that is or has been subject to an allow-

The gain treated as ordinary income on the sale, c) Pollution control facilities.ance for depreciation or amortization and is any
exchange, or involuntary conversion of sectionof the following types of property. d) Reforestation expenses.1245 property, including a sale and leaseback
transaction, is the lesser of the following1) Personal property (either tangible or intan- e) Section 197 intangibles.
amounts.gible).

f) Childcare facility expenses incurred
2) Other tangible property (except buildings 1) The depreciation and amortization allowed before 1982.

and their structural components) used as or allowable on the property.
g) Franchises, trademarks, and tradeany of the following.

2) The gain realized on the disposition (the names acquired before August 11,
amount realized from the disposition minusa) An integral part of manufacturing, pro- 1993.
the adjusted basis of the property).duction, or extraction, or of furnishing

transportation, communications, elec- 4) Section 179 deduction.For any other disposition of section 1245 prop-
tricity, gas, water, or sewage disposal erty, ordinary income is the lesser of (1) above 5) Deductions for all the following costs.services. or the amount by which its fair market value is

a) Removing barriers to the disabled andmore than its adjusted basis. See chapter 3 ofb) A research facility in any of the activi-
the elderly.Publication 544.ties in (a).

Use Part III of Form 4797 to figure the ordi- b) Tertiary injectant expenses.c) A facility in any of the activities in (a) for
nary income part of the gain.the bulk storage of fungible commodi- c) Depreciable clean-fuel vehicles and re-

ties. fueling property (minus any recapturedDepreciation taken on other property or by
deduction).other taxpayers. Depreciation and amortiza-

3) That part of real property (not included in tion include the amounts you claimed on the
(2)) with an adjusted basis reduced by cer- 6) Any basis reduction for the investmentsection 1245 property as well as the following
tain amortization deductions (including credit (minus any basis increase for adepreciation and amortization amounts.
those for certified pollution control facili- credit recapture).
ties, childcare facilities, removal of archi- • Amounts you claimed on property you ex-

7) Any basis reduction for the qualified elec-tectural barriers to persons with disabilities changed for, or converted to, your section
tric vehicle credit (minus any basis in-and the elderly, or reforestation expenses) 1245 property in a like-kind exchange or
crease for a credit recapture).or a section 179 deduction. involuntary conversion.
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Example. You file your returns on a calen- includes a leasehold of land or section 1250 The applicable percentage for nonresidential
dar year basis. In February 2001, you bought property subject to an allowance for deprecia- real property is explained next. The applicable
and placed in service for 100% use in your tion. A fee simple interest in land is not section percentages for residential rental property and
farming business a light-duty truck (5-year prop- 1250 property because it is not depreciable. low-income housing are explained in chapter 3
erty) that cost $10,000. You used the half-year Gain on the disposition of section 1250 prop- of Publication 544.
convention, and your MACRS deductions for the erty is treated as ordinary income to the extent of

Nonresidential real property. For real prop-truck were $1,500 in 2001 and $2,550 in 2002. additional depreciation allowed or allowable. To
erty that is not residential rental property, theYou did not take the section 179 deduction on it. determine the additional depreciation on section
applicable percentage for periods after 1969 isYou sold the truck in May 2003 for $7,000. The 1250 property, see Additional Depreciation,
100%. For periods before 1970, the percentageMACRS deduction in 2003, the year of sale, is later.
is zero and no ordinary income will result from its$893 (1/2 of $1,785). Figure the gain treated as You will not have additional depreciation if
disposition because of additional depreciationordinary income as follows. any of the following apply to the property dis-

posed of. before 1970.
1) Amount realized . . . . . . . . . . . . . $7,000 • You figured depreciation for the property2) Cost (February 2001) . . . $10,000 More information. For more information

using the straight line method or any other3) Depreciation allowed or about depreciation recapture on section 1250
method that does not result in depreciationallowable (MACRS property, see chapter 3 of Publication 544.
that is more than the amount figured bydeductions: $1,500 +
the straight line method and you have held$2,550 + $893) . . . . . . . 4,943
the property longer than 1 year.4) Adjusted basis (subtract line 3 Gain Treated as Ordinary Income

from line 2) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $5,057 • You chose the alternate ACRS (straight
5) Gain realized (subtract line 4 To find what part of the gain from the dispositionline) method for the property, which was afrom line 1) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,943 of section 1250 property is treated as ordinarytype of 15-, 18-, or 19-year real property6) Gain treated as ordinary income income, follow these steps.covered by the section 1250 rules.(lesser of line 3 or line 5) . . . . . . $1,943

• The property was nonresidential real prop- 1) In a sale, exchange, or involuntary conver-
Depreciation allowed or allowable. You erty placed in service after 1986 (or after sion of the property, figure the amount re-
generally use the greater of the depreciation July 31, 1986, if the choice to use MACRS alized that is more than the adjusted basis
allowed or allowable when figuring the part of was made) and you held it longer than 1 of the property. In any other disposition of
gain to report as ordinary income. If, in prior year. These properties are depreciated us- the property, figure the fair market value
years, you have consistently taken proper de- ing the straight line method. that is more than the adjusted basis.
ductions under one method, the amount allowed

2) Figure the additional depreciation for thefor your prior years will not be increased even Additional Depreciation periods after 1975.though a greater amount would have been al-
lowed under another proper method. If you did 3) Multiply the lesser of (1) or (2) by the appli-If you hold section 1250 property longer than 1
not take any deduction at all for depreciation, cable percentage, discussed earlier. Stopyear, the additional depreciation is the actual
your adjustments to basis for depreciation allow- here if (2) is equal to or more than (1). Thisdepreciation adjustments that are more than the
able are figured by using the straight line is the gain treated as ordinary income be-depreciation figured using the straight line
method. cause of additional depreciation for the pe-method. For a list of items treated as deprecia-

This treatment applies only when figuring riods after 1975.tion adjustments, see Depreciation and amorti-
what part of the gain is treated as ordinary in- zation under Section 1245 Property, earlier. 4) Subtract (2) from (1).come under the rules for section 1245 deprecia- If you hold section 1250 property for 1 year or
tion recapture. 5) Figure the additional depreciation for peri-less, all the depreciation is additional deprecia-

ods after 1969 but before 1976.tion.Disposition of plants and animals. If you
Figure straight line depreciation for ACRSmade the choice not to apply the uniform capital- 6) Add the lesser of (4) or (5) to the result in

real property by using its 15-, 18-, or 19-yearization rules (see chapter 7), you must treat any (3). This is the total gain treated as ordi-
recovery period as the property’s useful life.plant you produce as section 1245 property. If nary income because of additional depre-

The straight line method is applied withoutyou have a gain on the property’s disposition, ciation.
any basis reduction for the investment credit.you must recapture the preproductive expenses

Use Part III, Form 4797, to figure the ordinaryyou would have capitalized if you had not made
Depreciation taken by other taxpayers or on income part of the gain.the choice by treating the gain, up to the amount
other property. Additional depreciation in-of these expenses, as ordinary income. For sec-
cludes all depreciation adjustments to the basis Installment Saletion 1231 transactions, show these expenses as
of section 1250 property whether allowed to youdepreciation on line 22, Part III, of Form 4797.
or another person (as for carryover basis prop- If you report the sale of property under the in-For plant sales that are reported on Schedule F,
erty). stallment method, any depreciation recapturethis recapture rule does not change the report-

under section 1245 or 1250 is taxable as ordi-ing of income because the gain is already ordi- Depreciation allowed or allowable. You nary income in the year of sale. This appliesnary income. You can use the farm-price generally use the greater of depreciation al- even if no payments are received in that year. Ifmethod or the unit-livestock-price method dis- lowed or allowable (to any person who held the the gain is more than the depreciation recapturecussed in chapter 3 to figure these expenses. property if the depreciation was used in figuring income, report the rest of the gain using the
its adjusted basis in your hands) when figuring rules of the installment method. For this pur-Example. Janet Maple sold her apple the part of the gain to be reported as ordinary pose, include the recapture income in your in-orchard in 2003 for $80,000. Her adjusted basis income. If you can show the deduction allowed stallment sale basis to determine your grossat the time of sale was $60,000. She bought the for any tax year was less than the amount allow- profit on the installment sale.orchard in 1996, but the trees did not produce a able, the lesser figure will be the depreciation

If you dispose of more than one asset in acrop until 1999. Her preproductive expenses adjustment for figuring additional depreciation.
single transaction, you must separately figurewere $6,000. She chose not to apply the uniform
the gain on each asset so that it may be properlycapitalization rules. Janet must treat $6,000 of
reported. To do this, allocate the selling pricethe gain as ordinary income. Applicable Percentage
and the payments you receive in the year of sale
to each asset. Report any depreciation recap-The applicable percentage used to figure theSection 1250 Property
ture income in the year of sale before using theordinary income because of additional deprecia-
installment method for any remaining gain.Section 1250 property includes all real property tion depends on whether the real property you

For more information on installment sales,subject to an allowance for depreciation that is disposed of is nonresidential real property, resi-
see chapter 12.not and never has been section 1245 property. It dential rental property, or low-income housing.
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October 3, 2003, you make soil and water con- If you entered into an installment sale afterOther Dispositions
servation expenditures of $15,000 for the land December 16, 1999, and filed an income tax
that are fully deductible in 2003. The applicable return by April 16, 2001, reporting the sale on anChapter 3 of Publication 544 discusses the tax
percentage is 40% since you sold the land within accrual method, you have IRS approval to re-treatment of the following transfers of deprecia-
the 8th year after you got it. You treat $6,000 voke your effective election out of the install-ble property.
(40% of $15,000) of the $30,000 gain as ordi- ment method.

• By gift. nary income and the $24,000 balance as a sec- To revoke the election, you must file an
tion 1231 gain. amended return for the year of the installment• At death.

sale (and any other year affected by the sale)• In like-kind exchanges. Section 1255 property. If you receive certain reporting the gain on the installment method.
cost-sharing payments on property and you ex- For more information, see Publication 537.• In involuntary conversions.
clude those payments from income (as dis-

Publication 544 also explains how to handle a cussed in chapter 4), you may have to treat part
single transaction involving multiple properties. of any gain as ordinary income and treat the

balance as a section 1231 gain. If you chose not Introduction
to exclude these payments, you will not have to

An installment sale is a sale of property whererecognize ordinary income under this provision.
you receive at least one payment after the taxOther Gains Amount to report as ordinary income. year of the sale. If you realize a gain on an

You report as ordinary income the lesser of the installment sale you may be able to report part ofThis section discusses gain on the disposition of following amounts. your gain when you receive each payment. Thisfarmland for which you were allowed either of
method of reporting gain is called the installmentthe following. • The applicable percentage of the total ex-
method. You cannot use the installment methodcluded cost-sharing payments.• Deductions for soil and water conservation to report a loss. You can choose to report all of

• The gain on the disposition of the prop-expenditures (section 1252 property). your gain in the year of sale.
erty. The buyer’s installment obligation to make• Exclusions from income for certain cost

future payments to you can be in the form of aYou do not report ordinary income under thissharing payments (section 1255 property).
deed of trust, note, land contract, mortgage, orrule to the extent the gain is recognized as
other evidence of the buyer’s debt to you.ordinary income under sections 1231 throughSection 1252 property. If you disposed of

1254, 1256, and 1257 of the Internal Revenuefarmland you held more than 1 year and less TopicsCode. However, you do report as ordinary in-than 10 years at a gain and you were allowed This chapter discusses:come under this rule a gain or a part of a gaindeductions for soil and water conservation ex-
regardless of any contrary provisions (includingpenses for the land, as discussed in chapter 6, • The installment methodnonrecognition provisions) under any other sec-you must treat part of the gain as ordinary in-
tion of the Internal Revenue Code. • Figuring installment incomecome and treat the balance as section 1231

gain. Applicable percentage. The applicable • Payments received
percentage of the excluded cost-sharing pay-Exceptions. Do not treat gain on the follow- • Installment sale of a farmments to be reported as ordinary income ising transactions as gain on section 1252 prop-
based on the length of time you hold the prop-erty.
erty after receiving the payments. If the property Useful Items
is held less than 10 years after you receive the• Disposition of farmland by gift. You may want to see:
payments, the percentage is 100%. After 10• Transfer of farm property at death (except years, the percentage is reduced by 10% a year, Publicationfor income in respect of a decedent). or part of a year, until the rate is 0%.

For more information, see section 1.1252-2 of ❏ 523 Selling Your Home
Form 4797, Part III. Use Form 4797, Part III,the regulations.

❏ 535 Business Expensesto figure the ordinary income part of a gain from
Amount to report as ordinary income. the sale, exchange, or involuntary conversion of ❏ 537 Installment SalesYou report as ordinary income the lesser of the section 1252 property and section 1255 prop-

following amounts. ❏ 538 Accounting Periods and Methodserty.

• Your gain (determined by subtracting the
Form (and Instructions)adjusted basis from the amount realized

from a sale, exchange, or involuntary con- ❏ 4797 Sales of Business Property
version, or the fair market value for all

❏ 6252 Installment Sale Incomeother dispositions).

• The total deductions allowed for soil and See chapter 21 for information about getting12.
water conservation expenses multiplied by publications and forms.
the applicable percentage, discussed next.

Applicable percentage. The applicable Installment
percentage is based on the length of time you Installment Method
held the land. If you dispose of your farmland
within 5 years after the date you got it, the Sales An installment sale is a sale of property where
percentage is 100%. If you dispose of the land you receive at least one payment after the tax
within the 6th through 9th year after you got it, year of the sale. A farmer who is not required to
the applicable percentage is reduced by 20% a maintain an inventory can use the installmentImportant Reminderyear for each year or part of a year you hold the method to report gain from the sale of property
land after the 5th year. If you dispose of the land used or produced in farming.Accrual basis taxpayers. For sales occurring10 or more years after you got it, the percentage

after December 16, 1999, accrual basis taxpay- If you finance the buyer’s purchaseis 0%, and the entire gain is a section 1231 gain.
ers were required to report installment sales of your property, instead of having

Example. You acquired farmland on Janu- under the accrual method of accounting. The the buyer get a loan or mortgage
TIP

ary 19, 1996. On October 3, 2003, you sold the Installment Tax Correction Act of December 28, from a third party, you probably
land at a $30,000 gain. Between January 1 and 2000, repealed that requirement. have an installment sale. It is not an installment
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Figuring adjusted basis for installment salesale if the buyer borrows the money from a third for the other assets being sold. If you do not,
purposes. You can use Worksheet A to figureparty and then pays you the total selling price. each payment must be allocated between the
your adjusted basis in the property for install-If a sale qualifies as an installment sale, the inventory and the other assets sold.
ment sale purposes. When you have completedgain must be reported under the installment
the worksheet, you will also have determinedmethod unless you elect out of using the install- Electing out. If you elect not to use the install-

ment method. See Electing out, later, for infor- the gross profit percentage necessary to figurement method, you generally report the entire
mation on recognizing the entire gain in the year your installment sale income (gain) for this year.gain in the year of sale, even though you do not
of sale. receive all the sale proceeds in that year.

Worksheet A. Figuring AdjustedTo make this election, do not report the saleSale at a loss. If your sale results in a loss, Basis and Gross Profiton Form 6252. Instead, report it on Schedule Dyou cannot use the installment method. If the Percentage(Form 1040) or Form 4797, whichever applies.loss is on an installment sale of business assets,
you can deduct it only in the tax year of sale. 1. Enter the selling price for theWhen to elect out. Make this election by

property . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.the due date, including extensions, for filing your
Form 6252. Use Form 6252 to report an in- 2. Enter your adjusted basis fortax return for the year the sale takes place. Once
stallment sale in the year it takes place and to the property . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.made, the election can be revoked only with IRS
report payments received in later years. Attach it 3. Enter your selling expenses 3.approval. However, if you timely file your return
to your tax return for each year. 4. Enter any depreciationfor the year the sale takes place you can still

recapture . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.make the election by filing an amended returnDisposition of installment obligation. If you
5. Add lines 2, 3, and 4.within 6 months of the due date of the returnare using the installment method and you dis-

This is your adjusted basis(excluding extensions). Write “Filed pursuant topose of the installment obligation, generally you
for installment sale purposes . . . 5.section 301.9100–2” at the top of the amendedwill have a gain or loss to report. It is considered

6. Subtract line 5 from line 1. If zero orreturn and file it where the original return wasgain or loss on the sale of the property for which
less, enter -0-.filed.you received the installment obligation. If you
This is your gross profit . . . . . . . 6.sell or discount the obligation during the year of More information. See Electing Out of the If the amount entered on line 6 issale, report your entire gain on your return for Installment Method in Publication 537 for more zero, Stop here. You cannot usethat year. If the transaction takes place in a later information. the installment method.

year, you may have a disposition of an install-
7. Enter the contract price for theYou must continue to report the in-ment obligation. property . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.terest income on payments you re-

Cancellation. If an installment obligation is 8. Divide line 6 by line 7. This is yourceive in subsequent years.
gross profit percentage . . . . . . . 8.canceled or otherwise becomes unenforceable, CAUTION

!
it is treated as a disposition other than a sale or
exchange. Your gain or loss is the difference

Selling price. The selling price is the totalbetween your basis in the obligation and its fair
cost of the property to the buyer. It includes:market value (FMV) at the time you cancel it. If Figuring Installmentthe parties are related, the FMV of the obligation • Any money you are to receive,

is considered to be no less than its full face Sale Income • The fair market value (FMV) of any prop-value.
erty you are to receive (FMV is discussed

Each payment on an installment sale usuallyTransfer due to death. The transfer of an later under Property used as a payment.),
consists of the following three parts.installment obligation (other than to a buyer) as

• Any existing mortgage or other debt thea result of the death of the seller is not a disposi- • Interest income. buyer pays, assumes, or takes (a note,tion. Any unreported gain from the installment
mortgage, or any other liability, such as aobligation is not treated as gross income to the • Return of your adjusted basis in the prop-
lien, accrued interest, or taxes you owe ondecedent. No income is reported on the erty.
the property), anddecedent’s return due to the transfer. Whoever • Gain on the sale.receives the obligation as a result of the seller’s • Any of your selling expenses the buyer

death is taxed on the installment payments the In each year you receive a payment, you must pays.
same as the seller would have been had the include the interest part in income, as well as the

The selling price does not include interest,seller lived to receive the payments. part that is your gain on the sale. You do not
whether stated or unstated.However, if the installment obligation is can- include in income the part that is the return of

celed, becomes unenforceable, or is transferred your basis in the property. Basis is the amount of Adjusted basis for installment sale
to the buyer because of the death of the holder your investment in the property for tax purposes. purposes. Your adjusted basis is the total of
of the obligation, it is a disposition. The estate the following three items.

Interest income. You must report interest asmust figure gain or loss on the disposition. If the
• Adjusted basisordinary income. Interest is generally not in-holder and buyer were related, the FMV of the

cluded in a down payment. However, you mayobligation is considered to be no less than its full • Selling expenses
have to treat part of each later payment asface value.

• Depreciation recaptureinterest, even if it is not called interest in your
More information. For more information on agreement with the buyer. Interest provided in

the disposition of an installment obligation, see Adjusted basis. Basis is the amount of yourthe agreement is called stated interest. If the
Publication 537. investment in the property for tax purposes. Theagreement does not provide for enough stated

way you figure basis depends on how you ac-interest, there may be unstated interest or origi-Inventory. The sale of farm inventory items
quire the property. The basis of property you buynal issue discount. See Unstated interest, later.cannot be reported on the installment method.
is generally its cost. The basis of property youAll gain or loss on their sale must be reported in
inherit, receive as a gift, build yourself, or re-Adjusted basis and installment sale incomethe year of sale, even if you receive payment in
ceive in a tax-free exchange is figured differ-(Gain on sale). After you have determinedlater years. However, if you are not required to
ently.how much of each payment to treat as interest,maintain an inventory, you may be able to use

you treat the rest of each payment as if it were While you own personal-use property, vari-the installment method to report the sale of prop-
made up of two parts. ous events may change your original basis.erty you use or produce in your farming busi-

Some events, such as adding rooms or makingness. For examples of farm inventory, see Farm • A tax-free return of your adjusted basis in permanent improvements, increase basis.Inventory in chapter 3.
the property, and Others, such as deductible casualty losses orIf inventory items are included in an install-

depreciation previously allowed or allowable,ment sale, you may have an agreement stating • Your gain (Referred to as Installment Sale
decrease basis. The result is adjusted basis.which payments are for inventory and which are Income on Form 6252).
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Selling expenses. Selling expenses are on the installment method. See Sale to a Re- during 2003, 2004, and 2005 are reduced to
any expenses that relate to the sale of the prop- $15,000 for each year.lated Person in Publication 537.
erty. They include commissions, attorney fees, Figure your depreciation recapture income
and any other expenses paid on the sale. Selling (including the section 179 deduction and the Example —
expenses are added to the basis of the sold section 179A deduction recapture) in Part III of Worksheet B. New Gross Profit
property. Form 4797. Report the depreciation recapture Percentage — Selling

income in Part II of Form 4797 as ordinary in- Price ReducedDepreciation recapture. If the property you
come in the year of sale.sold was depreciable property, you may need to

1. Enter the reduced sellingrecapture part of the gain on the sale as ordinary If you sell depreciable business price for the property . . . . . . . 1.85,000income. See Depreciation Recapture Income, in property, prepare Form 4797 first in 2. Enter your adjustedPublication 537. order to figure the amount to enter basis for the
TIP

on line 12 of Part I, Form 6252. SeeGross profit. Gross profit is the total gain property . . . . . . . . . 2.40,000
the Form 6252 instructions for details.you report on the installment method. 3. Enter your selling

For more information on the section 179 de- expenses . . . . . . . . 3. –0–To figure your gross profit, subtract your ad-
duction, see Section 179 Deduction in chapter 8.justed basis for installment sale purposes from 4. Enter any
For more information on the section 179A de- depreciationthe selling price. If the property you sold was
ductions, see chapter 12 in Publication 535. For recapture . . . . . . . . 4. –0–your home, subtract from the gross profit any
more information on depreciation recapture, see 5. Add lines 2, 3, and 4. . . . . . . 5.40,000gain you can exclude.
Depreciation Recapture in chapter 11. 6. Subtract line 5 from line 1.

Contract price. Contract price equals the This is your adjustedSelling Price Reduced If the selling price isselling price plus mortgages, debts, and other gross profit . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.45,000reduced at a later date, the gross profit on theliabilities assumed or taken by the buyer that are 7. Enter any installment salesale will also change. You must then refigure thein excess of your adjusted basis for installment income reported ingross profit percentage for the remaining pay-sale purposes. prior year(s) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.24,000ments. Refigure your gross profit using Work-
8. Subtract line 7 from line 6 . . . . 8.21,000Gross profit percentage. A certain per- sheet B, New Gross Profit Percentage —
9. Divide line 8 by line 6.centage of each payment (after subtracting in- Selling Price Reduced. You will spread any re-

This is your newterest) is reported as installment sale income. maining gain over future installments.
gross profit percentage*. . . . 9.46.67%This percentage is called the gross profit per-

centage and is figured by dividing your gross * Apply this percentage to all future payments toWorksheet B. New Gross Profitprofit from the sale by the contract price. determine how much of each of those payments isPercentage — SellingThe gross profit percentage generally re- installment sale income.Price Reducedmains the same for each payment you receive.
However, see the example under Selling Price Sale to a related person. If you sell property1. Enter the reduced selling
Reduced, later, for a situation where the gross to a related person and the sale is an installmentprice for the property . . . . . . . . 1.
profit percentage changes. sale, you may not be able to report the sale2. Enter your adjusted

using the installment method. If you sell propertybasis for the
Example. You sell property at a contract to a related person and the related person dis-property . . . . . . . . . 2.

price of $2,000 and your gross profit is $500. poses of the property before you receive all3. Enter your selling
Your gross profit percentage is 25% ($500 ÷ payments with respect to the sale, you may haveexpenses . . . . . . . . 3.
$2,000). After subtracting interest, you report to treat the amount realized by the related per-4. Enter any
25% of each payment, including the down pay- son as received by you when the related persondepreciation
ment, as installment sale income from the sale recapture . . . . . . . . 4. disposes of the property. The definition of re-
for the tax year you receive the payment. The lated persons depends on whether you sold5. Add lines 2, 3, and 4. . . . . . . . 5.
remainder (balance) of each payment is the depreciable property or the related person dis-6. Subtract line 5 from line 1.
tax-free return of your adjusted basis. posed of the property.This is your adjusted

gross profit . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6. For information on these rules, see the in-
Amount to report as installment sale income. 7. Enter any installment sale structions for Form 6252 and Sale to a Related
Multiply the payments you receive each year income reported in Person in Publication 537.
(less interest) by the gross profit percentage. prior year(s) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.
The result is your installment sales income for Trading property for like-kind property. If8. Subtract line 7 from line 6 . . . . . 8.
the tax year. In certain circumstances, you may you trade business or investment property solely9. Divide line 8 by line 6.
be treated as having received a payment, even for the same kind of property to be held asThis is your new
though you received nothing directly. A receipt business or investment property, you can post-gross profit percentage*. . . . . 9.
of property or the assumption of a mortgage on pone reporting the gain. See Like-Kind Ex-

* Apply this percentage to all future payments tothe property sold may be treated as a payment. changes in chapter 10 for a discussion of
determine how much of each of those payments isFor a detailed discussion, see Payments Re- like-kind property.
installment sale income.ceived or Considered Received, later. If, in addition to like-kind property, you re-

ceive an installment obligation in the exchange,Example. In 2001, you sold land with a ba-Sale of depreciable property. You cannot
the following rules apply.sis of $40,000 for $100,000. Your gross profituse the installment method to report any depre-

was $60,000. You received a $20,000 downciation recapture income up to the gain on the • The contract price is reduced by the FMV
payment and the buyer’s note for $80,000. Thesale. However, report any gain greater than the of the like-kind property received in the
note provides for four annual payments ofrecapture income on the installment method. trade.
$20,000 each, plus 12% interest, beginning inThe recapture income reported in the year of • The gross profit is reduced by any gain on2002. Your gross profit percentage is 60%. Yousale is included in your installment sale basis to

the trade that can be postponed.reported a gain of $12,000 on each paymentdetermine your gross profit on the installment
received in 2001 and 2002.sale. • Like-kind property received in the trade is

In 2003, you and the buyer agreed to reduceYou generally cannot report gain from the not considered payment on the installment
the purchase price to $85,000 and paymentssale of depreciable property to a related person obligation.
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basis in the property is $4,400. You have selling • The face amount of the obligation on the
expenses of $600, for a total installment sale date you receive it if you use the accrualPayments Received or
basis of $5,000. The part of the mortgage that is method of accounting, or
more than your installment sale basis is $1,000Considered Received • The stated redemption price at maturity
($6,000 − $5,000). This amount is included in

less any original issue discount (OID) or, if
the contract price and is treated as a paymentYou must figure your gain each year on the there is no OID, the stated redemption
received in the year of sale. The contract price ispayments you receive, or are treated as receiv- price at maturity appropriately discounted
$4,000:ing, from an installment sale. to reflect total unstated interest. See Un-

In certain situations, you are considered to stated interest, later.Selling price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $9,000have received a payment, even though the
Minus: Mortgage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (6,000)buyer does not pay you directly. These situa- Fair market value (FMV). This is the priceAmount actually received . . . . . . . . $3,000tions occur when the buyer assumes or pays at which property would change hands betweenAdd difference:any of your debts, such as a loan, or pays any of a willing buyer and a willing seller, neither beingMortgage . . . . . . . . . . . . . $6,000your expenses, such as a sales commission. under any compulsion to buy or sell and whoMinus: Installment saleSee Mortgage less than basis, later for an ex- both have a reasonable knowledge of all thebasis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,000 1,000ception to this rule. necessary facts.Contract price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4,000

Buyer pays seller’s expenses. If the buyer Third-party note. If the property the buyer
Your gross profit on the sale is also $4,000:pays any of your expenses related to the sale of gives you is a third-party note (or other obliga-

your property, it is considered a payment to you tion of a third party), you are considered to have
Selling price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $9,000in the year of sale. Include these expenses in the received a payment equal to the note’s FMV.
Minus: Installment sale basis . . . . . . (5,000)selling and contract prices when figuring the Because the note is itself a payment on yourGross profit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4,000gross profit percentage. installment sale, any payments you later receive

Your gross profit percentage is 100%. Re- are not considered payments on the sale.Buyer assumes mortgage. If the buyer as-
port 100% of each payment as gain from thesumes or pays off your mortgage, or otherwise
sale. Treat the $1,000 difference between the Example. You sold real estate in an install-takes the property subject to the mortgage, the
mortgage and your installment sale basis as a ment sale. As part of the down payment, thefollowing rules apply.
payment and report 100% of it as gain in the buyer assigned to you a $50,000, 8% third-party

Mortgage less than basis. If the buyer as- year of sale. note. The FMV of the third-party note at the time
sumes a mortgage that is not more than your of the sale was $30,000. This amount, not

Buyer assumes other debts. If the buyer as-installment sale basis in the property, it is not $50,000, is a payment to you in the year of sale.
sumes any other debts, such as a loan or backconsidered a payment to you. It is actually a The third-party note had an FMV equal to 60% of
taxes, it may be considered a payment to you inrecovery of your basis. The selling price minus its face value ($30,000 ÷ $50,000), so 60% of
the year of sale.the mortgage equals the contract price. each principle payment you receive on this note

If the buyer assumes the debt instead of is a nontaxable return of capital. The remaining
paying it off, only part of it may have to beExample. You sell property with an ad- 40% is ordinary income.
treated as a payment. Compare the debt to yourjusted basis of $19,000. You have selling ex-

Bond. A bond or other evidence of debt youinstallment sale basis in the property being sold.penses of $1,000. The buyer assumes your
receive from the buyer that is payable on de-If the debt is less than your installment saleexisting mortgage of $15,000 and agrees to pay
mand is treated as a payment in the year youbasis, none of it is treated as a payment. If it isyou $10,000 (a cash down payment of $2,000
receive it. If you receive a government or corpo-more, only the difference is treated as a pay-and $2,000 (plus 12% interest) in each of the
rate bond that has interest coupons attached orment. If the buyer assumes more than one debt,next 4 years).
that can be readily traded in an establishedany part of the total that is more than yourThe selling price is $25,000 ($15,000 +
securities market, you are considered to haveinstallment sale basis is considered a payment.$10,000). Your gross profit is $5,000 ($25,000 −
received payment equal to the bond’s FMV.These rules are the same as the rules discussed$20,000 installment sale basis). The contract
However, see Exception under Property used asearlier under Buyer assumes mortgage. How-price is $10,000 ($25,000 − $15,000 mortgage).
a payment, above.ever, they apply only to the following types ofYour gross profit percentage is 50% ($5,000 ÷

debt the buyer assumes.$10,000). You report half of each $2,000 pay- Buyer’s note. The buyer’s note (unless
ment received as gain from the sale. You also payable on demand) is not considered payment• Those acquired from ownership of the
report all interest you receive as ordinary in- on the sale. However, its full face value is in-property you are selling, such as a mort-
come. cluded when figuring the selling price and thegage, lien, overdue interest, or back taxes.

contract price. Payments you receive on theMortgage more than basis. If the buyer • Those acquired in the ordinary course of note are used to figure your gain in the yearassumes a mortgage that is more than your business, such as a balance due for in- received.installment sale basis in the property, you re- ventory you purchased.
cover your entire basis. You are also relieved of Guarantee. Any evidence of debt you receive
the obligation to repay the amount borrowed. If the buyer assumes any other type of debt, from the buyer that is not payable on demand is
The part of the mortgage greater than your basis such as a personal loan, it is treated as if the not considered a payment, even if it is guaran-
is treated as a payment received in the year of buyer had paid off the debt at the time of the teed by a third party, including a government
sale. sale. The value of the assumed debt is consid- agency.

To figure the contract price, subtract the ered a payment to you in the year of sale.
Unstated interest. An installment sale con-mortgage from the selling price. This is the total
tract may provide that each deferred paymentProperty used as a payment. If you receiveamount you will receive directly from the buyer.
on the sale will include interest or that there willproperty rather than money from the buyer, it isAdd to this amount the payment you are consid-
be an interest payment in addition to the princi-still considered a payment. However, see Trad-ered to have received (the difference between
pal payment. Interest provided in the contract ising property for like-kind property, earlier. Gen-the mortgage and your installment sale basis).
called stated interest.erally, the amount of the payment is theThe contract price is then the same as your

If an installment sale contract does not pro-property’s FMV on the date you receive it.gross profit from the sale.
vide for adequate stated interest, part of theIf the mortgage the buyer assumes is equal Exception. If the property the buyer gives
stated principle amount of the contract may beto or more than your installment sale basis, the you is payable on demand or readily tradable,
recharacterized as interest. If section 483 ap-gross profit percentage will always be 100%. the amount you should consider as payment in
plies to the contract, this interest is called un-

the year received is:Example. The selling price for your property stated interest.
is $9,000. The buyer will pay you $1,000 annu- • The FMV of the property on the date you When the stated interest rate in the contract
ally (plus 8% interest) over the next 3 years and receive it if you use the cash receipts and is lower than the applicable federal rate, un-
assume an existing mortgage of $6,000. Your disbursements method of accounting, stated interest is the difference between interest
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Depreciation Adjustedfigured at the federal rate and interest figured at ciation claimed ($19,167), the total gain is de-
Asset Claimed Basis preciation recapture income.the rate specified in the sales contract.

The total depreciation recapture income fig-Home* . . . . . . . . . . -0- $30,000The applicable federal rates are ured in Part III of Form 4797 is $42,767. (This isLand . . . . . . . . . . . -0- 61,250published monthly in the Internal the sum of: $3,001 + $6,961 + $12,661 + $1,977Buildings . . . . . . . . $31,500 28,500Revenue Bulletin (IRB). You can get + $18,167.) Depreciation recapture income isTruck . . . . . . . . . . . 3,001 1,499this information by contacting an reported as ordinary income in the year of saleEquipment . . . . . . . 15,811 9,189IRS office. IRBs are also available on the In- even if no payments were received.Tractor . . . . . . . . . . 15,811 9,189ternet at www.irs.gov. The part of the gain reported as depreciationCattle** . . . . . . . . . 1,977 2,023
Generally, the unstated interest rules do not recapture income on the truck and the cattleCattle*** . . . . . . . . . 19,167 833

apply to a debt given in consideration for a sale held less than 2 years ($3,001 and $1,977) is* Owned and used as main home for at least 2or exchange of personal-use property. added to the adjusted basis of each propertyof the 5 years prior to the salePersonal-use property is any property in which when making the installment sale computations.** Held less than 2 years
substantially all of its use by the buyer is not in ***Held 2 years or more Assets not reported on the installmentconnection with a trade or business or an invest-

method. In the year of sale, the gain on thement activity.
cattle held 2 years or more, the equipment, andGain on each asset. The following scheduleUnstated interest reduces the stated selling the tractor is reported in full. Because the entireshows the assets included in the sale, each

price of the property and the buyer’s basis in the gain on the home can be excluded from income,asset’s selling price based on its respective
property. It increases the seller’s interest income the installment method does not apply to thevalue, the selling expense allocated to each
and the buyer’s interest expense. sale of the home. See Sale of your home inasset, the adjusted basis of each asset, and the

chapter 10. The selling price of these assetsgain on each asset. The selling expense forMore information. For more information,
($110,000) is subtracted from the total sellingeach asset is 5% of the selling price ($15,000see Unstated Interest and Original Issue Dis-
price ($300,000). The selling price for the assetsselling expense ÷ $300,000 selling price). Thecount (OID) in Publication 537.
included in the installment sale is $190,000.livestock and produce held for sale were sold

before the end of 2002 in anticipation of selling Installment sale basis and gross profit. The
the farm. The section 179 deduction was not following table shows each asset reported on
claimed on any asset. the installment method, its selling price, install-Installment Sale

ment sale basis, and gross profit.Selling Selling Adjustedof a Farm Price Expense Basis Gain
Installment

Home* $50,000 $2,500 $30,000 $17,500 Selling Sale GrossThe installment sale of a farm for one overall
Land 125,000 6,250 61,250 57,500 Price Basis Profitprice under a single contract is not the sale of a
Buildings 55,000 2,750 28,500 23,750single asset. It generally includes the sale of real Farm land . . . . . $125,000 $67,500 $57,500Truck 5,000 250 1,499 3,251property and personal property reportable on Buildings . . . . . 55,000 31,250 23,750Equip. 17,000 850 9,189 6,961the installment method. It may also include the Truck . . . . . . . . 5,000 4,750 250Tractor 23,000 1,150 9,189 12,661

Cattle* . . . . . . . 5,000 4,250 750sale of farm inventory, which cannot be reported Cattle** 5,000 250 2,023 2,727
$190,000 $107,750 $82,250on the installment method. See Inventory, ear- Cattle*** 20,000 1,000 833 18,167

lier. The selling price must be allocated to deter- $300,000 $15,000 $142,483 $142,517 * Held less than 2 years
mine the amount received for each class of

* Owned and used as main home for at least 2asset. Section 1231 gains. The ordinary incomeof the 5 years prior to the sale
The tax treatment of the gain or loss on the part of the gain on the truck is reported in the** Held less than 2 years

sale of each class of assets is determined by its year of sale, so the remaining gain ($250) and***Held 2 years or more
classification as a capital asset or as property the gain on the land and buildings are reported
used in the business, and by the length of time as section 1231 gains. The cattle held for less

Depreciation recapture. The buildings are than 2 years do not qualify for section 1231held. (See chapter 10 for a discussion of capital
section 1250 property. There is no depreciation treatment. The $750 gain on their sale is re-assets.) Separate computations must be made recapture income for them because they were ported as ordinary gain in Part II of Form 4797to figure the gain or loss for each class of asset depreciated using the straight line method. See as payments are received. See Section 1231sold. See Sale of a Farm in chapter 10. chapter 11 for more information on depreciation Gains and Losses in chapter 11.If you report the sale of property on the in- recapture.

stallment method, any depreciation recapture Contract price and gross profit percentage.Special rules may apply when you sell sec-
under section 1245 or 1250 of the Internal Reve- The contract price is $140,000 for the part of thetion 1250 assets depreciated under the straight
nue Code is generally taxable as ordinary in- sale reported on the installment method. This isline method. See the Unrecaptured Section
come in the year of sale. See Depreciation the selling price ($300,000) minus the mortgage1250 Gain Worksheet in the instructions for
recapture, later. This applies even if no pay- assumed ($50,000) minus the selling price ofSchedule D (Form 1040).
ments are received in that year. the assets with gains fully reported in the year ofThe truck used for hauling is section 1245

sale or excluded from income ($110,000).property. The entire depreciation of $3,001 is
Gross profit percentage for the sale isrecapture income because it is less than theExample

58.75% ($82,250 gross profit ÷ $140,000 con-gain on the truck. The remaining gain of $250 is
tract price). The gross profit percentage for eachOn January 3, 2003, you sold your farm, includ- reported on the installment method.
asset is figured as follows:ing the equipment and livestock (cattle used for The equipment and tractor are section 1245

breeding). You received $50,000 down and the property. The entire gain on each ($6,961 and
Percentbuyer’s note for $200,000. In addition, the buyer $12,661, respectively) is depreciation recapture

assumed an outstanding $50,000 mortgage on Farm land ($57,500 ÷ $140,000) . . . . 41.0714income.
the farm land. The total selling price was Buildings ($23,750 ÷ $140,000) . . . . 16.9643The cattle used for breeding and held for less

Truck ($250 ÷ $140,000) . . . . . . . . . 0.1786$300,000. The note payments of $25,000 each, than 2 years are section 1245 property. The
Cattle* ($750 ÷ $140,000) . . . . . . . . 0.5357plus adequate interest, are due every July 1 and entire depreciation of $1,977 is recapture in-
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 58.75January 1, beginning in July 2003. Your selling come because it is less than the gain. The re-

expenses were $15,000. maining gain of $750 is reported on the * Held less than 2 years
installment method.

Adjusted basis and depreciation. The ad- The cattle used for breeding and held for 2 Figuring the gain to report on the installment
justed basis and depreciation claimed on each years or more are also section 1245 property. method. Only 56% of each payment is re-
asset sold are as follows: Since the gain of $18,167 is less than the depre- ported on the installment method [$140,000
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Selling price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $190,000contract price ÷ $250,000 to be received on the Useful Items
Minus: Installment basis . . . . . . . . (107,750)sale ($300,000 selling price − $50,000 mortgage You may want to see:Gross profit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $82,250assumed)]. The total amount received on the

installment sale in 2003 is $75,000 ($50,000 Gain reported in 2003 (year of sale) $24,675 Publication
down payment + $25,000 payment on July 1). Gain reported in 2004:

❏ 536 Net Operating Losses (NOLs) forThe installment sale part of the total payments $28,000 × 58.75% . . . . . . . . . . . 16,450
Individuals, Estates, and TrustsGain reported in 2005:received in 2003 is $42,000 ($75,000 × .56).

$28,000 × 58.75% . . . . . . . . . . . 16,450Figure the gain to report for each asset by multi- ❏ 544 Sales and Other Dispositions ofGain reported in 2006:plying its gross profit percentage times $42,000. Assets$28,000 × 58.75% . . . . . . . . . . . 16,450
Gain reported in 2007: ❏ 547 Casualties, Disasters, and TheftsIncome

$14,000 × 58.75% . . . . . . . . . . . 8,225
❏ 584 Casualty, Disaster, and Theft LossFarm land—41.0714% × $42,000 . . . $17,250 Total gain reported . . . . . . . . . . . $82,250

Workbook (Personal-Use Property)Buildings—16.9643% × $42,000 . . . 7,125
Truck—0.1786% × $42,000 . . . . . . 75

❏ 584-B Business Casualty, Disaster, andCattle*—0.5357% × $42,000 . . . . . . 225
Theft Loss WorkbookTotal installment income for 2003 $24,675

* Held less than 2 years Form (and Instructions)

❏ Sch A (Form 1040) Itemized
Reporting the sale. Report the installment Deductions13.sale on Form 6252. Then report the amounts

❏ Sch D (Form 1040) Capital Gains andfrom Form 6252 on Form 4797 and Schedule D
Losses(Form 1040). Attach a separate page to Form

6252 that shows the computations in the exam- ❏ Sch F (Form 1040) Profit or Loss From
ple. FarmingCasualties,

If you sell depreciable business ❏ 4684 Casualties and Thefts
property, prepare Form 4797 first in Thefts, and ❏ 4797 Sales of Business Propertyorder to figure the amount to enter

TIP
on line 12 of Part I, Form 6252.

See chapter 21 for information about gettingCondemnationsSection 1231 gains. The gains on the land, publications and forms.
buildings, and truck are section 1231 gain. They
may be reported as either capital or ordinary
gain depending on the net balance when com- Introductionbined with other section 1231 losses. A net 1231 Casualties and Thefts

This chapter explains the tax treatment of casu-gain is capital gain and a net 1231 loss is an
alties, thefts, and condemnations. A casualtyordinary loss. If your property is destroyed, damaged, or sto-
occurs when property is damaged, destroyed, or len, you may have a deductible loss. If the insur-Depreciation recapture and gain on cattle. lost due to a sudden, unexpected, or unusual ance or other reimbursement is more than theIn the year of sale, you must report the total event. A theft occurs when property is stolen. A adjusted basis of the destroyed, damaged, ordepreciation recapture income on Form 4797. condemnation occurs when private property is stolen property, you may have a taxable gain.The $225 gain on the cattle held less than 2 legally taken for public use without the owner’s

years is ordinary income reported in Part II of consent. A casualty, theft, or condemnation may
Form 4797. See Table 11–1 in chapter 11. Casualty. A casualty is the damage, destruc-result in a deductible loss or taxable gain on your

tion, or loss of property resulting from an identifi-federal income tax return. You may have a de-
Installment income for years after 2003. able event that is sudden, unexpected, orductible loss or a taxable gain even if only a
You figure installment income for the years after unusual.portion of your property was affected by a casu-
2003 by applying the same gross profit percent- alty, theft, or condemnation. Deductible losses. Deductible casualty
ages to the payments you receive each year. If losses can result from a number of differentAn involuntary conversion occurs whenyou receive $50,000 during the year, $28,000 is causes, including the following.you receive money or other property as reim-considered received on the installment sale

bursement for a casualty, theft, condemnation,
(56% × $50,000). You realize income as follows: • Airplane crashes.disposition of property under threat of condem-

nation, or certain other events discussed in this • Car or truck accidents not resulting fromIncome
chapter. your willful act or willful negligence.

Farm land—41.0714% × $28,000 . . . $11,500
If an involuntary conversion results in a gain • Earthquakes.Buildings—16.9643% × $28,000 . . . 4,750

and you buy qualified replacement propertyTruck—0.1786% × $28,000 . . . . . . 50 • Fires (but see Nondeductible losses, next,within the specified replacement period, you canCattle*—0.5357% × $28,000 . . . . . . 150 for exceptions).postpone reporting the gain on your income taxTotal installment income . . . . . . . . $16,450
return. For more information, see Postponing • Floods.* Held less than 2 years Gain, later. • Freezing.

In this example, no gain is ever recognized
Topics • Government-ordered demolition or reloca-from the sale of your home. You will report the

tion of a home that is unsafe to use be-gain on cattle held less than 2 years as ordinary This chapter discusses: cause of a disaster as discussed undergain in Part II of Form 4797. You will combine
Disaster Area Losses, in Publication 547.your section 1231 gains with section 1231 • Casualties and thefts

losses in each of the later years to determine • Lightning.• How to figure a loss or gainwhether to report them as ordinary or capital
• Storms, including hurricanes and torna-gains. The interest received with each payment • Other involuntary conversions

does.will be included in full as ordinary income. • Postponing gain
Summary. The instal lment income Nondeductible losses. A casualty loss is• Disaster area losses(rounded to the nearest dollar) from the sale of not deductible if the damage or destruction is

the farm is reported as follows: • Reporting gains and losses caused by the following.
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theft losses on property bought for sale by omit- How To Figure a Loss• Accidentally breaking articles such as
ting the item from the closing inventory for the

glassware or china under normal condi-
year of the loss. You cannot take a separate How you figure a deductible casualty or thefttions.
deduction. loss depends on whether the loss was to farm or

• A family pet. personal-use property and whether the propertyLivestock, plants, produce, and crops raised
was stolen or partly or completely destroyed.• A fire if you willfully set it, or pay someone for sale. Losses of livestock, plants, produce,

else to set it. and crops raised for sale are generally not de- Farm property. Farm property is the property
ductible if you report your income on the cash you use in your farming business. If your farm• A car or truck accident if your willful negli-
method. You have already deducted the cost of property was completely destroyed or stolen,gence or willful act caused it. The same is
raising these items as farm expenses. your loss is figured as follows:true if the willful act or willful negligence of

For plants with a preproductive period ofsomeone acting for you caused the acci-
more than 2 years, you may have a deductible Your adjusted basis in the propertydent.
loss if you have a tax basis in the plants. You

MINUS• Progressive deterioration (explained next). usually have a tax basis if you capitalized the
Any salvage valueexpenses associated with these plants under

Progressive deterioration. Loss of prop- the uniform capitalization rules. The uniform MINUS
erty due to progressive deterioration is not de- capitalization rules are discussed in chapter 7.

Any insurance or other reimbursement youductible as a casualty loss. This is because the If you report your income on an accrual
receive or expect to receivedamage results from a steadily operating cause method, casualty or theft losses are deductible

or a normal process, rather than from a sudden only if you included the items in your inventory
You can use the schedules in Publi-event. Examples of damage due to progressive at the beginning of your tax year. You get the
cation 584-B to list your stolen,deterioration include damage from rust, corro- deduction by omitting the item from your inven-
damaged, or destroyed businesssion, or termites. However, weather-related con- tory at the close of your tax year. You cannot

TIP
property and to figure your loss.ditions or disease may cause another type of take a separate casualty or theft deduction.

If your farm property was partially damaged,involuntary conversion. See Other Involuntary
Income loss. A loss of future income is not use the steps shown under Personal-use prop-Conversions, later.
deductible. erty, next, to figure your casualty loss. However,

the deduction limits, discussed later, do not ap-Theft. A theft is the taking and removing of
Example. A severe flood destroyed your ply.money or property with the intent to deprive the

crops. Because you are a cash method taxpayerowner of it. The taking of property must be illegal
Personal-use property. Personal-use prop-and already deducted the cost of raising theunder the law of the state where it occurred and
erty is property used by you or your family mem-crops as farm expenses, this loss is not deducti-it must have been done with criminal intent.
bers for personal use. You figure the casualty orble, as explained earlier under Livestock, plants,Theft includes the taking of money or prop-
theft loss on this property by taking the followingproduce, and crops raised for sale. You estimateerty by the following means.
steps. that the crop loss will reduce your farm income

• Blackmail. by $25,000. This loss of future income is also not
1) Determine your adjusted basis in the prop-deductible.• Burglary. erty before the casualty or theft.

Loss of timber. If you sell timber downed as a• Embezzlement. 2) Determine the decrease in fair marketresult of a casualty, treat the proceeds from the
value of the property as a result of the• Extortion. sale as a reimbursement. If you use the pro-
casualty or theft.ceeds to buy qualified replacement property,• Kidnapping for ransom.

you can postpone reporting the gain. See Post- 3) From the smaller of the amounts you de-
• Larceny. poning Gain, later. termined in (1) and (2), subtract any insur-

ance or other reimbursement you receive• Robbery. Property used in farming. Casualty and theft or expect to receive.
losses of property used in your farm business• Threats.

You must apply the deduction limits, discussedusually result in deductible losses. If a fire or
The taking of money or property through fraud or later, to determine your deductible loss.storm destroyed your barn, or you lose by casu-
misrepresentation is theft if it is illegal under alty or theft an animal you bought for draft, You can use Publication 584 to liststate or local law. breeding, dairy, or sport, you may have a de- y o u r  s t o l e n  o r  d a m a g e d

ductible loss. See How To Figure a Loss, later.Mislaid or lost property. The simple disap- personal-use property and figure
pearance of money or property is not a theft.

TIP
Raised draft, breeding, dairy, or sporting your loss. It includes schedules to

However, an accidental loss or disappearance animals. Generally, losses of raised, draft, help you figure the loss on your home, its con-
of property can qualify as a casualty if it results breeding, dairy, or sporting animals do not result tents, and your motor vehicles.
from an identifiable event that is sudden, unex- in deductible casualty or theft losses because Adjusted basis. Adjusted basis is your ba-pected, or unusual. you have no basis in the animals. However, you

sis (usually cost) increased or decreased by
may be able to claim a deduction if either of the

various events, such as improvements and cas-Example. A car door is accidentally following situations applies to you.
ualty losses. For more information about ad-slammed on your hand, breaking the setting of

• You use inventories to determine your in- justed basis, see chapter 7.your diamond ring. The diamond falls from the
come and you included the animals inring and is never found. The loss of the diamond Decrease in fair market value (FMV). The
your inventory.is a casualty. decrease in FMV is the difference between the

• You capitalized the expenses associated property’s value immediately before the casu-
Farming Losses with the animals under the uniform capital- alty or theft and its value immediately afterward.

ization rules and therefore have a tax ba- FMV is defined in chapter 12 under Payments
You can deduct certain casualty or theft losses sis in the animals subject to a casualty or Received.
that occur in the business of farming. The follow- theft. Appraisal. To figure the decrease in FMVing is a discussion of some losses you can

When you include livestock in inventory, its last because of a casualty or theft, you generallydeduct and some you cannot deduct.
inventory value is its basis. When you lose an need a competent appraisal. But other mea-

Livestock or produce purchased for sale. inventoried animal held for draft, breeding, dairy, sures, such as the cost of cleaning up or making
Casualty or theft losses of livestock or produce or sport by casualty or theft during the year, repairs (discussed next) can be used to estab-
bought for sale are deductible if you report your decrease ending inventory by the amount you lish decreases in FMV.
income on the cash method. If you report your included in inventory for the animal. You cannot An appraisal to determine the difference be-
income on an accrual method, take casualty and take a separate deduction. tween the FMV of the property immediately
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before a casualty or theft and immediately after- provements, such as buildings, trees, and your other losses (if any) on your return for the
shrubs) is treated as one item. Figure the loss year in which you can reasonably expect noward should be made by a competent appraiser.
using the smaller of the following. more reimbursement.The appraiser must recognize the effects of any

general market decline that may occur along Actual reimbursement more than ex-• The decrease in FMV of the entire prop-
with the casualty. This information is needed to pected. If you later receive more reimburse-erty.
limit any deduction to the actual loss resulting ment than you expected after you have claimed• The adjusted basis of the entire property.from damage to the property. a deduction for the loss, you may have to include

the extra reimbursement in your income for theCost of cleaning up or making repairs.
year you receive it. However, if any part of yourThe cost of cleaning up after a casualty is not Example. You bought a farm in 1960 for original deduction did not reduce your tax for thepart of a casualty loss. Neither is the cost of $20,000. The adjusted basis of the residential earlier year, do not include that part of the reim-repairing damaged property after a casualty. But part is $16,000. In 2003, a windstorm blew down bursement in your income. Do not refigure youryou can use the cost of cleaning up or making shade trees and three ornamental trees planted tax for the year you claimed the deduction. Seerepairs after a casualty as a measure of the at a cost of $600 on the residential part. The Recoveries in Publication 525, Taxable anddecrease in FMV if you meet all the following adjusted basis of the residential part includes Nontaxable Income, to find out how much extraconditions. the $600. The fair market value (FMV) of the reimbursement to include in income.

residential part immediately before the storm• The repairs are actually made.
If the total of all the reimbursementswas $130,000, and $126,000 immediately after

• The repairs are necessary to bring the you receive is more than your ad-the storm. The trees were not covered by insur-
property back to its condition before the justed basis in the destroyed or sto-ance.
casualty. CAUTION

!
len property, you will have a gain on

1) Adjusted basis . . . . . . . . . . . . $16,000 the casualty or theft. See Publication 547 for• The amount spent for repairs is not exces-
2) FMV before the storm . . . . . . . $130,000 information on how to treat a gain from thesive.
3) FMV after the storm . . . . . . . . . 126,000 reimbursement you receive because of a casu-

• The repairs fix the damage only. 4) Decrease in FMV (line 2 − line 3) $4,000 alty or theft.
5) Loss before insurance• The value of the property after the repairs Actual reimbursement same as expected.(lesser of line 1 or line 4) . . . . . $4,000

is not, due to the repairs, more than the If you receive exactly the reimbursement you6) Minus: Insurance . . . . . . . . . . . –0–
value of the property before the casualty. expected to receive, you do not have to include7) Amount of loss . . . . . . . . . . . $4,000

any amount in your income or deduct any loss.
Related expenses. The incidental ex-

Lump-sum reimbursement. If you have aInsurance and other reimbursements. Ifpenses due to a casualty or theft, such as ex-
casualty or theft loss of several assets at theyou receive an insurance or other type of reim-penses for the treatment of personal injuries,
same time without an allocation of reimburse-bursement, you must subtract the reimburse-temporary housing, or a rental car, are not part
ment to specific assets, divide the lump-summent when you figure your loss. You do not haveof your casualty or theft loss. However, they may
reimbursement among the assets according toa casualty or theft loss to the extent you arebe deductible as farm business expenses if the
the fair market value of each asset at the time ofreimbursed.damaged or stolen property is farm property.
the loss. Figure the gain or loss separately forIf you expect to be reimbursed for part or all
each asset that has a separate basis.of your loss, you must subtract the expectedSeparate computations for more than one

reimbursement when you figure your loss. Youitem of property. Generally, if a single casu-
Adjustments to basis. If you have a casualtymust reduce your loss even if you do not receivealty or theft involves more than one item of
or theft loss, you must decrease your basis inpayment until a later tax year.property, you must figure your loss separately
the property by any insurance or other reim-for each item of property. Then combine the Do not subtract from your loss any bursement you receive and by any deductiblelosses to determine your total loss. insurance payments you receive for loss. The result is your adjusted basis in the

living expenses if you lose the use ofThere is an exception to this rule for property. Amounts you spend to restore yourCAUTION
!

your main home or are denied ac-personal-use real property. See Ex- property after a casualty increase your adjusted
cess to it because of a casualty. You may haveception for personal-use real prop- basis. See Adjusted Basis in chapter 7 for moreCAUTION

!
to include a portion of these payments in yourerty, later. information.
income. See Publication 547 for details.

Example. A fire on your farm damaged a Disaster relief. Food, medical supplies, Deduction Limits on Losses
tractor and the barn in which it was stored. The and other forms of assistance you receive do not of Personal-Use Propertytractor had an adjusted basis of $3,300. Its FMV reduce your casualty loss, unless they are
was $28,000 just before the fire and $10,000 replacements for lost or destroyed property. Ex- Casualty and theft losses of property held forimmediately afterward. The barn had an ad- cludable cash gifts you receive also do not re- personal use may be deductible if you itemizejusted basis of $28,000. Its FMV was $55,000 duce your casualty loss if there are no limits on deductions on Schedule A (Form 1040).just before the fire and $25,000 immediately how you can use the money. There are two limits on the deduction forafterward. You received insurance reimburse- Generally, disaster relief grants received casualty or theft loss of personal-use property.ments of $2,100 on the tractor and $26,000 on under the Disaster Relief and Emergency Assis- You figure these limits on Form 4684.the barn. Figure your deductible casualty loss tance Act are not included in your income. See
separately for the two items of property. Disaster relief grants, later, under Disaster Area $100 rule. You must reduce each casualty or

Losses. theft loss on personal-use property by $100.Tractor Barn
This rule applies after you have subtracted anyQualified disaster relief payments for ex-1) Adjusted basis . . . . . . $3,300 $28,000
reimbursement.penses you incurred as a result of a Presiden-2) FMV before fire . . . . . . $28,000 $55,000

tially declared disaster are not taxable income to3) FMV after fire . . . . . . . 10,000 25,000
10% rule. You must further reduce the total ofyou. See Qualified disaster relief payments,4) Decrease in FMV
all your casualty or theft losses on personal-uselater, under Disaster Area Losses.(line 2 − line 3) . . . . . . $18,000 $30,000
property by 10% of your adjusted gross income.5) Loss (lesser of line 1 or Reimbursement received after deducting
Apply this rule after you reduce each loss byline 4) . . . . . . . . . . . . $3,300 $28,000 loss. If you figure your casualty or theft loss
$100. Adjusted gross income is on line 35 of6) Minus: Insurance . . . . . 2,100 26,000 using your expected reimbursement, you may
Form 1040.7) Deductible casualty loss $1,200 $2,000 have to adjust your tax return for the tax year in8) Total deductible casualty loss $3,200

which you get your actual reimbursement. Example. In June, you discovered that your
Exception for personal-use real property. Actual reimbursement less than expected. house had been burglarized. Your loss after

In figuring a casualty loss on personal-use real If you later receive less reimbursement than you insurance reimbursement was $2,000. Your ad-
property, the entire property (including any im- expected, include that difference as a loss with justed gross income for the year you discovered
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the burglary is $57,000. Figure your theft loss • That you were the owner of the property
deduction as follows: or, if you leased the property from some- Other Involuntary

one else, that you were contractually liable
1. Loss after insurance . . . . . . . . . . . $2,000 to the owner for the damage. Conversions
2. Subtract $100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 • Whether a claim for reimbursement exists3. Loss after $100 rule . . . . . . . . . . . $1,900 In addition to casualties and thefts, other eventsfor which there is a reasonable expecta-4. Subtract 10% × $57,000 AGI . . . . . $5,700 cause involuntary conversions of property.tion of recovery.5. Theft loss deduction . . . . . . . . . . –0– Some of these are discussed in the following

paragraphs.You do not have a theft loss deduction be-
Theft loss proof. For a theft loss, your rec- Gain or loss from an involuntary conversioncause your loss ($1,900) is less than 10% of
ords should show all the following information. of your property is usually recognized for taxyour adjusted gross income ($5,700).

purposes. You report the gain or deduct the loss• When you discovered your property wasIf you have a casualty or theft gain in on your tax return for the year you realize it.missing.addition to a loss, you will have to However, depending on the type of property you
make a special computation before • That your property was stolen. receive, you may not have to report your gain onCAUTION

!
you figure your 10% limit. See 10% the involuntary conversion. See Postponing• That you were the owner of the property.Rule in Publication 547. Gain, later.

• Whether a claim for reimbursement exists
for which there is a reasonable expecta-When Loss Is Deductible Condemnation
tion of recovery.

Casualty losses are generally deductible only in Condemnation is the process by which private
the year in which they occur. Theft losses are property is legally taken for public use withoutFiguring a Gaingenerally deductible only in the year they are the owner’s consent. The property may be taken
discovered. However, losses in Presidentially by the federal government, a state government,A casualty or theft may result in a taxable gain. Ifdeclared disaster areas are subject to different a political subdivision, or a private organizationyou receive an insurance payment or other reim-rules. See Disaster Area Losses, later, for an that has the power to legally take property. Thebursement that is more than your adjusted basisexception. owner receives a condemnation award (moneyin the destroyed, damaged, or stolen property,

or property) in exchange for the property taken.you have a gain from the casualty or theft. YouLeased property. If you lease property from
A condemnation is a forced sale, the ownergenerally report your gain as income in the yearsomeone else, you can deduct a loss on the
being the seller and the condemning authorityyou receive the reimbursement. However, de-property in the year your liability for the loss is
being the buyer.pending on the type of property you receive, youfixed. This is true even if the loss occurred or the

may not have to report your gain. See Postpon-liability was paid in a different year. You are not Threat of condemnation. Treat the sale of
ing Gain, later.entitled to a deduction until your liability under your property under threat of condemnation as a

Your gain is figured as follows:the lease can be determined with reasonable condemnation, provided you have reasonable
accuracy. Your liability can be determined when grounds to believe that your property will be• The amount you receive, minus
a claim for recovery is settled, adjudicated, or condemned.• Your adjusted basis in the property at theabandoned.

time of the casualty or theft. Main home condemned. If you have a gain
Example. Robert leased a tractor from First because your main home is condemned, you

Even if the decrease in FMV of your propertyImplement, Inc., for use in his farm business. generally can exclude the gain from your income
is smaller than the adjusted basis of your prop-The tractor was destroyed by a tornado in June as if you had sold or exchanged your home. For
erty, use your adjusted basis to figure the gain.2003. The loss was not insured. First Implement information on this exclusion, see Publication

billed Robert for the fair market value of the 523, Selling Your Home. If your gain is moreAmount you receive. The amount you re-
tractor on the date of the loss. Robert disagreed than the amount you can exclude, but you buyceive includes any money plus the value of any
with the bill and refused to pay it. First Imple- replacement property, you may be able to post-property you receive, minus any expenses you
ment later filed suit in court against Robert. In pone reporting the excess gain. See Postponinghave in obtaining reimbursement. It also in-
2004, Robert and First Implement agreed to Gain, later. (You cannot deduct a loss from thecludes any reimbursement used to pay off a
settle the suit for $20,000, and the court entered condemnation of your main home.)mortgage or other lien on the damaged, de-
a judgement in favor of First Implement. Robert stroyed, or stolen property. More information. For information on how topaid $20,000 in June 2004. He can claim the

figure the gain or loss on condemned property,$20,000 as a loss on his 2004 tax return. Example. A tornado severely damaged see chapter 1 in Publication 544. Also see Post-
your barn. The adjusted basis of the barn was poning Gain, later, to find out if you can post-Net operating loss (NOL). If your deductions,
$25,000. Your insurance company reimbursed pone reporting the gain.including casualty or theft loss deductions, are
you $40,000 for the damaged barn. However,more than your income for the year, you may
you had legal expenses of $2,000 to collect thathave an NOL. An NOL can be carried back or Irrigation Projectinsurance. Your insurance minus your expensescarried forward and deducted from income in
to collect the insurance is more than your ad-other years. See chapter 5 for more information The sale or other disposition of property located
justed basis in the barn, so you have a gain.on NOLs. within an irrigation project to conform to the

acreage limits of federal reclamation laws is an1) Insurance reimbursement . . . . . . $40,000
involuntary conversion.Proof of Loss 2) Legal expenses . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,000

3) Amount received
To deduct a casualty or theft loss, you must be Livestock Losses(line 1 − line 2) . . . . . . . . . . . . . $38,000
able to prove that there was a casualty or theft. 4) Adjusted basis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25,000
You must have records to support the amount 5) Gain on casualty (line 3 − line 4) $13,000 Diseased livestock. If your livestock die fromyou claim for the loss.

disease, or are destroyed, sold, or exchanged
because of disease, even though the disease isCasualty loss proof. For a casualty loss, your
not of epidemic proportions, treat these occur-records should show all the following informa-
rences as involuntary conversions. If the live-tion.
stock was raised or purchased for resale, follow• The type of casualty (car accident, fire,
the rules for livestock discussed earlier under

storm, etc.) and when it occurred.
Farming Losses. Otherwise, figure the gain or

• That the loss was a direct result of the loss from these conversions using the rules dis-
casualty. cussed under Determining Gain or Loss in chap-
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ter 10. If you replace the livestock, you may be talized reforestation costs you had to duplicate owned by an S corporation, the $100,000 limit
able to postpone reporting the gain. See Post- on replanting. You deduct the loss on the return applies to the S corporation and each share-
poning Gain, later. for the year the seedlings died. If you took the holder.

investment credit for any of these costs, youReporting dispositions of diseased live- Exception. This rule does not apply if the
may have to recapture all or part of the credit.stock. If you choose to postpone reporting related person acquired the property from an
See Recapture of Investment Credit ingain on the disposition of diseased livestock, unrelated person within the period of time al-
chapter 9.you must attach a statement to your return ex- lowed for replacing the involuntarily converted

plaining that the livestock was disposed of be- property.
cause of disease. You must also include other

Related persons. Under this rule, relatedinformation on this statement. See How To Post-
persons include, for example, a corporation andPostponing Gainpone Gain, later, under Postponing Gain.
an individual who owns more than 50% of its
outstanding stock, and two partnerships inDo not report a gain if you receive reimburse-Weather-related sales of livestock. If you
which the same C corporations own more thanment in the form of property similar or related insell or exchange livestock (other than poultry)
50% of the capital or profits interests. For moreservice or use to the destroyed, stolen, or otherheld for draft, breeding, or dairy purposes solely
information on related persons, see Nondeduct-involuntarily converted property. Your basis inbecause of drought, flood, or other weather-re-
ible Loss under Sales and Exchanges Betweenthe new property is generally the same as yourlated conditions, treat the sale or exchange as
Related Persons in chapter 2 of Publication 544.adjusted basis in the property it replaces.an involuntary conversion. Only livestock sold in

You must ordinarily report the gain on yourexcess of the number you normally would sell Death of a taxpayer. If a taxpayer dies after
stolen, destroyed, or other involuntarily con-under usual business practice, in the absence of having a gain, but before buying replacement
verted property if you receive money or unlikeweather-related conditions, are considered in- property, the gain must be reported for the year
property as reimbursement. However, you canvoluntary conversions. Figure the gain or loss in which the decedent realized the gain. The
choose to postpone reporting the gain if youusing the rules discussed under Determining executor of the estate or the person succeeding
purchase replacement property similar or re-Gain or Loss in chapter 10. If you replace the to the funds from the involuntary conversion
lated in service or use to your destroyed, stolen,livestock, you may be able to postpone reporting cannot postpone reporting the gain by buying
or other involuntarily converted property within athe gain. See Postponing Gain, later. replacement property.
specific replacement period.

Example. It is your usual business practice If you have a gain on damaged property, you Replacement Propertyto sell five of your dairy animals during the year. can postpone reporting the gain if you spend the
This year you sold 20 dairy animals because of reimbursement to restore the property. You must buy replacement property for the spe-
drought. The sale of 15 animals is treated as an To postpone reporting all the gain, the cost of cific purpose of replacing your property. Your
involuntary conversion. your replacement property must be at least as replacement property must be similar or related

much as the reimbursement you receive. If the in service or use to the property it replaces. YouIf you do not replace the livestock,
cost of the replacement property is less than the do not have to use the same funds you receiveyou may be able to report the gain in
reimbursement, you must include the gain in as reimbursement for your old property to ac-the following year’s income. This
your income up to the amount of the unspent

TIP
quire the replacement property. If you spend therule also applies to poultry. See

reimbursement. money you receive for other purposes, and bor-Sales Caused by Weather-Related Conditions
row money to buy replacement property, youin chapter 4. Example. In 1970, you bought a cottage in
can still choose to postpone reporting the gain ifReporting weather-related sales of live- the mountains for your personal use at a cost of
you meet the other requirements. Property youstock. If you choose to postpone reporting the $18,000. You made no further improvements or
acquire by gift or inheritance does not qualify asgain on weather-related sales of livestock, show additions to it. When a storm destroyed the cot-
replacement property.all the following information on a statement at- tage this January, the cottage was worth

tached to your return for the tax year in which $250,000. You received $146,000 from the in- Owner-user. If you are an owner-user, similar
you first realize any of the gain. surance company in March. You had a gain of or related in service or use means that replace-

$128,000 ($146,000 − $18,000). ment property must function in the same way as• Evidence of the weather-related conditions
You spent $144,000 to rebuild the cottage. the property it replaces. Examples of propertythat forced the sale or exchange of the

Since this is less than the insurance proceeds that functions in the same way as the property itlivestock.
received, you must include $2,000 ($146,000 − replaces are a home that replaces another

• The gain realized on the sale or exchange. $144,000) in your income. home, a dairy cow that replaces another dairy
cow, and farmland that replaces other farmland.• The number and kind of livestock sold or Buying replacement property from a related A passenger automobile that replaces a tractorexchanged. person. You cannot postpone reporting a gain does not qualify. Neither does a breeding or

from a casualty, theft, or other involuntary con-• The number of livestock of each kind you draft animal that replaces a dairy cow.
version if you buy the replacement property fromwould have sold or exchanged under your

Soil or other environmental contamination.a related person (discussed later). This rule ap-usual business practice.
If, because of soil or other environmental con-plies to the following taxpayers. 
tamination, it is not practical for you to reinvestShow all the following information on the re-
your insurance money from destroyed livestock1) C corporations.turn for the year in which you replace the live-
in property similar or related in service or use tostock. 2) Partnerships in which more than 50% of the livestock, you can treat other property (in-

the capital or profits interest is owned by C• The date you bought replacement live- cluding real property) used for farming pur-
corporations.stock. poses, as property similar or related in service or

use to the destroyed livestock.3) Individuals, partnerships (other than those• The cost of the replacement livestock.
in (2) above), and S corporations if the Standing crop destroyed by casualty. If a• The number and kind of the replacement total realized gain for the tax year on all

storm or other casualty destroyed your standinglivestock. involuntarily converted properties on which
crop and you use the insurance money to ac-

there are realized gains is more than
quire either another standing crop or a har-

$100,000.
vested crop, this purchase qualifies asTree Seedlings

For involuntary conversions described in (3) replacement property. The costs of planting and
If, because of an abnormal drought, the failure of above, gains cannot be offset by any losses raising a new crop qualify as replacement costs
planted tree seedlings is greater than normally when determining whether the total gain is more for the destroyed crop only if you use the crop
anticipated, you may have a deductible loss. than $100,000. If the property is owned by a method of accounting (discussed in chapter 3).
Treat the loss as a loss from an involuntary partnership, the $100,000 limit applies to the In that case, the costs of bringing the new crop
conversion. The loss equals the previously capi- partnership and each partner. If the property is to the same level of maturity as the destroyed
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crop qualify as replacement costs to the extent you must attach a statement to each year’s• The date on which you disposed of the
they are incurred during the replacement period. return. Include in the statement detailed infor-

condemned property.
mation on the replacement property bought in

Timber loss. Standing timber you bought with • The date on which the threat of condem- that year.
the proceeds from the sale of timber downed as nation began.

Amended return. You must file an amendeda result of a casualty, such as high winds, earth-
The replacement period generally ends 2 years return (Form 1040X) for the tax year of the gainquakes, or volcanic eruptions, qualifies as re-
after the close of the first tax year in which any in either of the following situations.placement property. If you bought the standing
part of the gain on the condemnation is realized.timber within the replacement period, you can • You do not acquire replacement property

postpone reporting the gain. Business or investment real property. If within the replacement period, plus exten-
real property held for use in a trade or business sions. On this amended return, you must

Business or income-producing property lo- or for investment (not including property held report the gain and pay any additional tax
cated in a Presidentially declared disaster primarily for sale) is condemned, the replace- due.
area. I f  your destroyed business or ment period ends 3 years after the close of the • You acquire replacement property withinincome-producing property was located in a first tax year in which any part of the gain on the

the required replacement period, plus ex-Presidentially declared disaster area, any tangi- condemnation is realized.
tensions, but at a cost less than theble replacement property you acquire for use in
amount you receive from the casualty,any business is treated as similar or related in Extension. You may get an extension of the
theft, or other involuntary conversion. Onservice or use to the destroyed property. For replacement period if you apply to the IRS direc-
this amended return, you must report themore information, see Disaster Area Losses in tor for your area. Include all the details about
part of the gain that cannot be postponedPublication 547. your need for an extension. Make your applica-
and pay any additional tax due.tion before the end of the replacement period.

Substituting replacement property. Once However, you can file an application within a
you have acquired qualified replacement prop- reasonable time after the replacement period
erty that you designate as replacement property ends if you can show a good reason for the
in a statement attached to your tax return, you delay. You will get an extension of the replace- Disaster Area Lossescannot substitute other qualified replacement ment period if you can show reasonable cause
property. This is true even if you acquire the for not making the replacement within the regu- Special rules apply to Presidentially declaredother property within the replacement period. lar period. disaster area losses. A Presidentially declaredHowever, if you discover that the original re-

disaster is a disaster that occurred in an areaplacement property was not qualified replace- How To Postpone Gain declared by the President to be eligible for fed-ment property, you can, within the replacement
eral assistance under the Disaster Relief andperiod, substitute the new qualified replacement You postpone reporting your gain by reporting Emergency Assistance Act.property. your choice on your tax return for the year you

A list of the areas warranting assis-have the gain. You have the gain in the year youBasis of replacement property. You must tance under the Act for 2003 is avail-receive insurance proceeds or other reimburse-reduce the basis of your replacement property able at the Federal Emergencyments that result in a gain.(its cost) by the amount of postponed gain. In

TIP
Management Agency (FEMA) web

this way, tax on the gain is postponed until you site at www.fema.gov.Required statement. You should attach a
dispose of the replacement property. This part discusses the special rules forstatement to your return for the year you have

when to deduct a disaster area loss and what taxthe gain. This statement should include all the
Replacement Period deadlines may be postponed. For other specialfollowing information.

rules, see Publication 547.• The date and details of the casualty, theft,To postpone reporting your gain, you must buy
When to deduct the loss. If you have a de-or other involuntary conversion.replacement property within a specified period
ductible loss from a disaster that occurred in aof time. This is the replacement period. • The insurance or other reimbursement you Presidentially declared disaster area, you canThe replacement period begins on the date received. choose to deduct that loss on your return oryour property was damaged, destroyed, stolen,
amended return for the tax year immediately• How you figured the gain.sold, or exchanged. The replacement period
preceding the tax year in which the disastergenerally ends 2 years after the close of the first
happened. If you make this choice, the loss isReplacement property acquired before re-tax year in which you realize any part of your
treated as having occurred in the precedingturn filed. If you acquire replacement propertygain from the involuntary conversion.
year.before you file your return for the year you have

the gain, your statement should also includeExample. You are a calendar year tax- Claiming a qualifying disaster loss
detailed information about all the followingpayer. While you were on vacation, a valuable on the previous year’s return may
items.piece of antique furniture that cost $2,200 was result in a lower tax for that year,

stolen from your home. You discovered the theft

TIP
often producing or increasing a cash• The replacement property.

when you returned home on November 11, refund.• The postponed gain.2002. Your insurance company investigated the You must make this choice to take your cas-
theft and did not settle your claim until January • The basis adjustment that reflects the ualty loss for the disaster in the preceding year
3, 2004, when they paid you $3,000. You first postponed gain. by the later of the following dates.
realized a gain from the reimbursement for the

• Any gain you are reporting as income. • The due date (without extensions) for filingtheft during 2004, so you have until December
your tax return for the tax year in which31, 2006, to replace the property.

Replacement property acquired after re- the disaster actually occurred.
turn filed. If you intend to buy replacementMain home in disaster area. For your main • The due date (with extensions) for the re-property after you file your return for the yearhome (or its contents) located in a Presidentially turn for the preceding tax year.you realize gain, your statement should also saydeclared disaster area, the replacement period
that you are choosing to replace the propertyends 4 years after the close of the first tax year in
within the required replacement period. Disaster relief grants. Do not includewhich you realize any part of your gain from the

You should then attach another statement to post-disaster relief grants received under theinvoluntary conversion. See Disaster Area
your return for the year in which you buy the Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance ActLosses, later.
replacement property. This statement should in your income if the grant payments are made

Condemnation. The replacement period for a contain detailed information on the replacement to help you meet necessary expenses or serious
condemnation begins on the earlier of the fol- property. If you acquire part of your replacement needs for medical, dental, housing, personal
lowing dates. property in one year and part in another year, property, transportation, or funeral expenses.
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Do not deduct casualty losses or medical ex- • Any individual who is a relief worker affili-
ated with a recognized government or phil-penses to the extent they are specifically reim-
anthropic organization and who isbursed by these disaster relief grants. 14.assisting in a covered disaster area.Unemployment assistance payments under the

Act are taxable unemployment compensation. • Any individual, business entity, or sole
proprietor whose records are needed to

Qualified disaster relief payments. Qualified Alternativemeet a postponed deadline, provided
disaster relief payments are not included in the those records are maintained in a covered
income of individuals to the extent any expense disaster area. The main home or principal Minimum Taxcompensated by these payments is not other- place of business does not have to be
wise compensated for by insurance or other located in the covered disaster area.
reimbursement. These payments are not sub-

• Any estate or trust that has tax recordsject to income tax, self-employment tax, or em- Introductionnecessary to meet a postponed tax dead-ployment taxes (social security, Medicare, and
line, provided those records are main- The tax laws give special treatment to somefederal unemployment taxes). No withholding
tained in a covered disaster area. types of income, allow special deductions forapplies to these payments.

some types of expenses, and allow credits forQualified disaster relief payments include • The spouse on a joint return with a tax-
certain taxpayers. These laws enable some tax-payments you receive (regardless of the source) payer who is eligible for postponements.
payers with substantial economic income to sig-for the following expenses. • Any other person determined by the IRS nificantly reduce their regular tax. The

to be affected by a Presidentially declared alternative minimum tax (AMT) ensures that• Reasonable and necessary personal, fam-
disaster. these taxpayers pay at least a minimum amountily, living, or funeral expenses incurred as

of tax on their economic income.a result of a Presidentially declared disas-
Covered disaster area. This is an area of a This chapter discusses the AMT for individu-ter.

Presidentially declared disaster area in which als. For information about the AMT for corpora-• Reasonable and necessary expenses in- the IRS has decided to postpone tax deadlines tions, see Publication 542, Corporations.
curred for the repair or rehabilitation of a for up to 1 year.
personal residence due to a Presidentially Topics
declared disaster. (A personal residence Abatement of interest and penalties. The This chapter discusses:
can be a rented residence or one you IRS may abate the interest and penalties on the
own.) underpaid income tax for the length of any post- • Form 6251

ponement of tax deadlines.• Reasonable and necessary expenses in- • Records you must keep
curred for the repair or replacement of the

• Credit for prior year minimum taxcontents of a personal residence due to a
Presidentially declared disaster. Reporting Gains Useful ItemsQualified disaster relief payments include

You may want to see:and Lossesamounts paid by a federal, state, or local gov-
ernment in connection with a Presidentially de-

Form (and Instructions)You will have to file one or more of the followingclared disaster to those affected by the disaster.
forms to report your gains or losses from invol-

❏ 1040 U.S. Individual Income Tax ReturnQualified disaster relief payments untary conversions.
do not include: ❏ Sch A (Form 1040) Itemized Deductions

Form 4684. Use this form to report your gains
❏ 6251 Alternative Minimum Tax—CAUTION

!
and losses from casualties and thefts.

Individuals• Insurance or other reimbursements for
Form 4797. Use this form to report involuntaryexpenses, or ❏ 8801 Credit for Prior Year Minimum
conversions (other than from casualty or theft) of Tax—Individuals, Estates, and• Income replacement payments, such as
property used in your trade or business and Trustspayments of lost wages, lost business in-
capital assets held in connection with a trade orcome, or unemployment compensation.
business or a transaction entered into for profit. See chapter 21 for information about getting

publications and forms.Postponed tax deadlines. The IRS may Schedule A (Form 1040). Use this form to
postpone for up to 1 year certain tax deadlines of deduct your losses from casualties and thefts of
taxpayers who are affected by a Presidentially personal-use property that you reported on
declared disaster. The tax deadlines the IRS Form 4684. Form 6251may postpone include those for filing income
and employment tax returns, paying income and Schedule D (Form 1040). Use this form to

Individuals use Form 6251 to figure their AMT.employment taxes, and making contributions to report gain from an involuntary conversion
They also use the form when figuring certaina traditional IRA or Roth IRA. (other than from casualty or theft) of
credit limitations.If any tax deadline is postponed, the IRS will personal-use property. Also, carry over the fol-

publicize the postponement in your area and lowing gains to Schedule D. Figuring AMT. Use the worksheet in Table
publish a news release, revenue ruling, revenue 14–1 to see if you should fill in Form 6251 to• Net gain shown on Form 4797 from anprocedure, notice, announcement, or other gui- figure the amount, if any, of your AMT.

involuntary conversion of business prop-dance in the Internal Revenue Bulletin (IRB).
Exception. Fill in Form 6251 instead of us-erty held for more than 1 year.

Who is eligible. If the IRS postpones a tax ing the worksheet if you claimed or received any• Net gain shown on Form 4684 from thedeadline, the following taxpayers are eligible for of the following items.
casualty or theft of personal-use property.the postponement.

• Accelerated depreciation.
• Any individual whose main home is lo-

Schedule F (Form 1040). Use this form to • Income or (loss) from tax-shelter farm ac-cated in a covered disaster area (defined
deduct your losses from casualty or theft of tivities or passive activities.next).
livestock or produce bought for sale under Other • Net operating loss deduction.• Any business entity or sole proprietor expenses in Part II, line 34, if you use the cash

whose principal place of business is lo- method of accounting and have not otherwise • The credit for fuel produced from a non-
cated in a covered disaster area. deducted these losses. conventional source, the qualified electric
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vehicle credit, or any general business • Any general business credit
credit. Credit for Prior Year(see chapter 9).

• Stock by exercising an incentive stock op- • The qualified electric vehicle credit Minimum Taxtion and you did not dispose of the stock in
(see chapter 12 in Publication 535).

the same year.
Individuals use Form 8801 to figure their mini-• The nonconventional source fuel credit• Tax-exempt interest from private activity mum tax credit, if any, for AMT incurred in prior(see section 29 of the Internal Revenue

bonds. tax years. They also use the form to figure anyCode).
minimum tax credit carryforward.• Intangible drilling, circulation, research, • The credit for prior year minimum tax (dis-

experimental, or mining costs. Form 8801. Fill in Form 8801 if you had any ofcussed later).
the following for 2002.• Amortization of pollution-control facilities

or depletion. • An AMT liability and adjustments or prefer-After you fill in Form 6251, attach it to your tax
ences that do not cause a permanent dif-• Income from long-term contracts not fig- return.
ference in taxable income over time.ured using the percentage-of-completion

method. • A minimum tax credit carryforward to
2003.• Interest paid on a home mortgage not Records Youused to buy, build, or substantially improve • An unallowed nonconventional source fuel

your home. credit or qualified electric vehicle credit.Must Keep
• Investment interest expense reported on

Form 4952. For more information, see Form 8801.Due to AMT adjustments, you may
• AMT adjustments from an estate, trust, have a different AMT basis in cer-

Reduction for canceled debt. You may haveelecting large partnership, or a coopera- tain property or activities. Because
to reduce the credit if you exclude from income aRECORDS

tive. your AMT basis may affect the com-
canceled debt from any of the following.putation of AMT in future tax years, you may• Section 1202 exclusion.

need to figure the adjustments that affect basis, • A bankruptcy case.
even though you do not owe AMT this year. You • Insolvency.After you fill in Form 6251, see Who Must File in should keep a separate record of your AMT

the form instructions to see if you need to attach adjusted basis, including an AMT depreciation • Qualified farm debt.
it to your tax return. schedule.

Carrybacks and carryovers of certain deduc- You must reduce the amount available at theChild under age 14. Fill in Form 6251 for a
tions and credits may have to be refigured for beginning of the year after the debt was can-child under age 14 if the child’s adjusted gross
AMT purposes. You should keep a separate celed before preparing Form 8801 for that year.income from Form 1040, line 35, exceeds the
record of these AMT carrybacks and carryovers For more information, see Cancellation of Debtchild’s earned income by more than $5,600.
to assist you in preparing your return in other in chapter 4.

Figuring credit limitations. Although you years.
may not owe AMT, you generally must still figure
your tentative minimum tax on Form 6251 to
figure certain credits. Fill in Form 6251 if you
claim any of the following credits.
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Table 14–1. Worksheet to See if You Should Fill in Form 6251 

(Keep for your records)

Before you begin: � Be sure you have read the discussion under Form 6251 in this chapter
before using this worksheet.

1. Are you filing Schedule A?

❏  Yes. Enter the amount from Form 1040, line 38.

❏  No. Enter the amount from Form 1040, line 35, and go to line 4. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.

2. Enter the smaller of the amount on Schedule A, line 4, or 2.5% (.025) of the amount on Form 1040,
line 35. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.

3. Add lines 9 and 26 of Schedule A and enter the total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.

4. Add lines 1 through 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.

5. Enter the amount shown below for your filing status.

• Single or head of household—$40,250 } . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.• Married filing jointly or qualifying widow(er)—$58,000
• Married filing separately—$29,000

6. Is the amount on line 4 more than the amount on line 5?

❏  No. You do not need to fill in Form 6251.STOP

❏  Yes. Subtract line 5 from line 4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.

7. Enter the amount shown below for your filing status.

• Single or head of household—$112,500 } . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.• Married filing jointly or qualifying widow(er)—$150,000
• Married filing separately—$75,000

8. Is the amount on line 4 more than the amount on line 7?

❏  No. Enter the amount from line 6 on line 10 and go to
line 11. } . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.

❏  Yes.  Subtract line 7 from line 4.

9. Multiply line 8 by 25% (.25) and enter the result but do not enter more than line 5 above . . . . . . . . . 9.

10. Add lines 6 and 9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.

11. Is the amount on line 10 more than $175,000 ($87,500 if married filing separately)?

❏  Yes. Fill in Form 6251 to see if you owe the alternative minimum tax.STOP

❏  No. Multiply line 10 by 26% (.26) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11.

12. Enter the amount from Form 1040, line 41, minus the total of any tax from Form 4972 and any
amount on Form 1040, line 44 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12.

Next. Is the amount on line 11 more than the amount on line 12?

❏  Yes. Fill in Form 6251 to see if you owe the alternative minimum tax.
❏  No. Do not fill in Form 6251.
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• Reporting self-employment tax or reduce the amount. The SSA will not change
its records to increase your self-employment
income.Useful Items15.

You may want to see:

Publication How To PaySelf-Employment
❏ 533 Self-Employment Tax Self-Employment Tax
❏ 541 PartnershipsTax

To pay SE tax, you must have a social security
Form (and Instructions) number (SSN) or an individual taxpayer identifi-

cation number (ITIN). This section explains how
❏ 1040 U.S. Individual Income Tax ReturnImportant Change to:
❏ Sch F (Form 1040) Profit or Loss From • Obtain an SSN or ITIN, andfor 2003 Farming

• Pay your SE tax using estimated tax.❏ Sch SE (Form 1040) Self-Employment
Tax rates and maximum net earnings. The Tax
maximum net self-employment earnings subject

An ITIN does not entitle you to social❏ 1065 U.S. Return of Partnership Incometo the social security part (12.4%) of the self-em-
security benefits.ployment tax increased to $87,000 for 2003.

❏ Sch K–1 (Form 1065) Partner’s Share
There is no maximum limit on earnings subject CAUTION

!
of Income, Credits, Deductions, etc.

to the Medicare part (2.9%).

See chapter 21 for information about getting Obtaining a social security number. If you
publications and forms. never had an SSN, apply for one using Form

SS–5, Application for a Social Security Card.Important Change The application is also available in Spanish. You
can get this form at any Social Security office orfor 2004 Why Pay by calling 1–800–772–1213.

You can also download Form SS–5Maximum net earnings. The maximum net Self-Employment Tax?
from the Social Security Administra-self-employment earnings subject to the social
tion web site at www.ssa.gov.security part of the self-employment tax will be  Social security benefits are available to self-em-

published in Publications 533 and 553. There is ployed persons just as they are to wage earners.
If you have a social security number from theno maximum limit on earnings subject to the Your payments of SE tax contribute to your

time you were an employee, you must use thatMedicare part. coverage under the social security system. So-
number. Do not apply for a new one.cial security coverage provides you with retire-

ment benefits, disability benefits, survivor Replacing a lost social security card. If
benefits, and hospital insurance (Medicare) you have a number but lost your card, file Form
benefits.Introduction SS–5. You will get a new card showing your

original number, not a new number.How to become insured under socialSelf-employment tax (SE tax) is a social security
security. You must be insured under the so-and Medicare tax primarily for individuals who Name change. If your name has changed
cial security system before you begin receivingwork for themselves. It is similar to the social since you received your social security card,
social security benefits. You are insured if yousecurity and Medicare taxes withheld from the complete Form SS–5 to report a name change.
have the required number of credits (also calledpay of most wage earners.
quarters of coverage). It does not matterYou usually have to pay SE tax if you are Obtaining an individual taxpayer identifica-
whether the income is earned in one quarter orself-employed. You are usually self-employed if tion number. The IRS will issue you an ITIN if
is spread over two or more quarters.you operate your own farm on land you either you are a nonresident or resident alien and you

own or rent. You have to figure SE tax on Sched- do not have and are not eligible to get an SSN.
Earning credits in 2003. You can earn a max-ule SE (Form 1040). To apply for an ITIN, file Form W–7, Application
imum of four credits per year. For 2003, you for IRS Individual Taxpayer Identification Num-Farmers who have employees may have to earn one credit for each $890 of income subject ber. The application is also available in Spanish.pay the employer’s share of social security tax, to social security taxes. You need $3,560 ($890 You can  ge t  th i s  fo rm by  ca l l i ngas well. See chapter 16 for information on em- × 4) of self-employment income and wages to 1–800–829–3676.ployment taxes. earn four credits in 2003.

You can also download Form W–7For an explanation of the number of creditsSE tax rate. The self-employment tax rate is
f r om the  IRS  webs i t e  a tyou must have to be insured and the benefits15.3%. The rate consists of two parts: 12.4% for
www.irs.gov.available to you and your family under the socialsocial security (old-age, survivors, and disability

security program, consult your nearest Socialinsurance) and 2.9% for Medicare (hospital in-
Security Administration (SSA) office.surance).

Paying estimated tax. Estimated tax is theMaking false statements to get or to
method used to pay tax (including SE tax) onincrease social security benefitsTopics
income not subject to withholding. You generallymay subject you to penalties.This chapter discusses: have to make estimated tax payments if youCAUTION

!
expect to owe tax, including SE tax, of $1,000 or• Why you pay self-employment tax more when you file your return. Use FormSocial Security Administration (SSA) time
1040–ES, Estimated Tax for Individuals, to fig-limit for posting self-employment income.• How to pay self-employment tax
ure and pay the tax.Generally, the SSA will give you credit only for• Who must pay self-employment tax self-employment income reported on a tax re- However, if at least two-thirds of your gross

turn filed within 3 years, 3 months, and 15 days income for 2003 or 2004 was from farming and• Figuring earnings subject to self-employ-
after the tax year you earned the income. If you you file your 2003 Form 1040 and pay all the taxment tax
file your tax return or report a change in your due by March 1, 2005, you do not have to pay• Landlord participation in farming
self-employment income after this time limit, the any estimated tax. See chapter 2 for more infor-

• Methods for figuring net earnings SSA may change its records, but only to remove mation about estimated tax for farmers.
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Penalty for underpayment of estimated landowner and the share farmer decide how Community income from a partnership. If
tax. You may have to pay a penalty if you do much of the tract should be planted in cotton and you are a partner and your distributive share of
not pay enough estimated tax by its due date. how much in other crops. In addition, the land- any income or loss from a trade or business

owner is in the hog business and the share carried on by the partnership is community in-
farmer agrees to take care of the landowner’s come, treat your share as your earnings subject
hogs in return for ten hogs. The landowner fur- to SE tax. Do not treat any of your share as
nishes the feed and other necessities and su- earnings of your spouse.Who Must Pay
pervises the care of the hogs.

The share farmer is a self-employed farmerSelf-Employment Tax?
for purposes of the agreement to produce the

You must pay SE tax and file Schedule SE cotton and other crops, and the share farmer’s Figuring Earnings
(Form 1040) if your net earnings from self-em- part of the income from the crops is SE income.
ployment were $400 or more. The share farmer is an employee for the serv- Subject to

ices performed in caring for the landowner’sYour net earnings from self-employment Self-Employment Taxhogs. The fair market value of the ten hogsare based on your earnings subject to SE tax.
received is not SE income but it is taxable forMost earnings from self-employment are subject

Generally, you need to figure your total earningsincome tax purposes. For more information, seeto SE tax. Some earnings from employment
subject to SE tax before you can figure your netNoncash wages in chapter 16.(certain earnings that are not subject to social
earnings from self-employment. This section willsecurity and Medicare taxes) are subject to SE

4-H Club or FFA project. If an individual par- help you figure these total earnings. If you are atax. This section provides information to help
ticipates in a 4-H Club or FFA project, any net self-employed farmer, use Schedule F (Formyou determine whether you have earnings sub-
income received from sales or prizes related to 1040) to figure your earnings subject to SE tax.ject to SE tax.
the project may be subject to income tax. ReportIf you have earnings subject to SE tax, use Farmer. If you are self-employed as a farmer,the net income on line 21 of Form 1040. IfSchedule SE to figure your net earnings from

use Schedule F (Form 1040) to figure your earn-necessary, attach a statement showing theself-employment. Before you figure your net
ings subject to SE tax. For information aboutgross income and expenses. The net incomeearnings, you generally need to figure your total
figuring earnings on Schedule F, see chaptermay not be subject to SE tax if the project isearnings subject to SE tax. For more informa-
20.primarily for educational purposes and not fortion, see Figuring Earnings Subject to Self-Em-

profit, and is completed by the individual underployment Tax and Methods for Figuring Net Partner. If you are self-employed as a mem-
the rules and economic restrictions of the spon-Earnings, later. ber of a partnership, use information from your
soring 4-H or FFA organization. Such a project is Schedule K–1 (Form 1065) or (Form 1065–B)The SE tax rules apply no matter generally not considered a trade or business. to figure your earnings subject to SE tax. Forhow old you are and even if you are

more information, see Partnership income oralready receiving social security or Partnership income or loss. If you are a
loss, earlier.CAUTION

!
Medicare benefits. member of a partnership that carries on a trade

or business, the partnership should report your More than one business. If you have earn-
Are you self-employed? You are self-em- earnings subject to SE tax on line 15a of your ings subject to SE tax from more than one trade,
ployed if you carry on a trade or business (such Schedule K–1 (Form 1065). The partnership business, or profession, you must combine the
as running a farm) as a sole proprietor, an inde- can use the worksheet in the form instructions to net profit (or loss) from each to determine your
pendent contractor, or a member of a partner- figure these earnings. total net earnings subject to SE tax. A loss from
ship or are otherwise in business for yourself. A If you are a general partner, you may need to one business reduces your profit from another
trade or business is generally an activity carried reduce these reported earnings by amounts you business.
on for a livelihood or in good faith to make a claim as a section 179 deduction, unreimbursed

Community income. If any of the incomeprofit. partnership expenses, or depletion on oil and
from a farm or business, other than a partner-gas properties.

Share farmer. You are a self-employed ship, is community income under state law, it isIf the amount reported is a loss, include only
farmer under an income-sharing arrangement if included in the earnings subject to SE tax of thethe deductible amount when you figure your
both the following apply. spouse carrying on the trade or business. Thetotal earnings subject to SE tax.

identity of the spouse carrying on the trade orFor more information, see the Partner’s In-
1) You produce a crop or raise livestock on business is determined by the facts in eachstructions for Schedule K–1.

land belonging to another person. case.For general information on partnerships, see
Publication 541.2) Your share of the crop or livestock, or the Lost income payments. Lost income pay-

proceeds from their sale, depends on the ments received from insurance or other sourcesLimited partner. If you are a limited partner,amount produced. for reducing or stopping farming activities areyour partnership earnings are generally not sub-
included in earnings subject to SE. These in-Your income from the income-sharing arrange- ject to SE tax. However, guaranteed payments
clude USDA payments to compensate for lostment is your SE income. you receive for services you perform for the
income resulting from reductions in tobaccoIf you produce a crop or livestock on land partnership are subject to SE tax and should be
quotas and allotments. Even if you are not farm-belonging to another person and are to receive a reported to you on line 15a of your Schedule
ing when you receive the payment, it is includedspecified rate of pay, a fixed sum of money, or a K–1.
in earnings subject to SE tax if it relates to yourfixed quantity of the crop or livestock, and not a
farm business (even though it is temporarilyHusband and wife partners. You and yourshare of the crop or livestock or their proceeds,
inactive). A connection exists if it is clear thespouse may operate a farm as a partnership.you may be either self-employed or an em-
payment would not have been made but for your(Partnerships are discussed in chapter 2.) If youployee of the landowner. This will depend on
conduct of your farm business.and your spouse operate a farm as partners,whether the landlord has the right to direct or

report farm income and expenses on Formcontrol your performance of service. Gain or loss. A gain or loss from the disposi-
1065, and attach separate Schedules K–1

tion of property that is neither stock in trade norExample. A share farmer produces a crop showing each partner’s share of earnings. Each
held primarily for sale to customers is not in-

on land owned by another person on a 60–40 spouse must report his or her share of partner-
cluded in earnings subject to SE tax. It does not

crop-share basis. Under the terms of their ship earnings on Form 1040 and file a separate
matter whether the disposition is a sale, ex-

agreement, the share farmer furnishes the labor Schedule SE (Form 1040) to report SE tax.
change, or involuntary conversion. For example,

and half the cost of seed and fertilizer. The However, if your spouse is your employee,
gains or losses from the disposition of the follow-

landowner furnishes the machinery and equip- not your partner, you must withhold and pay
ing types of property are not included in earnings

ment used to produce and harvest the crop, and social security and Medicare taxes for him or
subject to SE tax.

half the cost of seed and fertilizer. The share her. For more information about employment
farmer is provided a house in which to live. The taxes, see chapter 16. • Investment property.
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Figure 15–1. Can I Use the Optional Methods?

START here to determine if
you can use the nonfarm
optional method.

Are your net nonfarm profits
less than $1,733?

Are your net nonfarm profits
less than 72.189% of your
gross nonfarm income? You can

use the
farm
optional
method.*
See Table
15-1.

No

Yes
�

�

Is your gross farm income
$2,400 or less?

Are your net farm profits
less than $1,733?

�

�

Were your actual net earnings
from self-employment $400 or
more in at least 2 of the 3 tax
years before 2003?

Have you previously used this
method less than 5 years?
(Note: There is a 5-year
lifetime limit.)

You can use the nonfarm
optional method.* See
Publication 533.

You cannot
use the
nonfarm
optional
method.

Yes
�

Yes
�

Yes
�

�

�

�

� �

�

No

No

No

Yes

NoYes

No

*If you use both optional methods, see Using Both Optional Methods for limit on the amount to report.

START here to determine if
you can use the farm
optional method.

�

�

You cannot use the
farm optional method.

• Depreciable property or other fixed assets written plan is not included in earnings subject to material participation tests (discussed next) at
used in your trade or business. SE tax if all the following apply. the time the crop shares are produced. Feeding

such crop shares to livestock is considered us-• Livestock held for draft, breeding, sport, or • The retired partner performs no services
ing them. Your gross income for figuring yourdairy purposes, and not held primarily for for the partnership during the year.
earnings subject to SE tax includes the fair mar-sale, regardless of how long the livestock • The retired partner is owed only the retire- ket value of the crop shares when they are usedwas held, or whether it was raised or pur-

ment payments. as feed.chased.
• The retired partner’s share (if any) of the Material participation. You materially partici-• Unharvested standing crops sold with land

partnership capital was fully paid to the pate if you have an arrangement with your ten-held more than one year.
retired partner.

ant for your participation and you meet one of• Timber, coal, or iron ore held for more • The payments to the retired partner are the following tests.
than one year if an economic interest was

lifelong, periodic payments.
retained, such as a right to receive coal 1) You do any three of the following. 
royalties.

a) Pay, using cash or credit, at least halfLandlord Participation
 A gain or loss from the cutting of timber is not the direct costs of producing the crop orin Farmingincluded in earnings subject to SE tax if the livestock.

cutting is treated as a sale or exchange. For As a general rule, income and deductions from b) Furnish at least half the tools, equip-more information on electing to treat the cutting rentals and from personal property leased with ment, and livestock used in the produc-of timber as a sale or exchange, see Timber in real estate are not included in determining earn- tion activities.chapter 10. ings subject to SE tax. However, income and
c) Advise or consult with your tenant.deductions from farm rentals, including govern-

Wages and salaries. Wages and salaries re- ment commodity program payments received by d) Inspect the production activities periodi-ceived for services performed as an employee a landowner who rents land, are included if the cally.and covered by social security or railroad retire- rental arrangement provides that the landlord
ment are not included in earnings subject to SE will, and does, materially participate in the pro- 2) You regularly and frequently make, or taketax. duction or management of production of the an important part in making, managementWages paid in kind to you for agricultural farm products on the land. decisions substantially contributing to orlabor, such as commodity wages, are not in-

affecting the success of the enterprise.cluded in earnings subject to SE tax. Crop shares. Rent paid in the form of crop
3) You work 100 hours or more spread over ashares is included in earnings subject to SE tax

period of 5 weeks or more in activities con-Retired partner. Retirement income received for the year you sell, exchange, give away, or
nected with agricultural production.by a partner from his or her partnership under a use the crop shares if you meet one of the four
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4) You do things that, considered in their to- these methods even if you would have had a 2003. You cannot use the full amount of your
tality, show you are materially and signifi- smaller tax or no tax using the regular method. gross income to determine credits when you are
cantly involved in the production of the The optional methods may be used only to figuring the SE tax on only two-thirds of that
farm commodities. figure your SE tax. To figure your income tax, amount.

include your actual earnings in gross income, You could lose coverage for disability if yourThese tests may be used as general guides for
regardless of which method you use to deter- earnings are not sufficient over time to maintaindetermining whether you are a material partici-
mine SE tax. that coverage. For an explanation of the numberpant.

of credits you must have to be insured and the
benefits available to you and your family underRegular MethodExample. Drew Houston agrees to produce
the social security program, consult your near-a crop on J. Clarke’s cotton farm with each
est Social Security Administration (SSA) office.Multiply your total earnings subject to SE tax byreceiving half the proceeds. Clarke furnishes all

92.35% (.9235) to get your net earnings underthe necessary equipment and advises Houston Optional earnings less than actual earnings.the regular method. See Short Schedule SE,when to plant, spray, and pick the cotton. During If your gross farm income is $2,400 or less andline 4, or Long Schedule SE, line 4a.the growing season, Clarke inspects the crop your farm net earnings are less than your actualNet earnings figured using the regularevery few days to determine whether Houston is net earnings, you can still use the farm optionalmethod are also called actual net earnings.properly taking care of the crop. Houston fur- method. Your actual net earnings are your net
nishes all labor needed to grow and harvest the earnings figured using the regular method, ex-Farm Optional Methodcrop. plained earlier.

The management decisions made by J.
Use the farm optional method only for earnings

Clarke in connection with the care of the cotton Example. Your actual net earnings fromfrom a farming business. You can use this
crop and his regular inspection of the crop, along self-employment are $425 and your net earn-method if you meet either of the following tests.
with all the necessary equipment he furnishes, ings figured under the farm optional method are
establish that he participates to a material de- $390. You owe no SE tax if you use the optional1) Your gross farm income is $2,400 or less.
gree in the cotton production operations. The method because your net earnings under the

2) Your net farm profits are less than $1,733.income Clarke receives from his cotton farm is farm optional method are less than $400.
included in computing his net earnings from
self-employment. Gross farm income. Your gross farm income Nonfarm

is the total of the amounts from: Optional Method
• Line 11, Schedule F (Form 1040), and

This is an optional method available for deter-• Line 15b, Schedule K–1 (Form 1065),Methods for Figuring mining net earnings from nonfarm self-employ-
(from farm partnerships).

ment, much like the farm optional method.Net Earnings If you are also engaged in a nonfarm busi-
Net farm profits. Net farm profits generally is ness, you may be able to use this method to

There are three ways to figure your net earnings the total of the amounts from: compute your earnings subject to SE tax from
from self-employment. your nonfarm business. You can use this• Line 36, Schedule F (Form 1040), and

method even if you do not use the farm optional
1) The regular method. • Line 15a, Schedule K–1 (Form 1065), method for determining your earnings subject to

(from farm partnerships). SE tax and even if you have a net loss from your2) The farm optional method.
nonfarm business. For more information aboutHowever, you may need to adjust the amount3) The nonfarm optional method. the nonfarm optional method, see Publicationreported on Schedule K–1 if you are a general
533.You must use the regular method unless you are partner or if it is a loss. For more information,

eligible to use one or both of the optional meth- see Partnership income or loss, earlier. You cannot combine farming in-
ods. See Figure 15–1, shown earlier. come with nonfarm income from

Figuring farm net earnings. If you meet ei- self-employment to figure your earn-
Why use an optional method? You may CAUTION

!
ther of the two tests explained earlier, use the ings subject to SE tax under either

want to use the optional methods (discussed following table to figure your net earnings from of the optional methods.
later) when you have a loss or a small net profit self-employment under the farm optional
and any one of the following applies. method. Using Both Optional

• You want to receive credit for social secur- MethodsTable15–1. Figuring Farm Netity benefit coverage.
Earnings If you use both optional methods, you must add• You incurred child or dependent care ex-

the net earnings figured under each method topenses for which you could claim a credit.
arrive at your total net earnings from self-em-IF your gross THEN your net(An optional method may increase your
ployment. You can report less than your totalfarm income earnings areearned income, which could increase your
actual farm and nonfarm net earnings but notcredit.) is ... equal to...
less than actual nonfarm net earnings. If you use

• You are entitled to the earned income both optional methods, you can report no more$2,400 or less Two-thirds of
credit. (An optional method may increase than $1,600 as your combined net earnings fromyour gross farm
your earned income, which could increase self-employment.income.your credit.)

More than The greater of:• You are entitled to the additional child tax
credit. (An optional method may increase $2,400 • $1,600, or Reportingyour earned income, which could increase • Actual netyour credit.) Self-Employment Taxearnings.*

Effects of using an optional method. Using * If actual net earnings are greater, you Use Schedule SE (Form 1040) to figure and
an optional method could increase your SE tax. cannot use the farm optional method. report your SE tax. Then, enter the SE tax on
Paying more SE tax can result in your getting line 55 of Form 1040 and attach Schedule SE to
higher benefits when you retire. Form 1040.Social security credits. Since two-thirds of

Most taxpayers can use Section A–ShortIf you use either or both optional methods, $2,400 is $1,600, this counts for one credit
Schedule SE to figure their SE tax. However,you must figure and pay the SE tax due under ($1,600 ÷ $890) for social security coverage in
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certain taxpayers must use Section B–Long cial Security, Medicare, and Withheld Income
Schedule SE. Use the chart on page 1 of Sched- Taxes. Farm Employment
ule SE (reproduced in chapter 20) to find out
which one to use. In general, you are an employer of farm workers

if your employees do any of the following typesIf you have to pay SE tax, you must
of work.file Form 1040 (with Schedule SE Introduction

attached) even if you do not other- • Raising or harvesting agricultural or horti-You are generally required to withhold federalCAUTION
!

wise have to file a federal income
cultural products on a farm.income tax from the wages of your employees.tax return.

You may also be subject to social security and • Operating, managing, conserving, improv-
Medicare taxes under the Federal InsuranceSelf-employment tax deduction. You can ing, or maintaining your farm and its tools

deduct half of your SE tax in figuring your ad- Contributions Act (FICA) and federal unemploy- and equipment.
justed gross income. This deduction only affects ment tax under the Federal Unemployment Tax • Handling, processing, or packaging anyyour income tax. It does not affect either your net Act (FUTA). This chapter includes information agricultural or horticultural commodity ifearnings from self-employment or your SE tax. about these taxes. you produced more than half of the com-To deduct the tax, enter on Form 1040, line

modity.You must also pay self-employment tax on28, the amount shown on the Deduction for
your earnings from farming. See chapter 15 forone-half of self-employment tax line of the • Work related to cotton ginning, turpentine,
information on self-employment tax.Schedule SE. or gum resin products.

• Housework in your private home on a farmTopicsJoint return. Even if you file a joint return, you
operated for profit. (You may report thecannot file a joint Schedule SE. This is true This chapter discusses: taxes for household employees sepa-whether one spouse or both spouses have earn-
rately. See Publication 926, Householdings subject to SE tax. Your spouse is not con- • Farm employment Employer’s Tax Guide.)sidered self-employed just because you are. If

• Family employeesboth of you have earnings subject to SE tax, For more information, see Circular A (Pub. 51).
each of you must complete a separate Schedule • Crew leaders Workers are generally your employees if theySE. However, if one spouse uses the Short

perform services subject to your control. You are• Social security and Medicare taxesSchedule SE and the other spouse has to use
not required to withhold or pay employmentthe Long Schedule SE, both can use the same • Income tax withholding taxes for independent contractors who are notform. Attach both schedules to the joint return. If
your employees. For more information, see• Advance payment of the earned incomeyou and your spouse operate a business as a
Publication 15–A, Employer’s Supplementalcreditpartnership, see Husband and wife partners,
Tax Guide.earlier, under Who Must Pay Self-Employment • Reporting and paying social security, If you employ a family of workers, eachTax. Medicare, and withheld income taxes worker subject to your control (not just the head
of the family) is an employee.• Federal unemployment (FUTA) tax

Special rules apply to crew leaders. See
Crew Leaders, later. 

Useful Items
Employer identification number (EIN). IfYou may want to see:
you have employees, you must have an EIN. If16.
you do not have an EIN, request one on FormPublication
SS–4, Application for Employer Identification

❏ 15 Circular E, Employer’s Tax Guide Number. The instructions for Form SS–4 pro-
vide information on how to apply for an EIN byEmployment ❏ 15–A Employer’s Supplemental Tax
telephone, internet, fax, or mail. Form SS–4 isGuide
available from either the IRS or the Social Se-Taxes ❏ 15–B Employer’s Tax Guide to Fringe curity Administration (SSA). See chapter 21 for

Benefits information about ordering this form.

❏ 51 Circular A, Agricultural Employer’s Employee’s social security number (SSN).Important Change Tax Guide An employee who does not have an SSN should
submit Form SS–5, Application for a Socialfor 2004 Form (and Instructions) Security Card, to the Social Security Administra-
tion (SSA). Form SS–5 is available from any

❏ W–2 Wage and Tax StatementWage limit for social security tax. The limit
SSA office or by calling 1–800–772–1213. It is

on wages subject to the social security tax for
❏ W–4 Employee’s Withholding Allowance also available from the SSA’s website at

2004 will be published in Circular A (Pub. 51), www.socialsecurity.gov.CertificateAgricultural Employer’s Tax Guide. There is no
The employee must furnish evidence of age,limit on wages subject to the Medicare tax. ❏ W–5 Earned Income Credit Advance

identity, and U.S. citizenship (or lawful alien sta-Payment Certificate
tus) with the Form SS–5. An employee who is

❏ W–9 Request for Taxpayer Identification 18 or older must appear in person with this
evidence at an SSA office.Number and CertificationImportant Reminder

❏ 940 (or 940–EZ) Employer’s Annual Form I–9. You must verify that each new em-
Federal Unemployment (FUTA) TaxElectronic deposits of taxes. You must use ployee is legally eligible to work in the United
Returnthe Electronic Federal Tax Payment System States. This includes completing the Form I–9,

(EFTPS) to make electronic deposits of all de- Employment Eligibility Verification. Form I–9 is❏ 943 Employer’s Annual Federal Tax
pository tax liabilities you incur in 2004 and available from the Bureau of Citizenship andReturn for Agricultural Employees
thereafter if you deposited more than $200,000 Immigration Services (BCIS) offices or by calling

❏ 8109 Federal Tax Deposit Couponin federal depository taxes in 2002 or you had to 1–800–870–3676. It is also available from the
use EFTPS in 2003. BCIS website at www.immigration.gov. You

See chapter 21 for information about gettingSee Electronic Federal Tax Payment Sys- can contact the BCIS at 1–800–375–5283 or
publications and forms.tem (EFTPS) under Reporting and Paying So- 1–800–357–2099 for more information.
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New hire reporting. You are required to re- home if both the following conditions are satis-
port any new employee to a designated state fied. Social Security
new hire registry. Many states accept a copy of

• Your child lives in your home and is ageForm W–4 with employer information added. and Medicare Taxes
17 or younger or requires adult supervi-Call the Office of Child Support Enforcement at
sion for at least 4 continuous weeks in a202 – 401 – 9267 or visit its website at All cash wages you pay to an employee during
calendar quarter due to a mental or physi-www.acf.dhhs.gov/programs/cse/newhire the year for farm work are subject to social
cal condition.for more information. security and Medicare taxes if you meet either of

the following tests.• You are a widow or widower, divorced, or
married to a person who, because of a • You pay the employee $150 or more in
physical or mental condition, cannot care cash wages during the year for farm workFamily Employees for the child during such period. (the $150 test).

Generally, the wages you pay to family mem- • You pay cash and noncash wages ofWages you pay to your parent are not subject
bers who are your employees are subject to $2,500 or more during the year to all yourto FUTA tax, regardless of the type of services
employment taxes. However, certain exemp- employees for farm work (the $2,500 test).provided.
tions may apply to wages paid to your child,
spouse, or parent. If the $2,500 test for the group is not met, the

$150 test for an individual still applies.
Exemptions for your child. Payments for the
services of your child age 17 or younger who Crew Leaders Exceptions. The following wages are not sub-
works for you in your trade or business (includ- ject to social security and Medicare taxes, even
ing a farm) are not subject to social security and If farm workers are provided by a crew leader, if you pay $2,500 or more to all your farm work-
Medicare taxes. However, see Nonexempt serv- the crew leader may be the employer of the ers. However, these wages count toward the
ices of a child or spouse, later. Payments for the workers. $2,500 test for determining whether other farm
services of your child age 20 or younger em- workers’ wages are subject to social security
ployed by you in other than a trade or business, Social security and Medicare taxes. For so- and Medicare taxes.
such as payments for household services in cial security and Medicare tax purposes, the
your home, are also not subject to social security 1) Annual cash wages of less than $150 paidcrew leader is the employer of the workers if
or Medicare taxes. Payments for the services of to a seasonal farm worker. A seasonalboth the following requirements are met.
your child age 20 or younger employed by you, farm worker is a worker who:
whether or not in your trade or business, are not • The crew leader pays (either on his or her

a) Works as a hand-harvest laborer,subject to federal unemployment (FUTA) taxes. own behalf or on behalf of the farmer) the
Although not subject to social security, Medi- workers for their farm labor. b) Is paid piece rates in an operation usu-
care, or FUTA tax, the child’s wages still may be ally paid on this basis in the region of• The crew leader has not entered into asubject to income tax withholding. employment,written agreement with the farmer under

which the crew leader is designated as anExemptions for your spouse. Payments for c) Commutes daily from his or her perma-
employee of the farmer.the services of your spouse who works for you in nent home to the farm, and

your trade or business are subject to income tax
d) Worked in agriculture less than 13withholding and social security and Medicare Federal income tax withholding. If the crew weeks in the preceding calendar year.taxes, but not FUTA tax. However, payments for leader is the employer for social security and

the services of your spouse employed by you in
Medicare tax purposes, the crew leader is the 2) Annual cash wages of less than $1,400other than a trade or business, such as pay-
employer for federal income tax withholding pur- (for 2003) paid to your household em-ments for household services in your home, are
poses. ployee. The limit for wages paid to house-not subject to social security, Medicare, or FUTA

hold employees in 2004 will be publishedtaxes.
in Circular A (Pub. 51).Federal unemployment (FUTA) tax. For

Nonexempt services of a child or spouse. FUTA tax purposes, the crew leader is the em- See Circular A (Pub. 51) for more informa-
Payments for the services of your child or ployer of the workers if, in addition to the earlier tion on these exceptions. See Family Employ-
spouse are subject to income tax withholding as requirements, either of the following require- ees, earlier, for certain exemptions from social
well as social security, Medicare, and FUTA ments are met. security and Medicare taxes that apply to your
taxes if he or she works for any of the following child, spouse, and parent.• The crew leader is registered under theentities.

Migrant and Seasonal Agricultural Worker Religious exemption.  An exemption from• A corporation, even if it is controlled by Protection Act. social security and Medicare taxes is available
you. to members of a recognized religious sect op-• Substantially all crew members operate or

posed to insurance. This exemption is available• A partnership, even if you are a partner. maintain mechanized equipment provided
only if both the employee and the employer areThis does not apply to wages paid to your by the crew leader as part of the service to
members of the sect.child if each partner is a parent of the the farmer.

child. For more information, see Publication 517,
Social Security and Other Information for Mem-The farmer is the employer of workers fur-• An estate, even if it is the estate of a
bers of the Clergy and Religious Workers.

deceased parent. nished by a crew leader in all other situations. In
addition, the farmer is the employer of workers Cash wages. Only cash wages paid to farmIn these situations, the child or spouse is consid-
furnished by a registered crew leader if the work- workers are subject to social security and Medi-ered to work for the corporation, partnership, or
ers are the employees of the farmer under the care taxes. Cash wages include checks, moneyestate, not you.
common-law test. For example, some farmers orders, and any kind of money or cash.
employ individuals to recruit farm workers exclu-Exemptions for your parent.  Payments for Only cash wages subject to social security
sively for them. Although these individuals maythe services of your parent employed by you in and Medicare taxes are credited to your employ-
be required to register under the Migrant andyour trade or business are subject to income tax ees for social security benefit purposes. Pay-
Seasonal Agricultural Worker Protection Act,withholding and social security and Medicare ments not subject to these taxes, such as
the workers are employed directly by the farmer.taxes. Social security and Medicare taxes do not commodity wages, do not contribute to your
The farmer is the employer in these cases. Forapply to wages paid to your parent for services employees’ social security coverage. For infor-
information about common-law employees, seenot in your trade or business, but they do apply mation about social security benefits, contact
section 1 of Publication 15–A.to payments for household services in your the Social Security Administration. Internet
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users can go to www.socialsecurity.gov for social security and Medicare taxes, union dues, Notification. You must provide notification
more information. insurance, etc. about the EIC to each employee who worked for

you at any time during the year and from whom
Form W–4. Generally, the amount of incomeNoncash wages. Noncash wages include you did not withhold any income tax. However,
tax you withhold is based on the employee’sfood, lodging, clothing, transportation passes, you do not have to notify employees who claim
marital status and withholding allowancesand other goods and services. Noncash wages exemption from withholding on Form W–4.
claimed on the employee’s Form W–4. In gen-paid to farm workers, including commodity You meet the notification requirement by giv-
eral, an employee can claim withholding al-wages, are not subject to social security and ing each employee any of the following.
lowances on Form W–4 equal to the number ofMedicare taxes. However, they are subject to
exemptions the employee will be entitled to • Form W–2, which contains the notificationthese taxes if the substance of the transaction is
claim on his or her tax return. An employee may on the back of Copy B.a cash payment.
also be able to claim a special withholding allow-Report the value of noncash wages on Form • A substitute Form W–2 with the exact EIC
ance and allowances for estimated deductionsW–2 in box 1, Wages, tips, other compensation, wording shown on the back of copy B of
and credits.together with cash wages. Do not show noncash Form W–2.

Do not withhold income tax from the wageswages in box 3, Social security wages, or in box
• Notice 797, Possible Federal Tax Refundof an employee who, by filing Form W–4, certi-5, Medicare wages and tips (unless the sub-

Due to the Earned Income Credit (EIC).fies that he or she had no income tax liability laststance of the transaction is a cash payment).
year and anticipates no liability for the current • Your own written statement with the exactTax rates and social security wage limit. year. wording of Notice 797.For 2004, the employer and the employee will You should give each new employee a Form

each pay both the following taxes. W–4 as soon as you hire the employee. Have For more information about notification re-
the employee complete and return the form to• 6.2% of cash wages for social security tax quirements and claiming the EIC, see Notice
you before the first payday. If the employee does(old-age, survivors, and disability insur- 1015, Have You Told Your Employees About
not return the completed form to you, you mustance). the Earned Income Credit (EIC)?.
withhold income tax as if the employee is single

• 1.45% of cash wages for Medicare tax and claims no withholding allowances.
(hospital insurance).

New Form W–4 for 2004.  You should
make the 2004 Form W–4 available to your Reporting and PayingWage limit. The limit on 2004 wages sub-
employees and encourage them to check theirject to the social security tax will be published in
income tax withholding for 2004. Those employ- Social Security,Circular A (Pub. 51). There is no limit on wages
ees who owed a large amount of tax or receivedsubject to the Medicare tax. All covered wages Medicare, and Withhelda large refund for 2003 may want to file a neware subject to the Medicare tax.
Form W–4. Income TaxesPaying employee’s share. If you would How to figure withholding. You can use one

rather pay the employee’s share of social secur- of several methods to determine the amount to You must withhold income, social security, andity and Medicare taxes without deducting it from withhold. The methods are described in Circular Medicare taxes required to be withheld from thehis or her wages, you may do so. It is additional A (Pub. 51), which contains tables showing the salaries and wages of your employees. You areincome to the employee. You must include it on correct amount of income tax you should with- liable for the payment of these taxes to thethe employee’s Form W–2 in box 1, but do not hold. Circular A (Pub. 51) also contains addi- federal government whether or not you collectcount it as social security and Medicare wages tional information about income tax withholding. them from your employees. If, for example, you(boxes 3 and 5 on Form W–2) or as wages for
withhold less than the correct tax from anNonemployee compensation. Generally,federal unemployment (FUTA) tax purposes.
employee’s wages, you are still liable for the fullyou are not required to withhold tax on payments
amount. You must also pay the employer’sExample. Jane operates a small family fruit for services to individuals who are not your em-
share of social security and Medicare taxes.farm. She employs day laborers in the picking ployees. However, you may be required to re-

season to enable her to timely get her crop to port these payments on Form 1099–MISC,
Form 943. Report withheld income tax andmarket. She does not deduct the employees’ Miscellaneous Income, and to withhold under
social security and Medicare taxes on Form 943.share of social security and Medicare taxes from the backup withholding rules. See Information
The 2003 form is due by February 2, 2004 (ortheir pay; instead, she pays it on their behalf. Returns in chapter 2 for information.
February 10 if the taxes were timely deposited inWhen her accountant, Susan, prepares the em-
full).ployees’ Forms W-2, she adds each employee’s

share of social security and Medicare taxes paid
Deposits. Generally, you must deposit bothby Jane to the employee’s wage income (box 1 Advance Payment of the employer and employee shares of socialof Form W–2), but does not include it in box 3
security and Medicare taxes and income tax(social security wages) or box 5 (Medicare Earned Income Credit
withheld (minus any advance earned incomewages and tips).
credit payments) during the year. However, youJane paid Mary $1,000 during the year. Su- An employee who is eligible for the earned in-
may make payments with Form 943 instead ofsan enters $1,076.50 in box 1 of Mary’s Form come credit (EIC) and who has a qualifying child
depositing them if you accumulate less than aW–2 ($1,000 wages plus $76.50 social security is entitled to receive EIC payments with his or
$2,500 tax liability during the year (line 11 ofand Medicare taxes paid for Mary). She enters her pay during the year. To get these payments,
Form 943) and you pay in full with a timely filed$1,000 in boxes 3 and 5. the employee must give you a properly com-
return.pleted Form W–5, Earned Income Credit Ad-

For more information on deposit rules, seevance Payment Certificate. You are usually
Circular A (Pub. 51).required to make advance EIC payments to em-

ployees who give you a properly completed Electronic Federal Tax Payment SystemIncome Tax
Form W–5, but you are not required to make (EFTPS). You may have to deposit taxes us-
these payments to farm workers paid on a daily ing EFTPS. You must use EFTPS to make de-Withholding
basis. posits of all depository tax liabilities (including

If the cash wages you pay farm workers are The payment is added to the employee’s pay social security, Medicare, withheld income, ex-
subject to social security and Medicare taxes, each payday. It is figured from tables in Circular cise, and corporate income taxes) you incur in
they are also subject to income tax withholding. A (Pub. 51). You reduce your liability for income 2004 if you deposited more than $200,000 in
Although noncash wages are subject to income tax withholding, social security tax, and Medi- federal depository taxes in 2002. If you first meet
tax, withhold income tax only if you and the care tax by the total advance EIC payments the $200,000 threshold in 2003, you must begin
employee agree to do so. The amount to with- made. For more information, see Circular A depositing using EFTPS in 2005. Once you
hold is figured on gross wages without taking out (Pub. 51). meet the $200,000 threshold, you must continue
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to make deposits using EFTPS in later years Alien farm workers. Wages paid to aliens ad- tant tax changes, see Publication 553, High-
even if subsequent deposits are less than the mitted on a temporary basis to the United States lights of 2003 Tax Changes.
$200,000 threshold. to perform farm work (also known as H-2(A) visa Electronic deposit requirement. If you are

workers) are exempt from FUTA tax. However,If you must use EFTPS but fail to do so, you subject to the electronic deposit requirement,
include your employment of these workers andmay be subject to a 10% penalty. you must use EFTPS to deposit FUTA tax. See
the wages you paid them to determine whetherIf you do not have to use EFTPS because Reporting and Paying Social Security, Medi-
you meet either test above.you did not meet the $200,000 threshold, you care, and Withheld Income Taxes, earlier, for a

can voluntarily make deposits using EFTPS. If discussion of the requirement for making depos-Commodity wages. Payments in kind foryou are using EFTPS voluntarily, you will not be its electronically.farm labor are not cash wages. Do not countsubject to the 10% penalty if you make a deposit
them to figure whether you are subject to FUTAusing a paper coupon.
tax or to figure how much tax you owe.

For information about EFTPS, access the
IRS website at www.eftps.gov, or see Publica- Tax rate and credit. The gross FUTA tax is
tion 966, Electronic Choices for Paying ALL 6.2% of the first $7,000 cash wages you pay
Your Federal Taxes. each employee. However, you are given a credit 17.To enroll in EFTPS, call one of the following of up to 5.4% for the state unemployment tax
phone numbers. you pay. The net tax rate, therefore, can be as

low as 0.8% (6.2% − 5.4%). If your state tax rate• 1–800–945–8400
(experience rate) is less than 5.4%, you may still Retirement• 1–800–555–4477 be allowed the full 5.4% credit.

If you do not pay the state tax, you cannot
Or to enroll online, visit www.eftps.gov. take the credit. If you are exempt from state Plans

unemployment tax for any reason, the full 6.2%
Form W–2. By January 31, you must furnish rate applies. See the instructions for Form 940
each employee a Form W–2 showing total for additional information.
wages for the previous year and total income tax Important Changes
and social security and Medicare taxes withheld. More information. For more information on
However, if an employee stops working for you FUTA tax, see Circular A (Pub. 51). for 2003
and requests the form earlier, you must give it to
the employee within 30 days of the later of the Elective deferrals. The limit on elective defer-Reporting and Paying
following dates. rals increases to $12,000 for tax years begin-FUTA Tax

ning in 2003 and then increases $1,000 each tax• The date the employee requests the form.
year thereafter until it reaches $15,000 in 2006.The FUTA tax is imposed on you as the em-

• The date you make your final payment of These new limits will apply for participants inployer. It must not be collected or deducted from
wages to the employee. SARSEPs, 401(k) plans (excluding SIMPLEthe wages of your employees.

plans), and deferred compensation plans ofSee Form W–2 under Information Returns in
Form 940. Report FUTA tax on Form 940, state or local governments and tax-exempt or-chapter 2.
Employer’s Annual Federal Unemployment ganizations. The $15,000 figure is subject to
(FUTA) Tax Return. The 2003 form is due Feb- cost-of-living increases after 2006.Trust fund recovery penalty. If you are re-
ruary 2, 2004, (or February 10, 2004, if you Catch-up contributions. A plan can permitsponsible for withholding, accounting for, de-
deposit the tax on time and in full). participants who are age 50 or over at the end ofpositing, or paying withholding taxes and

the calendar year to also make catch-up contri-willfully fail to do so, you can be held liable for a Form 940–EZ. You can use Form 940–EZ, a butions. The catch-up contribution limit for 2003penalty equal to the withheld tax not paid. A
simplified version of Form 940, if you meet all is $2,000. This limit increases by $1,000 eachresponsible person can be an officer of a corpo-
the following tests. year thereafter until it reaches $5,000 in 2006.ration, a partner, a sole proprietor, or an em-

The limit is subject to cost-of-living increases• You paid unemployment contributions toployee of any form of business. A trustee or
after 2006. The catch-up contribution a partici-only one state.agent with authority over the funds of the busi-
pant can make for a year cannot exceed theness can also be held responsible for the pen- • You paid all state unemployment contribu- lesser of the following amounts.alty. tions by the due date of Form 940 or

Willfully means voluntarily, consciously, and • The catch-up contribution limit.940–EZ.
intentionally. Paying other expenses of the busi-

• The excess of the participant’s compensa-• All wages subject to FUTA tax were alsoness instead of the taxes due is acting willfully.
tion over the elective deferrals that are notsubject to your state’s unemployment tax.
catch-up contributions.

Deposits. If at the end of any calendar quarter
SIMPLE plan salary reduction contributions.you owe, but have not yet deposited, more thanFederal Unemployment
The limit on salary reduction contributions to a$100 in FUTA tax for the year, you must make a
SIMPLE plan increases to $8,000 beginning in(FUTA) Tax deposit by the end of the following month. If the
2003 and then increases $1,000 each tax yearundeposited tax is $100 or less at the end of a
thereafter until it reaches $10,000 in 2005. TheYou must pay FUTA tax if you meet either of the quarter, you do not have to deposit it. You must
$10,000 figure is subject to adjustment afterfollowing tests. add it to the tax for the next quarter. If the total
2005 for cost-of-living increases.undeposited tax is more than $100 at the end of• You paid cash wages of $20,000 or more Catch-up contributions. A SIMPLE planthe next quarter, a deposit will be required. If the

to farm workers in any calendar quarter can permit participants who are age 50 or overtotal undeposited tax at the end of the 4th quar-
during the current or preceding calendar at the end of the calendar year to make catch-upter is $100 or less, you can either make a de-
year. contributions. The catch-up contribution limit forposit or pay it with your return by the February 2,

2003 is $1,000. This limit increases by $500• You employed 10 or more farm workers 2004 due date.
each year thereafter until it reaches $2,500 infor some part of at least 1 day during any

As this publication was being pre- 2006. The limit is subject to cost-of-living in-20 or more different calendar weeks dur-
pared for print, the Treasury Depart- creases after 2006. The catch-up contributions aing the current or preceding calendar year.
ment proposed new rules that would participant can make for a year cannot exceedCAUTION

!
These rules do not apply to exempt services of provide an additional exception to the lesser of the following amounts.
your spouse, your parents, or your children the FUTA deposit requirements for employers.
under age 21. See Family Employees, earlier. For more information about this and other impor- • The catch-up contribution limit.
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• The excess of the participant’s compensa- See chapter 21 for information about getting Contributions for yourself. The annual limits
tion over the salary reduction contributions publications and forms. on your contributions to a common-law
that are not catch-up contributions. employee’s SEP-IRA also apply to contributions

you make to your own SEP-IRA.

Individual Retirement Deduction Limit
Introduction Arrangement (IRA) The most you can deduct for employer contribu-

tions (other than elective deferrals) for aThis chapter discusses retirement plans you can
An individual retirement arrangement (IRA) is a common-law employee is 25% of the compen-set up and maintain for yourself and your em-
personal savings plan that allows you to set sation (limited to $200,000 per participant) paidployees. Retirement plans are savings plans
aside money for your retirement. You may be to him or her during the year from the businessthat offer you tax advantages to set aside money
able to deduct your contributions, depending on that has the plan.for your own and your employees’ retirement.
the type of IRA and your circumstances. Gener-In general, a sole proprietor or a partner is Deduction of contributions for yourself.ally, amounts in an IRA, including earnings andtreated as an employee for retirement plan pur- When figuring the deduction for employer contri-gains, are not taxed until they are distributed. Inposes. butions made to your own SEP-IRA, compensa-certain cases, your earnings and gains may notSEP, SIMPLE, and qualified plans offer you tion is your net earnings from self-employmentbe taxed at all if they are distributed according toand your employees a tax favored way to save which takes into account both the followingthe rules. For more information on IRAs, seefor retirement. You can deduct contributions you amounts.Publication 590.make to the plan for your employees. If you are a

1) The deduction for one-half of your self-em-sole proprietor, you can deduct contributions
ployment tax.you make to the plan for yourself. You can also

deduct trustees’ fees if contributions to the plan 2) The deduction for contributions to yourSimplified Employeedo not cover them. Earnings on the contributions own SEP-IRA.
are generally tax free until you or your employ- Pension (SEP) The deduction for contributions to your ownees receive distributions from the plan.

SEP-IRA and your net earnings depend on eachUnder certain plans, employees can have A simplified employee pension (SEP) is a written other. For this reason, you determine the deduc-you contribute limited amounts of their plan that allows you to make deductible contri- tion for contributions to your own SEP-IRA indi-before-tax pay to a plan. These amounts (and butions toward your own and your employees’ rectly by reducing the contribution rate called forthe earnings on them) are generally tax free until retirement without getting involved in more com- in your plan. See Figuring your deduction underyour employees receive distributions from the plex retirement plans. A corporation also can Deduction Limits under Qualified Plan, later.plan. have a SEP and make deductible contributions
In general, individuals who are employed or toward its employees’ retirement. But certain SEP and defined contribution plans. If you

self-employed can also set up and contribute to advantages available to qualified plans, such as also contributed to a qualified defined contribu-
individual retirement arrangements (IRAs). the special tax treatment that may apply to tion plan, you must reduce the 25% deduction

lump-sum distributions, do not apply to SEPs. limit for that plan by the allowable deduction for
Topics Under a SEP, you make the contributions to contributions to the SEP-IRAs of those partici-
This chapter discusses: a traditional individual retirement arrangement pating in both the SEP plan and the defined

(called a SEP-IRA) set up by or for each eligible contribution plan.
• Individual retirement arrangements (IRAs) employee.

SEP and another qualified plan. If you alsoSEP-IRAs are set up for, at a minimum, each• Simplified employee pension (SEP) plans contributed to any other type of qualified plan,eligible employee. A SEP-IRA may have to be
treat the SEP as a separate profit-sharing (de-• SIMPLE (Savings incentive match plan for set up for a leased employee, but need not be
fined contribution) plan when applying the over-employees) retirement plans set up for an excludable employee. For more
all 25% deduction limit described in sectioninformation, see Publication 560.• Qualified plans (also called H.R. 10 plans 404(h)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code.

or Keogh plans when covering self-em- Form 5305–SEP. You may be able to use
If your SEP contribution is moreployed individuals) Form 5305–SEP, Simplified Employee Pen-
than the deduction limit (nondeduct-sion—Individual Retirement Accounts Contri-
ible contribution), you can carry overbution Agreement, in setting up your SEP.Useful Items

TIP
and deduct the difference in later

You may want to see: years. However, the contribution carryover,Contribution Limits when combined with the contribution for the later
Publication year, is subject to the deduction limit for thatContributions you make for 2003 to a

year.common-law employee’s SEP-IRA are limited to❏ 560 Retirement Plans for Small
the lesser of $40,000 or 25% of the employee’sBusiness (SEP, SIMPLE, and Employee contributions. Employees can
compensation. Compensation generally doesQualified Plans) also make contributions of up to $3,000 for 2003
not include your contributions to the SEP, but (or $4,000 if they are 50 or older) to their❏ 590 Individual Retirement Arrangements does include certain elective deferrals unless SEP-IRAs independent of the employer’s SEP(IRAs) you choose not to include them. contributions. However, the employee’s deduc-

tion for IRA contributions may be reduced orForm (and Instructions) Annual compensation limit. You generally
eliminated because the employee is covered bycannot consider an employee’s compensation
an employer retirement plan (the SEP plan).❏ W–2 Wage and Tax Statement over $200,000 when you figure your contribution
See Publication 590 for details.limit for that employee.❏ 5304–SIMPLE Savings Incentive Match

Plan for Employees of Small More than one plan. If you also contribute to a Salary ReductionEmployers (SIMPLE)—Not for Use
defined contribution retirement plan (defined Simplified EmployeeWith a Designated Financial
later), annual additions to all of a participant’s

Institution Pension (SARSEP)accounts are limited to the lesser of $40,000 or
❏ 5305–SIMPLE Savings Incentive Match 100% of the participant’s compensation. When

Plan for Employees of Small you figure this limit, you must add your contribu- An employer is no longer allowed to
Employers (SIMPLE)—for Use tions to all defined contribution plans. A SEP is set up a SARSEP. However, partici-
With a Designated Financial considered a defined contribution plan for this pants in a SARSEP set up before

CAUTION
!

Institution limit. 1997 (including employees hired af-
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ter 1996) can continue to have their employer wages for social security, Medicare, and federal A SIMPLE plan can be set up in either of the
contribute part of their pay to the plan. unemployment (FUTA) tax. following ways.

A SARSEP is a SEP set up before 1997 that • Using SIMPLE IRAs (SIMPLE IRA plan).includes a salary reduction arrangement. Under Reporting SEP Contributions
the arrangement, employees can choose to • As part of a 401(k) plan (SIMPLE 401(k)on Form W–2have you contribute part of their pay to their plan).
SEP-IRAs rather than receive it in cash. This Your contributions to an employee’s SEP-IRA See Publication 560 for information on SIMPLEcontribution is called an elective deferral be- are excluded from the employee’s income. Do 401(k) plans.cause employees choose (elect) to set aside the not include these contributions in your
money and the tax on the money is deferred until employee’s wages on Form W–2 for income, Many financial institutions will helpit is distributed. social security, or Medicare tax purposes. How- you set up a SIMPLE plan.This choice is available only if all the follow- ever, your SEP contributions under a salary re-
ing requirements are met. duction arrangement are included in your

TIP

employee’s wages for social security and Medi-• The SARSEP was set up before 1997.
care tax purposes. SIMPLE IRA Plan• At least 50% of the eligible employees

choose the salary reduction arrangement. Example. Jim’s salary reduction arrange- A SIMPLE IRA plan is a retirement plan that
ment calls for 10% of his salary to be contributed• There were 25 or fewer eligible employees uses SIMPLE IRAs for each eligible employee.
by his employer as an elective deferral to Jim’s(or employees who would have been eligi- Under a SIMPLE IRA plan, a SIMPLE IRA must
SEP-IRA. Jim’s salary for the year is $30,000ble if you had maintained a SEP) at any be set up for each eligible employee. For the
(before reduction for the deferral). The employertime during the preceding year. definition of an eligible employee, see Who Can
chose not to treat deferrals as compensation Participate in a SIMPLE IRA Plan, later.• Each eligible highly compensated under the arrangement. To figure the deferral,

employee’s deferral percentage each year the employer multiplies Jim’s salary of $30,000
is no more than 125% of the average by 9.0909%, the reduced rate equivalent of Who Can Set Updeferral percentage (ADP) of all nonhighly 10%, to get the deferral of $2,727.27. (This a SIMPLE IRA Plan?compensated employees eligible to partici- method is the same one you, as a self-employed
pate (the ADP test). See Publication 560 person, use to figure the contributions you make You can set up a SIMPLE IRA plan if you meet
for the definition of a highly compensated on your own behalf. See Figuring your deduction both the following requirements.
employee and information on how to figure under Deduction Limits under Qualified Plan,

• You meet the employee limit.the deferral percentage. later.)
On Jim’s Form W–2, his employer shows • You do not maintain another qualified plan

Limit on elective deferrals. In general, the total wages of $27,272.73 ($30,000 − unless the other plan is for collective bar-
total income an employee can defer under a $2,727.27), social security wages of $30,000, gaining employees.
SARSEP and certain other elective deferral ar- and Medicare wages of $30,000. Jim reports
rangements for 2003 is limited to the lesser of $27,272.73 as wages on his individual income Employee limit. You can set up a SIMPLE
$12,000 or 25% of the participant’s compensa- tax return. IRA plan only if you had 100 or fewer employees
tion (as defined in Publication 560). This limit If his employer does not make the choice who received $5,000 or more in compensation
applies only to amounts that reduce the explained above, Jim’s deferral would be $3,000 from you for the preceding year. Under this rule,
employee’s pay, not to any contributions from ($30,000 x 10%). In this case, the employer you must take into account all employees em-
employer funds. uses the rate called for under the arrangement ployed at any time during the calendar year

(not the reduced rate) to figure the deferral and regardless of whether they are eligible to partici-Catch-up contributions. A SEP can permit
the ADP test. On Jim’s Form W–2, the employer pate. Employees include self-employed individ-participants who are age 50 or older at the end
shows total wages of $27,000 ($30,000 − uals who received earned income and leasedof the calendar year to also make catch-up con-
$3,000), social security wages of $30,000, and employees.tributions. The catch-up contribution limit for
Medicare wages of $30,000. Jim reports Once you set up a SIMPLE IRA plan, you2003 is $2,000 ($3,000 for 2004). Elective defer-
$27,000 as wages on his return. must continue to meet the 100-employee limitrals are not treated as catch-up contributions for

In either case, the maximum deductible con- each year you maintain the plan.2003 until they exceed the limit discussed earlier
tribution would be $6,000 ($30,000 x 20%).under Limit on elective deferrals, the SARSEP Grace period for employers who cease to

ADP test (see Publication 560), or the plan limit meet the 100-employee limit. If you maintainMore information. For more information on(if any). However, the catch-up contribution a the SIMPLE IRA plan for at least 1 year and youemployer withholding requirements, see Publi-participant can make for a year cannot exceed cease to meet the 100-employee limit in a latercation 15, Circular E, Employer’s Tax Guide.the lesser of the following amounts. year, you will be treated as meeting it for the 2For more information on SEPs, see Publica-
calendar years immediately following the calen-• The catch-up contribution limit. tion 560.
dar year for which you last met it.• The excess of the participant’s compensa- A different rule applies if you do not meet the

tion over the elective deferrals that are not 100-employee limit because of an acquisition,
catch-up contributions. disposition, or similar transaction. Under thisSIMPLE rule, the SIMPLE IRA plan will be treated as

Catch-up contributions are not subject to the meeting the 100-employee limit for the year ofRetirement Planslimit discussed under Limit on elective deferrals, the transaction and the 2 following years if both
earlier. the following conditions are satisfied.A Savings Incentive Match Plan for Employees

Deduction limit and elective deferrals. (SIMPLE plan) is a written arrangement that • Coverage under the plan has not signifi-Elective deferrals are no longer included in the provides you and your employees with a simpli- cantly changed during the grace period.determination of the SEP deduction limit of 25% fied way to make contributions to provide retire-
of an employee’s eligible compensation. How- • The SIMPLE IRA plan would have contin-ment income. Under a SIMPLE plan, employees
ever, the deduction for employer contributions ued to qualify after the transaction if youcan choose to make salary reduction contribu-
for participants and elective deferrals combined had remained a separate employer.tions to the plan rather than receiving these
cannot exceed the maximum contribution limit amounts as part of their regular pay. In addition,
discussed earlier under Contribution Limits. you will contribute matching or nonelective con- The grace period for acquisitions,

tributions.Employment taxes. Elective deferrals that dispositions, and similar transac-
meet the ADP test are not subject to income tax SIMPLE plans can only be maintained on a tions also applies if, because of

CAUTION
!

in the year of deferral, but they are included in calendar-year basis. these types of transactions, you do
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not meet the rules explained under Other quali- Use Form 5304–SIMPLE if you allow each • The employee’s opportunity to make or
fied plan or Who Can Participate in a SIMPLE plan participant to select the financial institution change a salary reduction choice under a
IRA Plan, below. for receiving his or her SIMPLE IRA plan contri- SIMPLE IRA plan.

butions. Use Form 5305–SIMPLE if you require
Other qualified plan. The SIMPLE IRA plan • Your choice to make either reducedthat all contributions under the SIMPLE IRA plan
generally must be the only retirement plan to matching contributions or nonelective con-be deposited initially at a designated financial
which you make contributions, or benefits ac- tributions (discussed later).institution.crue, for service in any year beginning with the

The SIMPLE IRA plan is adopted when you • A summary description and the location ofyear the SIMPLE IRA plan becomes effective.
(and the designated financial institution, if any) the plan. The financial institution should

Exception. If you maintain a qualified plan have completed all appropriate boxes and provide you with this information.
for collective bargaining employees, you are blanks on the form and you have signed it. Keep

• Written notice that his or her balance canpermitted to maintain a SIMPLE IRA plan for the original form. Do not file it with the IRS.
be transferred without cost or penalty ifother employees.
you use a designated financial institution.Other uses of the forms. If you set up a

SIMPLE IRA plan using Form 5304–SIMPLE orWho Can Participate Election period. The election period is gener-Form 5305–SIMPLE, you can use the form toin a SIMPLE IRA Plan? ally the 60-day period immediately precedingsatisfy other requirements, including the follow-
January 1 of a calendar year (November 2 toing.

Eligible employee. Any employee who re- December 31 of the preceding calendar year).
• Meeting employer notification require-ceived at least $5,000 in compensation during However, the dates of this period are modified if

ments for the SIMPLE IRA plan. Page 3 ofany 2 years preceding the current calendar year you set up a SIMPLE IRA plan in mid-year (for
Form 5304–SIMPLE and Page 3 of Formand is reasonably expected to receive at least example, on July 1) or if the 60-day period falls
5305–SIMPLE contain a Model Notifica-$5,000 during the current calendar year is eligi- before the first day an employee becomes eligi-
tion to Eligible Employees that providesble to participate. The term “employee” includes ble to participate in the SIMPLE IRA plan.
the necessary information to the em-a self-employed individual who received earned A SIMPLE IRA plan can provide longer peri-
ployee.income. ods for permitting employees to enter into salary

You can use less restrictive eligibility require- reduction agreements or to modify prior agree-• Maintaining the SIMPLE IRA plan records
ments (but not more restrictive ones) by elimi- ments. For example, a SIMPLE IRA plan canand proving you set up a SIMPLE IRA
nating or reducing the prior year compensation provide a 90-day election period instead of theplan for employees.
requirements, the current year compensation 60-day period. Similarly, in addition to the
requirements, or both. For example, you can 60-day period, a SIMPLE IRA plan can provideDeadline for setting up a SIMPLE IRA plan.allow participation for employees who received quarterly election periods during the 30 daysYou can set up a SIMPLE IRA plan effective onat least $3,000 in compensation during any pre- before each calendar quarter, other than the firstany date from January 1 thru October 1 of aceding calendar year. However, you cannot im- quarter of each year.year, provided you did not previously maintain apose any other conditions on participating in a

SIMPLE IRA plan. This requirement does notSIMPLE IRA plan.
apply if you are a new employer that comes into Contribution LimitsExcludable employees. The following em- existence after October 1 of the year the

ployees do not need to be covered under a SIMPLE IRA plan is set up and you set up a Contributions are made up of salary reductionSIMPLE IRA plan. SIMPLE IRA plan as soon as administratively contributions and employer contributions. You,
feasible after your business comes into exis-• Employees who are covered by a union as the employer, must make either matching
tence. If you previously maintained a SIMPLEagreement and whose retirement benefits contributions or nonelective contributions, de-
IRA plan, you can set up a SIMPLE IRA planwere bargained for in good faith by the fined later. No other contributions can be made
effective only on January 1 of a year. A SIMPLEemployees’ union and you. to the SIMPLE IRA plan. These contributions,
IRA plan cannot have an effective date that is which you can deduct, must be made timely.• Nonresident alien employees who have before the date you actually adopt the plan. See Time limits for contributing funds, later.received no U.S. source wages, salaries,

or other personal services compensation
Salary reduction contributions. The amountSetting up a SIMPLE IRA. SIMPLE IRAs arefrom you.
the employee chooses to have you contribute tothe individual retirement accounts or annuities
a SIMPLE IRA on his or her behalf cannot beinto which the contributions are deposited. A

Compensation. Compensation for employ- more than $8,000 for 2003 ($9,000 for 2004).SIMPLE IRA must be set up for each eligible
ees is the total wages required to be reported on These contributions must be expressed as aemployee. Forms 5305–S, SIMPLE Individual
Form W–2. Compensation also includes the percentage of the employee’s compensation un-Retirement Trust Account, and 5305 – SA,
salary reduction contributions made under this less you permit the employee to express themSIMPLE Individual Retirement Custodial Ac-
plan, compensation deferred under a section as a specific dollar amount. You cannot placecount, are model trust and custodial account
457 plan, and the employees’ elective deferrals restrictions on the contribution amount (such asdocuments the participant and the trustee (or
under a section 401(k) plan, a SARSEP, or a limiting the contribution percentage), except tocustodian) can use for this purpose.
section 403(b) annuity contract. If you are comply with the $8,000 limit.A SIMPLE IRA cannot be designated as a
self-employed, compensation is your net earn- If an employee is a participant in any otherRoth IRA. Contributions to a SIMPLE IRA will
ings from self-employment (line 4 of Short employer plan during the year and has electivenot affect the amount an individual can contrib-
Schedule SE (Form 1040)) before subtracting salary reductions or deferred compensationute to a Roth IRA.
any contributions made to the SIMPLE IRA plan under those plans, the salary reduction contribu-

Deadline for setting up a SIMPLE IRA. Afor yourself. tions under a SIMPLE IRA plan also are elective
SIMPLE IRA must be set up for an employee deferrals that count toward the overall $12,000
before the first date by which a contribution is annual limit on exclusion of salary reductions
required to be deposited into the employee’sHow To Set Up a SIMPLE IRA Plan and other elective deferrals.
IRA. See Time limits for contributing funds, later,

Catch-up contributions. A SIMPLE planYou can use Form 5304–SIMPLE or Form under Contribution Limits.
can permit participants who are age 50 or older5305–SIMPLE to set up a SIMPLE IRA plan.
at the end of the calendar year to make catch-upEach form is a model savings incentive match
contributions. The catch-up contribution limit forplan for employees (SIMPLE) plan document. Notification Requirement
2003 is $1,000. This limit increases by $500Which form you use depends on whether you

If you adopt a SIMPLE IRA plan, you must notify each year thereafter until it reaches $2,500 inselect a financial institution or your employees
each employee of the following information 2006. The limit is subject to cost-of-living in-select the institution that will receive the contri-
before the beginning of the election period. creases after 2006. The catch-up contributions abutions.
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Salary reduction contributionsparticipant can make for a year cannot exceed proper code in Box 12. For more information,
(maximum amount) . . . . . . . . . . $8,000 see the instructions for Forms W–2 and W–3.the lesser of the following amounts.
2% nonelective contributions

• The catch-up contribution limit. ($75,000 × .02) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,500
Total contributions . . . . . . . . . . $9,500 Distributions (Withdrawals)• The excess of the participant’s compensa-

tion over the elective deferrals that are not Distributions from a SIMPLE IRA are subject toTime limits for contributing funds. Youcatch-up contributions. IRA rules and generally are includible in incomemust make the salary reduction contributions to
for the year received. Tax-free rollovers can bethe SIMPLE IRA within 30 days after the end of
made from one SIMPLE IRA into anotherEmployer matching contributions. You are the month in which the amounts would other-
SIMPLE IRA. A rollover from a SIMPLE IRA to agenerally required to match each employee’s wise have been payable to the employee in
non-SIMPLE IRA can be made tax free onlysalary reduction contributions (other than cash. You must make matching contributions or
after a 2-year participation in the SIMPLE IRAcatch-up contributions) on a dollar-for-dollar ba- nonelective contributions by the due date (in-
plan.sis up to 3% of the employee’s compensation. cluding extensions) for filing your federal income Early withdrawals generally are subject to aThis requirement does not apply if you make tax return for the year. 10% additional tax. However, the additional taxnonelective contributions as discussed later.
is increased to 25% if funds are withdrawn within
2 years of beginning participation.Example. In 2003, your employee, John When To Deduct Contributions

Rose, earned $25,000 and chose to defer 5% of More information. See Publication 590 for in-
his salary. You make a 3% matching contribu- You can deduct SIMPLE IRA contributions in the formation about IRA rules, including those on

tax year with or within which the calendar yeartion. The total contribution you can make for the tax treatment of distributions, rollovers, re-
for which contributions were made ends. YouJohn is $2,000, figured as follows. quired distributions, and income tax withholding.
can deduct contributions for a particular tax year

Salary reduction contributions if they are made for that tax year and are made
($25,000 × .05) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,250 by the due date (including extensions) of your More Information on
Employer matching contribution federal income tax return for that year. SIMPLE IRA Plans($25,000 × .03) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 750
Total contributions . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2,000 Example 1. Your tax year is the fiscal year If you need more help to set up and maintain

ending June 30. Contributions under a SIMPLE SIMPLE IRA plans, see the following IRS notice
Lower percentage. If you choose a match- IRA plan for the calendar year 2003 (including and revenue procedure.

ing contribution less than 3%, the percentage contributions made in 2003 before July 1, 2003)
Notice 98-4. This notice contains questionsmust be at least 1%. You must notify the em- are deductible in the tax year ending June 30,
and answers about the implementation and op-ployees of the lower match within a reasonable 2004.
eration of SIMPLE IRA plans, including the elec-period of time before the 60-day election period
tion and notice requirements for these plans.(discussed earlier) for the calendar year. You Example 2. You are a sole proprietor whose
Notice 98-4 is in Cumulative Bulletin 1998-1.cannot choose a percentage less than 3% for tax year is the calendar year. Contributions

more than 2 years during the 5-year period that under a SIMPLE IRA plan for the calendar year Revenue Procedure 97-29. This revenue
ends with (and includes) the year for which the 2003 (including contributions made in 2004 by procedure provides guidance to drafters of pro-
choice is effective. April 15, 2004) are deductible in the 2003 tax totype SIMPLE IRAs on obtaining opinion let-

year. ters. Revenue Procedure 97-29 is in Cumulative
Nonelective contributions. Instead of Bulletin 1997-1.
matching contributions, you can choose to make

Where To Deduct Contributionsnonelective contributions of 2% of compensa-
tion on behalf of each eligible employee who has

Deduct contributions you make for your
at least $5,000 of compensation (or some lower Qualified Plancommon-law employees on your tax return. For
amount of compensation that you select) from

example, sole proprietors deduct them on
you for the year. If you make this choice, you A qualified retirement plan is a written plan youSchedule C (Form 1040) or Schedule F (Form
must make nonelective contributions whether or can set up for the exclusive benefit of your em-1040), partnerships deduct them on Form 1065,
not the employee chooses to make salary re- ployees and their beneficiaries. It is sometimesand corporations deduct them on Form 1120,
duction contributions. Only $200,000 of the called a Keogh or H.R. 10 plan.Form 1120–A, or Form 1120S.
employee’s compensation can be taken into ac- You, or you and your employees, can makeSole proprietors and partners deduct contri-
count to figure the contribution limit. contributions to the plan. If your plan meets thebutions for themselves on line 30 of Form 1040.

qualification requirements, you can generallyIf you choose this 2% contribution formula, (If you are a partner, contributions for yourself
deduct your contributions to the plan. For moreyou must notify the employees within a reasona- are shown on the Schedule K-1 (Form 1065) you
information, see Publication 560.ble period of time before the 60-day election receive from the partnership).

Your employees generally are not taxed onperiod (discussed earlier) for the calendar year.
your contributions or increases in the plan’s as-
sets until they are distributed. However, certainExample 1. In 2003, your employee, Jane Tax Treatment of Contributions
loans made from qualified plans are treated asWood, earned $36,000 and chose to have you
taxable distributions. For more information, seeYou can deduct your contributions and your em-contribute 10% of her salary. You make a 2%
Publication 575.ployees can exclude these contributions fromnonelective contribution. Both of you are under

their gross income. SIMPLE IRA contributionsage 50. The total contributions you can make for Qualification requirements. To be a quali-are not subject to federal income tax withhold-her are $4,320, figured as follows. fied plan, the plan must meet many require-ing. However, salary reduction contributions are
ments. They include requirements thatsubject to social security, Medicare, and federalSalary reduction contributions determine the following.unemployment (FUTA) taxes. Matching and($36,000 × .10) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3,600

nonelective contributions are not subject to • Who must be covered by the plan.2% nonelective contributions
($36,000 × .02) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 720 these taxes. • How contributions to the plan are to beTotal contributions . . . . . . . . . . . $4,320

Reporting on Form W–2. Do not include invested.
SIMPLE IRA contributions in the “Wages, tips, • How contributions to the plan and benefitsExample 2. Using the same facts as in Ex- other compensation” box of Form W–2. How-

under the plan are to be determined.ample 1, above, the maximum contribution you ever, salary reduction contributions must be in-
can make for Jane if she earned $75,000 is cluded in the boxes for social security wages • How much of an employee’s interest in the
$9,500, figured as follows. and Medicare wages and tips. Also include the plan must be guaranteed (vested).
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For more information, see Publication 560. Adoption of a master or prototype plan does not the plan. If the plan is a money purchase pen-
sion plan, the deduction is limited to the lesser ofmean your plan is automatically qualified. It

More than one job. If you are self-employed $40,000 or 20% (25% reduced as discussedmust still meet all the qualification requirements
and also work for someone else, you can partici- later under Net earnings reduced by adjustingstated in the law.
pate in retirement plans for both jobs. Generally, contribution rate) of your net earnings.
your participation in a retirement plan for one job Individually designed plan. If you prefer, you

Net earnings. Your net earnings must bedoes not affect your participation in a plan for the can set up an individually designed plan to meet
from self-employment in a trade or business inother job. However, if you have an IRA, you may specific needs. Although advance IRS approval
which your personal services are a materialnot be allowed to deduct part or all of your IRA is not required, you can apply for approval by
income-producing factor. Your net earnings docontributions. See Publication 590. requesting a determination letter. You may need
not include items excluded from income (or de-

professional help with this. The following reve-
ductions related to that income), other than for-Kinds of Qualified Plans nue procedure and announcement will help you
eign earned income and foreign housing cost

decide whether to apply for approval.There are two basic kinds of qualified retirement amounts.
plans: defined contribution plans and defined • Revenue Procedure 2003-6 in Internal Your net earnings are your business gross
benefit plans. income minus the allowable deductions fromRevenue Bulletin 2003-1.

that business. Allowable business deductions• Announcement 2001-77 in Internal Reve-
include contributions to SEP and qualified plansDefined Contribution Plan nue Bulletin 2001-30.
for common-law employees and the deduction
for one-half of your self-employment tax.This plan provides for a separate account for

each person covered by the plan. Benefits are Deduction Limits Net earnings include a partner’s distributive
based only on amounts contributed to or allo- share of partnership income or loss (other than

The deduction limit for contributions to a quali-cated to each account. separately stated items such as capital gains
fied plan depends on the kind of plan you have. and losses) and any guaranteed payments. IfThere are two types of defined contribution

In figuring the deduction for contri- you are a limited partner, net earnings includeplans: profit-sharing and money purchase pen-
butions to these plans, you cannotsion. only guaranteed payments for services ren-
take into account any contributions dered to or for the partnership. For more infor-CAUTION

!
or benefits that are more than the mation, see Partnership Income or Loss underProfit-sharing plan. This plan lets your em- limits discussed under Limits on Contributions Figuring Earnings Subject to Self-Employmentployees or their beneficiaries share in the profits

and Benefits in Publication 560. However, your Tax in Publication 533.of your business. The plan must have a definite
deduction can be as much as the plan’s un-formula for allocating the contribution among the Net earnings do not include income passed
funded current liability.participating employees and for distributing the through to shareholders of S corporations.

accumulated funds in the plan.
Adjustments. You must reduce your net

Defined contribution plans. The deduction earnings by the deduction for one-half of your
for contributions to a defined contribution planMoney purchase pension plan. Under this self-employment tax. Also, net earnings must be
profit sharing plan (or money purchase pensionplan, contributions are fixed and are not based reduced by the deduction for contributions you
plan) cannot be more than 25% of the compen-on your business profits. For example, if the plan make for yourself. This reduction is made indi-
sation paid (or accrued) during the year to therequires contributions be 10% of each participat- rectly, as explained next.
eligible employees participating in the plan. Youing employee’s compensation, regardless of

Net earnings reduced by adjusting contri-whether you have a profit, the plan is a money must reduce this limit in figuring the deduction
bution rate. You must reduce net earnings bypurchase plan. for contributions you make for your own ac-
your deduction for contributions for yourself. Thecount. See Deduction of contributions for your-
deduction and the net earnings depend on eachself, later.
other. You make the adjustment indirectly byDefined Benefit Plan

When figuring the deduction limit, the follow- reducing the contribution rate called for in the
ing rules apply.This is any plan that is not a defined contribution plan and using the reduced rate to figure your

plan. In general, contributions to a qualified de- maximum deduction for contributions for your-• Elective deferrals (discussed in Publica-fined benefit plan are based on what is needed self.tion 560) are not subject to the limit.to provide definitely determinable benefits to
Annual compensation limit. You generallyplan participants. Your contributions to the plan • Compensation includes elective deferrals.

cannot take into account more than $200,000 ofare based on actuarial assumptions. Generally,
• The maximum compensation that can be your compensation in figuring your contributionyou will need continuing professional help to

taken into account for each employee is to a defined contribution plan.administer a defined benefit plan.
$200,000.

Setting Up a Plan Figuring your deduction. To figure the maxi-
Defined benefit plans. An actuary must fig- mum deduction for contributions for yourself,

The plan can be an IRS-approved master or ure the deduction for contributions to a defined see chapter 5, Table and Worksheets for the
prototype plan offered by a sponsoring organi- benefit plan since it is based on actuarial as- Self-Employed, in Publication 560.zation. Or it can be an individually designed sumptions and computations.
plan.

When to make contributions. To take a de-
Deduction of contributions for yourself. To duction for contributions for a particular year,Master or prototype plan. The following
take a deduction for contributions you make to a you must make the contributions not later thansponsoring organizations generally can provide
plan for yourself, you must have net earnings the due date (generally April 15 for calendarIRS-approved master or prototype plans.
from the trade or business for which the plan year taxpayers), plus extensions, of your tax
was set up. return for that year.• Trade or professional organizations.

Limit on deduction. If the qualified plan is a• Banks (including savings and loan as-
profit-sharing plan, your deduction for yourself is More information. See Publication 560 forsociations and federally insured credit un-
limited to the lesser of $40,000 or 20% (25% more information on retirement plans for smallions).
reduced as discussed later under Net earnings business owners, including the self-employed.• Insurance companies. reduced by adjusting contribution rate) of your Publication 560 also discusses the reporting
net earnings from the trade or business that has forms that must be filed for these plans.• Mutual funds.
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able use) for which you used the fuel. The non-
taxable uses of fuel for which a farmer may claim Fuels Used in Farming
a credit or refund are generally the following.18. You may be eligible to claim a credit or refund of

• Use on a farm for farming purposes. excise taxes on fuel used on a farm for farming
purposes. This applies if you are the owner,• Off-highway business use.
tenant, or operator of a farm. You can claim onlyExcise Taxes • Uses other than as a fuel in a propulsion a credit for the tax on gasoline, gasohol, and

engine, such as home use. aviation gasoline used on a farm for farming
purposes. You can claim either a credit or refund

Table 18–1 presents an overview of credits for the tax on aviation fuel used on a farm forImportant Reminders
farming purposes. You cannot claim a credit orand refunds that may be claimed for fuels used
refund for the tax on undyed diesel fuel or un-for the nontaxable uses listed above. See Publi-A change to note. You may be able to amend
dyed kerosene used on a farm for farming pur-cation 378 for information about credits and re-a previously filed income tax return to make a
poses or for any use of dyed diesel fuel or dyedfunds for fuels used for nontaxable uses notclaim on Form 4136, Credit for Federal Tax Paid
kerosene.discussed in this chapter.on Fuels. See Claiming a Credit later.

Fuel is used on a farm for farming purposes
only if used in carrying on a trade or business ofDyed diesel fuel and dyed kerosene. Dyed Topics
farming, on a farm in the United States, and fordiesel fuel and dyed kerosene used for a nontax-

This chapter discusses: farming purposes.able use (such as use on a farm for farming
purposes) are not taxed. However, the tax ap-

Farm. A farm includes livestock, dairy, fish,• Fuels used in farmingplies if these fuels are used for a taxable use
poultry, fruit, fur-bearing animals, and truck(such as in operating a vehicle on the highway). • How to buy diesel fuel and kerosene tax farms, orchards, plantations, ranches, nur-In addition, a penalty is imposed on a person free series, ranges, and feed yards for fattening cat-who uses dyed diesel fuel or dyed kerosene for
tle. It also includes structures such as• Fuels used in off-highway business usea taxable use and knows or has reason to know
greenhouses used primarily for raising agricul-the fuel was dyed. For more information, see • Fuels used for household use tural or horticultural commodities. A fish farm isHow To Buy Diesel Fuel and Kerosene Tax Free
an area where fish are grown or raised — not• How to claim a credit or refundlater.
merely caught or harvested.• Including the credit or refund in incomeUndyed diesel fuel and undyed kerosene. A
Farming purposes. As the owner, tenant, orregistered ultimate vendor that sells undyed die-
operator and the ultimate purchaser of fuel thatsel fuel or undyed kerosene for use on a farm for Useful Items
you purchased, you use the fuel on a farm forfarming purposes is allowed to claim a credit or

You may want to see: farming purposes if you use it in any of therefund of the excise tax on that fuel. Farmers
following ways. cannot claim a credit or refund for the excise tax

Publicationpaid on that fuel. See How To Buy Diesel Fuel
1) To cultivate the soil or to raise or harvestand Kerosene Tax Free later.

❏ 378 Fuel Tax Credits and Refunds any agricultural or horticultural commodity.

❏ 510 Excise Taxes for 2004 2) To raise, shear, feed, care for, train, or
manage livestock, bees, poultry, fur-bear-

Form (and Instructions) ing animals, or wildlife.Introduction
3) To operate, manage, conserve, improve,❏ 720 Quarterly Federal Excise TaxYou may be eligible to claim a credit on your

or maintain your farm and its tools andReturnincome tax return for the federal excise tax on
equipment.certain fuels. You may also be eligible to claim a

❏ 4136 Credit for Federal Tax Paid on
quarterly refund of the fuel taxes during the year, 4) To handle, dry, pack, grade, or store anyFuelsinstead of waiting to claim a credit on your in- raw agricultural or horticultural commodity.
come tax return. ❏ 8849 Claim for Refund of Excise Taxes For this use to qualify, you must have pro-

Whether you can claim a credit or refund duced more than half the commodity so
See chapter 21 for information about gettingdepends on the kind of fuel you purchased, treated during the tax year. The

publications and forms.whether it was taxed, and the purpose (nontax- more-than-one-half test applies separately
to each commodity. Commodity means a

Table 18-1. Fuel Tax Credits and Refunds at a Glance single raw product. For example, apples
and peaches are two separate commodi-Use this table to see if you can take a credit or refund for a nontaxable use of the
ties.fuel listed.

On a Farm for Farming Off-Highway 5) To plant, cultivate, care for, or cut trees or
Fuel Used Purposes Business Use Household Use1 to prepare (other than sawing logs into

lumber, chipping, or other milling) trees for
Gasoline and Credit only Credit or refund None

market, but only if the planting, etc., is inci-gasohol
dental to your farming operations. Your
tree operations are incidental only if theyAviation gasoline Credit only None None
are minor in nature when compared to the

Undyed diesel fuel Credit or refund by Credit or refund2 Credit or refund2
total farming operations.

and undyed registered ultimate vendor
If any other person, such as a neighbor or cus-kerosene only
tom operator, performs a service for you on your

Dyed diesel fuel and None None None farm for any of the purposes included in list
dyed kerosene items (1) or (2), above, you are considered to be

the ultimate purchaser who used the fuel on aAviation fuel Credit or refund None None
farm for farming purposes. Therefore, you can

1For a use other than as fuel in a propulsion engine. still claim the credit or refund for the fuel so used
(other than for diesel fuel or kerosene). How-2Applies to undyed kerosene not sold from a blocked pump or, under certain circumstances, for blending with

undyed diesel fuel to be used for heating purposes. ever, see Custom application of fertilizer and
pesticide, later. If the other person performs any
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Custom application of fertilizer and pesti-other services for you on your farm for purposes the applicator’s tax year, the applicator can only
cide. Fuel used on a farm for farming pur- claim a credit or refund for the part of the waivernot included in list items (1) or (2), no one can
poses includes fuel used in the aerial or other period that includes the applicator’s tax year.claim the credit or refund for fuel used on your
application of fertilizer, pesticides, or other sub- The applicator must wait until the next tax yearfarm for those other services.
stances. You, as the owner, tenant, or operator, to file a claim for the part of the waiver period
can claim the credit or refund for the fuel (other that extends beyond the applicator’s tax year.Example. Farm owner Nancy Blue hired
than for undyed diesel fuel or undyed kerosene).custom operator Harry Steele to cultivate the While no specific form is required, an accept-
Or you can waive your right to the credit orsoil on her farm. Harry used 200 gallons of able waiver of your right to claim a credit or
refund and allow the applicator to make the refund is shown in Table 18–2.gasoline that he purchased to perform the work
claim. If you waive your right, the applicator ison Nancy’s farm. In addition, she hired Contrac- Fuel not used for farming. You do not usetreated as having used the fuel on a farm fortor Brown to pack and store her apple crop. fuel on a farm for farming purposes when youfarming purposes and can claim the credit orBrown bought 25 gallons of gasoline to use in use it in any of the following ways.refund. See How To Claim a Credit or Refund,

packing the apples. Nancy can claim the credit later. • Off the farm, such as on the highway or infor the 200 gallons of gasoline used by Harry on
To waive your right to the credit or refund, noncommercial aviation, even if the fuel isher farm because it qualifies as fuel used on the

you must take the following actions. used in transporting livestock, feed, crops,farm for farming purposes. No one can claim a
or equipment.credit for the 25 gallons used by Brown because • Before the applicator files his or her claim,

they were not used for a farming purpose in- sign an irrevocable agreement stating that • For personal use, such as mowing the
cluded in list items (1) or (2), earlier. you knowingly give up your right to the lawn.

credit or refund. You can authorize anBuyer of fuel (other than diesel fuel or • In processing, packaging, freezing, or can-agent, such as a cooperative, to sign thekerosene). If doubt exists whether the owner, ning operations.waiver for you.tenant, or operator of the farm bought the fuel, • In processing crude gum into gum spiritsdetermine who actually bore the cost of the fuel. • Identify clearly the period the waiver cov-
of turpentine or gum resin or in processingers.For example, if the owner of a farm and his
maple sap into maple syrup or maple

tenant equally share the cost of gasoline used sugar.The applicator must retain a copy of theon the farm, each can claim a credit for the tax
waiver and give you a copy. Do not send a copyon half the fuel used.
to the Internal Revenue Service unless re- All-terrain vehicles (ATVs). Fuel used in

Undyed diesel fuel and undyed kerosene. quested to do so. ATVs on a farm for farming purposes, discussed
If undyed diesel fuel or undyed kerosene is used earlier, is eligible for a credit or refund of exciseThe waiver can be a separate document or itfor any of the previously listed farming purposes, taxes on the fuel. Fuel used in ATVs forcan appear on an invoice or another document
the credit or refund is allowed only to the regis- nonfarming purposes is not eligible for a credit orfrom the applicator. If the waiver appears on an
tered ultimate vendor. You cannot claim a credit refund of the taxes. If ATVs are used both forinvoice or other document, it must be printed in a
or refund for this fuel if it is used for farming farming and nonfarming purposes, only that por-section clearly set off from all other material, and
purposes. See How To Buy Diesel Fuel and tion of the fuel used for farming purposes isit must be printed in type large enough to put you
Kerosene Tax Free, later. eligible for the credit or refund.on notice that you are waiving your right to the

A registered ultimate vendor is the person credit or refund. If the waiver appears as part of
an invoice or other document, it must be signedwho sells undyed diesel fuel or undyed ker-
separately from any other item that requiresosene to the user (ultimate purchaser) of the fuel
your signature.for use on a farm for farming purposes. To claim How To Buy

a credit or refund of tax, the person must be The effective period of the waiver cannot Diesel Fuel andregistered with the Internal Revenue Service at extend beyond your taxable year. When the
the time the claim is made. period covered by the waiver extends beyond Kerosene Tax Free
Table 18–2. Sample Waiver

You buy dyed diesel fuel and dyed kerosene
excise tax free. You must use them only for a

WAIVER OF RIGHT TO CREDIT OR REFUND nontaxable use, including use on a farm for
farming purposes. If you use the dyed fuel for aI hereby waive my right as owner, tenant, or operator of a farm located at:
taxable use, you could be subject to the excise
tax and a penalty. For example, if a truck used
on a farm for farming purposes is also used onAddress
the highway (even though in connection with

to receive credit or refund for fuel used by: operating the farm), tax applies to the gallons of
diesel fuel used (or sold for use) in operating the
truck on the highways.Name of Applicator

You can buy undyed diesel fuel and undyed
on the farm in connection with cultivating the soil, or the raising or harvesting of any kerosene tax free from a registered ultimate
agricultural or horticultural commodity. This waiver applies to fuel used during the vendor for use on a farm for farming purposes.
period: This applies to fuel bought by any of the follow-

ing persons.

Both Dates Inclusive • The owner, tenant, or operator of a farm
for use on a farm for any of the purposesI understand that by signing this waiver, I give up my right to claim any credit or
listed earlier under Farming purposes.refund for fuel used by the aerial applicator or other applicator of fertilizer or other

substances during the period indicated, and I acknowledge that I have not previously • Any other person for use on a farm for any
claimed any credit for that fuel. of the purposes included in items (1) and

(2) listed earlier under Farming purposes.

Signature
You must give the vendor a signed certificate,

which should be substantially the same as the
Date sample certificate shown in Table 18–3. You

can include the certificate as part of any busi-
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can claim the credit or refund under these cir-
cumstances. For more information, see Publica-
tion 378.

Fuels Used in
Off-Highway
Business Use
You may be eligible to claim a credit or refund for
the excise tax on fuel used in an off-highway
business use.

Off-highway business use. This is any use of
fuel in a trade or business or in an income-pro-
ducing activity. The use must not be in a high-
way vehicle registered or required to be
registered for use on public highways. Off-high-
way business use generally does not include
any use in a motorboat.

Examples. Off-highway business use in-
cludes the use of fuels in any of the following
ways.

• In stationary machines such as genera-
tors, compressors, power saws, and simi-
lar equipment.

• For cleaning purposes.

• In forklift trucks, bulldozers, and
earthmovers.

Generally, it does not include nonbusiness,
off-highway use of fuel, such as use by
minibikes, snowmobiles, power lawn mowers,
chain saws, and other yard equipment.

For more information, see Publication 378.

Fuels Used for
Household Use
You may be eligible to claim a credit or refund for

Table 18–3. Sample Exemption Certificate

Name, Address, and Employer Identification Number of Seller

EXEMPTION CERTIFICATE
(To support vendor’s claim for credit or payment under section 6427 of the Internal Revenue Code)

The undersigned buyer (“Buyer”) hereby certifies the following under penalties of
perjury:

■ Buyer will provide a new certificate to the seller if any information in this certificate
changes.

Signature and Date Signed

Printed or Typed Name and Title of Person Signing

Name, Address, and Employer Identification Number of Buyer

A.

1.

Buyer will use the diesel fuel or kerosene to which this certificate relates either —
(check one):

On a farm for farming purposes (as defined in §48.6420-4 of the
Manufacturers and Retailers Excise Tax Regulations) and Buyer is the
owner, tenant, or operator of the farm on which the fuel will be used; or

2. On a farm (as defined in §48.6420-4(c)) for any of the purposes described in
¶ (d) of that section (relating to cultivating, raising, or harvesting) and Buyer
is not the owner, tenant, or operator of the farm on which the fuel will be
used.

B.

1.

This certificate applies to the following (complete as applicable):

If this is a single purchase certificate, check here and enter:

a. Invoice or delivery ticket number

b. Number of gallons

2. If this is a certificate covering all purchases under a specified account or order
number, check here and enter:

a. Effective date

b. Expiration date
(period not to exceed 1 year after effective date)

■ If Buyer uses the diesel fuel or kerosene to which this certificate relates for a
purpose other than stated in the certificate, Buyer will be liable for any tax.

■ Buyer understands that the fraudulent use of this certificate may subject Buyer
and all parties making such fraudulent use of this certificate to a fine or
imprisonment, or both, together with the costs of prosecution.

c. Buyer account or order number

the excise tax on undyed kerosene used for
home use. This applies to undyed kerosene you

ness records you normally keep to document a cussed below). This is use of undyed kerosene purchased and used in your home for heating,
sale and purchase. that was sold from a blocked pump or blended lighting, and cooking. Home use is considered a

with diesel fuel in an area described in an IRS use other than as a fuel in a propulsion engine. ItFarmers cannot claim a credit or re-
is not considered an off-highway business usedeclaration of extreme cold if the blended fuel isfund for the tax on undyed kerosene
(discussed earlier).used for heating purposes. Only the registeredused for an off-highway business

CAUTION
!

use or for household use (dis- ultimate vendor that sold the undyed kerosene

Table 18-4. Claiming a Credit or Refund of Excise Taxes
How To Claim aThis table gives the basic rules for claiming a credit or refund of excise taxes on

fuels used for a nontaxable use. Credit or Refund
Credit Refund

You may be able to claim a credit or refund of theWhich form to use Form 4136, Credit for Federal Form 8849, Claim for Refund
excise tax on fuels you use for nontaxable uses.Tax Paid on Fuels of Excise Taxes
The basic rules for claiming credits and refunds

Type of form Annual Quarterly (discussed later) are listed in Table 18–4.

When to file With your income tax return By the last day of the quarter Keep at your principal place of busi-
following the last quarter ness all records needed to enable
included in the claim the IRS to verify that you are the

RECORDS
person entitled to claim a credit orAmount of tax Any amount $750 or more1

refund and the amount you claimed. You do not
1You may carryover an amount less than $750 to the next quarter. have to use any special form, but the records

should establish the following information.
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• The total number of gallons bought and An electing large partnership can claim the total cost of the fuel (including the excise taxes)
used during the period covered by your credit on the “Other payments” line of Form as an expense deduction that reduced your in-
claim. 1065–B, U.S. Return of Income for Electing come tax liability.

Large Partnerships.• The dates of the purchases. Which year you include a credit or refund in
• The names and addresses of suppliers Other entities. Corporations, S corpora- gross income depends on whether you use the

and amounts bought from each during tions, farmers’ cooperative associations, and cash or an accrual method of accounting.
the period covered by your claim. trusts make the claim on the line for “credit for

Federal tax paid on fuels” of the applicable in-• The nontaxable use for which you used
Cash method. If you use the cash methodcome tax return.the fuel.
and file a claim for refund, include the refund• The number of gallons used for each amount in gross income for the tax year in whichWhen to claim a credit. You can claim a fuelnontaxable use.
you receive the refund. If you claim a credit ontax credit on your income tax return for the yearIt is important that your records separately show

you used the fuel. your income tax return, include the creditthe number of gallons used for each nontaxable
amount in gross income for the tax year in whichuse that qualifies as a claim. For more informa- You may be able to make a fuel tax
you file Form 4136. If you file an amended returntion about recordkeeping, see Publication 583, claim on an amended income tax
and claim a credit, include the credit amount inStarting a Business and Keeping Records. return for the year you used the fuel.
gross income for the tax year in which you re-

TIP
Generally you must file an amended

Taxpayer identification number. To file a ceive the credit.return by the later of 3 years from the date you
claim for credit or refund, you must have a filed your original return or within 2 years from
taxpayer identification number. See Taxpayer Example. Ed Brown, a cash basis farmer,the date you paid the income tax. For more
Identification Number in chapter 2. filed his 2003 Form 1040 on March 3, 2004. Oninformation, see Publication 378.

his Schedule F, he deducted the total cost ofFiling date on holiday or weekend. If the last
gasoline (including $110 of excise taxes) usedClaiming a Refundday for filing your claim falls on a Saturday,
on the farm for farming purposes. Then, on FormSunday, or legal holiday, the due date is delayed

You make a claim for refund of the excise tax on 4136, he claimed the $110 as a credit. Ed re-until the next day that is not a Saturday, Sunday,
fuel on Form 8849. ports the $110 as other income on line 10 of hisor legal holiday.

Do not claim a refund on Form 8849 for any 2004 Schedule F.
Credit or refund. A credit is an amount that excise tax for which you have filed or will file a
reduces the tax on your income tax return when claim on Schedule C (Form 720) or Form 4136.

Accrual method. If you use an accrualyou file it at the end of the year. If you meet
You may file a claim for refund for any quar- method, include the amount of credit or refund incertain requirements, you may claim a refund

ter of your tax year for which you can claim $750 gross income for the tax year in which you usedduring the year instead of waiting until you file
or more. This amount is the excise tax on all

your tax return. the fuels. It does not matter whether you filed forfuels used for a nontaxable use during that quar-
a quarterly refund or claimed the entire amountCredit only. You can claim the following ter or any prior quarter (for which no other claim
as a credit.taxes only as a credit. has been filed) during the tax year.

If you cannot claim at least $750 at the end of• Tax on gasoline you used on a farm for Example. Todd Green, an accrual basis
a quarter, you carry the amount over to the nextfarming purposes. farmer, files his 2003 Form 1040 on April 15,
quarter of your tax year to determine if you can

2004. On Schedule F, he deducts the total cost• Tax on fuels you used for nontaxable uses claim at least $750 for that quarter. If you cannot
of gasoline (including $155 of excise taxes) heif the total for the tax year is less than claim at least $750 at the end of the fourth
used on the farm for farming purposes during$750. quarter of your tax year, you must claim a credit
2003. On Form 4136, Todd claims the $155 as aon your income tax return using Form 4136.• Tax on fuel you did not include in any
credit. He reports the $155 as other income onOnly one claim can be filed for a quarter.claim for refund previously filed for any
line 10 of his 2003 Schedule F.quarter of the tax year. You cannot claim a refund for excise

tax on gasoline used on a farm for
farming purposes. You must claim aClaiming a Credit CAUTION

!
credit on your income tax return for

the tax.You make a claim for a fuel tax credit on Form
4136 and attach it to your income tax return. Do

How to file a quarterly claim. File the claimnot claim a credit for any excise tax for which 19.for refund by filling out Schedule 1 (Form 8849)you have filed a refund claim.
and attaching it to Form 8849. Send it to the
address shown in the instructions. If you fileHow to claim a credit. How you claim a credit
Form 720, you can use the Schedule C portiondepends on whether you are an individual, part- Your Rightsof Form 720 for your refund claims. (See thenership, corporation, S corporation, trust, or
Form 720 instructions.)farmers’ cooperative association.

Individuals. You claim the credit on the as a TaxpayerWhen to file a quarterly claim. You must file
“Other payments from” line of your 2003 Form a quarterly claim by the last day of the first
1040. Check box b. If you would not otherwise quarter following the last quarter included in the
have to file an income tax return, you must do so claim. If you do not file a timely refund claim for Useful Items
to get a fuel tax credit. the fourth quarter of your tax year, you will have You may want to see:

to claim a credit for that amount on your incomePartnership. Partnerships (other than
tax return, as discussed earlier.electing large partnerships) claim the credit by Publication

including a statement on Schedule K-1 (Form
❏ 556 Examination of Returns, Appeal1065), Partner’s Share of Income, Credits, De-

Rights, and Claims for Refundductions, etc., showing each partners share of
the number of gallons of each fuel sold or used Including the Credit ❏ 1660 Collection Appeal Rights
for a nontaxable use, the type of use, and the

The first part of this chapter explains some ofapplicable credit per gallon. Each partner claims or Refund in Income
your most important rights as a taxpayer. Thethe credit on his or her income tax return for the
second part explains the examination, appeal,partners share of the fuel used by the partner- Include any credit or refund of excise taxes on
collection, and refund processes.ship. fuels in your gross income if you claimed the
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If you do not wish to use the Appeals Office
or disagree with its findings, you may be able toExaminations,Declaration of take your case to the U.S. Tax Court, U.S. Court
of Federal Claims, or the U.S. District CourtAppeals, Collections,Taxpayer Rights
where you live. If you take your case to court, the
IRS will have the burden of proving certain factsand Refunds
if you kept adequate records to show your tax

Protection of your rights. IRS employees will liability, cooperated with the IRS, and meet cer-
tain other conditions. If the court agrees with youexplain and protect your rights as a taxpayer Examinations (audits). We accept most re-
on most issues in your case and finds that ourthroughout your contact with us. turns as filed. If we inquire about your return or
position was largely unjustified, you may be ableselect it for examination, it does not suggest that
to recover some of your administrative and liti-you are dishonest. The inquiry or examinationPrivacy and confidentiality. The IRS will not gation costs. You will not be eligible to recovermay or may not result in more tax. We may closedisclose to anyone the information you give us, these costs unless you tried to resolve your caseyour case without change; or, you may receive aexcept as authorized by law. You have the right administratively, including going through the ap-refund.to know why we are asking you for information, peals system, and you gave us the informationThe process of selecting a return for exami-how we will use it, and what will happen if you do necessary to resolve the case.nation usually begins in one of two ways. First,not provide requested information.

we use computer programs to identify returns Collections. Publication 594, The IRS Collec-
that may have incorrect amounts. These pro- tion Process, explains your rights and responsi-

Professional and courteous service. If you grams may be based on information returns, bilities regarding payment of federal taxes. It
believe that an IRS employee has not treated such as Forms 1099 and W–2, on studies of describes:
you in a professional, fair, and courteous man- past examinations, or on certain issues identi- • What to do when you owe taxes. It de-ner, you should tell that employee’s supervisor. fied by compliance projects. Second, we use

scribes what to do if you get a tax bill andIf the supervisor’s response is not satisfactory, information from outside sources that indicates
what to do if you think your bill is wrong. Ityou should write to the IRS area director or the that a return may have incorrect amounts.
also covers making installment payments,center where you filed your return. These sources may include newspapers, public
delaying collection action, and submittingrecords, and individuals. If we determine that the
an offer in compromise.information is accurate and reliable, we may use

Representation. You may either represent it to select a return for examination. • IRS collection actions. It covers liens, re-yourself or, with proper written authorization,
leasing a lien, levies, releasing a levy,Publication 556, Examination of Returns,have someone else represent you. Your repre-
seizures and sales, and release of prop-Appeal Rights, and Claims for Refund, explainssentative must be a person allowed to practice erty.the rules and procedures that we follow in exam-before the IRS, such as an attorney, certified

inations. The following sections give an over-public accountant, or enrolled agent. If you are in Your collection appeal rights are explained inview of how we conduct examinations.an interview and ask to consult a representative, detail in Publication 1660, Collection Appeal
we must stop and reschedule the interview in By mail. We handle many examinations Rights.

and inquiries by mail. We will send you a lettermost cases.
Innocent spouse relief. Generally, bothwith either a request for more information or aYou can have someone accompany you at

you and your spouse are responsible, jointly andreason why we believe a change to your returnan interview. You may make sound recordings
individually, for paying the full amount of any tax,may be needed. You can respond by mail or youof any meetings with our examination, appeal, or
interest, or penalties due on your joint return.can request a personal interview with an exam-collection personnel, provided you tell us in writ- However, if you qualify for innocent spouse re-iner. If you mail us the requested information oring 10 days before the meeting. lief, you may not have to pay the tax, interest,provide an explanation, we may or may not
and penalties related to your spouse (or formeragree with you, and we will explain the reasons
spouse). For information on innocent spousePayment of only the correct amount of tax. for any changes. Please do not hesitate to write
relief and two other ways to get relief, see Publi-You are responsible for paying only the correct to us about anything you do not understand.
cation 971, Innocent Spouse Relief, and Formamount of tax due under the law—no more, no

By interview. If we notify you that we will 8857, Request for Innocent Spouse Relief (Andless. If you cannot pay all of your tax when it is
conduct your examination through a personal Separation of Liability and Equitable Relief).due, you may be able to make monthly install-
interview, or you request such an interview, you

ment payments. Claims for refund. You may file a claim forhave the right to ask that the examination take
refund if you think you paid too much tax. Youplace at a reasonable time and place that is
must generally file the claim within 3 years fromconvenient for both you and the IRS. If ourHelp with unresolved tax problems. The
the date you filed your original return or 2 yearsexaminer proposes any changes to your return,Taxpayer Advocate Service can help you if you
from the date you paid the tax, whichever ishe or she will explain the reasons for thehave tried unsuccessfully to resolve a problem
later. The law generally provides for interest onchanges. If you do not agree with thesewith the IRS. Your local Taxpayer Advocate can
your refund if it is not paid within 45 days of thechanges, you can meet with the examiner’s su-offer you special help if you have a significant
date you filed your return or claim for refund.pervisor.hardship as a result of a tax problem. For more
Publication 556, Examination of Returns, Ap-information, see Contacting your Taxpayer Ad- Repeat examinations. If we examined your peal Rights, and Claims for Refund, has morevocate in chapter 21. return for the same items in either of the 2 information on refunds.

previous years and proposed no change to your If you were due a refund but you did not file a
tax liability, please contact us as soon as possi-Appeals and judicial review. If you disagree return, you must file within 3 years from the date
ble so we can see if we should discontinue thewith us about the amount of your tax liability or the return was originally due to get that refund.
examination.certain collection actions, you have the right to

ask the Appeals Office to review your case. You
Appeals. If you do not agree with themay also ask a court to review your case.
examiner’s proposed changes, you can appeal
them to the Appeals Office of IRS. Most differ-

Relief from certain penalties and interest. ences can be settled without expensive and
The IRS will waive penalties when allowed by time-consuming court trials. Your appeal rights
law if you can show you acted reasonably and in are explained in detail in both Publication 5,
good faith or relied on the incorrect advice of an Your Appeal Rights and How To Prepare a Pro-
IRS employee. We will waive interest that is the test If You Don’t Agree, and Publication 556,
result of certain errors or delays caused by an Examination of Returns, Appeal Rights, and
IRS employee. Claims for Refund.
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Line 10. On his 2002 income tax return, heSchedule F—Part I (Income)
claimed a credit of $142 for excise taxes on

Mr. Brown keeps records of the various types of gasoline used on his farm. He includes the entire20. farm income he receives during the year. (Farm $142 in his 2003 income on line 10 because he
income is discussed in chapter 4.) He uses this deducted the total cost of gasoline (including the
information to complete Part I of Schedule F. $142 of excise taxes) as a farm business ex-

pense in 2002. He also includes $250 he re-Sample Return Line items. He fills in all applicable items of ceived as a director of the local milk marketing
farm income. cooperative and $175 received for firewood he

This sample return uses actual forms to show cut and sold in 2003.Line 1. In 2003, he sold steers he hadyou how to prepare your income tax return.
bought for resale. He enters sales of $27,192.However, the information shown on the filled-in

forms is not from any actual farming operation. Schedule F— Part II (Expenses)Line 2. He enters the cost of the steers,
Walter Brown is a dairy farmer and his wife, $6,523. He has kept a record of the cost of the

Mr. Brown records his farm expenses during theJane, is a substitute teacher for the county livestock he bought and is careful to deduct the
year for tax purposes and summarizes theseschool system. They have three children. Their cost of an animal in the year of its sale.
expenses at the end of the year. (Farm businessreturn has been prepared using the cash

Line 3. He subtracts his cost on line 2 from expenses are discussed in chapter 5.) Thismethod of accounting. See chapter 3 for an
the sales on line 1 and reports the difference, gives him his deductible expenses, which heexplanation of the cash method and other meth-
$20,669, as his profit on line 3. Had he sold any enters in Part II of Schedule F.ods of accounting.
other items he bought for resale, he would com-
bine the sales and costs of these items with the Line items. He fills in all applicable items ofRounding off to whole dollars. You may
sales and costs of the steers and report only the farm expense deductions.round off cents to whole dollars on your return
totals on lines 1, 2, and 3. He does not reportand schedules. If you do round to whole dollars, Line 12. He uses his trucks 100% for hishere sales of livestock held for draft, breeding,you must round all amounts. To round, drop farming business and the actual cost (not includ-sport, or dairy purposes. He reports those salesamounts under 50 cents and increase amounts ing depreciation) of operating the trucks in 2003on Form 4797.from 50 to 99 cents to the next dollar (for exam- was $2,659. He uses his family car 60% for

ple, $1.39 becomes $1 and $2.50 becomes $3). Line 4. He enters the income he received business (determined by records at year end). It
If two or more amounts must be added to during 2003 from sales of items he raised or cost $2,307 to operate the car in 2003. He can

figure the amount to enter on a line, include produced on his farm. His principal source of deduct $1,384 for the car ($2,307 × .60). He
cents when adding the amounts and round off enters a total of $4,043 ($2,659 + $1,384) on linefarm income is dairy farming. The amount re-
only the total. 12. (Depreciation is reported on line 16.)ported on this line, $263,018, includes sales of

all of the following. Line 13. The $2,701 on this line is theLosses from operating a farm. The sample
amount he paid for pesticides and herbicidesreturn shows a profit from the operation of the Milk . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $233,874
purchased during the year.farm. However, if your deductible farm expenses Steers and calves he raised* . . . . . 2,914

are more than your farm income for the year, Vegetables he grew . . . . . . . . . . . 1,457 Line 14. He deducts the $1,040 spent on
you have a loss from the operation of your farm. Corn ($7,286), hay ($8,944), and diversion channels in 2003. The amount listed
If your loss is more than your other income for wheat ($8,543) he raised . . . . . . . . 24,773 here includes the full cost of the government
the year, you may have a net operating loss Total reported on line 4 . . . . . . . . $263,018 cost-sharing project, which he has reported as
(NOL). You may also have an NOL if you had a income on line 6a. He continues the policy

* Raised other than for draft, breeding, sport, or dairypersonal or business-related casualty or theft elected in previous years of deducting annualpurposes.loss that was more than your income. soil and water conservation expenses. The ex-
If you have an NOL this year, you may be penses are consistent with a conservation planLines 5a and 5b. He reports the $33 heable to reduce your income (and tax) in other approved by the Natural Resources Conserva-received from cooperatives on line 5a. Since thisyears by carrying the NOL to those years and tion Service of the USDA. The amount was notis the dollar amount of a qualified written noticededucting it from income. more than 25% of Mr. Brown’s gross incomeof allocation paid as part of a patronage divi-To determine if you have an NOL, complete from farming, so the entire amount is deductible.dend, he enters $33 as the taxable amount onyour tax return for the year. You may have an See chapter 6 for more information on soil andline 5b.NOL if a negative figure appears on line 38 of water conservation expenses.

Form 1040. If this is the case, see Losses From Lines 6a and 6b. He received Farm Service
Line 15. The $1,575 on this line is theOperating a Farm in chapter 5. Agency (FSA) cost-sharing payments of $438

amount he paid a company for spraying hison a soil conservation project (diversion chan-
crops. He made the payment to a corporation,nels) completed in 2003. He received the in-
so he does not file a Form 1099–MISC to reportcome as materials and services paid for by the
the payment.Preparing the Return government and reports it on both line 6a and

line 6b. The Department of Agriculture (USDA) Line 16. He enters the $129,499 deprecia-
generally reports such payments to the recipient tion from Form 4562, discussed later.
on Form 1099–G. The entire $438 has beenSchedule F (Form 1040) Line 18. He enters the $18,019 cost of feedincluded on line 14 of Schedule F as a conserva-

bought for consumption by his livestock in 2003.The first step in preparing Mr. Brown’s income tion expense. He did not receive any cost-shar-
He did not include the cost of feed bought fortax return is to determine his net farm profit or ing payments this year that he could exclude
livestock he and his family intend to consume.loss on Schedule F. The income and expenses from his farm income.
He also did not include the value of feed grownshown on this Schedule F are taken from his

Line 7a. He reports the $665 loan he re- on his farm.farm receipt and expense records. Data for the
ceived from the Commodity Credit Corporationdepreciation and section 179 deductions are Line 19. He enters $6,544. This is the(CCC) because he elected in a previous year totaken from Form 4562 and the illustrated Depre- amount paid for fertilizer and lime.treat these loans as income in the year received.ciation Worksheet that follows Form 4562. Mr.
(If he had elected not to report his CCC loan as Line 20. He deducts the $5,105 he paid forBrown has filed all required Form 1099 informa-
income in the year received and forfeited the trucking and milk marketing expenses. Hetion returns.
loan in a later year, he would report the loan as chose to itemize the $807 government milk as-

On line B, he writes the number “112120”
income on lines 7b and 7c in the year of forfei- sessment and lists it separately on line 34a.

from the list of Principal Agricultural Activity
ture.)

Codes on page 2 of Schedule F (not shown). Line 21. He deducts the $3,521 cost of gas-
Line 9. He reports his $1,258 of incomeThis indicates that his principal source of farm oline, fuel, and oil bought for farm use, other

from custom harvesting.income is from dairy farming. than amounts he included on line 12 for car and
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truck expenses. He did not deduct the cost of business, because these taxes were included in in the required asset order. See Trade or Busi-
fuel used for heating, lighting, or cooking in his the costs for gasoline he deducted on lines 21 ness Acquired in Publication 551 for more infor-
home. and 12. He included his share of social security mation.

and Medicare taxes paid for agricultural employ- He entered in his depreciation record theLine 22. He deducts the $1,070 cost of in-
ees. He filed Form 943 (not shown) in January part of the purchase price for the depreciablesurance on his farm buildings (but not on his
2004, reporting these taxes for calendar year barn and fences, giving him the basis for figuringhome), equipment, livestock, and crops. He did
2003. his depreciation allowance. The fences werenot deduct the entire premiums on 3-year and

He does not deduct, on Schedule F, his state fully depreciated in 1987. Because he cannot5-year insurance policies in the year of payment,
income tax or the taxes on his home and the part depreciate the house (no office claimed) andbut deducts each year only the part that applies
of his land not used for farming. He deducts land, he keeps a separate record showing theirto that year. For more information, see Insur-
these taxes on Schedule A (Form 1040), which bases.ance in chapter 5.
is not shown. He does not deduct any federal

Methods of depreciation. He depreciates allLines 23a and 23b. He deducts on line 23a income tax paid during the year.
his property placed in service before 1981 usingthe $3,175 interest paid on the farm mortgage

Line 32. He enters $3,997 for the cost of the straight line method. He chose the alternatefor the land and buildings used in farming. He
water, electricity, gas, and telephone service Accelerated Cost Recovery System (ACRS)deducts on line 23b the $1,043 interest paid on
used only in farming. He cannot deduct personal method for his machine shed placed in service inobligations incurred to buy livestock and other
utilities. He also cannot deduct the cost of basic 1986. He chose the following systems for all ofpersonal property used in farming or held for
local telephone service (including any taxes) for his assets placed in service in the year indicatedsale. He deducts his home mortgage interest on
the first telephone line to his home. using the Modified Accelerated Cost RecoverySchedule A (Form 1040), which is not shown.

System (MACRS) and the half-year convention.Line 33. He enters $3,217, the total paidLine 24. He enters the $16,416 in wages he
during 2003 for veterinary fees ($1,821), live-

paid during the year for labor hired to operate his • 1999—straight line Alternative Deprecia-stock medicines ($650), and breeding fees
farm, including wages paid to his wife and chil- tion System (ADS).($746). He does not prepare Form 1099–MISC
dren. He did not include amounts paid to him-

for the veterinarian and the supplier of breeding • 2000—150% declining balance Generalself. He has no employment credits that would
services because both are incorporated. Depreciation System (GDS).reduce the amount of wages entered. For those

wages paid that were subject to social security Line 34. He enters other farm business ex- • 2001 and 2003—150% declining balance
and Medicare taxes, he included the full amount penses. These include: an $807 government GDS.
of the wages before reduction for the milk assessment; $347 for commissions, dues,
employee’s share of those taxes, or other and fees; $287 for financial records and office Depreciable property. One of his purchased
amounts withheld. His share of the social secur- supplies; and $534 for farm business travel and dairy cows (#42) was killed by lightning in July
ity and Medicare taxes is included in the total meals. Farm business travel includes expenses 2003. Two other purchased cows (#52 and #60)
taxes deducted on line 31. See chapter 16 for for the State Forage Tour and for attending the were sold in 2003. The cows were depreciated
information on employment taxes. farm management conference at State Univer- under MACRS (ADS), using a half-year conven-

sity. He included only 50% of the cost of meals in tion. Therefore, he can claim a half-year’s de-Line 26b. He enters only the $2,400 cash
the deduction. preciation for each cow in 2003.rent paid for the use of land he rented from a

neighbor, Mr. Green. He did not deduct rent paid Line 36—Net farm profit. To arrive at his He has other breeding and dairy cows he
in crop shares. He completed a Form net farm profit, he subtracts the amount on line raised. He did not claim depreciation on them
1099–MISC for the rent paid to Mr. Green and 35 ($218,904) from the amount on line 11 since his basis in the cows is zero for income tax
sent Copy A to the IRS with Form 1096. He gave ($286,648). His net farm profit, entered on line purposes.
Mr. Green copy B of the Form 1099–MISC. 36, is $67,744. He also enters that amount on During 2003 the Browns owned two family

line 18 of Form 1040, and on line 1 of Section A, cars. One of them was not used for farm busi-Line 27. The $5,424 he enters includes
Schedule SE (Form 1040). Because he shows a ness. Mr. Brown cannot deduct depreciation on$4,902 for repairs to farm machinery and $522
net profit on line 36, he skips line 37. it. Based on his written records, he determinedfor repairs to farm buildings. He did not include

at the end of the year that his other car was usedthe value of his own labor or the cost of repairs
60% for his farm business and 40% for personalForm 4562 — Depreciationon his home. He prepared Form 1099–MISC for
driving.the farm machinery repairs because the repair and Amortization

The Depreciation Worksheet contains anshop is a limited liability company (LLC) that is
itemized list of Mr. Brown’s assets for which heMr. Brown follows the instructions and lists thenot classified as a corporation. He sent Copy A
is deducting depreciation in 2003. He must listinformation called for in Parts I through IV. Heto the IRS with Form 1096 and gave copy B to
each item separately to keep track of its basis.also completes Part V on page 2 to providethe owner of the repair shop. If the repair shop
The pickup truck and car purchased in 2000 areinformation on listed property used in his farm-had been a corporation, Mr. Brown would not
listed property in the 5-year property class.ing business. The three vehicles used in hishave had to file a Form 1099–MISC. He does

business are listed property. The truck, sold innot have to file a Form 1099–MISC for the New assets. Mr. Brown added three assets
July and shown on Form 4797, was placed inbuilding repair because he paid less than $600. to his farming business in 2003.
service in 1994 and fully depreciated in 1999. No

Line 28. He enters the $2,132 cost of seeds depreciation is allowed for 2003. 1) In January, he completed and placed in
and plants used in farming. He deducts these service a dairy facility designed specifically
costs each year. He did not include the cost of Depreciation record. He records information for the production of milk and to house,
plants and seeds purchased for the family gar- on his depreciable property in a book that he can feed, and care for dairy cattle (single pur-
den. use to figure his depreciation allowance for sev- pose livestock structure). The construction

eral years. He uses the Depreciation Worksheet of the dairy facility began in 2002. TheLine 30. He enters the $2,807 paid for live-
from the Form 4562 instructions to figure his building is depreciated separately from thestock supplies and other supplies, including
2003 deduction. milking equipment it houses. The cost ofbedding.

the building is $56,500 and it is 10-year
Line 31. He enters $3,201 for taxes paid Basis for depreciation. He bought his farm

property under MACRS. The cost of the
during 2003, including state and local taxes on on January 8, 1978. Timber on the farm was

equipment is $72,000 and it is 7-year prop-
the real estate and personal property used in immature and had no fair market value (FMV).

erty under MACRS.
farming. He did not include the sales tax paid on He immediately allocated the total purchase

2) In February, he made improvements to hisfarm supplies because this tax was included in price of the farm among the land, house, barn,
machine shed for a total cost of $1,300.the cost for supplies he deducted on line 30. He and fences (no other capital improvements were
The improvements are depreciated as ifalso did not include the gasoline tax on the included in the price of the farm). He made the
they were a separate building with agasoline bought for farm use, including the gas- allocation on the purchase date in proportion to
20-year recovery period.oline used in his trucks and family car for farm (but not in excess of) the FMVs of the assets and
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3) In July, he acquired a new tractor (tractor  For qualified property acquired after May 5, Line 1. He enters his net farm profit,
#5) by trading tractor #2 and paying 2003, the special depreciation allowance is an $67,744. All the income, losses, and deductions
$33,729 cash. The adjusted basis of trac- additional 50% of the property’s cost or basis listed on Schedule F are included in determining
tor #2 was $1,378 when it was traded (Mr. (after subtracting the section 179 deduction). net earnings from farm self-employment (see
Brown claimed half a year of depreciation However, instead of claiming the 50% allow- the types of self-employment income listed in
($114.85)). The new tractor has a basis of ance, taxpayers may elect to claim the 30% chapter 15). Consequently, he did not have to
$35,107 ($33,729 + $1,378). He chooses allowance or elect not to claim any special allow- adjust his net profit to determine his self-employ-
to take the 50% special depreciation allow- ance. ment net earnings from farming.
ance on the carried over basis ($1,378). Line 16. He enters $312 for his other depre- Line 3. If he were engaged in one or more
This is reflected on the Depreciation Work-

ciation. The $312 is for the asset placed in serv- other businesses in addition to farming, he
sheet under tractor #2. After reducing the

ice before 1981 and the asset depreciated under would combine his net profits from all his trades
carried over basis by the allowance

ACRS (alternate method). or businesses on line 3 of this schedule. How-
($689), the remaining basis ($689) is de-

ever, because farming was his only business, heLine 17. He enters $2,742. This is hispreciated over the remaining life of tractor
enters his net profit from farming (the amount

MACRS depreciation for assets placed in serv-#2. The depreciation for the last six
shown on line 1).

ice from 1999 through 2001.months of the year for tractor #2 is
Line 4. He multiplies line 3 by .9235 to get($34.45). The total depreciation for tractor Line 19. All property placed in service in

his net earnings from self-employment and en-#2 is $149.30 ($114.85 + 34.45).There- 2003 in each class is combined and entered in
ters $62,562 on line 4.fore, Mr. Brown left the depreciation of that Part III, line 19. The abbreviation HY used in

portion ($689) of the basis on his Depreci- column (e) stands for the half-year convention. Lines 5 and 6. He multiplies line 4 by 15.3%
ation Worksheet as if he still owned tractor The 150 DB in column (f) stands for the 150% and enters $9,572 on line 5. This is his self-em-
#2. Mr. Brown made a new entry on his declining balance method under MACRS. ployment tax for 2003. He also enters $9,572 on
Depreciation Worksheet to depreciate the line 55 of Form 1040. He enters $4,786 on line 6Line 21. He enters his depreciation deduc-$33,729 of new excess basis in tractor #5 and also on line 28 of Form 1040 (deduction for

tion for listed property, $2,244, on line 21. This isover the new 7-year life of tractor #5. He one-half of his self-employment tax).
the total shown on line 28, Part V, page 2 of thecompleted Form 8824, Like-Kind Ex-
form. He has two depreciable assets that arechanges, (not shown) to report the trade Form 4684—Casualtieslisted property—the car used 60% for businessand will include this form when he files his
and the pickup truck purchased in 2000. Hisreturn. He elected to expense part of the and Thefts
deduction for the car cannot be more than 60%cost of the tractor in 2003 and depreciated

Mr. Brown’s only business casualty occurred onof the limit for passenger automobiles for thethe rest of the new excess basis.
July 7 when a dairy cow he purchased 4 yearsyear he placed the car in service. The other
ago was killed by lightning. He shows the losstruck, which he sold this year, was fully depreci-Line items. Form 4562 is completed by refer-
from the casualty on page 2 of Form 4684. Onlyated.ring to the Depreciation Worksheet.
page 2 is shown, because page 1 is for nonbusi-

Line 22. He enters the total depreciation onLine 2. Mr. Brown enters $162,229 on line ness casualties.
line 22 and carries the total, $129,499 to line 162. This is the total cost of all section 179 property He prints his name, his wife’s name, and his
of Schedule F.placed in service in 2003. In figuring his cost, he identifying number at the top of page 2.

does not include the portion of the new basis in Other items. He completes Sections A and Part I. He prints the kind of property, “Dairythe acquired tractor that was carried over from B of Part V to provide the information required cow #42,” its location, and the date acquired onthe traded tractor ($1,378). The dairy facility and for listed property. He does not complete Sec- line 19. He enters his adjusted basis in the cow,equipment qualify as section 179 property. How- tion C because he does not provide vehicles for $257, on line 20 and the $109 insurance pay-ever, the machine shed improvement does not his employees’ use. ment he received for the cow on line 21. Line 20qualify. It is not a single purpose agricultural He follows the practice of writing down the is more than line 21, so he skips line 22. On lines(livestock) structure. odometer readings on his vehicles at the end of 23 and 24, he enters the FMVs before and after
each year and when he places the vehicles inLine 6. He enters the description of the the casualty ($500 and $0, respectively), and he
service and disposes of them. In addition, be-property (tractor and dairy equipment) he is shows the difference, $500, on line 25. He en-
cause he uses his car only partly for business,electing to expense under section 179. His cost ters the amount from line 20 on line 26, subtracts
he writes down the number of business miles itbasis for the section 179 deduction is limited to line 21 from line 26, and enters $148 on lines 27
is driven any day that it is used for business. Hethe cash he paid for the tractor and the dairy and 28.
uses these records to answer the questions onequipment. He enters his cost basis of $33,729
lines 24a and 24b of Section A and lines 30for the tractor and $72,000 for the dairy equip- Part II. He owned the cow for more than one
through 36 of Section B.ment, in column (b). He then enters the tentative year, so he identifies the casualty on line 34 and

He has no amortization, so he does not usededuction, $28,000 for the tractor and $72,000 enters $148 on lines 34(b)(i), 35(b)(i), 37, and
Part VI of Form 4562.for the dairy equipment, in column (c). However, 38a, and on Form 4797, Part II, line 14.

this amount is subject to the business income
limit on line 11. (The total cost of his section 179 Schedule SE (Form 1040) Form 4797—Sales of
property ($162,229) did not exceed the invest- Self-Employment Tax Business Propertyment limit, $400,000, and he is therefore subject
to the maximum dollar limit, $100,000.) After figuring his net farm profit on page 1 of After completing Schedule F (Form 1040) and

Schedule F, Mr. Brown figures his self-employ- Section B of Form 4684, Mr. Brown fills in FormLines 11 and 12. His taxable income from
ment tax. To do this, he figures his net earnings 4797 to report the sales of business property.his farming business (without including the sec-
from farm self-employment on Short Schedule See Table 11–1 in chapter 11 for the types oftion 179 deduction and the self-employment tax
SE (Section A). He is not required to use Long property reported on Form 4797.deduction) exceeds the maximum dollar limit on
Schedule SE (Section B). First he prints his He prints his name, his wife’s name, and hisline 5. He enters $100,000 on lines 11 and 12.
name (as shown on his Form 1040) and his identifying number at the top of Form 4797.See chapter 8 for information on the section 179
social security number at the top of Schedule Before he can complete Parts I and II, hededuction.
SE. Only his name and social security number must complete Part III to report the sale of cer-

Line 14. He enters $20,894 for the special go on Schedule SE. His wife does not have tain depreciable property.
depreciation allowance for the properties that self-employment income. If she had self-em-
qualify. For qualified property acquired before Part III. Mr. Brown sold three depreciable as-ployment income, she would file her own Sched-
May 6, 2003, the special depreciation allowance sets in 2003 at a gain. They consisted of a truck,ule SE.
is an additional 30% of the property’s cost or a mower, and a purchased dairy cow, #60. He
basis (after subtracting the section 179 deduc- Line items. He figures his self-employment has information about their cost and deprecia-
tion). tax on the following lines. tion in his records. Only the dairy cow appears
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on the Depreciation Worksheet. The truck and total wages, $8,950 ($7,750 from the schoolSchedule D (Form 1040)
system and $1,200 from the farm), as shown onmower were fully depreciated. Capital Gains and Losses
the Forms W–2 that he and the school systemHe sold the truck on July 9, the mower on
gave her.August 12, and the cow on October 28. Since After completing Form 4797, Mr. Brown fills in

the gains on these items were gains from dispo- Schedule D to report gains and losses on capital Lines 8a and 9a. He did not actually receive
sitions of depreciable personal property, as ex- assets. He prints his name, his wife’s name, and cash payment for the interest he listed on line 8a

his social security number at the top of Scheduleplained in chapter 11, he must determine the ($375). It was credited to his account so that he
D.part of the gain for each item that was ordinary could have withdrawn it in 2003. Therefore, he

income. constructively received it and correctly includedEntries. He enters the required information in
He enters the description of each item on it in his income for 2003. He enters the $220 inthe appropriate columns.

lines 19A through 19C and relates the corre- ordinary dividends he received from the Circle
Lines 1 and 3. He reports as a short-termsponding property columns to the properties on Real Estate Investment Trust on line 9a. They

loss on line 1 his $50 loss on the 2003 sale of H.those lines. He completes lines 20 through 25(b) are not qualified dividends so he made no entry
T. Corporation stock held one year or less. Hefor each disposition. on line 9(b).
includes the gross sales price of the stock in

He received patronage dividends from farm-Gain from dispositions. The gain on each column (d) on lines 1 and 3.
ers’ cooperatives based on business done withitem is shown on line 24. His gain on the sale of

Line 7b. He completes Part I of Schedule D these cooperatives. He does not list these divi-the truck is $700 (Property A). His gain on the
by entering on line 7b the loss in column (f) on dends here, but properly included them on linessale of the mower is $70 (Property B). His gain
line 1. 5a and 5b, Part I of Schedule F.on the sale of the cow is $82 (Property C). The

He did not receive more than $1,500 in inter-Lines 8 and 10. He enters in column (f) ongain on each item is entered in the appropriate
est or $1,500 in dividends and none of the otherline 8 his $745 long-term gain on the sale ofproperty column on line 25(b).
conditions listed at the beginning of the Sched-Circle Corporation stock held more than one

Summary of Part III gains. On line 30, he ule B instructions applied, so he is not requiredyear. He includes the gross sales price in col-
enters $852, the total of property columns A to complete Schedule B.umn (d) on lines 8 and 10.
through C, line 24. On line 31, he enters $852,

Lines 13a, 14, and 18. He previously en-Line 11. Mr. Brown had previously enteredthe total of property columns A through C, line
tered the following items.on line 11 the gain from line 7(g) and 7(h) of25(b). This amount is the gain that is ordinary

Form 4797.income. He also enters this amount on line 13, • His capital gain on line 13a from Schedule
Part II. Line 15. He combines the column (g) D, line 17.

He subtracts line 31 from line 30 and enters amounts on lines 8 and 11 and enters the result • His other gain on line 14 from Form 4797,-0- on line 32. He has no long-term capital gain on Line 15.
line 18b(2).on the dispositions. All his gain is ordinary in-

Line 16. He combines the column (f)
come. • His net farm profit on line 18 from Sched-amounts on lines 8 and 11 and enters the result

ule F, line 36.on line 16.
Part I. All the animals in Part I met the required

Line 17a. In Part III, he combines lines 7b Line 22. He adds the amounts on lines 7holding period.
and 16 and enters his total capital gain on line through 21 and enters the total, $93,708.Mr. Brown sold at a gain several cows he had
17a. He also enters this amount on Form 1040,raised and used for dairy purposes. His selling Line 28. He has already entered one-half ofline 13a.expense was $325 for these cows, which he his self-employment tax, $4,786, which he fig-

shows on line 2(f). He enters the gain from the Line 17b. In part III, he combines lines 7a ured on Schedule SE.
sale on line 2(g). He also shows on line 2(f), a and 15 and enters his total post-May 5 gain on

Line 29. He paid premiums of $7,200 duringselling expense of $20 for a raised dairy heifer line 17b.
2003 for health insurance coverage for himselfAfter he completes his Form 1040 throughand enters on line 2(g) the gain from the sale of
and his family and qualifies for the self-em-line 40, he will use Part IV to figure his taxthe heifer. He also enters the gain on line 2(h).
ployed health insurance deduction. He figureswithout regard to farm income averaging. SeeHe also enters on line 2(g) the loss from the sale
the part of his insurance payment that he canSchedule J (Form 1040), Farm Income Averag-of purchased dairy cow #52. Because he sold
deduct by completing the Self-Employed Healthing, later.purchased dairy cow #52 at a loss, he entered it
Insurance Deduction Worksheet (not shown) inin Part I instead of Part III. See Table 11–1 in Although Mr. Brown must complete the instructions for Form 1040. He enters thechapter 11 for where to report items on Form Schedule D (Form 1040) and attach result, $7,200, on line 29.4797. it to his return, certain other taxpay-

TIP
Line 33. He adds the amounts on lines 23He combines the gains and loss on line 2(g) ers may be able to complete the

through 32a and enters the total, $11,986, onand enters $14,770 on line 7(g). He enters on Qualified Dividends and Capital Gain Tax Work-
line 33.line 7(h) the $1,080 post-May 5 gain. He has no sheet in the Form 1040 instructions instead. See

the instructions for line 13a of the 2003 Formnonrecaptured net section 1231 losses from Lines 34 and 35. He subtracts line 33 from
1040.prior years, so he does not fill in lines 8, 9, and line 22 to get his adjusted gross income and

12. If he had nonrecaptured section 1231 enters the result, $81,722, on line 34 and also on
losses, part or all of the gain on line 7 would be Form 1040, Page 1 line 35 of page 2.
ordinary income and entered on line 12. Based

Mr. Brown is filing a joint return with his wife. Heon the instructions for line 7, he enters $14,770 Form 1040, Page 2uses the form he received from the IRS.as a long-term capital gain on line 11(f) of
Schedule D and $1,080 on line 11(g) of Sched- Mr. Brown fills in the following lines on page 2 ofLine items. He fills in all applicable items on
ule D. Form 1040.page 1 of Form 1040.

Line 37. He enters $15,000 from his Sched-Line 6c. He prints the name and social se-Part II. Mr. Brown enters on line 10 the $250
ule A (Form 1040), which is not shown, becausecurity number of each dependent child hegain from the sale of a raised dairy heifer held
the total of his itemized deductions is larger thanclaims. He also checks the boxes in column (4)less than 24 months for breeding purposes. He
the $9,500 standard deduction for his filing sta-because all of his children are qualifying childrenhad previously entered the $852 gain from line
tus (married filing jointly).for the child tax credit.31, Part III, on line 13 and the $148 loss from

Form 4684 on line 14. He totals lines 10 through Lines 38, 39, and 40. He subtracts theLine 7. Mrs. Brown worked part time as a
17 and enters $954 on line 18. He carries the $15,000 on line 37 from the $81,722 on line 35substitute teacher for the county school system
gain from line 18 to line 18b(2) and shows it as and enters the result, $66,722 on line 38. Heduring 2003. She also worked for Mr. Brown on
ordinary income on line 14 of Form 1040. the farm during 2003. He enters on line 7 her enters $15,250 (5 × $3,050) on line 39 and
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subtracts this amount from the amount on line 2003, one-third of that amount would be treatedSchedule J (Form 1040)
as capital gains for each of the previous 3 years38 to get a taxable income of $51,472 on line 40. Farm Income Averaging
and the tax on lines 8, 12, and 16 would beLine 41. He enters $5,994 from Schedule J,
calculated using the appropriate Schedule D.In 2003, Mr. Brown’s taxable income, $51,472,line 22. For information on how he figured his tax
The gains would be taxed at the appropriateis substantially higher than in each of the 3using farm income averaging, see Schedule J capital gains rate for the previous years.previous years. His taxable income amounts

(Form 1040), later.
were only $2,500, $1,050, and $700 for 2002, Line 17. He adds the amounts on lines 4, 8,

Line 43. Mr. Brown determined that they do 2001, and 2000, respectively. He elects to use 12, and 16 and enters the total, $6,511, on line
farm income averaging by completing Schedulenot owe alternative minimum tax (line 42). 17.
J to figure his tax.Therefore, he enters on line 43 the tax shown on

Lines 18, 19, and 20. He enters his tax fromHe prints his name, his wife’s name, and hisline 41.
his 2000, 2001, and 2002 returns on lines 18,identifying number at the top of Schedule J.

Line 49. The Browns qualify for the child tax First, he uses Part IV of Schedule D to figure 19, and 20, respectively.
credit. He figures his credit by completing the his tax without regard to farm income averaging.

Line 21. He adds the amounts on lines 18,Child Tax Credit Worksheet (not shown) in the Next, he uses Schedule J to figure his tax using
19, and 20 and enters the total, $517, on line 21.instructions for Form 1040. He enters his credit, farm income averaging.

Line 22. He subtracts the amount on line 21$1,800, on line 49.The credit figured reflects an
Line items. He fills in the lines on Schedule J. from the amount on line 17 and enters $5,994 onadvance child tax credit payment of $1,200 re-

line 22. The tax on this line is less than theceived by the Browns. Line 1. He enters $51,472, his taxable in-
$6,159 of tax he figured using Schedule D.come from line 40 of Form 1040.Lines 53 and 54. He adds the amounts on
Therefore, he enters on line 41 of his Form 1040

Line 2. He enters the part of his farm incomelines 44 through 52 and enters the total, $1,800, the amount from this line.he is electing to average, $28,472. He elects toon line 53. He subtracts that amount from the tax
treat this elected farm income as all coming outon line 43 and enters $4,194 on line 54. Completing the Returnof his $67,744 of ordinary farm income from

Line 55. He has already entered the $9,572 Schedule F. He could have elected to treat up to
The Browns sign their names and enter the dateself-employment tax he figured on Schedule SE. $14,770 of it as coming out of his gain from the
signed, their occupations, and their telephonesale of farm assets (other than land) that areLine 60. He adds the amounts on lines 54 number at the bottom of page 2 of Form 1040. (Ifreported in Part I of Form 4797. Reducing histhrough 59 and enters $13,766, which is the total they had not prepared their own tax return, theordinary income by this amount allows him totax for 2003. preparer would also sign the return and providetake advantage of the lowest tax brackets for
the information requested at the bottom of theLine 61. He enters the income tax withheld this year and the 3 previous years.
page.) Mr. Brown prints in his name, his wife’sfrom Mrs. Brown’s wages, $1,435, as shown on Line 3. He subtracts the amount on line 2 name, and their address in the label section. Hethe Forms W–2 she received. He attaches a from the amount on line 1 and enters $23,000 on writes his and his wife’s social security numberscopy of her Forms W–2 to the front of Form line 3. in the boxes next to the label section.1040.

Line 4. Because he has capital gains and He writes a check payable to the United
Line 62. He did not make 2003 estimated losses this year, he computes the tax on States Treasury for the full amount on line 72 of

tax payments since two-thirds of his gross in- $23,000 using Part IV of Schedule D (not Form 1040. On the check, he writes his social
come for 2002 was from farming. He was sure shown) and enters the result, $2,208, on line 4. security number, their telephone number, and

In this example, he decided to treat the electedthat at least two-thirds of his gross income for “2003 Form 1040.” His name and address are
farm income as all coming from his ordinary2003 would again be from farming. Farmers who printed on the check. Mr. Brown could have
income. However, he could have made a differ-meet either of these conditions do not have to chosen instead to pay his taxes by credit card
ent election to use some or all of the capitalmake 2003 estimated tax payments. If he files (American Express Card, Discover Card,
gains for 2003. In that case, the calculation forhis Form 1040 and pays the tax due no later MasterCard card, or Visa card). For informa-
this line would have been made by reducing histhan March 1, 2004, he will not be penalized for tion about how to pay by credit card, see thecapital gains for 2003 by the amount included in

failure to pay estimated taxes. He makes no Form 1040 Instructions.elected farm income and, unless all of the capital
entry on line 62. After making a copy of their complete returngains for 2003 were included in elected farm

for his records, he assembles the various formsincome, using Schedule D to compute the tax onLine 63. The Browns are not entitled to
and schedules behind Form 1040 in the follow-line 4.claim the earned income credit on line 63, be-
ing order, based on the Attachment Sequencecause their adjusted gross income is more than Lines 5, 9, and 13. He enters his taxable Number shown in the upper right corner of each$34,692. income from 2000, 2001, and 2002 on lines 5, 9, schedule or form and included after each item

and 13, respectively.Line 65. The Browns are not entitled to listed below.
claim the additional child tax credit because they Lines 6, 10, and 14. He divides the amount

1) Schedule A. (07) (not shown)received the maximum amount of child tax credit on line 2 by 3.0 and enters the result, $9,491, on
lines 6, 10, and 14.they were entitled to on line 49. 2) Schedule D. (12)

Lines 7, 11, and 15. He figures his adjustedLine 67. Mr. Brown enters his credit for 3) Schedule F. (14)
taxable income for the 3 previous years by ad-$350 of federal excise tax on gasoline used in

4) Schedule SE. (17)ding the amounts on lines 6, 10, and 14 to the2003. He checks box “b” and attaches Form
amounts on lines 5, 9, and 13, respectively.4136 (not shown) to his return, showing how he 5) Schedule J. (20)

figured the credit. He must report the credit as Lines 8, 12, and 16. He figures the tax on 6) Form 4136. (23) (not shown)
other income on his Schedule F for 2004, be- the amounts on lines 7, 11, and 15 using the

7) Form 4684. (26)cause his deduction for the total cost of gasoline appropriate Tax Rate Schedules for the appro-
priate year and enters the results on lines 8, 12,(including the $350 of excise taxes) as a farm 8) Form 4797. (27)
and 16, respectively. In this example, he de-business expense on Schedule F reduced his

9) Form 4562. (67)cided to treat the elected farm income as all2003 taxes.
coming from his ordinary income for 2003 and 10) Form 8824. (109) (not shown)Lines 68 and 72. He adds the amounts on he added one-third of the elected farm income to

lines 61 through 67 and enters the total, $1,785, He completes Form 1040 – V, Paymentthe ordinary income of each of the previous 3
on line 68. He subtracts that figure from the Voucher, which was included in his tax package.years. His income is taxed at the 15% rate for
amount on line 60. The balance, $11,981, is He carefully follows the instructions for mailingeach year. However, if he had made a different
entered on line 72. election to use some or all of the capital gains for his return and paying the tax.            
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Walter A.

Jane W.

Brown

Brown

RR 1 Box 25

Hometown, VA 22870

543 00 2111

XX

X

X

X
2

3

MICHAEL
MATTHEW
SARAH

579
579
579

00
00
00

Son
Son

Daughter

5

9999
9998
9997

BROWN
BROWN
BROWN

8,950
375

220

67,744

93,708

–
–

–

–

–

–
–

–4,786

11,986
81,722

�
�
�

15,465 –

954 –

7,200 –

543 00 1222

Department of the Treasury—Internal Revenue Service1040 U.S. Individual Income Tax Return
OMB No. 1545-0074For the year Jan. 1–Dec. 31, 2003, or other tax year beginning , 2003, ending , 20

Last nameYour first name and initial Your social security number

(See
instructions
on page 19.)

L
A
B
E
L

H
E
R
E

Last name Spouse’s social security numberIf a joint return, spouse’s first name and initial

Use the IRS
label.
Otherwise,
please print
or type.

Home address (number and street). If you have a P.O. box, see page 19. Apt. no.

City, town or post office, state, and ZIP code. If you have a foreign address, see page 19.

Presidential
Election Campaign

1 Single
Filing Status Married filing jointly (even if only one had income)2

Check only
one box.

3
Qualifying widow(er) with dependent child. (See page 20.)

6a Yourself. If your parent (or someone else) can claim you as a dependent on his or her tax
return, do not check box 6aExemptions

Spouseb
(4) if qualifying
child for child tax

credit (see page 21)

Dependents:c (2) Dependent’s
social security number

(3) Dependent’s
relationship to

you(1) First name Last name

If more than five
dependents,
see page 21.

d Total number of exemptions claimed

7Wages, salaries, tips, etc. Attach Form(s) W-27
8a8a Taxable interest. Attach Schedule B if requiredIncome

8bb Tax-exempt interest. Do not include on line 8aAttach 
Forms W-2 and
W-2G here.
Also attach
Form(s) 1099-R
if tax was
withheld.

9a9a Ordinary dividends. Attach Schedule B if required

1010 Taxable refunds, credits, or offsets of state and local income taxes (see page 23)
1111 Alimony received
1212 Business income or (loss). Attach Schedule C or C-EZ

Enclose, but do
not attach, any
payment. Also,
please use
Form 1040-V.

13a13a Capital gain or (loss). Attach Schedule D if required. If not required, check here �

1414 Other gains or (losses). Attach Form 4797
15a 15bIRA distributions b Taxable amount (see page 25)15a

16b16aPensions and annuities b Taxable amount (see page 25)16a
1717 Rental real estate, royalties, partnerships, S corporations, trusts, etc. Attach Schedule E
1818 Farm income or (loss). Attach Schedule F
1919 Unemployment compensation

20b20a b Taxable amount (see page 27)20a Social security benefits
2121

22 Add the amounts in the far right column for lines 7 through 21. This is your total income � 22

24IRA deduction (see page 29)

23

26
25

One-half of self-employment tax. Attach Schedule SE

27

Self-employed health insurance deduction (see page 33)

26

28
27

Self-employed SEP, SIMPLE, and qualified plans

29
28

Penalty on early withdrawal of savings

30
29

Alimony paid  b Recipient’s SSN �

33Add lines 23 through 32a

30

Subtract line 33 from line 22. This is your adjusted gross income �

31

Adjusted
Gross
Income

34

If you did not
get a W-2,
see page 22.

Fo
rm

Married filing separately. Enter spouse’s SSN above
and full name here. �

Cat. No. 11320B

�

�

Label

Form 1040 (2003)

IRS Use Only—Do not write or staple in this space.

Head of household (with qualifying person). (See page 20.) If
the qualifying person is a child but not your dependent, enter
this child’s name here. �

Other income. List type and amount (see page 27)

Moving expenses. Attach Form 3903

24
25

For Disclosure, Privacy Act, and Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see page 77.

No. of boxes
checked on
6a and 6b

No. of children
on 6c who:

Dependents on 6c
not entered above

Add numbers
on lines
above �

● lived with you
● did not live with
you due to divorce
or separation
(see page 21)

32a 32a

Student loan interest deduction (see page 31)

31

33

� �Important!

NoYes
Note. Checking “Yes” will not change your tax or reduce your refund.
Do you, or your spouse if filing a joint return, want $3 to go to this fund? �

You must enter
your SSN(s) above.

YesNo

SpouseYou

(See page 19.)

(99)

Tuition and fees deduction (see page 32)

34

4

5

23Educator expenses (see page 29)

2003

9bb Qualified dividends (see page 23)

13bb If box on 13a is checked, enter post-May 5 capital gain distributions
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81,722

15,000
66,722

15,250
51,472
5,994

1,800
4,194
9,572

13,766

–

–
–

–
–
–

–
–
–

–

X

1,435

350
1,785

11,981

–

–
–

–

WALTER A. BROWN

JANE W. BROWN

2-23-04

2-23-04

FARMER

TEACHER

1,800 –

555 735-0001

5,994 –

Itemized deductions (from Schedule A) or your standard deduction (see left margin)

Add lines 61 through 67. These are your total payments �

Page 2Form 1040 (2003)

Amount from line 34 (adjusted gross income)35 35

Check
if:

36a
Tax and
Credits

36a

Single or
Married filing
separately,
$4,750

If you are married filing separately and your spouse itemizes deductions, or
you were a dual-status alien, see page 34 and check here �

b
36b

37 37

38Subtract line 37 from line 3538

39
If line 35 is $104,625 or less, multiply $3,050 by the total number of exemptions claimed on
line 6d. If line 35 is over $104,625, see the worksheet on page 35

39

40Taxable income. Subtract line 39 from line 38. If line 39 is more than line 38, enter -0-40

41 41

45

46

51

Education credits. Attach Form 8863

44

49

Other credits. Check applicable box(es):

48

53

54
Add lines 44 through 52. These are your total credits

48

Subtract line 53 from line 43. If line 53 is more than line 43, enter -0- �

53

Self-employment tax. Attach Schedule SE

54

Other
Taxes

55

69

Social security and Medicare tax on tip income not reported to employer. Attach Form 4137
57Tax on qualified plans, including IRAs, and other tax-favored accounts. Attach Form 5329 if required

56

58

Add lines 54 through 59. This is your total tax �

59 59

Federal income tax withheld from Forms W-2 and 109961 61

622003 estimated tax payments and amount applied from 2002 return62
Payments

63

66Amount paid with request for extension to file (see page 56)

65

64Excess social security and tier 1 RRTA tax withheld (see page 56)

66

68
Other payments from:67

70a70a

71 71

If line 68 is more than line 60, subtract line 60 from line 68. This is the amount you overpaid

72 72

Amount of line 69 you want refunded to you �
Refund

73

Amount of line 69 you want applied to your 2004 estimated tax �

Estimated tax penalty (see page 58)

Under penalties of perjury, I declare that I have examined this return and accompanying schedules and statements, and to the best of my knowledge and
belief, they are true, correct, and complete. Declaration of preparer (other than taxpayer) is based on all information of which preparer has any knowledge.

73

You were born before January 2, 1939, Blind.

Spouse was born before January 2, 1939, Blind.

a Form 3800

b Form 8801 c Specify

a Form 2439 b Form 4136

57

Household employment taxes. Attach Schedule H

58

67

Amount
You Owe

Sign
Here

DateYour signature

Keep a copy
for your
records.

DateSpouse’s signature. If a joint return, both must sign.

Preparer’s SSN or PTINDatePreparer’s
signature

Check if
self-employed

Paid
Preparer’s
Use Only

Firm’s name (or
yours if self-employed),
address, and ZIP code

EIN

Phone no.

�
�

�

Your occupation

Tax (see page 36). Check if any tax is from:

Amount you owe. Subtract line 68 from line 60. For details on how to pay, see page 57 �

b

Direct deposit?
See page 56
and fill in 70b,
70c, and 70d.

Routing number

Account number

c Checking Savings

a Form(s) 8814 Form 4972

b
d

�

�

68

47

44

Retirement savings contributions credit. Attach Form 8880

55
56

Advance earned income credit payments from Form(s) W-2

69

�

Child tax credit (see page 40)

Credits from:

47

51

49

Additional child tax credit. Attach Form 8812

64
65

Head of
household,
$7,000

Married filing
jointly or
Qualifying
widow(er),
$9,500

Standard
Deduction
for—

Joint return?
See page 20.

Daytime phone number

( )

Earned income credit (EIC)

Credit for the elderly or the disabled. Attach Schedule R

42

43

45

Alternative minimum tax (see page 38). Attach Form 6251

Add lines 41 and 42 �

Credit for child and dependent care expenses. Attach Form 2441
46

If you have a
qualifying
child, attach
Schedule EIC.

42

43

63

Spouse’s occupation

( )

Form 1040 (2003)

● People who
checked any
box on line
36a or 36b or
who can be
claimed as a
dependent,
see page 34.

● All others:

Designee’s
name �

Do you want to allow another person to discuss this return with the IRS (see page 58)?Third Party
Designee Phone

no. � ( )

Yes. Complete the following. No

Personal identification
number (PIN) �

52

Foreign tax credit. Attach Form 1116 if required

52

a Form 8396 b Form 8859

5050 Adoption credit. Attach Form 8839

60 60

Type:

c Form 8885

Total boxes
checked �� �
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WALTER A. & JANE W. BROWN

25 shares HT Corp 12-3-02 3-6-03 400 –

400 –

450 ( 50– – )

543 00 2111

40 shares Circle Corp 10-16-83 6-5-03 1,000 255 745

1,000

14,770

15,515

–

–

– –

–

–

( 50 – )

1,080

1,825

–

–

–

745

*Include in column (g) all gains and losses from column (f) from sales, exchanges, or conversions (including installment payments received) after
May 5, 2003. However, do not include gain attributable to unrecaptured section 1250 gain, “collectibles gains and losses” (as defined on page
D-8 of the instructions) or eligible gain on qualified small business stock (see page D-4 of the instructions).

OMB No. 1545-0074
SCHEDULE D Capital Gains and Losses
(Form 1040)

� Attach to Form 1040. � See Instructions for Schedule D (Form 1040).
Department of the Treasury
Internal Revenue Service

Attachment
Sequence No. 12� Use Schedule D-1 to list additional transactions for lines 1 and 8.

Your social security numberName(s) shown on Form 1040

Short-Term Capital Gains and Losses—Assets Held One Year or Less
(f) Gain or (loss) for

the entire year
Subtract (e) from (d)

(e) Cost or other basis
(see page D-6 of
the instructions)

(a) Description of property
(Example: 100 sh. XYZ Co.)

(d) Sales price
(see page D-6 of
the instructions)

(c) Date sold
(Mo., day, yr.)

1

Enter your short-term totals, if any, from
Schedule D-1, line 2

2

Total short-term sales price amounts.
Add lines 1 and 2 in column (d)

3
3

5

Short-term gain from Form 6252 and short-term gain or (loss) from Forms 4684,
6781, and 8824

5

6
6

Net short-term gain or (loss) from partnerships, S corporations, estates, and trusts
from Schedule(s) K-1

7b

Short-term capital loss carryover. Enter the amount, if any, from line 8 of your
2002 Capital Loss Carryover Worksheet

Net short-term capital gain or (loss). Combine lines 1 through 6 in column (f)
Long-Term Capital Gains and Losses—Assets Held More Than One Year

8

Enter your long-term totals, if any, from
Schedule D-1, line 9

9

10 Total long-term sales price amounts.
Add lines 8 and 9 in column (d) 10

11
Gain from Form 4797, Part I; long-term gain from Forms 2439 and 6252; and
long-term gain or (loss) from Forms 4684, 6781, and 8824

11

12
12

13

Net long-term gain or (loss) from partnerships, S corporations, estates, and trusts
from Schedule(s) K-1

14

Capital gain distributions. See page D-2 of the instructions

15 15

14

16

Long-term capital loss carryover. Enter the amount, if any, from line 13 of your
2002 Capital Loss Carryover Worksheet ( )

Combine lines 8 through 13 in column (g). If zero or less, enter -0-

Net long-term capital gain or (loss). Combine lines 8 through 14 in column (f)
Next: Go to Part III on the back.

16

For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see Form 1040 instructions. Schedule D (Form 1040) 2003Cat. No. 11338H

( )

4
4

Part I

Part II
b

13

(b) Date
acquired

(Mo., day, yr.)

2

9

(99)

(a) Description of property
(Example: 100 sh. XYZ Co.)

(c) Date sold
(Mo., day, yr.)

(b) Date
acquired

(Mo., day, yr.)

2003

(g) Post-May 5 gain
or (loss)*

(see below)

Combine lines 1 through 5 in column (g). If the result is a loss, enter the result.
Otherwise, enter -0-. Do not enter more than zero

7a

(f) Gain or (loss) for
the entire year

Subtract (e) from (d)

(g) Post-May 5 gain
or (loss)*

(see below)

7a ( )

(e) Cost or other basis
(see page D-6 of
the instructions)

(d) Sales price
(see page D-6 of
the instructions)
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15,465 –

51,472

15,465

–

–

1,825

1,364 –

6,159 –

– 0 –

13,640

91 –
–

–

–
– 0 –

– 0 –
15,465 –

13,640

Schedule D (Form 1040) 2003

Taxable Gain or Deductible Loss

Combine lines 7b and 16 and enter the result. If a loss, enter -0- on line 17b and go to line 18.
If a gain, enter the gain on Form 1040, line 13a, and go to line 17b below

17a
17a

( )18

Part III
Page 2

18

Next:

If line 17a is a loss, enter here and on Form 1040, line 13a, the smaller of (a) that loss or
(b) ($3,000) (or, if married filing separately, ($1,500)) (see page D-7 of the instructions)

Tax Computation Using Maximum Capital Gains RatesPart IV

Enter your unrecaptured section 1250 gain, if any, from line 18 of the worksheet on page D-7

22
23
24
25

Add lines 22 and 23

26
27

31

33

34

41
42
43

Subtract line 41 from line 40

25
26
27

28

29
30

37

32

21 Enter your taxable income from Form 1040, line 40
22

● If line 16 of Schedule D is a gain or you have qualified dividends on Form 1040, line
9b, complete Part IV below.

Amount from line 4g of Form 4952 (investment interest expense)

Enter the amount from line 27
Subtract line 29 from line 28. If zero or less, enter -0- and go to line 40

Enter the smaller of line 30 or line 31
Multiply line 32 by 5% (.05)

Enter the smaller of line 21 or line 26
Enter the amount from line 30 (if line 30 is blank, enter -0-)

19

39

34

35
36

47

44
Add lines 17b and 23*

Schedule D (Form 1040) 2003

● Otherwise, skip the rest of Schedule D and complete the rest of Form 1040.

Next: ● If you have qualified dividends on Form 1040, line 9b, complete Form 1040 through
line 40, and then complete Part IV below (but skip lines 19 and 20).

● Otherwise, skip Part IV below and complete the rest of Form 1040.

20

If lines 19 and 20 are zero, go to line 21. Otherwise, complete the worksheet on page D-11 of the instructions to figure
the amount to enter on lines 35 and 53 below, and skip all other lines below.

24

Enter the smaller of line 16 or line 17a, but not less than zero
Enter your qualified dividends from Form 1040, line 9b 23

Subtract line 25 from line 24. If zero or less, enter -0-

If line 27 is more than line 28, skip lines 29–39 and go to line 40.

32
Add lines 17b and 23*

35
Subtract line 32 from line 30

38

36

Enter your qualified 5-year gain, if any, from
line 8 of the worksheet on page D-10

45
46
47

Enter the amount from line 32 (if line 32 is blank, enter -0-)
Subtract line 44 from line 43
Enter the smaller of line 42 or line 45

49

40
If lines 26 and 30 are the same, skip lines 40–49 and go to line 50.

Enter your 28% rate gain, if any, from line 7 of the worksheet on page D-8 of the instructions20

Subtract line 26 from line 21. If zero or less, enter -0-
Enter the smaller of line 21 or:28

29
30

37
Enter the smaller of line 34 or line 35

38
Multiply line 36 by 8% (.08)

39
Subtract line 36 from line 34

40

Multiply line 38 by 10% (.10)

48
49
50

Multiply line 48 by 20% (.20)

Multiply line 46 by 15% (.15)
Subtract line 46 from line 42

51
Figure the tax on the amount on line 27. Use the Tax Table or Tax Rate Schedules, whichever applies

52
53

Add lines 33, 37, 39, 47, 49, and 50
Figure the tax on the amount on line 21. Use the Tax Table or Tax Rate Schedules, whichever applies
Tax on all taxable income. Enter the smaller of line 51 or line 52 here and on Form 1040, line 41

Combine lines 7a and 15. If zero or less, enter -0-. Then complete Form 1040 through line 40b 17b

19

21

31

33

41
42

43
44
45

46

48

50
51
52
53

● $56,800 if married filing jointly or qualifying widow(er);
● $28,400 if single or married filing separately; or
● $38,050 if head of household �

If lines 30 and 32 are the same, skip lines 34–39 and go to line 40.

If line 16 or line 17a is zero or less, skip lines 19 and 20 and go to line 21. Otherwise, go to line 19.

*If lines 23 and 25 are more than zero, see Lines 31 and 43 on page D-9 for the amount to enter.

1,825 –

– 0 –

– 0 –
15,465 –

36,007 –

36,007 –
15,465 –

1,825 –

– 0 –
– 0 –

4,704 –

7,021 –
–6,159

51,472 –
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WALTER A. BROWN

MILK

X

543 00 2111

1 2 01 1 2

X

27,192
6,523

33
438

–

20,669
263,018

33
438

665

1,258
567

286,648

–

–
–

–
–
–
–

–

–
–

–

4,043
2,701

1,040
1,575

18,019
6,544
5,105
3,521
1,070

3,175
1,043

16,416

–
–

–
–

–

–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–

2,400 –
5,424 –
2,132 –

2,807 –
3,201 –
3,997 –
3,217 –

807
347
287
534

–
–
–
–

218,904

67,744

–

–

Milk assessment
Commissions, dues & fees
Records/Office supplies
Travel & meals

1 0 9 8 7 6 5 4 3

129,499

SCHEDULE F OMB No. 1545-0074Profit or Loss From Farming
(Form 1040)

� Attach to Form 1040, Form 1041, Form 1065, or Form 1065-B.
Department of the Treasury
Internal Revenue Service

Attachment
Sequence No. 14

Social security number (SSN)Name of proprietor

A Principal product. Describe in one or two words your principal crop or activity for the current tax year. B Enter code from Part IV

D Employer ID number (EIN), if any

C Accounting method: AccrualCash

E Did you “materially participate” in the operation of this business during 2003? If “No,” see page F-2 for limit on passive losses. NoYes

Farm Income—Cash Method. Complete Parts I and II (Accrual method taxpayers complete Parts II and III, and line 11 of Part I.)
Do not include sales of livestock held for draft, breeding, sport, or dairy purposes; report these sales on Form 4797.

(1)

Sales of livestock and other items you bought for resale1

(2)

Cost or other basis of livestock and other items reported on line 12
3Subtract line 2 from line 13
4Sales of livestock, produce, grains, and other products you raised4

5a 5b5a Total cooperative distributions (Form(s) 1099-PATR) Taxable amount5b
6a 6b6a Agricultural program payments (see page F-2) 6b Taxable amount

Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC) loans (see page F-3):7
7aCCC loans reported under electiona
7c7bCCC loans forfeited 7c Taxable amountb

Crop insurance proceeds and certain disaster payments (see page F-3):8
8a 8bAmount received in 2003a 8b Taxable amount

8dAmount deferred from 20028dIf election to defer to 2004 is attached, check here �c
9Custom hire (machine work) income9

10Other income, including Federal and state gasoline or fuel tax credit or refund (see page F-3)10

Gross income. Add amounts in the right column for lines 3 through 10. If accrual method taxpayer, enter
the amount from page 2, line 51 �

11
11

Farm Expenses—Cash and Accrual Method. Do not include personal or living expenses such as taxes, insurance,
repairs, etc., on your home.

Labor hired (less employment credits)

12

2424

Pension and profit-sharing
plans

Chemicals

12 25

Rent or lease (see page F-5):

Conservation expenses (see
page F-4)

13

26a

13

Vehicles, machinery, and equip-
ment

a

26b

14
14

Other (land, animals, etc.)Custom hire (machine work) b

26

Repairs and maintenance

15

Depreciation and section 179
expense deduction not claimed
elsewhere (see page F-4)

2727

Seeds and plants purchased 28

15

28

Storage and warehousing 2929

Supplies purchased

16

Employee benefit programs
other than on line 25

30

16

30

Taxes 3117
17

31

Utilities 3218

Fertilizers and lime

3218

Veterinary, breeding, and medicine19

Freight and trucking

19 33

Other expenses (specify):
34a

20

Gasoline, fuel, and oil

20

a
34b

2121

Insurance (other than health) b
34c23 Interest: c

23a 34da Mortgage (paid to banks, etc.) d
34eeb 23bOther

35Total expenses. Add lines 12 through 34f �35

36 Net farm profit or (loss). Subtract line 35 from line 11. If a profit, enter on Form 1040, line 18, and also on
Schedule SE, line 1. If a loss, you must go on to line 37 (estates, trusts, and partnerships, see page F-6) 36

All investment is at risk.37aIf you have a loss, you must check the box that describes your investment in this activity (see page F-6).37

Some investment is not at risk.37b
● If you checked 37a, enter the loss on Form 1040, line 18, and also on Schedule SE, line 1.
● If you checked 37b, you must attach Form 6198.

Schedule F (Form 1040) 2003For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see Form 1040 instructions.

� See Instructions for Schedule F (Form 1040).

Car and truck expenses (see page
F-4—also attach Form 4562)

Cat. No. 11346H

Feed purchased

22 22

34ff

25

33

34

1

2

�

Part I

Part II

�

(99)

2003
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WALTER A. BROWN 543 00 2111

67,744

67,744

62,562

9,572

4,786

–

–

–

–

–

OMB No. 1545-0074SCHEDULE SE

Self-Employment Tax(Form 1040)

Department of the Treasury
Internal Revenue Service

Attachment
Sequence No. 17� Attach to Form 1040. � See Instructions for Schedule SE (Form 1040).

Name of person with self-employment income (as shown on Form 1040) Social security number of person
with self-employment income �

Who Must File Schedule SE
You must file Schedule SE if:
● You had net earnings from self-employment from other than church employee income (line 4 of Short Schedule SE or line 4c of

Long Schedule SE) of $400 or more or

Exception. If your only self-employment income was from earnings as a minister, member of a religious order, or Christian Science
practitioner and you filed Form 4361 and received IRS approval not to be taxed on those earnings, do not file Schedule SE. Instead,
write “Exempt–Form 4361” on Form 1040, line 55.

Section A—Short Schedule SE. Caution. Read above to see if you can use Short Schedule SE.

Net farm profit or (loss) from Schedule F, line 36, and farm partnerships, Schedule K-1 (Form
1065), line 15a

1
1

Net profit or (loss) from Schedule C, line 31; Schedule C-EZ, line 3; Schedule K-1 (Form 1065),
line 15a (other than farming); and Schedule K-1 (Form 1065-B), box 9. Ministers and members
of religious orders, see page SE-1 for amounts to report on this line. See page SE-2 for other
income to report

2

2
3Combine lines 1 and 23

Net earnings from self-employment. Multiply line 3 by 92.35% (.9235). If less than $400,
do not file this schedule; you do not owe self-employment tax �

4
4

5 Self-employment tax. If the amount on line 4 is: 

For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see Form 1040 instructions. Schedule SE (Form 1040) 2003

● You had church employee income of $108.28 or more. Income from services you performed as a minister or a member of a
religious order is not church employee income (see page SE-1).

Cat. No. 11358Z

Deduction for one-half of self-employment tax. Multiply line 5 by
50% (.5). Enter the result here and on Form 1040, line 28

● $87,000 or less, multiply line 4 by 15.3% (.153). Enter the result here and on 
Form 1040, line 55.

● More than $87,000, multiply line 4 by 2.9% (.029). Then, add $10,788.00 to the
result. Enter the total here and on Form 1040, line 55.

May I Use Short Schedule SE or Must I Use Long Schedule SE?

Did You Receive Wages or Tips in 2003?

Was the total of your wages and tips subject to social security
or railroad retirement tax plus your net earnings from
self-employment more than $87,000?

Did you receive tips subject to social security or Medicare tax
that you did not report to your employer?

Are you using one of the optional methods to figure your net
earnings (see page SE-3)?

Are you a minister, member of a religious order, or Christian
Science practitioner who received IRS approval not to be taxed
on earnings from these sources, but you owe self-employment
tax on other earnings?

Did you receive church employee income reported on Form
W-2 of $108.28 or more?

You May Use Short Schedule SE Below You Must Use Long Schedule SE on page 2

�

�

Yes

�

YesNo

�

�

�

No

No

No

No

Yes

�

Yes

�

Yes

�

Yes

�
� �

�
�

�
No

Note. Even if you had a loss or a small amount of income from self-employment, it may be to your benefit to file Schedule SE and
use either “optional method” in Part II of Long Schedule SE (see page SE-3).

6

5

6

�

(99)

2003
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28,472 –
23,000 –

51,472 –

1,579

700 –

–

2,208 –

107 –

9,491 –

–159

1,526 –

1,198 –
6,511 –

517 –
5,994 –

251 –

10,191 –

1,050 –
9,491 –

10,541 –

2,500 –
9,491 –
11,991 –

WALTER A. & JANE W. BROWN 543 00 2111

SCHEDULE J OMB No. 1545-0074Farm Income Averaging
(Form 1040)

� Attach to Form 1040.
Department of the Treasury
Internal Revenue Service

Attachment
Sequence No. 20

Social security number (SSN)Name(s) shown on Form 1040

1
2

33

4
4

5

5

66
7 7

8 8

9

9

1010
11

� See Instructions for Schedule J (Form 1040).

1
2

Enter the taxable income from your 2003 Form 1040, line 40
Enter your elected farm income (see page J-1). Do not enter more than the amount on line 1
Subtract line 2 from line 1
Figure the tax on the amount on line 3. Use the 2003 Tax Table, Tax Rate Schedules, Qualified
Dividends and Capital Gain Tax Worksheet, or Schedule D, whichever applies

If you used Schedule J to figure your tax for 2002, enter the amount
from line 11 of your 2002 Schedule J. If you used Schedule J for
2001 but not 2002, enter the amount from line 15 of your 2001
Schedule J. If you used Schedule J for 2000 but not 2001 nor 2002,
enter the amount from line 3 of your 2000 Schedule J. Otherwise,
enter the taxable income from your 2000 Form 1040, line 39; Form
1040A, line 25; or Form 1040EZ, line 6. If zero or less, see page J-2
Divide the amount on line 2 by 3.0
Combine lines 5 and 6. If zero or less, enter -0-
Figure the tax on the amount on line 7 using 2000 tax rates (see page J-3)

If you used Schedule J to figure your tax for 2002, enter the
amount from line 15 of your 2002 Schedule J. If you used
Schedule J for 2001 but not 2002, enter the amount from line 3
of your 2001 Schedule J. Otherwise, enter the taxable income
from your 2001 Form 1040, line 39; Form 1040A, line 25; or Form
1040EZ, line 6. If zero or less, see page J-4
Enter the amount from line 6
Combine lines 9 and 10. If less than zero, enter as a negative amount
Figure the tax on the amount on line 11 using 2001 tax rates (see page J-5)

If you used Schedule J to figure your tax for 2002, enter the amount
from line 3 of your 2002 Schedule J. Otherwise, enter the taxable
income from your 2002 Form 1040, line 41; Form 1040A, line 27; or
Form 1040EZ, line 6. If zero or less, see page J-7
Enter the amount from line 6
Combine lines 13 and 14. If less than zero, enter as a negative amount
Figure the tax on the amount on line 15 using 2002 tax rates (see page J-8)
Add lines 4, 8, 12, and 16

If you used Schedule J to figure your tax for 2002, enter the
amount from line 12 of your 2002 Schedule J. If you used
Schedule J for 2001 but not 2002, enter the amount from line
16 of your 2001 Schedule J. If you used Schedule J for 2000 but
not 2001 nor 2002, enter the amount from line 4 of your 2000
Schedule J. Otherwise, enter the tax from your 2000 Form 1040,
line 40*; Form 1040A, line 26*; or Form 1040EZ, line 10

If you used Schedule J to figure your tax for 2002, enter the amount
from line 16 of your 2002 Schedule J. If you used Schedule J for
2001 but not 2002, enter the amount from line 4 of your 2001
Schedule J. Otherwise, enter the tax from your 2001 Form 1040,
line 40*; Form 1040A, line 26*; or Form 1040EZ, line 11

If you used Schedule J to figure your tax for 2002, enter the amount from
line 4 of your 2002 Schedule J. Otherwise, enter the tax from your 2002
Form 1040, line 42*; Form 1040A, line 28*; or Form 1040EZ, line 10

Add lines 18 through 20
Subtract line 21 from line 17. Also include this amount on Form 1040, line 41

12

13

14
15
16
17

18

19

20

21
22

For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see Form 1040 instructions. Schedule J (Form 1040) 2003Cat. No. 25513Y

11
12

13
14
15

16
17

18

19

20

21
22

*Do not include tax from Form 4972 or 8814 or from recapture of an education credit. Also, do not include alternative
minimum tax from Form 1040A.

Caution. Your tax may be less if you figure it using the 2003 Tax Table, Tax Rate Schedules, Qualified Dividends
and Capital Gain Tax Worksheet, or Schedule D. Attach Schedule J only if you are using it to figure your tax.

(99)

2003
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Proof as o
f

10/17/2003

(su
bject to

 change)

WALTER A. & JANE W. BROWN 543-00-2111

DAIRY COW #42 HOMETOWN, VA 6-22-99

257 –

109 –

500 –
– 0 –

500 –
257 –

148 –
148 –

148 –

148 –

(148 –)

(148 –)

– 0 –

Cow killed by lightning

Page 2Form 4684 (2003)

Identifying numberName(s) shown on tax return. Do not enter name and identifying number if shown on other side.

SECTION B—Business and Income-Producing Property
Casualty or Theft Gain or Loss (Use a separate Part l for each casualty or theft.)

19 Description of properties (show type, location, and date acquired for each). Use a separate line for each property lost or damaged from
the same casualty or theft.

Property A

Property B

Property C

Property D
Properties

DCBA
20Cost or adjusted basis of each property20

Insurance or other reimbursement (whether or not
you filed a claim). See the instructions for line 3

21
21

Note: If line 20 is more than line 21, skip line 22.
Gain from casualty or theft. If line 21 is more than line
20, enter the difference here and on line 29 or line 34,
column (c), except as provided in the instructions for
line 33. Also, skip lines 23 through 27 for that column.
See the instructions for line 4 if line 21 includes
insurance or other reimbursement you did not claim, or
you received payment for your loss in a later tax year

22

22

23Fair market value before casualty or theft23
24Fair market value after casualty or theft24
2525 Subtract line 24 from line 23
26Enter the smaller of line 20 or line 2526

Note: If the property was totally destroyed by
casualty or lost from theft, enter on line 26
the amount from line 20.

27Subtract line 21 from line 26. If zero or less, enter -0-27
Casualty or theft loss. Add the amounts on line 27. Enter the total here and on line 29 or line 34 (see instructions)28 28

(b) Losses from casualties or theftsSummary of Gains and Losses (from separate Parts l) (c) Gains from
casualties or thefts
includible in income

(i) Trade, business,
rental or royalty

property

(ii) Income-
producing and

employee property
(a) Identify casualty or theft

Casualty or Theft of Property Held One Year or Less

29

3030 Totals. Add the amounts on line 29

31 Combine line 30, columns (b)(i) and (c). Enter the net gain or (loss) here and on Form 4797, line 14. If Form 4797
is not otherwise required, see instructions 31

32 Enter the amount from line 30, column (b)(ii) here. Individuals, enter the amount from income-producing property
on Schedule A (Form 1040), line 27, and enter the amount from property used as an employee on Schedule A
(Form 1040), line 22. Estates and trusts, partnerships, and S corporations, see instructions 32

Casualty or Theft of Property Held More Than One Year
33Casualty or theft gains from Form 4797, line 3233

34

35Total losses. Add amounts on line 34, columns (b)(i) and (b)(ii)35
36Total gains. Add lines 33 and 34, column (c)36
37Add amounts on line 35, columns (b)(i) and (b)(ii)37

Note: Partnerships, enter the amount from line 38a, 38b, or line 39 on Form 1065, Schedule K, line 7.
S corporations, enter the amount from line 38a or 38b on Form 1120S, Schedule K, line 6.

If the loss on line 37 is more than the gain on line 36:38
a Combine line 35, column (b)(i) and line 36, and enter the net gain or (loss) here. Partnerships (except electing

large partnerships) and S corporations, see the note below. All others, enter this amount on Form 4797,
line 14. If Form 4797 is not otherwise required, see instructions 38a

b Enter the amount from line 35, column (b)(ii) here. Individuals, enter the amount from income-producing property on
Schedule A (Form 1040), line 27, and enter the amount from property used as an employee on Schedule A (Form 1040),
line 22. Estates and trusts, enter on the “Other deductions” line of your tax return. Partnerships (except electing large
partnerships) and S corporations, see the note below. Electing large partnerships, enter on Form 1065-B, Part II, line 11 38b

If the loss on line 37 is less than or equal to the gain on line 36, combine lines 36 and 37 and enter here. Partnerships
(except electing large partnerships), see the note below. All others, enter this amount on Form 4797, line 3, column (g)
and the net post-May 5 gain or loss, if applicable, in column (h)

39

39

( )
( )
( )

( )
( )
( )

( )
( )

( )
( )

( ) ( )

Part I

Part II

Form 4684 (2003)

Attachment Sequence No. 26
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WALTER A. & JANE W. BROWN 543-00-2111

Raised cows
Dairy cow #52
Raised heifer

before 2000
7-15-99
6-2-01

2003
2-3-03
8-3-03

14,110. –
303. –

1,100. –

– 0 –
514. –
– 0 –

325. –
912. –
20. –

(95. –)
13,785. –

1,080. –

Raised dairy heifer 10-2-02 3-3-03 255. – – 0 – 5. –

(148. –)

14,770. –

250. –

852. –

954. –

954. –

Sales of Business Property
(Also Involuntary Conversions and Recapture Amounts

Under Sections 179 and 280F(b)(2))
Department of the Treasury 
Internal Revenue Service

Attachment 
Sequence No. 27� Attach to your tax return. � See separate instructions.

Identifying numberName(s) shown on return

Sales or Exchanges of Property Used in a Trade or Business and Involuntary Conversions From Other
Than Casualty or Theft—Most Property Held More Than 1 Year (See instructions.)

Enter the gross proceeds from sales or exchanges reported to you for 2003 on Form(s) 1099-B or 1099-S (or substitute
statement) that you are including on line 2, 10, or 20 (see instructions)

1
1

(f) Cost or other
basis, plus

improvements and
expense of sale

(e) Depreciation
allowed or

allowable since
acquisition

(g) Gain or (loss)
for entire year.

Subtract (f) from the
sum of (d) and (e)

(c) Date sold
(mo., day, yr.)

(b) Date acquired
(mo., day, yr.)

(a) Description
of property

(d) Gross
sales price

2

Gain, if any, from Form 4684, line 393

Section 1231 gain from installment sales from Form 6252, line 26 or 374

Gain, if any, from line 32, from other than casualty or theft

5

Combine lines 2 through 6 in columns (g) and (h). Enter the gain or (loss) here and on the
appropriate line as follows:

6

7

Partnerships (except electing large partnerships) and S corporations. Report the gain or (loss)
following the instructions for Form 1065, Schedule K, line 6, or Form 1120S, Schedule K, line 5. Skip
lines 8, 9, 11, and 12 below.

All others. If line 7, column (g), is zero or a loss, enter that amount on line 11 below and skip
lines 8, 9, and 12. If line 7, column (g), is a gain and you did not have any prior year section 1231
losses, or they were recaptured in an earlier year, enter the gain or (loss) in each column as a
long-term capital gain or (loss) on Schedule D and skip lines 8, 9, 11, and 12 below.

Nonrecaptured net section 1231 losses from prior years (see instructions)8
9 Subtract line 8 from line 7. If line 9, column (g), is zero or less, enter -0- in column (g). If line 9,

column (g), is zero, enter the gain from line 7, column (g), on line 12 below. If line 9, column (g), is
more than zero, enter the amount from line 8, column (g), on line 12 below and include the gain or
(loss) in each column of line 9 as a long-term capital gain or (loss) on Schedule D (see instructions)

Ordinary Gains and Losses
Ordinary gains and losses not included on lines 11 through 17 (include property held 1 year or less):

Loss, if any, from line 7, column (g)

10

Gain, if any, from line 7, column (g), or amount from line 8, column (g), if applicable

11

Gain, if any, from line 31

12

Net gain or (loss) from Form 4684, lines 31 and 38a

13

Ordinary gain from installment sales from Form 6252, line 25 or 36

14

Recapture of section 179 expense deduction for partners and S corporation shareholders for
property dispositions from 2002-2003 fiscal year partnerships and S corporations (see instructions)

15

Combine lines 10 through 17. Enter the gain or (loss) here and on the appropriate line as follows:

16

17

For all except individual returns. Enter the gain or (loss) from line 18 on the return being filed.a

For individual returns:b
If the loss on line 11 includes a loss from Form 4684, line 35, column (b)(ii), enter that part
of the loss here. Enter the part of the loss from income-producing property on Schedule A
(Form 1040), line 27, and the part of the loss from property used as an employee on Schedule
A (Form 1040), line 22. Identify as from “Form 4797, line 18b(1).” See instructions

(1)

(2) Redetermine the gain or (loss) on line 18 excluding the loss, if any, on line 18b(1). Enter here
and on Form 1040, line 14

Form 4797 (2003)For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see page 7 of the instructions. Cat. No. 13086I

Part I

Part II

OMB No. 1545-0184

Section 1231 gain or (loss) from like-kind exchanges from Form 8824

Ordinary gain or (loss) from like-kind exchanges from Form 8824

18

3

4

5

6

7

8

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

18b(1)

18b(2)

(99)

9

( )

4797Form 2003

(h) Post-May 5,
2003, gain or

(loss)* (see below)

*Corporations (other than S corporations) should not complete column (h). Partnerships and S corporations must complete column (h). All others must complete
column (h) only if line 7, column (g), is a gain and the amount, if any, on line 8, column (g), does not equal or exceed the gain on line 7, column (g). Include in
column (h) all gains and losses from column (g) from sales, exchanges, or conversions (including installment payments received) after May 5, 2003. However,
do not include gain attributable to unrecaptured section 1250 gain.

1,080. –

1,080. –
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TRUCK
MOWER
PURCHASED DAIRY COW #60

6-22-94
4-21-93
2-21-00

7-9-03
8-12-03

10-28-03

700. –
4,390. –

– 0 –

70. –
1,200. –

670. –
1,200. –

– 0 – 588. –

700. –

700. –

4,390. –

4,390. –

1,200. –

70. –

1,200. –
70. –

612. –

82. –

612. –
82. –

– 0 –

852. –

852. –

Page 2Form 4797 (2003)

Gain From Disposition of Property Under Sections 1245, 1250, 1252, 1254, and 1255

(c) Date sold
(mo., day, yr.)

(b) Date acquired
(mo., day, yr.)(a) Description of section 1245, 1250, 1252, 1254, or 1255 property:

A

B
C

D

Property DProperty CProperty BProperty AThese columns relate to the properties on lines 19A through 19D. �

Gross sales price (Note: See line 1 before completing.)

Cost or other basis plus expense of sale

19

Depreciation (or depletion) allowed or allowable

20

Adjusted basis. Subtract line 22 from line 21

21

Total gain. Subtract line 23 from line 20

22

If section 1245 property:

23

a Depreciation allowed or allowable from line 22
b Enter the smaller of line 24 or 25a

If section 1250 property: If straight line depreciation was used, enter
-0- on line 26g, except for a corporation subject to section 291.

24

Additional depreciation after 1975 (see instructions)a

Applicable percentage multiplied by the smaller of line 24
or line 26a (see instructions)

b

Subtract line 26a from line 24. If residential rental property
or line 24 is not more than line 26a, skip lines 26d and 26e

c

Additional depreciation after 1969 and before 1976d

Enter the smaller of line 26c or 26de
f Section 291 amount (corporations only)
g Add lines 26b, 26e, and 26f

25

If section 1252 property: Skip this section if you did not
dispose of farmland or if this form is being completed for a
partnership (other than an electing large partnership).

Soil, water, and land clearing expensesa
Line 27a multiplied by applicable percentage (see instructions)b
Enter the smaller of line 24 or 27bc

If section 1254 property:

26

Intangible drilling and development costs, expenditures for
development of mines and other natural deposits, and
mining exploration costs (see instructions)

a

Enter the smaller of line 24 or 28ab

If section 1255 property:

27

Applicable percentage of payments excluded from income
under section 126 (see instructions)

a

Enter the smaller of line 24 or 29a (see instructions)b

Summary of Part III Gains. Complete property columns A through D through line 29b before going to line 30.

Total gains for all properties. Add property columns A through D, line 24

28

Add property columns A through D, lines 25b, 26g, 27c, 28b, and 29b. Enter here and on line 13

29

Subtract line 31 from line 30. Enter the portion from casualty or theft on Form 4684, line 33. Enter the portion
from other than casualty or theft on Form 4797, line 6, column (g), and if applicable, column (h)

30

31
32

33

Recapture Amounts Under Sections 179 and 280F(b)(2) When Business Use Drops to 50% or Less
(See instructions.)

(b) Section 
280F(b)(2)

(a) Section
179

Section 179 expense deduction or depreciation allowable in prior years
34 Recomputed depreciation. See instructions
35 Recapture amount. Subtract line 34 from line 33. See the instructions for where to report

Part IV

Part III

20

21

22

23

24

25a

26a

27a

28a

29a

26b

26c

26d

26e

26f

26g

27b

27c

28b

29b

25b

30

31

32

33

34

35

Form 4797 (2003)
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WALTER A. & JANE W. BROWN FARMING 543-00-2111

162,229. –

TRACTOR 33,729. –

39,550. –

910. –

10

20

HY 150DB
2,966. –

2,244. –

129,499. –

HY

HY

150DB

150DB

– 0 –

7

34. –

20,894. –

312. –

WALTER A. & JANE W. BROWN FARMING 543-00-2111

162,229. –

TRACTOR 33,729. – 28,000. –

39,550. – 10

20

HY 150DB
2,966. –

2,244. –

HY

HY

150DB

150DB

– 0 –

– 0 –

7

34. –

2,742. –

2,864. – 307. –

DAIRY EQUIPMENT 72,000. – 72,000. –

100,000. –
100,000. –

100,000. –
100,000. –

OMB No. 1545-0172Depreciation and Amortization4562Form
(Including Information on Listed Property)

Department of the Treasury
Internal Revenue Service

Attachment
Sequence No. 67� See separate instructions.

Identifying numberName(s) shown on return Business or activity to which this form relates

Election To Expense Certain Property Under Section 179
Note: If you have any listed property, complete Part V before you complete Part I.

$100,0001Maximum amount. See page 2 of the instructions for a higher limit for certain businesses1
2Total cost of section 179 property placed in service (see page 2 of the instructions)2

$400,0003Threshold cost of section 179 property before reduction in limitation3
4Reduction in limitation. Subtract line 3 from line 2. If zero or less, enter -0-4

Dollar limitation for tax year. Subtract line 4 from line 1. If zero or less, enter -0-. If married
filing separately, see page 2 of the instructions

5
5

(a) Description of property (b) Cost (business use only) (c) Elected cost

6

7Listed property. Enter the amount from line 297
88 Total elected cost of section 179 property. Add amounts in column (c), lines 6 and 7
9Tentative deduction. Enter the smaller of line 5 or line 89

10Carryover of disallowed deduction from line 13 of your 2002 Form 456210
11Business income limitation. Enter the smaller of business income (not less than zero) or line 5 (see instructions)11
12Section 179 expense deduction. Add lines 9 and 10, but do not enter more than line 1112

13 Carryover of disallowed deduction to 2004. Add lines 9 and 10, less line 12 � 13
Note: Do not use Part II or Part III below for listed property. Instead, use Part V.

MACRS Depreciation (Do not include listed property.) (See page 4 of the instructions.)

(b) Month and
year placed in

service

(c) Basis for depreciation
(business/investment use

only—see instructions)

(d) Recovery
period(a) (e) Convention (f) Method (g) Depreciation deduction

Section B—Assets Placed in Service During 2003 Tax Year Using the General Depreciation System

3-year property19a
5-year propertyb
7-year propertyc

10-year propertyd
15-year propertye
20-year propertyf

S/LMM27.5 yrs.Residential rental
property

h
S/LMM27.5 yrs.
S/LMMNonresidential real

property
i

S/LMM
Section C—Assets Placed in Service During 2003 Tax Year Using the Alternative Depreciation System

S/L20a Class life
12 yrs. S/Lb 12-year
40 yrs. MM S/Lc 40-year

Special Depreciation Allowance and Other Depreciation (Do not include listed property.)

MACRS deductions for assets placed in service in tax years beginning before 200317 17

15Property subject to section 168(f)(1) election (see page 4 of the instructions)15
Other depreciation (including ACRS) (see page 4 of the instructions)16 16

Summary (see page 6 of the instructions)
2121 Listed property. Enter amount from line 28

Total. Add amounts from line 12, lines 14 through 17, lines 19 and 20 in column (g), and line 21.
Enter here and on the appropriate lines of your return. Partnerships and S corporations—see instr.

22
22

23 For assets shown above and placed in service during the current year,
enter the portion of the basis attributable to section 263A costs 23

Form 4562 (2003)For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see separate instructions. Cat. No. 12906N

Part IV

Part I

Part II

Part III

� Attach to your tax return.

39 yrs.

Section A

18 If you are electing under section 168(i)(4) to group any assets placed in service during the tax
year into one or more general asset accounts, check here �

Classification of property

25-year propertyg 25 yrs. S/L

Special depreciation allowance for qualified property (other than listed property) placed in
service during the tax year (see page 3 of the instructions)

14
14

2003

100,000. –

– 0 –
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X X

CAR 1-6-00
5-18-00

60 12,350. –
7,076. –

7,410. –
7,076. –

5
5

150DB/HY
150DB/HY

1,065. – *
1,179. –

– 0 –
– 0 –

– 0 –

– 0 –

– 0 –– 0 –

2,244. –

6,270 11,350

4,180

10,450 11,350

�

�

�

�

�

�

* Limited deduction for passenger automobile

PICKUP TRUCK

– 0 –

– 0 –
2,350

2,350

�

�

�

6-22-94PICKUP TRUCK
100
100

Page 2Form 4562 (2003)

Listed Property (Include automobiles, certain other vehicles, cellular telephones, certain computers, and
property used for entertainment, recreation, or amusement.)
Note: For any vehicle for which you are using the standard mileage rate or deducting lease expense, complete only
24a, 24b, columns (a) through (c) of Section A, all of Section B, and Section C if applicable.

Section A—Depreciation and Other Information (Caution: See page 7 of the instructions for limits for passenger automobiles.)
24b24a NoYesIf “Yes,” is the evidence written?NoYesDo you have evidence to support the business/investment use claimed?

(i)
Elected

section 179
cost

(h)
Depreciation

deduction

(g)
Method/

Convention

(f)
Recovery

period

(e)
Basis for depreciation
(business/investment

use only)

(d)
Cost or other

basis

(c)
Business/
investment

use
percentage

(b)
Date placed in

service

(a)
Type of property (list

vehicles first)

Property used more than 50% in a qualified business use (see page 6 of the instructions):26
%
%
%

Property used 50% or less in a qualified business use (see page 6 of the instructions):27
% S/L –
% S/L –

S/L –%
28 Add amounts in column (h), lines 25 through 27. Enter here and on line 21, page 1 28

Add amounts in column (i), line 26. Enter here and on line 7, page 129 29
Section B—Information on Use of Vehicles

(f)
Vehicle 6

(e)
Vehicle 5

(d)
Vehicle 4

(c)
Vehicle 3

(b)
Vehicle 2

(a)
Vehicle 1

Total business/investment miles driven during
the year (do not include commuting miles—
see page 2 of the instructions)

30

Total commuting miles driven during the year31
Total other personal (noncommuting)
miles driven

32

Total miles driven during the year.
Add lines 30 through 32

33

NoYes NoYesNoYesNoYesNoYesNoYesWas the vehicle available for personal
use during off-duty hours?

34

Was the vehicle used primarily by a
more than 5% owner or related person?

35

Is another vehicle available for
personal use?

36

Section C—Questions for Employers Who Provide Vehicles for Use by Their Employees

NoYesDo you maintain a written policy statement that prohibits all personal use of vehicles, including commuting,
by your employees?

37

Do you maintain a written policy statement that prohibits personal use of vehicles, except commuting, by your employees?
See page 8 of the instructions for vehicles used by corporate officers, directors, or 1% or more owners

38

Do you treat all use of vehicles by employees as personal use?39
Do you provide more than five vehicles to your employees, obtain information from your employees about
the use of the vehicles, and retain the information received?

40

Do you meet the requirements concerning qualified automobile demonstration use? (See page 9 of the instructions.)41
Note: If your answer to 37, 38, 39, 40, or 41 is “Yes,” do not complete Section B for the covered vehicles.

Amortization
(e)

Amortization
period or

percentage

(b)
Date amortization

begins

(c)
Amortizable

amount

(d)
Code

section

(f)
Amortization for

this year

(a)
Description of costs

42 Amortization of costs that begins during your 2003 tax year (see page 9 of the instructions):

43 Amortization of costs that began before your 2003 tax year 43
44 Total. Add amounts in column (f). See page 9 of the instructions for where to report 44

Complete this section for vehicles used by a sole proprietor, partner, or other “more than 5% owner,” or related person.
If you provided vehicles to your employees, first answer the questions in Section C to see if you meet an exception to completing this section for those vehicles.

Part VI

Part V

Answer these questions to determine if you meet an exception to completing Section B for vehicles used by employees who
are not more than 5% owners or related persons (see page 8 of the instructions).

Form 4562 (2003)

Special depreciation allowance for qualified listed property placed in service during the tax
year and used more than 50% in a qualified business use (see page 6 of the instructions)

25
25
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• See answers to frequently asked tax need to know your filing status and the
exact whole dollar amount of your refund.questions.

• Search publications online by topic or21. Evaluating the quality of our telephone serv-keyword.
ices. To ensure that IRS representatives give• Figure your withholding allowances using
accurate, courteous, and professional answers,our Form W–4 calculator.
we use several methods to evaluate the qualityHow To Get Tax • Send us comments or request help by
of our telephone services. One method is for a

email.
second IRS representative to sometimes listen

• Sign up to receive local and national taxHelp in on or record telephone calls. Another is to ask
news by email. some callers to complete a short survey at the

• Get information on starting and operating end of the call.You can get help with unresolved tax issues,
a small business.order free publications and forms, ask tax ques- Walk-in. Many products and serv-

tions, and get more information from the IRS in You can also reach us using File Transfer Proto- ices are available on a walk-in ba-
several ways. By selecting the method that is col at ftp.irs.gov. sis.
best for you, you will have quick and easy ac-

Fax. You can get over 100 of the
cess to tax help.

most requested forms and instruc- • Products. You can walk in to many post
tions 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, offices, libraries, and IRS offices to pickContacting your Taxpayer Advocate. If you
by fax. Just call 703–368–9694 up certain forms, instructions, and publi-have attempted to deal with an IRS problem

from your fax machine. Follow the directions cations. Some IRS offices, libraries, gro-unsuccessfully, you should contact your Tax-
from the prompts. When you order forms, enter cery stores, copy centers, city and countypayer Advocate.
the catalog number for the form you need. The government offices, credit unions, and of-The Taxpayer Advocate independently rep-
items you request will be faxed to you. fice supply stores have a collection ofresents your interests and concerns within the

products available to print from aIRS by protecting your rights and resolving For help with transmission problems, call
CD-ROM or photocopy from reproducibleproblems that have not been fixed through nor- 703–487–4608.
proofs. Also, some IRS offices and librar-mal channels. While Taxpayer Advocates can-
ies have the Internal Revenue Code, reg-not change the tax law or make a technical tax Long-distance charges may apply.
ulations, Internal Revenue Bulletins, anddecision, they can clear up problems that re-

Phone. Many services are available Cumulative Bulletins available for re-sulted from previous contacts and ensure that
by phone. search purposes.your case is given a complete and impartial

review. • Services. You can walk in to your local
To contact your Taxpayer Advocate: Taxpayer Assistance Center every busi-• Ordering forms, instructions, and publica- ness day to ask tax questions or get help• Call the Taxpayer Advocate toll free at tions. Call 1–800–829–3676 to order with a tax problem. An employee can ex-1–877–777–4778. current-year forms, instructions, and pub- plain IRS letters, request adjustments to

lications and prior-year forms and instruc-• Call, write, or fax the Taxpayer Advocate your account, or help you set up a pay-
tions. You should receive your orderoffice in your area. ment plan. You can set up an appoint-
within 10 days. ment by calling your local Center and, at• Call 1–800–829–4059 if you are a • Asking tax questions. Call the IRS Tax the prompt, leaving a message request-TTY/TDD user.
Help Line for Individuals with your tax ing Everyday Tax Solutions help. A rep-

• Visit the website at www.irs.gov/advo- questions at 1–800–829–1040. Or, if resentative will call you back within 2
cate. your question pertains to a partnership or business days to schedule an in-person

corporate return, call the Business Help appointment at your convenience. To find
For more information, see Publication 1546, Line at 1–800–829–4933. the number, go to www.irs.gov or look in

The Taxpayer Advocate Service of the IRS. the phone book under “United States• Solving problems. You can get
Government, Internal Revenue Service.”face-to-face help solving tax problemsFree tax services. To find out what services

every business day in IRS Taxpayer As-are available, get Publication 910, Guide to Free Mail. You can send your order for
sistance Centers. An employee can ex-Tax Services. It contains a list of free tax publi- forms, instructions, and publications
plain IRS letters, request adjustments tocations and an index of tax topics. It also de- to the Distribution Center nearest to
your account, or help you set up a pay-scribes other free tax information services, you and receive a response within
ment plan. Call your local Taxpayer As-including tax education and assistance pro- 10 workdays after your request is received. Use
sistance Center for an appointment. Tograms and a list of TeleTax topics. the address that applies to your part of the coun-
find the number, go to www.irs.gov or try.Internet. You can access the IRS look in the phone book under “United • Western part of U.S.:website 24 hours a day, 7 days a States Government, Internal Revenue Western Area Distribution Centerweek, at www.irs.gov to: Service.” Rancho Cordova, CA 95743–0001

• TTY/TDD equipment. If you have access • Central part of U.S.:• E-file. Access commercial tax prepara- to TTY/TDD equipment, call Central Area Distribution Centertion and e-file services available for free 1–800–829–4059 to ask tax or account P.O. Box 8903to eligible taxpayers. questions or to order forms and publica- Bloomington, IL 61702–8903• Check the amount of advance child tax tions. • Eastern part of U.S. and foreigncredit payments you received in 2003. • TeleTax topics. Call 1–800–829–4477 addresses:• Check the status of your 2003 refund. to listen to pre-recorded messages cov- Eastern Area Distribution Center
Click on “Where’s My Refund”. Be sure to ering various tax topics. P.O. Box 85074
wait at least 6 weeks from the date you • Refund information. If you would like to Richmond, VA 23261–5074
filed your return (3 weeks if you filed check the status of your 2003 refund, call
electronically) and have your 2003 tax re- CD-ROM for tax products. You1–800–829–4477 for automated refund
turn available because you will need to can order IRS Publication 1796,information and follow the recorded in-
know your filing status and the exact Federal Tax Products on CD-ROM,structions or call 1–800–829–1954. Be
whole dollar amount of your refund. and obtain:sure to wait at least 6 weeks from the

• Download forms, instructions, and publi- • Current-year forms, instructions, anddate you filed your return (3 weeks if you
cations. publications.filed electronically) and have your 2003

• Order IRS products online. tax return available because you will • Prior-year forms and instructions.
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• Frequently requested tax forms that may and the final release is available in late Febru- CD provides an abundance of other helpful in-
be filled in electronically, printed out for ary. formation, such as how to prepare a business
submission, and saved for recordkeep- plan, finding financing for your business, andCD-ROM for small businesses.
ing. much more. The design of the CD makes findingIRS Publication 3207, Small Busi-

• Internal Revenue Bulletins. information easy and quick and incorporates fileness Resource Guide, is a must for
Buy the CD-ROM from National Technical Infor- formats and browsers that can be run on virtuallyevery small business owner or any
mation Service (NTIS) on the Internet at taxpayer about to start a business. This handy, any desktop or laptop computer.
www.irs.gov/cdorders for $22 (no handling interactive CD contains all the business tax

 It is available in early April. You can get a freefee) or call 1–877–233–6767 toll free to buy forms, instructions and publications needed to
copy by calling 1–800–829–3676 or by visitingthe CD-ROM for $22 (plus a $5 handling fee). successfully manage a business. In addition, the

The first release is available in early January the web site at www.irs.gov/smallbiz.
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Tax Publications for Business Taxpayers

General Guides

Commonly Used Tax Forms

Spanish Language Publications

Your Rights as a Taxpayer
Your Federal Income Tax (For

Individuals)

Farmer’s Tax Guide

Tax Guide for Small Business (For
Individuals Who Use Schedule C or
C-EZ)

Tax Calendars for 2004
Highlights of 2003 Tax Changes
Guide to Free Tax Services

Circular E, Employer’s Tax Guide
Employer’s Supplemental Tax Guide

Circular A, Agricultural Employer’s Tax
Guide

Circular SS, Federal Tax Guide For
Employers in the U.S. Virgin Islands,
Guam, American Samoa, and the
Commonwealth of the Northern
Mariana Islands

Household Employer’s Tax Guide

Circular PR Guía Contributiva Federal
Para Patronos Puertorriqueños

Travel, Entertainment, Gift, and Car
Expenses

Tax Withholding and Estimated Tax
Excise Taxes for 2004
Withholding of Tax on Nonresident

Aliens and Foreign Entities
Social Security and Other Information

for Members of the Clergy and
Religious Workers

Residential Rental Property
Self-Employment Tax
Depreciating Property Placed in

Service Before 1987
Business Expenses
Net Operating Losses (NOLs) for

Individuals, Estates, and Trusts
Installment Sales
Accounting Periods and Methods

Corporations
Sales and Other Dispositions of Assets
Basis of Assets
Examination of Returns, Appeal Rights,

and Claims for Refund
Retirement Plans for Small Business

(SEP, SIMPLE, and Qualified Plans)
Determining the Value of Donated

Property
Starting a Business and Keeping

Records

The IRS Collection Process

Information on the United States-
Canada Income Tax Treaty

Bankruptcy Tax Guide
Direct Sellers
Passive Activity and At-Risk Rules
How To Depreciate Property

Reporting Cash Payments of Over
$10,000

The Taxpayer Advocate Service of the
IRS

Derechos del Contribuyente
Cómo Preparar la Declaración de

Impuesto Federal

English-Spanish Glossary of Words
and Phrases Used in Publications
Issued by the Internal Revenue
Service

Tax on Unrelated Business Income of
Exempt Organizations

Wage and Tax Statement

Itemized Deductions & Interest and
Ordinary Dividends*

Profit or Loss From Business*
Net Profit From Business*
Capital Gains and Losses*

Supplemental Income and Loss*
Profit or Loss From Farming*

Credit for the Elderly or the Disabled*

Estimated Tax for Individuals*
Self-Employment Tax*

Amended U.S. Individual Income Tax Return*

Capital Gains and Losses
Partner’s Share of Income,

Credits, Deductions, etc.
U.S. Corporation Income Tax Return

U.S. Income Tax Return for an S Corporation

Employee Business Expenses*
Unreimbursed Employee Business Expenses*

Power of Attorney and Declaration of
Representative*

Child and Dependent Care Expenses*

General Business Credit

Application for Automatic Extension of Time To File
U.S. Individual Income Tax Return*

Moving Expenses*

Additional Taxes on Qualified Plans (Including
IRAs) and Other Tax-Favored Accounts*

Installment Sale Income*
Noncash Charitable Contributions*

Change of Address*
Expenses for Business Use of Your Home*

Tax Highlights for Commercial
Fishermen

910

595

553
509

334

225

17
1

Nondeductible IRAs*
Passive Activity Loss Limitations*

15
15-A

51

80

179

926

378
463

505
510
515

517

527
533
534

535
536

537

541
538

542
Partnerships

544
551
556

560

561

583

594

597

598

901

911
925
946
947

908

1544

1546

1SP

850

579SP

Comprendiendo el Proceso de Cobro594SP

10134

Sch A & B

Sch C
Sch C-EZ
Sch D

Sch E
Sch F
Sch H Household Employment Taxes*

Sch R
Sch SE

1040-ES
1040X

Sch D
Sch K-1

1120

1120S

1065 U.S. Return of Partnership Income

2106
2106-EZ

2441
2848

3800

4868

3903

5329

6252
8283

8582
8606
8822
8829

Specialized Publications

Fuel Tax Credits and Refunds

Employee’s Withholding Allowance Certificate*W-4
Employer’s Annual Federal Unemployment

(FUTA) Tax Return*
940

940-EZ

U.S. Individual Income Tax Return*1040

Employer’s Annual Federal Unemployment
(FUTA) Tax Return*

Business Use of Your Home (Including
Use by Daycare Providers)

587

U.S. Tax Treaties

Practice Before the IRS and Power of
Attorney

Tax Incentives for Distressed
Communities

Employer’s Guides

Certification for Reduced Tax Rates in
Tax Treaty Countries

686

954

Capital Gains and Losses and Built-In Gains
Shareholder’s Share of Income, Credits,

Deductions, etc.

Sch D
Sch K-1

Underpayment of Estimated Tax by Individuals,
Estates, and Trusts*

2210

Report of Cash Payments Over $10,000 Received
in a Trade or Business*

8300

Depreciation and Amortization*4562
Sales of Business Property*4797

Informe de Pagos en Efectivo en
Exceso de $10,000 (Recibidos en
una Ocupación o Negocio)

1544SP

U.S. Corporation Short-Form Income
Tax Return

1120-A

See How To Get Tax Help for a variety of ways to get publications, including by
computer, phone, and mail.

See How To Get Tax Help for a variety of ways to get forms, including by computer, fax, phone,
and mail. Items with an asterisk are available by fax. For these orders only, use the catalog number
when ordering.

Form Number and Title
Catalog
Number

W-2
10220
11234

10983

17001
11320
11330

11334
14374
11338

11344
11346
12187

11358
11340
11360

Employer’s Quarterly Federal Tax Return941

11359
Sch J Farm Income Averaging* 25513

11510

Catalog
Number

20604

11744

11862
11980

12392
12490
12906
13086
13141

13329

13601
62299

63966
12081
13232

63704

62133
11390
11393
11394

11450
11456

11700

11520
11516

Form Number and Title

Continuation Sheet for Schedule D*Sch D-1 10424

Employer’s Tax Guide to Fringe
Benefits

15-B
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To help us develop a more useful index, please let us know if you have ideas for index entries.
Index See “Comments and Suggestions” in the “Introduction” for the ways you can reach us.

Uniform capitalization Credits: Election:A
rules . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39 ADS depreciation . . . . . 53, 55Earned income (EIC) . . . . 2, 96Abandonment . . . . . . . . . . 72

Amortization:Employer-providedBelow-market loans . . . . . . 24Accounting method:
Business start-upchildcare . . . . . . . . . . . 40Books and records . . . . . . . . 5Accrual . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14

costs . . . . . . . . . . . . 59Employment . . . . . . . . . . 28Cash . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 Breeding fees . . . . . . . . . . 28
Pollution controlFuel tax . . . . . . 25, 105, 106Change in . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 Business income limit,

facilities . . . . . . . . . . 59General business . . . . . . . 61Crop . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 section 179 deduction . . . 49
Reforestation costs . . . . 59Investment . . . . . . . . . . . 62Farm inventory . . . . . . . . . 14 Business use of home . . . . 30 Crop method . . . . . . . . . . 31Prior year minimum tax . . . 88Accounting periods . . . . . . 12

Cutting of timber . . . . . . . . 69Qualified electric vehicle . . 40Accrual method of C Deducting conservationSocial security andaccounting . . . . . . . . . . . 14
expenses . . . . . . . . . . . 37Calendar year defined . . . . 12 Medicare . . . . . . . . . . . 90Adjusted basis for Farming loss . . . . . . . . . . 34Canceled debt . . . . . . . . . . 22 Social security coverage . . 90installment sale . . . . . . . 77 MACRS exclusion . . . . . . . 46State unemployment tax . . 97Capital assets . . . . . . . . . . 66Adjusted basis of assets . . 39 Not excluding cost-sharingCrew leaders . . . . . . . . . . . 95Capital expenses . . . . . . . . 31Agricultural activity codes, payments . . . . . . . . . . . 20Crop:Car expenses . . . . . . . . . . 30Schedule F . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 Out of installmentDestroyed . . . . . . . . . . . . 85Cash method ofAgricultural program method . . . . . . . . . . . . 77Insurance proceeds . . . . . 18accounting . . . . . . . . . . . 13payments . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 Postponing casualtyMethod of accounting . . . . 15Casualties and thefts:Agricultural structure, gain . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85

Shares . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17Adjustments to basis . . . . . 83defined . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48 Postponing reporting crop
Unharvested . . . . . 32, 73, 92Casualty, defined . . . . . . . 81 insurance proceeds . . . . 19Alternative Depreciation

Cropland, highlyDisaster area losses . . . . . 86 S corporation status . . . . . 12System (ADS) . . . . . . . 52, 55
erodible . . . . . . . . . . . . . 69Leased property . . . . . . . . 84 Section 179 deduction . . . . 50Alternative minimum tax . . . 87 Livestock . . . . . . . . . . . . 82 SIMPLE IRA period . . . . . 100Amortization: Reimbursement . . . . . . . . 83 Special valuation, estate . . 42Going into business . . . . . 59 DReporting gains and Electric vehicles . . . . . . . . 57Pollution control facilities . . 59 Damage:losses . . . . . . . . . . . . . 87

Electronic:Reforestation expenses . . . 59 Casualties and thefts . . . . . 81Theft, defined . . . . . . . . . . 82
Deposit of taxes . . . . . . . 3, 94Section 197 intangibles . . . 60 Crop insurance . . . . . . . . 18Change in accounting Filing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10Appeal rights . . . . . . . . . . 107 Tree seedlings . . . . . . . . . 85method . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15

Embryo transplants . . . . . . 39Assessments: Debt:Chickens, purchased . . . . . 31
Employer identificationBy conservation district . . . 36 Bad . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66Christmas trees . . . . . . . 32, 69 number . . . . . . . . . . 3, 7, 94Depreciable property . . . . . 36 Canceled . . . . . 22, 40, 72, 88Claim for refund . . . . . . . . 107 EnvironmentalAssistance (See Tax help) Nonrecourse . . . . . . . . . . 71Club dues . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32 contamination . . . . . . . . 85Audits . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 107 Qualified farm . . . . . . . . . 24

Collection of tax . . . . . . . 107 Estimated tax:Recourse . . . . . . . . . . . . 71Automobiles,
Comments . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 Farm gross income . . . . . . . 8depreciation . . . . . . . . . . 49 Depletion . . . . . . . . . . . . . 58
Commodity: Farmer due dates . . . . . . . . 8Depreciation:

Futures . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 67 Fiscal year farmer . . . . . . . . 9ADS election . . . . . . . . . . 55
Wages . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 96B Gross income . . . . . . . . . . 7Conservation assets . . . . . 36

Commodity Credit Corporation Penalties . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9Bankruptcy . . . . . . . . . . . . 23 Deduction . . . . . . . . . . . . 44
(CCC): Examinations (audits) . . . 107Barter income . . . . . . . . . . 24 Electric vehicles . . . . . . . . 57
Loans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 Exchanges:Basis: Incorrect amount
Market gain . . . . . . . . . . . 18 Basis:Adjusted . . . . . . . . . . . . . 77 deducted . . . . . . . . . . . 46

Compensation . . . . . . . . . 100 Like-kind . . . . . . . . . . . 41Installment sale . . . . . . . . 77 Limit for automobiles . . . . . 49
Computer, software . . . . 45, 60 Nontaxable . . . . . . . . . . 41Replacement property . . . . 86 Listed property . . . . . . . . . 56

Partially nontaxable . . . . 41Condemnation . . . . . . . . 81, 84Basis of assets: Raised livestock . . . . . . . . 44
Taxable . . . . . . . . . . . . 41Adjusted basis . . . . . . . . . 39 Conservation: Recapture . . . . . . . 56, 74, 75

Like-kind . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64Allocating to several Cost-sharing exclusion . . . 35 Special depreciation
Nontaxable . . . . . . . . . . . 64assets . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38 District assessments . . . . . 36 allowance . . . . . . . . . . . 50

Excise taxes:Changed to business Expenses . . . . . . . . . . . . 35 Trucks and vans . . . . . . . . 57
Credit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 106use . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 Incentive payments . . . . . . 35 When to file . . . . . . . . . . . 46
Diesel fuel . . . . . . . . . . . 104Constructing assets . . . . . 38 Plans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35 Depreciation allowable . . . . 46
Farming purposes . . . . . . 103Cost . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38 Reserve Program (CRP) . . 18 Depreciation allowed . . . . . 46
Home use of fuels . . . . . . 105Decreases . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 Constructing assets . . . . . . 38 Direct payments . . . . . . 13, 20
Off-highway uses . . . . . . 105Depreciation . . . . . . . . . . 53 Constructive receipt of Disaster area losses . . . . . . 86 Refund . . . . . . . . . . . . . 106Exchanges: income . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 Disaster payments . . . . . . . 18Like-kind . . . . . . . . . . . 41 Contamination . . . . . . . . . . 85 Disaster relief grants . . . . . 86Nontaxable . . . . . . . . . . 41 Contract price . . . . . . . . . . 78 FDisaster relief payments . . . 87Partially nontaxable . . . . 41

Converted wetland . . . . . . . 69 Fair market valueDispositions . . . . . . 37, 61, 63,Taxable . . . . . . . . . . . . 41
Cooperatives, income defined . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7972, 77Gifts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42

from . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 Fair market value,Increases . . . . . . . . . . . . 39
Corporation . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 defined . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40Inherited . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42

ECost-sharing exclusion . . . 19Real property . . . . . . . . . . 38 Family member:
e-file . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10Received for services . . . . 40 Counter-cyclical Business expenses . . . . . . 14

Transfer from spouse . . . . 42 payments . . . . . . . . . . 13, 20 Easement . . . . . . . . . . . 25, 40 Installment sale . . . . . . . . 78
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Like-kind exchange . . . . . . 65 SS–5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7, 90 Individual taxpayer Time for deferred
identification number exchange . . . . . . . . . . . 65Loss on sale or exchange T . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 58
(ITIN) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90 Time to keep records . . . . . 6of property . . . . . . . . . . 32 W–2 . . . . . . . 10, 96, 97, 101

Personal-use property . . . . 82 Information returns . . . . . . 10 Listed property:W–4 . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 95, 96
Section 179 property . . . . . 48 Defined . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56W–4V . . . . . . . . . . 3, 18, 19 Innocent spouse relief . . . 107
Social security coverage . . 95 Limit on deduction forW–5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 96 Insolvency . . . . . . . . . . . . 23
Third party designee . . . . . . 3 employees . . . . . . . . . . 56W–7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90 Installment sales:

Passenger automobile . . . . 56Farm: Free tax services . . . . . . . 126 Electing out . . . . . . . . . . . 77
Recordkeeping . . . . . . . . . 57Business expenses . . . . . . 26 Farm, sale of . . . . . . . . . . 80Fuel tax credit or
Rules . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56Business, defined . . . . . . . 35 refund . . . . . . . . . . . 25, 105 Figuring income . . . . . . . . 77

Defined . . . . . . . . 35, 54, 103 Livestock:Reporting income . . . . . . . 77
Income averaging . . . . . . . 25 Casualty and theftUnstated interest . . . . . . . 79
Rental . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35 losses . . . . . . . . . . . . . 82G Insurance . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29

Crop shares . . . . . . . . . . . 17Sale of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70 Gains and losses: Intangible property . . . . . . . 60
Depreciation . . . . . . . . . . 44Special use Basis of assets . . . . . . . . . 38 Interest: Diseased . . . . . . . . . . . . 84valuation . . . . . . . . . . . 42 Capital assets, defined . . . 66 Expense . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28 Feed assistance . . . . . . . . 19Farmer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 91 Casualty . . . . . . . . . . . 82, 84 Income . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 77 Immature . . . . . . . . . . . . 45Federal unemployment tax Installment sales . . . . . . . 76 Unstated . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79 Losses . . . . . . . . . . . . 32, 68(FUTA) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 97 Livestock . . . . . . . . . . . . 68 Inventory: Purchased . . . . . . . . . . . . 69Fertilizer . . . . . . . . . . . . 21, 28 Long- or short-term . . . . . . 66 Items included . . . . . . . . . 14 Raised . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 69Ordinary or capital . . . . . . 65Filing requirements . . . . . . . 7 Methods of valuation . . . . . 15 Sale of . . . . . . . . . . . . 16, 68Sale of farm . . . . . . . . . . . 70Fiscal tax year, defined . . . . 12 Investment credit . . . . . . . . 62 Unit-livestock-price,Section 1231 . . . . . . . . . . 73Foreclosure . . . . . . . . . . . . 71 Involuntary inventory valuation . . . . . 15

Theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . 82, 84Form: conversions . . . . . 42, 56, 81 Used in a farm business . . 68
Timber . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 691040 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 Weather-relatedIRA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 98

General asset accounts . . . 561040–ES . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 sales . . . . . . . . . . . . 17, 85Irrigation:
General business credit . . . 611040X . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33 Loans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18, 31Illegal subsidy . . . . . . . . . 25

1045 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33, 62 Gifts . . . . . . . 17, 32, 42, 63, 66 Project . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 84 Losses:
1065 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10, 11 Going into business . . . . . . 59 At-risk limits . . . . . . . . . . . 33
1096 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 Goodwill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45 Casualty . . . . . . . . . . . . . 81
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